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SAKYA COMING OUT OF HIS MOUNTAIN RETREAT
By Ijawi-Kai (fiir/jr Xtllth Gtnfwj)
This if a moft ambitious
subject for an artist, Who¬
ever first fried ha brush on
ic muil have been a bold,
daring spiral but full of confi¬
dence in his apirflual power
and artistic imagination. For
the entire significance of (lie
Uuddhiat life is derived from
lists leaving by Sakyarr.uni
of his mountain retreat afire
the Enlightenment. While
Huddhism starts with En¬
lightenment and ends in F.nlighlcnmcnl, die connecting
panage must be paved with
love and companion. When
die eye of Prajna opens for
I lie first lime, a man s feeling
is that of absolute loorluicw.
for he has gone over to llte
other tide nf Nirvana; hut
no time is allowed to him to
remain in this solitude. The
loneliness of transcendental
wisdom departs, and an allemliraring love affirms itself,
in which the entire universe
is revealed with all its plurali¬
ties and complexities. Are
the eyes of the Enlightened
One gazing at the far-olf
land of perfect freedom where
ignorance and misery are en¬
tirely subjugated? Or are
they looking inward into the
realm of transcendental in¬
sight, which is revealed to
him, shorn of all its external
trumperies, i.e.. of all its con¬
ceptual encasements? That
hr walks oloor, like the king
of beasts, among the inani¬
mate objects uf nature—
rocks, trees, and shrubs—is
significant enough to direct
the reader's attention lu llsr
Ideals uf the Zen life, which,
is filled with a certain kind of
intellectual atmosphere.
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EDITOR'S FOREWORD
Daisetz Tritaro Suzuki, D.Litt., Professor of Buddhist
Philosophy in the Otani University, Kyoto, was born in
1869. He is probably now the greatest living authority on
Buddhist philosophy, and is certainly the greatest authority
on Zen Buddhism. His major works in English on the
subject of Buddhism number a dozen or more, and of his
works in Japanese as yet unknown to the West there are
at least eighteen. He is, moreover, as a chronological
bibliography of books on Zen in English clearly shows, the
pioneer teacher of the subject outside Japan, for except
for Kaiten Nukariya's Religion oj the Samurai (Luzac and
Co., 1913) nothing was known of Zen as a living experi¬
ence, save to the readers of The Eastern Buddhist (1931•939).
the publication of Essajs in Zm Buddhism
(First Scries) in 1937.
Dr. Suzuki writes with authority. Not only has he
studied original works in Sanskrit, Pali, Chinese and
Japanese, but he has an up-to-date knowledge of Western
thought in German and French as well as in the English
which he speaks and writes so fluently. He is, moreover,
more than a scholar; he is a Buddhist. Though not a priest
of any Buddhist sect, he is honoured in every temple in
Japan, for his knowledge of spiritual things, as all who
have sat at his feet bear witness, is direct and profound.
When he speaks of the higher stages of consciousness he
speaks as a man who dwells therein, and the impression
he makes on those who enter the fringes of his mind is that
of a man who seeks for the intellectual symbols wherewith
to describe a state of awareness which lies indeed "beyond
the intellect”.
To those unable to sit at the feet of the Master his
writings must be a substitute. All these, however, were
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out of print in England by 1940, and all remaining stocks
in Japan were destroyed in the fire which consumed threequarters of Tokyo in 1945. When, therefore, I reached
Japan in 1946, I arranged with the author for the Budd¬
hist Society, London—my wife and myself as its nominees
—to begin the publication of his Collected Works,
reprinting the old favourites, and printing as fast as
possible translations of the many new works which the
Professor, self-immured in his house at Kyoto, had written
during the war.
This undertaking, however, was beyond the powers of
the Buddhist Society, and we therefore secured the
assistance of Rider and Co., who, backed by the vast
resources of the House of Hutchinson, can honour the
needs of such a considerable task.
Of Zen itself I need say nothing here, but the increas¬
ing sale of books on the subject, such as The Spirit of Zen by
Alan Watts (Murray), my own Zm Buddhism (Heinemann), and the series of original translations of Chinese
Zen Scriptures and other works published by the Buddhist
Society, prove that the interest of the West is rising
rapidly. Zen, however, is a subject extremely easy to mis¬
understand, and it is therefore important that the words
of a recognized expert should come readily to hand.
It is proposed to publish the works of Dr. Suzuki in
groups of three, each group to contain, if possible, one of
his larger works, a smaller work, and a work as yet
unpublished in English. The first three chosen were the
First Series of his Essays in Zm Buddhism, his valuable
Introduction to Zm Buddhism, with a translation by Miss
Constance Rolfe of Dr. C. G. Jung’s long Foreword to the
German edition, and a new work which appears under
the title of The Zn Doctrine of Mo-Mind (The Signifiacnct
of the Sutra of Hui-ntng [Wei Lang]). The Sutra itself is
published for the Buddhist Society by Luzac and Co. as
The Sutra of Wei Lang.
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The second group, of which this is one, also includes
another of the smaller works, The Manual of Zm
Buddhism, and a completely new work, Living by %tn.
The choice for later groups will be influenced by
popular demand.

Christmas Humphreys
*95°

President of the Buddhist Society, London

EDITORIAL NOTE
References in the footnotes to the First Scries of
Essays in Zen Buddhism are to the Second Edition, already
published in these “Complete Works of D. T. Suzuki”.
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PREFACE

TO

FIRST EDITION

When the First Series of Zm Essays appeared in 1927,
the author's intention was to write the Second Series soon
after; but in the meantime the study of the Lankaoatara as
an important text of Zen Buddhism claimed his attention.
The result appeared as Studies in the Lankavatara Sutra
(1930), an English translation of the Sanskrit text of the
Sutra itself (JQ32), and a Sanskrit, Chinese, and Tibetan
Index of the Sutra (1933).
In this Second Scries of Zen Essays, the chief stress has
been placed on the study of “The Koan Exercise”, which
at present constitutes almost the alpha and omega of Zen
discipline, especially as it is practised in the Rinzai School
of the Zen sect. The koan technique is full of pitfalls, but
its development was inevitable, and without it Zen might
not have survived. My study of the koan exercise as pre¬
sented in this Series is not a very complete one, but I hope
I have given the reader a general idea of what it is. I
further hope that the psychologist and the philosopher
will take up this study as facts of experience specifically
developed m the Far-eastern mind.
“The Secret Message of Bodhidharma”, “The Two
Zen Text-books”, and "Passivity in the Buddhist Life”
have already appeared in the Eastern Buddhist. But each of
these articles has undergone a thorough revision, and new
materials have been added.
Since the recent discovery of some valuable Zen docu¬
ments which were kept buried at Tun-huang for more
than one thousand years, we have much new light shed on
the history of Zen Buddhism in China, especially around
the time of Hui-neng (637-713). In the Fourth Series I
intend to write a new history of Chinese Zen as can be
gathered up from the documents thus made accessible to
us. The Third Series is already prepared, and I hope it
will see the light before long.
In this volume I have inserted some Suiboku paintings
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by Japanese and Chinese artists. To those who are used to
Western objects of art, some of them may appear to be
crazy specimens of oriental work. But we must remember
that the Mind knows many avenues to reach and express
Reality. Even among Western readers of this book there
may be some who can approach these pictures with some¬
thing of artistic appreciation.
. .......
The name of my good friend (kaljanamtlra), rakichi
Ataka, is to be deeply engraved in the heart of the reader
who for whatever purpose happens to peruse this book;
for without him it might never have appeared in this form
before the world.
,
As before, the author owes much to his wife, Beatrice
Lane Suzuki, who has been good enough to go over the
entire MS. and read the proof-sheets.
In this intensely rationalistic age of science and mach¬
inery, may not a little of the oriental philosophy of life
prove to be a kind of gospel of relaxation and at the same
time an opening to a world of spiritual irrationalities?
Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki

Kyoto, Ftbruary 1933

THE KOAN EXERCISE
AS

THE MEANS FOR REALIZING
SATORI OR ATTAINING
ENLIGHTENMENT

PART 1

I. An Experience Beyond Knowledge
In the First Series of my Zen Euajs (p. 331 /.) I have
promised the reader in the Second Series to discuss fully
the subject of "koan”.1 In fact, the koan system has
effected a special development in Zen Buddhism, and is a
unique contribution Zen has nude to the history of the
religious consciousness. When the importance of the koan
is understood, we may say that more than the half of Zen
is understood.
The Zen masters, however, may declare that the uni¬
verse itself is a great living, threatening koan challenging
your solution, and that when the key to this great koan is
successfully discovered all other koans are minor ones and
solve themselves, and, therefore, that the main thing in
the study of Zen is to know the universe itself and not the
problem of koan as set forward by the old masters. On the
other hand, we can say this that the universal koan is
compressed in a nutshell into every one of the "seventeen
hundred koans”, and when it is understood in a most
thoroughgoing way the greatest one will also yield up its
secrets.
In the little index finger of T‘ien-lung> lies revealed
the mystery of the whole universe, and in the "Kwaiz” cry
of Lin-chi we hear the heavenly harmony of the spheres.
* Ku*{-4* in Chinese h pronounced in Japan k>-a*; literally, it means "a
public document”. It is said that there arc 1700 koans to be solved by the
Zen student before he can be called a fully qualified master.
* Eisari in Zen Buddhism (First Series], pp. 33-4/.
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However this is, I shall try in the following pages to inquire
into the historical significance of the koan in Zen, its
office in the realization of satori, its psychological aspect,
its relation to the Nembutsu* as a form of the Buddhist
experience, etc.
That the ultimate aim of Zen discipline is to attain
what is known as “satori” in Japanese, and “sambodhi”
or “abhisamaya” (enlightenment) in Sanskrit, has
already been explained in my previous writings. The
Lankavatara Sutra as a Zen text naturally emphasizes the
importance of satori, which is defined here as the ivapratyatmaryajnanagatigacara, that is to say, "the state of con¬
sciousness in which Noble Wisdom realises its own inner
nature”. And this self-realization constitutes the truth of
Zen, which is emancipation (moksha) and freedom
(ttuaMrtin). In order to make clear what is meant by selfrealization, let me quote from the Avatamsaka Sutra :*
“Sudhana asked: How does one come to this emanci¬
pation face to face ? How does one get this realization ?
“Sucandra answered: A man comes to this emanci¬
pation face to face when his mind is awakened to Prajnaparamita* and stands in a most intimate relationship to
it; for then he attains self-realization in all that he
perceives and understands.
"Sudhana: Does one attain self-realization by listen¬
ing to the talks and discourses on Prajnaparamita?
“Sucandra: That is not so. Why? Because Prajna¬
paramita sees intimately into the truth and reality of all
things.
,rSudhana: Is it not that thinking comes from hearing
and that by thinking and reasoning one comes to perceive
what Suchness is? And is this not self-realization?
“Sucandra: That is not so. Self-realization never
1 BiMKanumnli in Sanskrit and nitn-fo in Chinese. It ha* a technics!
in Japanese Buddhism, and it* relation to the koan exerciie u dtacusied
in the iccond part of thi* article.
• The forty-fascicle Anatanuaka: Fa*. XXXII. The passages quoted here
do not occur m any other AomUmsoUi. nor in the Sanskrit CWr^uAo. The
forty-fascicle one being a later compilation contains much additional
material.
• Prsgnaparamiu and Ary^jnan* may be considered synonyms.
Kit*
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comes from mere listening and thinking. O son of a good
family, I will illustrate the matter by analogy. listen I In a
great desert there are no springs or wells; in the spring¬
time or in the summer when it is warm, a traveller comes
from the west going eastward; he meets a man coming
from the east and asks him: I am terribly thirsty; pray
tell me where I can find a spring and a cool refreshing
shade where I may drink, bathe, rest, and get thoroughly
revived?
“The man from the east gives the traveller, as desired,
all the information in detail, saying: When you go further
east the road divides itself into two, right and left. You
take the right one, and going steadily further on you will
surely come to a fine spring and a refreshing shade. Now,
son of a good family, do you think that the thirst)- traveller
from the west, listening to the talk about the spring and
the shady trees, and thinking of goine to that place as
quickly as possible, can be relieved of thirst and heat and
get refreshed?
“Sudhana: No, he cannot; because he is relieved of
thirst and heat and gets refreshed only when, as directed
by the other, he actually reaches the fountain and drinks
of it and bathes in it.
“Sucandra: Son of a good family, even so with the
Bodhisattva. By merely listening to it, thinking of it, and
intellectually understanding it, you will never come to the
realization of any truth. Son of a good family, the desert
means birth and death; the man from the west means all
sentient beings; the heat means all forms of confusion;
thirst is greed and lust; the man from the cast who knows
the way is the Buddha or the Bodhisattva who, abiding in
all-knowledge has penetrated into the true nature of all
tilings and the reality of sameness; to quench the thirst
and to be relieved of the heat by drinking of the refreshing
fountain means the realization of the truth by oneself.
“Again, son of a good family, I will give you another
illustration. Suppose the Tathagata had stayed among us
for another kalpa and used all kinds of contrivance, and,
by means of fine rhetoric and apt expressions, had
B
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succeeded in convincing people of this world as to the
exquisite taste, delicious odour, soft touch, and other
virtues of the heavenly nectar; do you think that all the
earthly beings who listened to the Buddha s talk and
thought of the nectar, could taste its flavour?
“Sudhana: No, indeed; not they.
"Sucandra: Because mere listening and thinking will
never make us realize the true nature of Prajnaparamita.
“Sudhana: By what apt expressions and skilful illus¬
trations, then, can the Bodhisattva lead all beings to the
true understanding of Reality?
"Sucandra: llie true nature of Prajnaparamita as
realized by the Bodhisattva—this is the true definitive
principle from which all his expressions issue. When this
emancipation is realized he can aptly give expression to it
and skilfully illustrate it."
From this we can distinctively conceive that Prajna¬
paramita which emancipates is something which must be
personally experienced by us, and that mere hearing
about it, mere learning of it does not help us to penetrate
into the inner nature of Reality itself. Why, one may ask,
cannot the truth of self-realization be made graspable by
means of knowledge? This is answered in another place in
the Avalamsaka Sutra‘ by Silpabhijna to the following
effect:
“The truth of self-realization [and Reality itself] are
neither one nor two. Because of the power of this selfrealization, [Reality] is able universally to benefit others
as well as oneself; it is absolutely impartial, with no idea
of this and that, like the earth from which all things grow.
Reality itself has neither form nor no-form; like space it is
beyond knowledge and understanding; it is too subtle to
be expressed in words and letters.
,
“Why? Because it is beyond the realm of letters,
words, speeches, mere talk, discriminative intellection,
inquiring and speculative reflection; and again it is
beyond the realm of the understanding which belongs to
the ignorant, beyond all evil doings which are in accord1 The forty-fascicle one, F*J. XXXI. THU U »ho a Uter addition.
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ance with evil desires. Because it is neither this nor that,
it is beyond all mentation; it is formless, without form,
transcending the realm of all falsehoods; because it abides
in the quietness of no-abode which is the realm of all holy
ones.
“O son of a good family, the realm of self-realization
where all the wise ones are living is free from materiality,
free from purities as well as from defilements, free from
grasped and grasping, free from murky confusion; it is
most excellently pure and in its nature indestructible;
whether the Buddha appears on earth or not, it retains its
eternal oneness in the Dharmadhatu. O son of a good
family, the Bodhisattva because of this truth has disci¬
plined himself in innumerable forms of austerities, and
realizing this Reality within himself has been able to
benefit all beings so that they find herein the ultimate
abode of safety. O son of a good family, truth of selfrealization is validity itself, something unique, realitylimit, the substance of all-knowledge, the inconceivable,
non-dualistic Dharmadhatu, and the perfection of
emancipation in which all the arts find their complete
expression."
Further down in the forty-fascicle Amtamsaka1 we read
this:
“Sudhana: Where is the abode of all Bodhisattvas?
“Manjusri: In the most excellent ultimate truth they
have their abode. This is the truth that knows neither
birth nor death, neither loss nor destruction, neither
going nor coming; these are all words, and the truth has
nothing to do with words; it is far beyond them, it is
impossible to be described, it has nothing to do with idle
reasoning and philosophical speculation. As it has from
the first no words to express itself, it is essentially quiet,
realizable only in the inner consciousness of the wise."...
The distinction between mere learning or mere
philosophizing and self-realization, between what is
taught and teachable in words and what altogether tran‘ Pm. XXXVIII. ThU a »gain mining in Oms other Av*U**Ui and in
theCaa*ep*t-
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scends one’s verbal expressions as it is to be innerly
experienced—this distinction which is fundamental has
been strongly insisted upon by the Buddha; and all his
followers have never forgotten to emphasize this distinc¬
tion so that the state of self-realization which they
desired would never be lost sight of. They have, therefore,
been taught to be always intensely vigilant over themselves
as if their heads were on fire, or as if a poisonous arrow
had deeply penetrated into their flesh. They have been
urged strongly to endure what is unendurable, to practise
what is the most difficult to practise in the life of an
ascetic, in order that they may thus finally come to the
realization of the highest truth which liberates them from
the bondage of existence.
The importance of self-realization in the Buddhist life
has thus been recognized by all the faithful followers of
the Buddha, regardless of their doctrinal differentiations,
Hinayana and Mahayana. However inexplicable and
inexpressible the truth of self-realization is, all the
teachings of Buddhism have centred around it, and Zen,
as inheriting all that is innerly realizable in Buddhism,
has faithfully transmitted its tradition by upholding satori
against ritualism and erudition and all forms of mere
philosophizing. If not for this fact, what is the use of the
Buddha’s appearing on earth? What is the meaning of all
the discipline, of all the moral and spiritual exercises?
The following sermon by Szu-hsin Wu-hsin of Huanglung (1044-HI5)1 gives vent to what is going on in the
heart of every genuine student of Zen:
“O Brethren, to be bom as a human being is a rare
event, and so is the opportunity to listen to discourses on
Buddhism. If you fail to achieve emancipation in this life,
when do you again expect to achieve it ? While still alive,
be therefore assiduous in practising Dhyana. The practice
consists in abandonments. ‘The abandonment of what?’
you may ask. Abandon your four dements (bhuta),
abandon your five aggregates (skandha), abandon all the
1 Qpoted from the
this interesting book later on.
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workings of your relative consciousness (karmavijnana),
which you have been cherishing since eternity; retire
within your inner being and see into the reason of it. As
your self-reflection grows deeper and deeper, the moment
will surely come upon you when the spiritual flower will
suddenly burst into bloom, illuminating the entire
universe. The experience is incommunicable, though you
yourselves know perfectly well what it is.
“This is the moment when you can transform this
great earth into solid gold, and the great rivers into an
ocean of milk. What a satisfaction this is then to your
daily life! Being so, do not waste your time with words
and phrases, or by searching for the truth of Zen in books;
for the truth is not to be found there. Even if you memorize
the whole Tripitaka as well as all the ancient classics,
they are mere idle words which arc of no use whatever to
you at the moment of your death.’’

a. The Significance of Satan in Zen
Satori is thus the whole of Zen. Zen starts with it and
ends with it. When there is no satori, there is no Zen.
"Satori is the measure of Zen”, as is announced by a
master. Satori is not a state of mere quietude, it is not
tranquillization, it is an inner experience which has a
noetic quality; there must be a certain awakening from
the relative field of consciousness, a certain tuming-away
from the ordinary form of experience which characterizes
our everyday life. The technical Mahayana term for it is
paramtti,» “turning-back” or “turning-over” at the basis
of consciousness. By this the entirety of one’s mental
construction goes through a complete change. It is
wonderful that a satori insight is capable of causing such a
reconstruction in one’s spiritual outlook. But the annals of
Zen testify to this. The awakening of Prajnaparamita,
which is another name for satori, therefore, is the sine qua
non of Zen.
« StudUi « tiu Lankaeelara Sutra, p. 184*! pauim.
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There are some masters, however, who say that satori
is something artificially set up; Zen has really nothing to
do with such an excrescent growth as would injure its
natural wholesomeness; just to sit quietly—that is
enough, the Buddha is here in this doing-nothing-ncss;
those who make so much fuss about satori arc not real
followers of Bodhidharma. Such anti-satori masters would
further declare that the ultimate truth of Zen consists in
holding on to the Unconscious; that if anything marked
with conscious strivings comes in, this surely mars the
fuller expression of the Unconscious itself; and therefore
that the ultimate truth must not be interfered or trifled
with; this is the position taken up by some Zen advocates
against the upholders of satori. As they oppose satori, they
are inevitably also against the koan exercise.
Early in the twelfth century this anti-satori and antikoan movement in China grew quite strong among Zen
followers of the time, and the following is a letter written
by Tai-hui to his disciple Lu Chi-i,* warning him against
those who deny the noetic experience of satori or selfrealization :

1

Xately there is an evil tendency growing up among
certain followers of Zen who regard disease as cure. As
they never had a satori in their lives, they consider it as a
sort of superstructure, a means of enticement, as some¬
thing altogether secondary in Zen, which belongs to its
periphery and not to its centre. As such teachers have
never experienced a satori, they refuse to believe in those
who have actually gone through the experience. What
they aim at is to realize mere emptiness where there is no
life, no noetic quality whatever—that is, a blank nothing¬
ness which is regarded by them as something which is
eternally beyond the limitations of time.
“In order to reach this state of utter blankness and
1 Daiye in d
cS»r»ctrn Zen
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unfathomability, they consume so many bowls of rice
each day and spend their time sitting quietly and stolidly.
They think this is what is meant by the attainment of
absolute peace. . . . What a pity that they are altogether
ignorant of the occasion when there is a sudden outburst
(of intuitive knowledge in our minds]!”
The authoritative facts upon which the Zen quietists
based their belief are mentioned to be as follows :*
“When Sakyamuni was in Magadha he shut himself up
in a room and remained silent for three weeks. Is this not
an example given by the Buddha in the practice of
silence? When thirty-two Bodhisattvas at Vaisali dis¬
coursed with Vimalakirti on the teaching of non-duality,
the latter finally kept silence and did not utter a word,
which elicited an unqualified admiration from Manjusri.
Is this not an example given by a great Bodhisattva of the
practice of silence? When Subhuti sat in the rock-cave he
said not a word, nor was any talk given out by him on
Prajnaparamita. Is this-not an example of silence shown
by a great Sravaka? Seeing Subhuti thus quietly sitting
in the cave, Sakrcndra showered heavenly flowers over
him and uttered not a word. Is this not an example of
silence given by an ordinary mortal? When Bodhidharma came over to this country he sat for nine years at
Shao-lin forgetful of all wordy preachings. Is this not an
example of silence shown by a patriarch? Whenever
Lu-tsu saw a monk coming he turned towards the wall and
sat quietly. Is this not an example of silence shown by a
Zen master?
“In the face of all these historic examples, how can one
pronounce the practice of silent sitting as illegitimate and
irrelevant in the study of Zen?”
This is the argument set forward by the advocates of
Zen quietism at the time of Tai-hui in China, that is, in
the twelfth century. But Tai-hui declares that mere quiet
sitting avails nothing, for it leads nowhere, as no turningup takes place in one’s mind, whereby one comes out into
a world of particulars with an outlook different from the
' Diiye'i dbcounc delivered at the requeil of Chien Chi-i,
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one hitherto entertained. Those quietists whose mental
horizon does not rise above the level of the so-called
absolute silence of unfathomability, grope in the cave of
eternal darkness. They fail to open the eye of wisdom.
This is where they need the guiding hand of a genuine
Zen master.
Tai-hui then proceeds to give cases of satori realized
under a wise instructor, pointing out how necessary it is to
interview an enlightened one and to turn over once for all
the whole silence-mechanism, which is inimical to the
growth of the Zen mind. This up-tuming of the whole
system is here called by Tai-hui after the terminology of a
sutra: “Entering into the stream and losing one's abode,”
where the dualism of motion and rest forever ceases to
obtain. He gives four examples:
i. When Shui-lao was trimming the wistaria, he asked
his master, Ma-tsu, "What is the idea of the Patriarch's
coming over here from the West?” Ma-tsu replied,
"Come up nearer and I will tell you.” As soon as Shui-lao
approached, the master gave him a kick, knocking him
right down. This fall, however, all at once opened his
mind to a state of satori, for he rose up with a hearty
laugh, as if an event, most unexpected and most desired
for, had taken place. Asked the master, “What is the
meaning of all this?” Lao exclaimed, “Innumerable,
indeed, are the truths taught by the Buddhas, all of which,
even down to thdr very sources, I now perceive at the tip
of one single hair.”
Tai-hui then comments: Lao, who had thus come to
self-realization, is no more attached to the silence of
Samadhi, and as he is no more attached to it he is at once
above assertion and negation, and above the dualism of
rest and motion. He no more relies on things outside him¬
self but carrying out the treasure from inside his own mind
exclaims, “I have seen into the source of all truth.” The
master recognizes it and docs not make further remarks.
When Shui-lao was later asked about his Zen under¬
standing, he simply announced, “Since the kick so heartily
given by the master, I have not been able to stop laughing.”
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2. Yun-mcn asked Tung-shan: “Whence do you
come?” “From Chia-tu.” “Where did you pass the
summer session?” “At Pao-tzu, in Hu-nan.” “When did
you come here?” “August the twenty-fifth.” Yun-men
concluded, “I release you from thirty blows [though you
rightly deserve them].”
On Tung-shan’s interview with Men, Tai-hui com¬
ments:
How simple-hearted Tung-shan was! He answered
the master straightforwardly, and so it was natural for
him to reflect, “What fault did I commit for which I was
to be given thirty blows when I replied as truthfully as I
could?” The day following he appeared again before the
master and asked, “Yesterday you were pleased to release
me from thirty blows, but I fail to realize my own fault."
Said Yun-men, “O you rice-bag, this is the way you
wander from the west of the River to the south of the
Lake!” This remark all of a sudden opened Tung-shan’s
eye, and yet he had nothing to communicate, nothing to
reason about. He simply bowed, and said: “After this I
shall build my little hut where there is no human habita¬
tion ; not a grain of rice will be kept in my pantry, not a
stalk of vegetable will be growing on my farm; and yet I
will abundantly treat all the visitors to my hermitage
from all parts of the world; and I will even draw off all
the nails and screws [that arc holding them to a stake]; I
will make them part with their greasy hats and ill¬
smelling clothes, so that they arc thoroughly cleansed of
dirt and become worthy monks.” Yun-mcn smiled and
said, “What a large mouth you have for a body no
larger than a cocoanut!"
3. Yen, the national teacher of Ku-shan, when he was
still a student monk, studied for many years under
Hsueh-feng. One day, seeing that his student was ready
for a mental revolution, the master took hold of him and
demanded roughly, “What is this?” Yen was roused as if
from a deep slumber and at once comprehended what
it all meant. He simply lifted his arms and swung
them to and fro. Feng said, “What does that mean?”
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“No meaning whatever, sir,” came quickly from the
disciple.
4. One day Kuan-ch'i saw Lin-chi. The latter came
down from his straw-chair, and without saying a word
seized the monk, whereupon Kuan-ch'i said, “I know, I
know.”
After enumerating these four cases Tai-hui concludes
that there is after all something in Zen which can neither
be imparted to others nor learned from others, and
that the trouble with most people is that they arc
thoroughly dead and do not want to be resuscitated.
Tai-hui now talks of his own experience in the following
way:
I had been studying Zen for seventeen years, and
during that period here and there I had fragmentary
satori. I understood a little in the school of Yun-men, and
also a little in the school of Ts'ao-tung, the only trouble
being that I had nowhere that decided satori in which I
would find myself absolutely cut off from all time and
space relations. Later 1 came to the capital, and staying
at the T'ien-ning monastery I listened one day to my
teacher's discourse on Yun-men. He said: “A monk came
to Yun-men and asked, 'Where do all the Buddhas come
from?’ Yun-men answered, ‘The Eastern Mountain walks
on water.' But I, T'ien-ning, differ from Yun-men.
‘Where do all the Buddhas come from?’ ‘A breeze laden
with fragrance comes from the south, and the spacious
hall begins to be refreshingly cool!’ ” When my master
said this, I felt suddenly as if I were severed from all time
and space relations. It was like cutting a skein of tangled
thread with one stroke of a sharp knife. I was at the time
in a perspiration all over the body.
While I ceased to feel any disturbance in my mind, I
found myself to be remaining in a state of sheer serenity.
When one day I saw the master in his room, he told me
this: “It is not at all easy for anybody to reach your state
of mind; the only regrettable thing is that there b enough
death in it but no life whatever. Not to doubt words—this
b the great trouble with you. You know thb well;
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“ ‘When thy hands are off the precipice,
Conviction comes upon thee all by itself;
Let resurrection follow death,
And none can now deceive thee.’
“Believe me there is really such a thing as is stated here.”
The master continued: “According to my present state of
mind, I am perfectly satisfied with myself and the world.
All is well with me, and there is nothing of which I have to
seek further understanding."
The master then, putting me in the general dormitory,
allowed me to sec him three or four times a day like the
lay-students of Zen. He just let me hold this, “To be and
not to be—it is like a wistaria leaning on a tree.” When¬
ever I wanted to speak, he at once shut me up, saying,
“Not so." This continued for a half year, but I kept on.
One day while I together with his lay-disciples was
taking supper in the Fane-chang, I found myself so
absorbed in the koan that I forgot to use my chopsticks to
finish the supper.
The old master said, "This fellow has only succeeded
in mastering Huang-yang wood Zen, which keeps on
shrinking all the time.” I then told him by a simile in
what position I was. “My position is that of a dog which
stands by a fat-boiling pot: he cannot lick it however badly
he wants to, nor can he go away from it though he may wish
to quit.” The master said: “That’s just the case with
you. [The koan] is really a vajra cage and a scat of thorns
to you.”
Another day when I saw the master, I said, "When you
were with Wu-tsu, you asked him about the same koan,
and what was his reply?” The master refused to give me
his reply. But I insisted: "When you asked him about it,
you were not alone, you were with an assembly. It won’t
hurt you to tell me about it now.”
The master said; “I asked him at the time, ‘To be and
not to be—it is like a wistaria leaning on a tree. What is
the meaning of it?’ Wu-tsu replied, ’You cannot paint it,
you cannot sketch it, however much you try.’ I further
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said, ‘What if the tree suddenly breaks down and the
wistaria dies?’ Wu said, ‘You are following the words!’ ”
As soon as I heard my master say this, I understood
the whole thing, and said to him, "O master, I under¬
stand.” Hearing me say that, the master remarked,
‘‘Probably you do not.” I asked him to try me, where¬
upon he gave me some more koans. And every one of
them was successfully answered by me. I felt that at last I
was at peace with myself, for there was nothing now that
obstructed my way.

3. Chitf Characteristics of Satori
Tai-hui (Daiye) was a great advocate of satori, and
one of his favourite sayings was, “Zen has no words; when
you have satori, you have everything.” Hence his strong
arguments for it, which came, as has already been shown,
from his own experience. Until then, he was quite ready
to write a treatise against Zen in which he planned to dis¬
claim everything accredited to Zen by its followers. His
interview with his master Yuan-wu, however, rushed all
his former determination, making him come out as a most
intense advocate of the Zen experience. As I go on with
this study of the koan exercise, I shall have many occasions
to make further references to Tai-hui In the meantime I
wish to enumerate some of the most salient features of
satori, which will later help us understand the role of
koan in the whole structure of Zen.
1. Irrationality. By this I mean that satori is not a con¬
clusion to be reached by reasoning, and defies all intel¬
lectual determination. Those who have experienced it are
always at a loss to explain it coherently or logically. When
it is explained at all, either in words .or gestures, its content
more or less undergoes a mutilation. The uninitiated are
thus unable to grasp it by what is outwardly visible, while
those who have had the experience discern what is
genuine from what is not. The satori experience is thus
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always characterized by irrationality, inexplicability, and
incommunicability.
Listen to Tai-hui once more: “This matter [i.e. Zen]
is like a great mass of fire; when you approach it your
lace is sure to be scorched. It is again like a sword about
to be drawn; when it is once out of the scabbard, someone
is sure to lose his life. But if you neither fling away the
scabbard nor approach the fire, you are no better than a
piece of rock or of wood. Coming to this pass, one has to
be quite a resolute character full of spirit.”* There is
nothing here suggestive of cool reasoning and quiet meta¬
physical or epistemological analysis, but of a certain
desperate will to break through an insurmountable
barrier, of the will impelled by some irrational or uncon¬
scious power behind it. Therefore, the outcome also
defies intellection or conceptualization.
a. Intuitive insight. That there is noetic quality in mystic
experiences has been pointed out by James in his Varieties
of Religious Experience, and this applies also to the Zen
experience known as satori. Another name for satori is
“ken-sho” {chien-hring in Chinese) meaning “to see
essence or nature”, which apparently proves that there is
"seeing” or “perceiving” in satori. That this seeing is of
quite a different quality from what is ordinarily desig¬
nated as knowledge need not be specifically noticed.
Hui-k'e is reported to have made this statement concern¬
ing his satori which was confirmed by Bodhidharma
himself: “[As to my satori], it is not a total annihilation;
it is knowledge of the most adequate kind; only it cannot
be expressed in words.” In this respect Shcn-hui was
more explicit, for he says that “the one character chik
(knowleage) is the source of all mysteries”.*
Without this noetic quality satori will lose all its pun¬
gency, for it is really the reason of satori itself. It is note¬
worthy that the knowledge contained in satori is concerned
1 Tai-hui's sermon at the request of La Hsuan-chiao.
* Mint is a difficult term to translate; it often means "exquniteness",
“indefinable subtlety1*. In this case ro«o is the mysterious way is which
things are presented to this ultimate knowledge. Tiung-mi on ge* Masters
dbisdpUs.
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with something universal and at the same time with the
individual aspect of existence. When a finger is lifted, the
lifting means, from the viewpoint of satori, far more than
the act of lifting. Some may call it symbolic, but satori
does not point to anything beyond itself, being final as it
is. Satori is the knowledge of an individual object and also
that of Reality which is, if I may say so, at the back of it.
3. Autkcritalivouss. By this I mean that the knowledge
realized by satori is final, that no amount of logical
argument can refute it.- Being direct and personal it is
sufficient unto itself. All that logic can do here is to explain
it, to interpret it in connection with other kinds of
knowledge with which our minds are filled. Satori is thus
a form of perception, an inner perception, which takes
place in the most interior part of consciousness. Hence the
sense of authoritativencss, which means finality. So, it is
generally said that Zen is like drinking water, for it is by
one’s self that one knows whether it is warm or cold. The
Zen perception being the last term of experience, it
cannot be denied by outsiders who have no such experi¬
ence.
4. Affirmation. What is authoritative and final can
never be negative. For negation has no value for our life,
it leads us nowhere; it is not a power that urges, nor does it
give one a place to rest. Though the satori experience is
sometimes expressed in negative terms, it is essentially an
affirmative attitude towards all things that exist; it
accepts them as they come along regardless of their moral
values. Buddhists call this kshanti, “patience", or more
properly “acceptance”, that is, acceptance of things in
their suprarelative or transcendental aspect where no
dualism of whatever sort avails.
Some may say that this is pantheistic. The term, how¬
ever, has a definite philosophic meaning and I would not
see it used in this connection. When so interpreted the
Zen experience exposes itself to endless misunderstandings
and "defilements' . Tai-hui says in his letter to Miaotsung: "An ancient sage says that the Tao itself does not
require special disciplining, only let it not be defiled. I
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would say: To talk about mind or nature is defiling; to
talk about the unfathomable or the mysterious is defiling;
to practise meditation or tran^uillization is defiling; to
direct one’s attention to it, to think about it is defiling; to
be writing about it thus on paper with a brush is especially
defiling. What then shall we have to do in order to get
ourselves oriented, and properly apply ourselves to it?
The precious vajra sword is right here and its purpose is
to cut off the head. Do not be concerned with human
questions of right and wrong. All is Zen just as it is, and
right here you arc to apply yourself.” Zen is Suchness—a
grand affirmation.
5. Sense of the Beyond. Terminology may differ in
different religions, and in satori there is always what we
may call a sense of the Beyond; the experience indeed is
my own but I feel it to be rooted elsewhere. The individual
shell in which my personality is so solidly encased explodes
at the moment of satori. Not, necessarily, that I get
unified with a being greater than myself or absorbed in
it, but that my individuality, which I found rigidly held
together and definitely kept separate from other individual
existences, becomes loosened somehow from its tightening
grip and melts away into something indescribable, some¬
thing which is of quite a different order from what I am
accustomed to. The feeling that follows is that of a
complete release or a complete rest—the feeling that one
has arrived finally at the destination. “Coming home and
quietly resting” is the expression generally used by Zen
followers. The story of the prodigal son in the Saddharmapundarika, in the Vajra-samadki, and also in the New Testa¬
ment points to the same feeling one has at the moment of
a satori experience.
As far as the psychology of satori is considered, a sense
of the Beyond is all we can say about it; to call this the
Beyond, the Absolute, or God, or a Person is to go further
than the experience itself and to plunge into a theology
or metaphysics. Even the “Beyond” is saying a little
too much. When a Zen master says, “There is not a frag¬
ment of a tile above my head, there is. not an inch of
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earth beneath my feet,” the expression seems to be an
appropriate one. I have called it elsewhere the Uncon¬
scious, though this has a psychological taint.
6. Impersonal Torn. Perhaps the most remarkable
aspect of the Zen experience is that it has no personal
note in it as is observable in Christian mystic experiences.
There is no reference whatever in Buddhist satori to such
personal and frequently sexual feelings and relationships
as are to be gleaned from these terms: flame of love, a
wonderful love shed in the heart, embrace, the beloved,
bride, bridegroom, spiritual matrimony, Father, God,
the Son of God, God’s child, etc. We may say that all
these terms are interpretations based on a definite system
of thought and really have nothing to do with the cxerience itself. At any rate, alike in India, China, and
apan, satori has remained thoroughly impersonal, or
rather highly intellectual.'
Is this owing to the peculiar character of Buddhist
philosophy? Does the experience itself take its colours
from the philosophy or theology? Whatever this is, there
is no doubt that in spite of its having some points of
similitude to the Christian mystic experience, the Zen
experience is singularly devoid of personal or human
colourings. Chao-pien, a great government officer of the
Sung dynasty, was a lay-disciple of Fach'uan of Chiangshan. One day after his official duties were over, he
found himself leisurely sitting in his office, when all
of a sudden a clash of thunder bunt on his ear, and he
realized a state of satori. The poem he then composed
depicts one aspect of the Zen experience:

J

“Devoid of thought, I sat quietly by the desk in my
official room,
With ray fountain-mind undisturbed, as serene as
water;
A sudden clash of thunder, the mind-doors burst
open,
And lo, there sitteth the old man in all his homeli¬
ness.”

BODHIDHARMA AND HUI-K'E
By $>ianiii (1430-1506)
As wu noticed in the First Serin of Zm Eatfs, p. 188. some historians doubt
the historicity of this dramatic im'idrr-t. dial is. Hui-kVs cutting off his own
arm; for Tno-hsuan who compiled the Biognfhia «/ fiminnl Prints in a.u. 645
ascribes the loss of his arm to use attack of a highwayman. But it is evident that
this legend must liavc been in circulation in the seventh century, i.c. in early
Tang (CtB-syn), perhaps already when Tao-hsuan was engaged in his his¬
torical work. For Shen-hui (who died in 760), and CJting-ehlao. die autlsor of
Mat Uss and Diteipla of Mr Lanka, which must have been written sometime in
the Kai-yuan era (713-746), refers to the incident as having really taken place.

HUI-NENG LISTENING TO THE DIAMOND SUTRA
By Smuai Wneo (Tuan Djwty)
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The inscription by Yen-ch'i Kuangwen (1189-13(3) reads:

■lift

"The bundle it securely carried on hit
slioulders,
Tlie homeward way lies before him,
nothing thwarting;
‘Awaken the mind without fixing it
anywhere'—this it perfectly rea¬
lized;
And he know* in whose 1 route his
kindling* jut burning.”
Inscribed by Kumg-atn, Fng-cA'usx.
"To awaken the mind without fix¬
ing it anywhere”—it the phrase in the
Diamond Sub* (VqtcetM&x). latrr.ing
to which Hui-ncng it sahl to have rea¬
lized the truth of Zen- That Hui-neng
was not of aristocratic lineage, and
that hit undemanding of Zen was
more of the Prgjna aspect than of the
merely Dhytuia aspect, have perhaps
exercised greater Influence on the
direction ol the development of Zen in
China. For it was since Hui-neng that
I'rajna and practicalness came to
figure prominently in the history of
Zen. 'the very intimate connection
which Zen came to assume with the
things of daily life will be illustrated
again in the life of Hui-ncng.
(
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This is perhaps all the personal tone one can find in the
Zen experience, and what a distance between “the old
man in his homeliness” and “God in all his glory”, not
to say anything about such feelings as “the heavenly
sweetness of Christ’s excellent love", etc.! How barren,
how unromantic satori is when compared with the
Christian mystic experiences!
Not only satori itself is such a prosaic and nonglorious event, but the occasion that inspires it also seems
to be Unromantic and altogether lacking in super¬
sensuality. Satori is experienced in connection with any
ordinary occurrence in one’s daily life. It does not appear
to be an extraordinary phenomenon as is recorded in
Christian books of mysticism. Someone takes hold of you,
or slaps you, or brings you a cup of tea, or makes some
most commonplace remark, or recites some passage from
a sutra or from a book of poetry, and when your mind is
ripe for its outburst, you come at once to satori. There
is no romance of love-making, no voice of the Holy
Ghost, no plenitude of Divine Grace, no glorification of
any sort. Here is nothing painted in high colours, all is
grey and extremely unobtrusive and unattractive.
7. Feeling of Exaltation. That this feeline inevitably
accompanies satori is due to the fact that it is tne breakingup of the restriction imposed on one as an individual
being, and this breaking up is not a mere negative incident
but quite a positive one fraught with signification because
it means an infinite expansion of the individual. The
general feeling, though we are not always conscious of
it, which characterizes all our functions of consciousness,
is that of restriction and dependence, because conscious¬
ness itself is the outcome of two forces conditioning or
restricting each other. Satori, on the contrary, essentially
consists in doing away with the opposition of two terms
in whatsoever sense—and this opposition is the principle
of consciousness as before mentioned, while satori is to
realize the Unconscious which goes beyond the opposition.
To be released of this, therefore, must make one feel
above all things intensely exalted. A wandering outcast
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maltreated everywhere not only by others but by himself
finds that he is the possessor of all the wealth and power
that is ever attainable in this world by a mortal being—if
this does not give him a high feeling of self-glorification,
what could? Says a Zen master, “When you have satori
you are able to reveal a palatial mansion made of precious
stones on a single blade of grass; but when you have no
satori, a palatial mansion itself is concealed behind a
simple blade of grass/'
Another Zen master, evidently alluding to the
Avatamsaka, declares: “O monks, lo and behold! A most
auspicious light is shining with the utmost brilliancy
all over the great chiliocosm, simultaneously revealing
all the countries, all the oceans, all the Sumems, all the
suns and moons, all the heavens, all the lands—each of
which number as many as hundreds of thousands of
kotis. O monks, do you not see the light?” But the Zen
feeling of exaltation is rather a quiet feeling of self¬
contentment; it is not at all demonstrative, when the first
glow of it passes away. The Unconscious does not
proclaim itselfso boisterously in the Zen consciousness.
8. Mmtntarituts. Satori comes upon one abruptly
and is a momentary experience. In fact, if it is not abrupt
and momentary, it is not satori. This abruptness (tun) is
what characterizes the Hui-ncng school of ctn ever since
its proclamation late in the seventh century. His opponent
Shen-hsiu was insistent on a gradual unfoldment of Zen
consciousness. Hui-neng’s followers were thus distin¬
guished as strong upholders of the doctrine of abruptness.
This abrupt experience of satori, then, opens up in one
moment (ekamuhurUna) an altogether new vista, and the
whole existence is appraised from quite a new angle of
observation. Tung-shan's utterance, which was quoted
elsewhere, amply testifies to this fact. Bukko Kokushi’s
vdana1 too is suggestive in this respect.

' T*1'

Series, pp. a55-6.
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4. Psychological Antecedents of Salmi Prior to the
Koan System—Some Practical Examples

Before proceeding further to see how the koan exercise
came to be recognized as the necessary step towards the
realization of satori in Zen Buddhism, I wish to inquire
into the psychological equipments of those Zen masters
who flourished before the time of the koan. When I speak
of this as something indispensable in the mastery of
modern Zen, it may be asked why it is so and what was
done by the ancient masters prior to the development of
the koan. The koan came in vogue towards the end of the
ninth century—that is, about one hundred and fifty years
after Hui-neng.‘
During these yean Zen was practised, satori was
realized, and the transmission of the Buddha-mind
successfully went on. No koans were needed for the
masters to train their disciples. How did they come to the
Zen realization? A state of things quite different from what
we see in these modern days must have then prevailed.
What arc the conditions of the difference? This kind of
inquiry is needed to elucidate the nature of koan, to find
out what psychological role it plays in the Zen experience,
and finally to see in what relationship it stands to the
Nembutsu, which is the essence of the Pure Land teaching.
Here I wish to sec what arc these psychological equip¬
ments or antecedents that lead up to satori. As we nave
already seen, this state or what may be called Zen con¬
sciousness comes on in connection with the most trivial
incidents such as the raising of a finger, uttering a cry,
reciting a phrase, swinging a stick, slapping a face, and so
on. As the outcome is apparently incongruous with the
occasion, we naturally presume some deep-seated psycho¬
logical antecedents which are thereby abruptly brought
to maturity. What are these antecedents? Let us examine
a few of the classical cases of satori as recorded in the
annals of Zen.
The study of these antecedents is important, for there
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is no doubt that they determine the nature of the experi¬
ence, and, from the practical point of view, the Zen
masters can thereby give the necessary instructions to their
pupils in the understanding of Zen. Among the questions
that may be asked here are the following: What are
the intellectual factors, if there are any, in the ripening of
Zen consciousness? Has the will anything to do with
the experience? Is there anything approaching auto¬
suggestion?
In the following pages I shall try to construct some¬
thing definite and tangible in the psychological history of
satori. This is in a way not an easy task, as there are no
autobiographical records of any sort before the koan
exercise came into vogue, nor are there any detailed and
accurate objective observations on the process of con¬
sciousness prior to the outburst of satori. But something
constructive may be gathered up even from the vague and
fragmentary records left by the Chinese when they are
sympathetically analysed.
!• The story of the interview of Hui-k‘e with Bodhidharma, the first patriarch of Zen in China, is somewhat
veiled with historical inaccuracies and suffers much from
its dramatic treatment, but even with these disadvantages
we still have an intelligent account of the interview. For
historical accuracy is not always the necessary condition
for determining what actually took place. Whatever
literary treatment the event receives later on also helps to
understand the situation. We may well remember that
the imagination often depicts so-called facts psycho¬
logically more truthfully than the historian’s objective
narration.
According to The Transmission of the Lamp Hui-k‘e (or
Hui-k'o, 487-593)1 was a liberal-minded, open-hearted
sort of person, thoroughly acquainted with Confucian and
Taoist literature, but always dissatisfied with their teach¬
ings because they appeared to him not quite thorough¬
going. When he heard of Bodhidharma coming from
* The Fim Series, p. 189.
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India, he went to Shao-lin Szu where the master stayed.
He tried to get a chance to talk with him on the subject
upon which he wished to be enlightened, but the master
was always found sitting silently facing the wall.
Hui-k‘e reflected: “History gives examples of ancient
truth-seekers, who were willing for the sake of enlighten¬
ment to have the marrow extracted from their bones, their
blood spilled to feed the hungry, to cover the muddy road
with their hair, or to throw themselves into the mouth of a
hungry tiger. What am I? Am I not also able to give
myself up on the altar of truth?”
On the ninth of December of the same year, he stood
in the fast-falling snow and did not move until the morn¬
ing when the snow had reached his knees. Bodhidharma
then took pity on him and said, “You have been standing
in the snow for some time, and what is your wish?”
Replied Hui-k'e, “I am come to receive your invalu¬
able instruction; pray open the gate of mercy and extend
your hand of salvation to this poor suffering mortal."
Bodhidharma then said: “The incomparable teaching
of the Buddha can be comprehended only after a long and
hard discipline and by enduring what is most difficult to
endure and by practising what is most difficult to practise.
Men of inferior virtue and wisdom who are light-hearted
and full of self-conceit are not able even to set their eyes
on the truth of Buddhism. All the labour of such men is
sure to come to naught.”
Hui-k'e was deeply moved, and in order to show his
sincerity in the desire to be instructed in the teachings of
all the Buddhas, he cut offliis left arm with the sword he
carried and presented it before the quietly meditating
Bodhidharma. Thereupon, the master remarked, “You
are not to seek this [truth] through others.”
“My soul is not yet pacified. Pray, Master, pacify it."
“Bring your soul here and I will have it pacified,” said
Bodhidharma.
After a short hesitation, Hui-k'e finally confessed, “I
have sought it for many years and am still unable to take
hold of it.”
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Here Tai-hui makes the comment: "Hui-k'e well
understood the situation in which he found himself after
studying all the scriptures, and it was good of him that he
gave the master a straightforward answer. The 'thing', he
knew, was not to be sought after with a purpose, or with¬
out a purpose; nor was it to be reached by means of
words, nor by mere quietude; nor was it to be logically
grasped, nor illogically explained. It was nowhere to be
encountered nor was it to be inferred from anything; no,
not in the five Skandhas, not in the eighteen Dhatus. He
did well in answering this way.”
“There! Your soul is pacified once for all,” Bodhidharma confirmed.
This confirmation on the part of the master at once
opened Hui-k'e’s eye of satori. Tai-hui again remarks: "It
was like the dragon getting into water, or the tiger leaning
against the rock. At that moment, Hui-k'e saw not the
master before him, nor the snow, nor the mind that was
reaching out for something, nor the satori itself which
took possession of his mind. All vanished away from his
consciousness, all was emptiness. So it was said that
Lone linos‘reigns here, not a figure in the monastery of
onao-Iin. But did Hui-k'e remain in this emptiness? No,
he was awakened abruptly to a new life. He threw himself
down over the precipice, and lo, he came out fully alive
irom certain death. And surely, he felt then the cold
shivering snow piled up in the temple court. As before,
his nose rested above his upper lip.”1
The characteristic points I wish to notice in the case of
Mui-k e are: that he was a learned scholar; that he was
not satisfied with mere scholarship but wished to grasp
something innerly; that he was most earnest in his search
lor an inmost truth which would give peace and rest to
nis soul; that he was prepared lo sacrifice anything for
the, purpose; that **c dcvotcd some years to the hard task
of locating his soul so-called, for evidently he thought in
accordance with the traditional view that there was a
soul at the centre of his being and that when it was
* Taa-hui'i termon at the requtw of Yang-yuan.
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grasped he would attain the desired end; that while
Hui-k'c’s interview with Bodhidharma is narrated as if
it were an event of one day or one evening, it is possible
that some days or months of intense mental lucubration
took place between it and the master's exhortation; that
the statement “I have not been able to take hold of my
soul,” was not a plain statement of fact but meant that the
whole being of Hui-k'e was thrown down, that is, he
reached here the end of his life as an individual existence
conscious all the time of its own individuality; that he
was dead unto himself when the master’s remark unex¬
pectedly revived him—this can be seen from the remark
as above cited, "Loneliness reigns here, there is not a soul
in the monastery of Shao-lin."
This "loneliness” is an absolute loneliness in which
there is no dualistic contrast of being and non-being. The
cry—for it was a cry and not a proposition—that “there
is no soul to be taken hold of”, could not be uttered until
this state of absolute loneliness was reached. It was also
just because of this realization that Hui-k'e was able to
rise from it upon Bodhidharma’s remarking, “Pacified
then is your soul!” When we carefully and sympathetically
follow the course of events that led up to Hui-k'e’s satori,
we naturally have to fill up in the way here proposed the
gaps in the record of his life. My point of view will become
clearer as we proceed.
2. The case of Hui-neng (638-713),1 who is regarded
now as the sixth patriarch of Zen in China, presents some
contrasts to that of Hui-k'e so long as Hui-neng is made
out to be an unlearned pedlar. Tbis treatment given to
Hui-neng is in a way interesting as it reveals a certain
tendency among followers-of Zen who ignore learning and
the study of sutras. In Hui-neng’s case, however, there
was a historical background which made him stand
against his rival, Shen-hsiu,* who was noted for his wide
knowledge and scholarship. In reality, Hui-neng was not
such an ignoramus as his followers wanted him to appear,
* The Fim Series, p. 203.
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for his sermons known as the Platform Sutra contain many
allusions to Buddhist literature. All we can say of him as
regards his learning is that he was not so erudite as
Shen-hsiu. According to history, his first knowledge of
Zen came from the Vajraccfudika Sutra. While he was
peddling wood and kindling he overheard one of his
patrons reading that sutra. This inspired him and he
decided to study Zen teachings under Hung-jcn, the
fifth patriarch of Zen. When he saw the master, the latter
asked:
“Where do you come from? What do you want
here?”
“I am a farmer from Hsin-chou and wish to become a
Buddha.”
"So you come from the South,” said the master, "but
the southerners have no Buddha-nature in them; how
could you expect to be a Buddha?”
Hui-neng protested, "There are southerners and there
are northerners, but as to Buddha-nature, no distinction
is to be made between them.”
If Hui-neng had had no preliminary knowledge or
experience of Buddhism he could not have answered like
that. He worked under Hung-jen in the granary of the
monastery as a rice-cleaner and not as a regular monk,
and remained there for eight months. One day the fifth
patriarch, wishing to decide on his successor, wished to
see how much of hu teaching was understood by his
followers, who numbered about five hundred. The poem
composed by Shen-hsiu, the most scholarly of his five
hundred disciples, ran as follows:
“This body is the Bodhi-tree,
The soul is like a mirror bright;
Take heed to keep it always clean,
And let not dust collect upon it.”

Hui-neng was not satisfied with it and composed another
which was inscribed beside the learped Shen-hsjvi’s;
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‘•The Bodhi is not like the tree,
The mirror bright is nowhere shining;
As there is nothing from the beginning,
Where can the dust collect itself?”1
So far as we can judge by these poems alone, Huineng’s is in full accord with the doctrine of Emptiness as
taught in the Prajnaparamita Sutra, while Shcn-hsiu's, we
may say, has not yet quite fully grasped the spirit of
Mahayana Buddhism. Hui-neng’s mind, thus, from the
first developed along the line of thought indicated in the
Vajratthtdika which he learned even before he came to
Hung-jen. But it is evident that he could not have com¬
posed the poem without having experienced the truth of
Emptiness in himself. The first inspiration he got from the
Vajratchtdika made him realize the presence of a truth
beyond this phenomenal world. He came to Hung-jen,
but it required a great deal of trained intuitive power to
get into the spirit of the Prajnaparamita, and even with the
genius of Hui-neng this could not have been accom¬
plished very easily. He must have worked very hard while
cleaning rice to have delved so successfully into the secrets
of his own mind.
The eight months of menial work were by no means all
menial ;* a great spiritual upheaval was going on in the
mind of Hui-neng. The reading of Shcn-hsiu’s poem gave
' According to ihe Tun-hunng MS. copy of the Platform Sutra, the third
line rc.-vh: ‘'The Buddha-nature h ever pure and undrfiled." Thu book,
compiled by Hul-neng’s disciples, hu mitered a somewhat vicimtudmous
fate, and the current edition differ! very much from *uch ancient eopie* a»
the Tun-huang MS and the Japanese edition recently recovered at the
Koahoji monattcry, Kyoto.
• I» it not illuminating to note that Hui-oedg patted hit life fa a moat
proaaie and apparently non-religiou! employment while in the monaateey,
working up hu mind to develop into the Mate of aatori? He did not repeat
the name of the Buddha, he did not woohip the Buddha according to the
proscribed rule* of the monauery life, be did not confea hituns and ask foe
pardon through the grace of Cod. he did not throw h.mielf down before a
Buddha and offer molt ardent prayers to be relieved of the eternal bond of
transmigration. He limply pounded hi* rice *o that it could be ready for hu
Brotherhood-! consumption. Thit ultra commomntaccncn or Hui-neng1! role
in tbe monastery life it the beginning of the Zen discipline which dUtinguiihes itself remarkably from that of other Buddhist communities.
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him the occasion for giving utterance to his inner vision.
Whatever learning, insight, and instruction he had had
before were brought finally into maturity and culminated
in the poem which was the living expression of his
experience. His Vajraccfudika thus came to life in his own
bang. Without actually experiencing the Prajnaparamita,
Hui-neng could not have made the statement which he
did to Ming, one of his pursuers after he left Hung-jen.
When Ming wanted to be enlightened, Hui-neng said,
"Think not of good, think not of evil, but sec what at the
moment thy own original features are, which thou hadst
even before coming into existence.”
The points which I wish to note in the case of Huineng are:
a. He was not a very learned man though he was in
fact well acquainted with several Mahayana sutras. He
was decidedly not one of those scholars who could write
recondite and well-informed commentaries on the sutras
and sastras. His main idea was to get into the true mean¬
ing of a text.
b. The text which first attracted his attention was the
Vajraeckedika, which was very likely most popular in his
day. This sutra belongs to the Prajnaparamta group. It is
not a philosophical work but contains deep religious
truths as they represented themselves to the Indian
Mahayanist genius. They arc expressed in such a way as
to be almost incomprehensible to ordinary minds, as they
often seem contradictory to one another, as far as their
logical thoroughness is concerned. Writers of the PrajnaparamUa Sutras are never tired of warning their readers not
to get alarmed with their teachings, which are so full of
audacious statements.
e. The object of Hui-ncng’s coming to Huang-mcishan was to study Zen and to breathe the spirit of the
Prajnaparamita, and not to turn the rice mill or to chop
wood. But there is no doubt that he did a great deal of
thinking within himself. Hung-jen must have noticed it
and given him occasional instructions privately as well as
publicly, for we cannot think that all his five hundred
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pupils were left to themselves to understand the deep
meaning of the Vajracckedika, or the Lankacatara, or any
other Zen literature. He must have £iven them frequent
discourses on Zen, during all of which time Hui-neng’s
mind was maturing.
d. It is probable that Shcn-hsiu’s poem was the
occasion for Hui-neng to bring out to the surface all that
was revolving about in his deep consciousness. He had
been seeking for ultimate truth, or to experience in him¬
self the final signification of the Prajnaparamila. Shenhsiu's poem, which went against its significance, pro¬
duced in Hui-ncng’s inner mind a contrary effect
and opened up a more direct way to the Prajnaparamita.
t. With Hui-neng, Zen begins to shoot out its own

native roots, that is to say, what used to be Indian now
turns to be genuinely Chinese. Zen has become acclima¬
tized by Hui-neng and firmly rooted in Chinese soil. His
treatment of Ming and his sermons at Fa-hsing monastery
prove his originality.
/. What is most original with Hui-neng and his school,
and what distinguishes them from Shen-hsiu, is the
emphasis they place upon the abruptness of satori. For
this reason the school is known as Tim-Mao, meaning
"abrupt teaching", in contradistinction to Shen-hsiu’s
Chitn-chiao, which means “gradual teaching”. The former
flourished in the south and the latter in the north, and this
geographical distribution caused them to be also known
as “Southern School” (nantsung) and “Northern School"
(pt-tsung). The north tended to value learning and
practical discipline, while the south strongly upheld the
intuitive functioning of Prajna, which takes place
"abruptly", that is, immediately without resorting to
logical process.
Learning is a slow tedious journey to the goal; and
even when it is thought that the goal is reached it docs
not go beyond conceptualism. There arc always two types
of mind, intuitive and ratiocinative. The intuitive type,
which is generally represented by religious geniuses, is
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impatient over the conceptualistic tendency of the
scholar. Thus naturally the abrupt school of Hui-neng
was at war in its earlier days with the gradual school of
Shen-hsiu and later with the quietist movement of some
of the Zen masters of the Sung. As the history of Zen
proves, the abrupt school represents more truthfully the
principle of Zen consciousness which has achieved such a
signal development in China and Japan ever since the day
of Bodhidharma. It was Hui-neng who became conscious
of this peculiarly Zen principle and did not fail to empha¬
size it against the sutra-studying and the quiet-sitting
type of Zen followers. In fact, the opposition between
these two tendencies has been going on throughout the
history of Zen.
3. Te-shan (780-865), who is noted for his swinging
a staff, was also a student of the Vajracchtdika before he was
converted to Zen. Different from his predecessor, Huineng, he was very learned in the teaching of the sutra and
was extensively read in its commentaries, showing that
his knowledge of the PrajnapaTamila was more systematic
than was Hui-neng’s. He heard of this Zen teaching in the
south, according to which a man could be a Buddha by
immediately taking hold of his inmost nature. This he
thought could not be the Buddha’s own teaching, but the
Evil One’s, and he decided to go down south. In this
respect his mission again differed from that of Hui-neng.
The latter wished to get into the spirit of the Vajracchtdika
under the guidance of the fifth patriarch, while Tc-shan’s
idea was to destroy Zen if possible. They were both
students of the Vajracchedika, but the sutra inspired them
in a way diametrically opposite. Te-shan’s psychology
reminds us of that of St. Paul as he walked under the
summer sun along the road to Damascus.
Te-shan’s first objective was Lung-t’an where resided
a Zen master called Ch’ung-hsin. On his way to the
mountain he stopped at a tea-house where he asked the
woman-keeper to give him some refreshments. ‘‘Refresh¬
ment” is tim-hsin in Chinese, meaning, literally, “to
punctuate the mind”. Instead of setting out the requested
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refreshments for the tired monk-traveller, the woman
asked, "What are you carrying on your back?”
He replied, "They arc commentaries on the Vajrauhtdika."
"They are indeed!” said the woman. "May 1 ask you
a question? If you can answer it to my satisfaction, you
will have vour refreshments free; but if you fail, you will
have to go somewhere else."
To this Te-shan agreed.
The woman-keeper of the tea-house then proposed the
following: "I read in the Vajracchedika that the mind
is obtainable neither in the past, nor in the present,
nor in the future. If so, which mind do you wish to
punctuate?"
This unexpected question from an apparently insig¬
nificant country-woman completely upset the knapsackful
scholarship of Tc-shan, for all his knowledge of the
Vajracchedika together with its various commentaries gave
him no inspiration whatever. The poor scholar had to go
without his lunch. Not only this, he also had to abandon
his bold enterprise to defeat the teachers of Zen; for when
he was no match even for the keeper of a roadside tea¬
house, how could he expect to defeat a professional Zen
master? Even before he saw Ch‘ung-hsin, master of
Lung-t'an, he was certainly made to think more about his
self-imposed mission.
When Te-shan saw Ch'ung-hsin, the master of
Lung-t'an, he said, "I have heard people talk so much of
Lung-t’an (dragon’s pool), yet as I see it, there is no
dragon here, nor any pool.”
Ch'ung-hsin quietly said, "You arc indeed in the
midst of Lung-t'an.”
Te-shan finally decided to stay at Lung-t'an and to
study Zen under the guidance of its master. One evening
he was sitting outside the room quietly and yet earnestly
in search of the truth. Ch'ung-hsin said, “Why do you not
come in?” “It is dark,” replied Tc-shan. Whereupon
Ch’ung-hsin lighted a candle and handed it to Shan.
When Shan was about to take it, Hsin blew it out. This
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suddenly opened his mind to the truth of Zen teaching.
Shan bowed respectfully.
“What is the matter with you?” asked the master.
"After this,” Shan asserted, “whatever propositions
the Zen masters may make about Zen, I shall never again
cherish a doubt about them.”
The next morning Te-shan took out all his com¬
mentaries on the Vajracchedika, once so valued and
considered so indispensable that he had to carry them
about with him wherever he went, committed them to the
flames and turned them all into ashes.1
The case of Tc-shan shows some characteristic points
differing much from those of the preceding case. Shan was
learned not only in the Vajracchtdika but in other depart¬
ments of Buddhist philosophy such as the Abhidharmakosa and the Yogacara. But in the beginning he was
decidedly against Zen, and the object of his coming out
of the Shu district was to annihilate it. This at any rate
was the motive that directed the surface current of his
consciousness; as to what was going on underneath he
was altogether unaware of it. The psychological law
of contrariness was undoubtedly in force and was
strengthened as against his superficial motive when he
encountered a most unexpected opponent in the form of a
tea-house keeper. His first talk with Ch’ung-hsin con¬
cerning the Dragon’s Pool (Lung-t‘an) completely
crushed the hard crust of Shan's mentality, releasing all
the forces deeply hidden in his consciousness. When the
candle was suddenly blown out, all that was negated prior
to this incident unconditionally reasserted itself. A com¬
plete mental cataclysm took place. What had been
regarded as most precious was now not worth a
straw.
Afterwards, when Shan himself became a master, he
used to say to an inquirer, "Whether you say ‘yes’, you
get thirty blows; whether you say ‘no’, you get thirty
blows just the same.” A monk asked him, “Who is the
Buddha?” “He is an old monk of the Western country.”
1 Set abo the Fir»t Series, pp. 937,245.
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“What is enlightenment?" Shan gave the questioner a
blow, saying, “You get out of here; do not scatter dirt
around us!” Another monk wished to know something
about Zen, but Shan roared, “I have nothing to give,
begone!”
What a contrast this is to all that had been astir in
Shan's mind before his arrival at Lung-t'an! It does not
require much imagination to see what sort of a mental
revolution was going on in Shan’s mind after his inter¬
view with the woman-keeper of the tea-house, and
especially when he was sitting with his master, outwardly
quiet but innerly so intensely active as to be oblivious of
the approach of the darkness.
4. Lin-chi (died 8661 was a disciple of Huang-po, and
the founder of the school that bears his name (in Japanese,
Rinzai). His Zen experience presents some interesting
features which may be considered in a way typically
orthodox in those days when the koan system of Zen
discipline was not yet in vogue. He had been studying
Zen for some years under Huang-po when the head-monk
asked, “How long have you been here?” "Three years,
sir.” “Have you ever seen the master?” "No, sir.” "Why
don’t you?" “Because I do not know what question to ask
him.” The head-monk then told Lin-chi, “You go and
sec the master and ask, ‘What is the principle of Budd¬
hism?”’
Lin-chi saw the master as he was told and asked,
"What is the principle of Buddhism?” Even before he
could finish the question, Huang-po gave him several
blows. When the head-monk saw him coming back from
the master, he inquired about the result of the interview.
Said Lin-chi sorrowfully, “I asked him and was beaten
with many blows.” The monk told him not to be dis¬
couraged but to go again to the master. Lin-chi saw
Huang-po three times but each time the same treatment
was accorded to him, and poor Chi was not any the
wiser.
Finally Chi thought it best to see another master and
the head-monk agreed. The master directed him to go to
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Tai-yu. When Lin-chi came to Tai-yu, the latter asked,
"Where do you come from?"
"From Huang-po.”
“What instrucuon did he give you?”
"I asked him three times about the ultimate principle
of Buddhism and each time he gave me several blows
without any instruction. I wish you would tell me what
fault I Committed."
Tai-yu said, “No one could be more thoroughly kindhearted than that dotard master, and yet you want to
know where you were faulty.”
Thus reprimanded, Lin-chi’s eye was opened to the
meaning of Huang-po’s apparently unkind treatment. He
exclaimed, “After all there is not much in Huang-po’s
Buddhism!”
Tai-yu at once seized Lin-chi’s collar and said: "A
while ago you said you could not understand, and now
you declare that there is not much in Huang-po’s Budd¬
hism. What do you mean by that?”
Lin-chi without saying a word probed Tai-yu’s ribs
three times with (sis fist. Tai-yu loosened his hold on Chi
and remarked, “Your teacher is Huang-po; I am not at
all concerned with the whole business.”
Lin-chi returned to Huang-po who asked him, “How
is it that you are back so soon?”
“Because your kindness is much too grandmotherly."
Huang-po said, "When I sec that fellow, Tai-yu, I will
give him twenty blows.”
“Don’t wait to sec him,” said Lin-chi, "have it now 1”
So saying he gave the old master a hearty slap.
Tlie old master laughed a hearty- laugh.
What attracts our attention in the present case is
Lin-chi’s silence for three years, not knowing what to ask
the master. Thu appears to me to be full of significance.
Did he not come to Huang-po to study Zen Buddhism?
If so, what had he been doing before the head-monk
advised him to see the master? And why did he not
know what to ask him? And finally what made him so
thoroughly transformed after seeing Tai-yu? To my
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mind, Lin-chi’s three yean under Huang-po were spent
in a vain attempt to grasp by thinking it out—the final
truth of Zen. He knew full well that Zen was not to be
understood by verbal means or by intellectual analysis,
but still by thinking he strove for sclf-realiiation. He did .
not know what he was really seeking or where his mental
efforts were to be directed. Indeed, if he had known the
what and the where, it would have to be said that he was
already in possession of something definite, and one who
is in possession of something definite is not far from truly
understanding Zen.
It was when Lin-chi was in this troubled state of mind,
wandering about on his spiritual pilgrimage, that the
head-monk from his own experience perceived that the
time had come for him to give some timely advice to this
worn-out truth-seeker. He gave Lin-chi an index whereby
he might successfully reach the goal. When Chi was
roughly handled by Huang-po, he was not surprised, nor
was he angered; he simply failed to understand what the
blows indicated and was grieved. On his way to Tai-yu
he must h,ivc pondered the subject with all the mental
powers at his command. Before he was told to ask the
master concerning the ultimate truth of Buddhism, his
troubled mind was reaching out for something to lean
on; his arms, as it were, were stretched out in every
direction to grasp something in the dark. When he was in
this desperate situation, a pointer came to him in the
form of “thirty blows”, and Tai-yu’s remark about “a
kind-hearted dotard master”, which finally led him to
grasp the object at which all the pointers had been
directed. If it had not been for the three years of intense
mental application and spiritual turmoil and vain search
for the truth, this crisis could never have been reached. So
many conflicting ideas, lined with different shades of
feelings, had been in miUt, but suddenly their tangled
skein was loosened and arranged itself in a new and
harmonious order.
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5. Factors Determining the Zm Experience
From the above examples chosen rather at random
from the earlier history of 2en in China, I wish to observe
the following main facts concerning the Zen experience:
(1) There is a preliminary intellectual equipment for the
maturing of Zen-consciousness; (2) There is a strong
desire to transcend oneself, by which is meant that the
true student of Zen must aspire to go beyond all the
limitations that are imposed upon him as an individual
being; (4) A master’s guiding hand is generally found
there to open the way for the struggling soul; and (4) A
final upheaval takes place from an unknown region,
which goes under the name of “satori".
1. That the content of the Zen experience is largely
intellectual'is easily recognizable, and also that it shows a
decided non-theistic or pantheistic tendency, if the theo¬
logical terms, though with a great deal of reservation, are
at all applicable here. Bodhidharma’s demand: “Bring
your own soul and I will have it pacified”; Hui-neng’s,
“Think not of good, nor of evil, and at that very moment
what are your original features?”; Nan-yueh's, "When it
is said to be a somewhat, one altogether misses the
mark”; Ma-tsu’s, “I will tell you what, when you drink
up in one draught all the water of the Western Lake”—all
these utterances arc characteristically non-sentimental,
“non-religious”, and, if anything, simply highly enig¬
matical, and to a certain extent intellectual, though of
course not in the technical sense. Compared widi such
Christian expressions as “the glory of God”, “love of
God”, “the Divine Bride”, etc., the Zen experience must
be judged as singularly devoid of human emotions. There
is in it, on the contrary, something that may be termed
cold scientific evidence or matter-of-factness. Thus in the
Zen consciousness we can almost say that what corres¬
ponds to the Christian ardour for a personal God is
lacking.
The Zen followers are not apparently concerned with
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“trespasses”, “repentance”, “forgiveness", etc. Their
mentality is more of a metaphysical type, but their metahysics consists not of abstractions, logical acuteness, and
air-splitting analysis, but of practical wisdom and
concrete sense-facts. And this is where Chinese Zen
specifically differs from Indian Mahayana Dhyana.
Hui-ncng is generally considered, as was mentioned
before, not to be especially scholarly, but his mind must
have been metaphysical enough to have grasped the
import of the Vajracchedika, which is brimful of highsounding metaphysical assertions. When he understood
the Prajnaparamita Sutra, the highly philosophical truth
contained in it was turned into the practical question of
“Your original features even prior to your birth”, and then
into Ma-tsu’s “drinking up the whole river in one
draught”, etc.
That Zen masters were invariably students of philo¬
sophy in its broadest sense, Buddhist or otherwise, before
their attention was directed to Zen, is suggestive. I say
here “Buddhist philosophy” but it is not philosophy in the
strict sense of the term, for it is not the result of reasoning;
especially such a doctrine as that of Emptiness is not at all
the outcome of intellectual reflection, but simply the
statement of direct perception in which the mind grasps
the true nature of existence without the intermediary of
logic. In this way " saroadharmanam sunyala” is declared.
Those who only, study Buddhism from its “metaphys¬
ical” side forget that this is no more than deep insight,
that it is based on experience, and not the product of
abstract analysis. Therefore, when a real truth-seeker
studies such sutras as the Lankavatara or the Vajracchedika,
he cannot lightly pass over those assertions which are
made here so audaciously and unconditionally; in fact he
is dazzled, taken aback, or becomes frightened. But still
there is a certain power in them which attracts him in
spite of himself. He begins to think about them, he desires
to come in direct touch with the truth itself, so that he
knows that he has seen the fact with his own eyes. Ordinary
books of philosophy do not lead one to this intuition
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because they are no more than philosophy; whatever
truth philosophy teaches is exhausted within itself, and
fails to open up a new vista for the student. But in the
study of Buddhist sutras which contain the utterances of
the deepest religious minds, one is inwardly drawn into
the deeper recesses of consciousness; and finally one
becomes convinced that those utterances really touch the
ground of Reality.
What one thinks or reads is always qualified by the
preposition “of", or “about”, and does not give us the
thing itself. Not mere talk about water, nor the mere sight
of a spring, but an actual mouthful of it gives the thirsty
complete satisfaction. But a first acquaintance with the
sutras is needed to see the way pointed and know where
to look for the thing itself. Without this pointing we may
be at a loss how and where to concentrate our efforts.
Therefore say the sutras, “I am both the director [or
leader] and the truth itself.”
We can thus see that the antecedent that leads to the
Zen experience is not adoration, obedience, fear, love,
faith, penitence, or anything that usually characterizes a
good Christian soul; but it is a search for something that
will give mental peace and harmony by overruling contra¬
dictions and joining tangled threads into one continuous
line. Every Zen aspirant feels this constant and intense
seeking for mental peace and wholeness. He generally
manages to have an intellectual understanding of some
sort concerning himself and the world, but this invariably
fails to satisfy him thoroughly, and he feels an urge to go
on deeper so that the solid ground of Reality is finally
reached.
Te-shan, for example, was content with a conceptual
grasp of the doctrine of Emptiness while he was studying
the Prajnaparamita, but when he heard of the southern
teaching his peace was disturbed. His apparent motive,
for going down to the South was to smash the heretical
Zen, but he must have felt all the time a hidden sense of
uneasiness in his deeper consciousness though he was
apparently determined to suppress the feeling by his
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reasoning. He failed in this, for the thing which he wished
to suppress suddenly raised its head, perhaps to his great
discomfort, when he was challenged by the womankeeper of the tea-house. Finally, at Lung-t‘an the blowingout of a lighted candle placed him where he was to be
from the very beginning. Consciously, he never had any
idea as to this final outcome, for nothing could be planned
out in this matter of Zen experience. After this, that is,
after the attainment of Zen intuition, the swinging of a
staff was thought by him to be the only necessary thing in
directing his followers to the experience of Zen.
He never prayed, he never asked for the forgiveness of
his sins, he never practised anything that popularly goes
under the name of religious deeds ;l for the bowing to the
Buddha,1 the offering of incense, the reading of the sutras,
and saying the Ncmbutsu*—these were practised just
because they had been practised by all the Buddhas, and
manifestly for no other reason. This attitude of the Zen
master is evidenced by the remarks of Huang-po4 when he
was asked as to the reason of these pious acts.
2. This intense seeking6 is the driving force of Zen
consciousness. "Ask and it shall be given you; seek and ye
shall find; knock and it shall be opened unto you.” This is
also the practical instruction leading up to the Zen
experience. But as this asking Qr seeking is altogether
subjective and the biographical records of Zen do not give
much information in this regard, especially in the earlier
periods of Zen history, its importance is to be inferred
from various circumstances connected with the experi¬
ence. The presence and intensity of this seeking or

1 When Chao-cliou whj asked what constituted the deeds to be property
performed by a monk, he said, "Be detached from the deeds."
1 A monk came to Cliatxhou and said, “I am going as a pilgrim to the
South, and what advice would you be good enough to give?" Said the
master, "If you go south, pass quickly away from where the Buddha is, nor
do vou stay where these it no Buddlta."
• A monk asked Ta-kuan of Chin-shan, "Do you ever practise the
amlutni (‘reciting the name of the Buddha')?” The master replied, “No, I
never do.” “Why do you not?” "For I atn afraid of polluting the mouth.”
• For Yoo-thau’l remark sec elsewhere.
• This "seeking” is technically known os knfii in Japanese.
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inquiring spirit was visible in Hui-k‘e when he was said to
have stood for some time in the snow; so great was his
desire to lcam the truth of Zen. The biographers of
Hui-neng emphasize his lack of learning, maxe much of
his poem on ‘ Emptiness”, and neglect to depict his inner
life during the months he was engaged in cleaning rice.
His long and hazardous travelling from the south to the
monastery where Hung-jcn resided must have been a
great undertaking in those days, the more so when we
know that he was only a poor farmer’s boy. His reading of
the Vajracchtdika, or his listening to it as recorded in his
biography, must have stirred up a very strong desire to
know really what it all meant. Otherwise, he would not
have dared such a venturesome journey; and thus, while
working in the granary his mind must have been in a
great state of spiritual excitement, being most intensely
engaged in the search for truth.
In the case of Lin-chi, he did not even know what to
ask of the master. If he had known, things would have
gone probably much easier with him. He knew that there
was something wrong with him, for he felt dissatisfied
with himself; he was searching for some unknown reality,
he knew not what. If he could define it, this meant that he
had already come to its solution. His mind was just one
great question-mark with no special object; as his mind
was, so was the universe; just the mark, and nowhere to
affix it, as there was yet nothing definite anywhere.
Tliis groping in the dark must have lasted for some
time in a most desperate manner. It was indeed this
very state of mind that made him ignorant as to what
specific question he might place before his master. He was
not in this respect like Hui-neng who already had a
definite proposition to solve, even before he came to
Hung-jcn; for his problem had been the understanding of
the Vajracchtdika. Hui-neng’s mind was perhaps the
simpler and broader, while Lin-chi like Hui-k'e was
already too intellectually “tainted”, as it were; and all
they felt was a general uneasiness of mind, as they knew
not how to cut asunder all the entanglements which were
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made worse by their very learning. When the head-monk
told Lin-chi to ask the master about “the fundamental
principle of Buddhism”, it was a great help, indeed, for
now he had something definite to take hold of. His general
mental uneasiness was brought to an acute point especially
when he was repulsed with “thirty blows’*. The fruit of
his mental seeking was maturing and ready to fall on the
ground.
The final shaking—quite a severe one, it must be
admitted—was given by Huang-po. Between this shaking
and the final fall under Tai-yu, Lin-chi’s question-mark
pointed to one concrete fact where all his three years of
accumulated efforts were most intensely concentrated.
Without this concentration he could not have exclaimed,
"There is not much after all in the Buddhism of Huangpo 1”
It may not be inopportune to say a few words concern¬
ing auto-suggestion with which the Zen experience is often
confused. In auto-suggestion there is no intellectual ante¬
cedent, nor is there any intense seeking for something,
accompanied by an acute feeling of uneasiness. In auto¬
suggestion a definite proposition is given to the subject,
which is accepted by him unquestioningly and whole¬
heartedly. He has a certain practical result in view, which
he desires to produce in himself by accepting the pro¬
position. Everything is here from the first determined,
prescribed, and suggested.
In Zen there is an intellectual quest for ultimate truth
which the intellect fails to satisfy; the subject is urged to
dive deeper under the waves of the empirical conscious¬
ness. This diving is beset with difficulties because he does
not know how and where to dive. He is at a complete loss
as to how to get along, until suddenly he somehow hits a
spot that opens up a new field of vision. This mental
imfiaste, accompanied by a steady, untiring, and whole¬
hearted “knocking”, is a most necessary stage leading to
the Zen experience. Something of the psychology of auto¬
suggestion may be working here as far as its mechanical
process is concerned, but the entire form into which this
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psychology is fitted to work is toto caelo different from what
is ordinarily understood by that term.
The metaphysical quest which was designated as an
intellectual antecedent of Zen consciousness opens up a
new course in the life of a Zen student. The quest is
attended by an interne feeling of uneasiness, or one can
say that the feeling is intellectually interpreted as a quest.
Whether the quest is emotionally the sense of unrest, or
whether the unrest is intellectually a seeking for some¬
thing definite—in either case the whole being of the
individual is bent on finding something upon which he
may peacefully rest. The searching mind is vexed to the
extreme as its fruitless strivings go on, but when it is
brought up to an apex it breaks or it explodes and the
whole structure of consciousness assumes an entirely
different aspect. This is the Zen experience. The quest,
the search, the ripening, and the explosion—thus pro¬
ceeds the experience.
This seeking or quest is generally done in the form of
meditation which is less intellectual (vipasyana) than concentrative [dhyana). The sitter sits cross-legged after the
Indian fashion as directed in the tract called Tso-eh'an /,
“How to sit and meditate”.
In this position, which is regarded by Indians and
Buddhists generally as being the best bodily position to be
assumed by the Yogins, the seeker concentrates all his
mental energy in the effort to get out of this mental
impaste into which he had been led. As the intellect has
proved itself unable to achieve this end, the seeker has to
call upon another power if he can find one. The intellect
knows how to get him into this cvI-Je-sac, but it is singu¬
larly unable to get him out of it.
At first the seeker knows of no way of escape, but get
out he must by some means, be they good or bad. He has
reached the end of the passage and before him there
yawns a dark abyss. There is no light to show him a
possible way to cross it, nor is he aware of any way of
turning back. He is simply compelled to go ahead. The
only thing he can do in this crisis is simply to jump, into
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life or death. Perhaps it means certain death, but living
he feels to be no longer possible. He is desperate, and yet
something is still holding him back; he cannot quite give
himself up to the unknown.
When he reaches this stage of Dhyana, all abstract
reasoning ceases; for thinker and thought no longer stand
contrasted. His whole being, if we may say so, is thought
itself. Or perhaps it is better to say that his whole being is
“no-thought" (acitta). Wc can no longer describe this state
of consciousness in terms of logic or psychology. Here
begins a new world of personal experiences, which we
may designate “leaping", or “throwing oneself down the
precipice”. The period of incubation has come to an end.
It is to be distinctly understood that this period of
incubation, which intervenes between the metaphysical
quest and the Zen experience proper, is not one of passive
quietness but of intense strenuousness, in which the entire
consciousness is concentrated at one point. Until the entire
consciousness really gains this point, it keeps up an
arduous fight against all intruding ideas. It may not be
conscious of the fighting, but an intense seeking, or a
steady looking-down into the abysmal darkness, is no less
than that. The one-pointed concentration (tkagro) is
realized when the inner mechanism is ripe for the final
catastrophe. This takes place, if seen only superficially, by
accident, that is, when there is a knocking at the ear¬
drums, or when some words are uttered, or when some
unexpected event takes place, that is to say, when a
perception of some kind goes on.
We may say that here a perception takes place in its
purest and simplest form, wnere it is not at all tainted
by intellectual analysis or conceptual reflection. But an
epistemological interpretation of Zen experience does not
interest the Zen Yogin, for he is ever intent upon truly
understanding the meaning of Buddhist teachings, such
as the doctrine of Emptiness or the original purity of the
Dharmakaya, and thereby gaining peace of mind.
3. When the intensification of Zen consciousness is
going on, the master’s guiding hand is found helpful to
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bring about the final explosion. As in the case of Lin-chi,
who did not even know what question to ask of Huang-po,
a student of Zen is frequently at a loss what to do with
himself. If he is allowed to go on like this, the mental
distraction may end disastrously. Or his experience may
fail to attain its final goal, since it is liable to stop short
before it reaches the stage of the fullest maturity. As fre¬
quently happens, the Yogin remains satisfied with an
intermediate stage, which from his ignorance he takes for
finality. The master is needed not only for encouraging
the student to continue his upward stepj but to point out
to him where his goal lies.
As to the pointing, it is no pointing as far as its intelli¬
gibility is considered. Huang-po gave Lin-chi "thirty
blows", Lung-t’an blew out the candle, and Hui-ncng
demanded Ming’s original form even before he was born.
Logically, all these pointers have no sense, they are beyond
rational treatment. We can say that the pointers have no
earthly use as they do not give us any clue from which we
can start our inference. But inasmuch as Zen has nothing
to do with ratiocination, the pointing need not be a
pointing in its ordinary seme. A slap on the face, a shaking
one by the shoulder, or an utterance will most assuredly
do the work of pointing when the Zen consciousness has
attained a certain stage of maturity.
The maturing on the one hand, therefore, and the
pointing on the other must be timely; if the one is not
quite matured, or if the other fails to do the pointing, the
desired end may never be experienced. When the chick is
ready to come out of the egg-shell, the mother hen knows
and pecks at it, and lo, there jumps out a second genera¬
tion of the chicken family.
We can probably state in this connection that this
pointing or guiding, together with the preliminary more
or less philosophical equipment of the Zen Yogin, deter¬
mines the content of his Zen consciousness, and that
when it is brought up to a state of full maturity it inevit¬
ably breaks out as Zen experience. In this case, the
experience itself, if we can have it in its purest and most
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original form, may be said to be something entirely devoid
of colourings of any sort, Buddhist or Christian, Taoist or
Vedantist. The experience may thus be treated wholly as
a psychological event which has nothing to do with
philosophy, theology, or any special religious teaching.
But the point is whether, if there were no philosophical
antecedent or religious aspiration or spiritual unrest, the
experience could take place merely as a fact of conscious¬
ness.
The psychology, then, cannot be treated independently
of philosophy or a definite set of religious teachings. That
the Zen experience takes place at all as such, and is formu¬
lated finally as a system of Zen intuitions, is principally
due to the master’s guiding, however enigmatical it may
seem; for without it the experience itself is impossible.
This explains why the confirmation of the master is
needed regarding the orthodoxy of the Zen experience, and
also why the history of Zen places so much stress on the
orthodox transmission of it. So we read in the Platform
Sutra of Hui-neng:
“Hsuan-chiao (ffi a.d. 713) was particularly conver¬
sant with the teaching of the T‘ien-tai school on tranquillization (samatha) and contemplation (oipasyana).
While reading the Vimalakirti, he attained an insight into
the ground of consciousness. Hsuan-t’se, a disciple of the
patriarch, happened to call on him. They talked absorb¬
ingly on Buddhism, and Hsuan-t'se found that Hsuanchiao’s remarks were in complete agreement with those of
the Zen Fathers, though Chiao himself was not conscious
of it. T‘se asked, 'Who is your teacher in the Dharma?’
Chiao replied: ‘As regards my understanding of the sutras
of the Vaipulya class I have for each its regularly author¬
ized teacher. Later while studying the Vimalakirti, by
myself I gained an insight into the teaching of the Buddhamind, but I have nobody yet to confirm my view.’
T*se said, ‘No confirmation is needed prior to Bhishmasvararaja,1 but after him those who have satori by them* Wri-jm^pmg. Thu may be considered «o mean "prior to the dawn of
cosuciouinesi" or "the time before any ryitematic teaching of religion

■Carted".
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selves with no master belong to the naturalistic school of
heterodoxy.’ Chiao asked, ‘Pray you testify.’ T’se said,
however: ‘My words do not carry much weight. At
T'sao-ch'i the Sixth Patriarch is residing now, and people
crowd upon him from all quarters to receive instruction in
the Dharma. Let us go over to him’. . .
4. If the intensified Zen consciousness does not break
out into the state of satori, we can say that the intensifi¬
cation has not yet attained its highest point; for when it
does there is no other way left to it than to come to the
final denouement known as satori. This fact, as we have
already seen, has been specially noticed by Tai-hui as
characterizing the Zen experience. For, according to him,
there is no Zen where there is no satori. That satori came
to be recognized thus as the Zen experience par excellence
at the time of Tai-hui and even previously, and that
Tai-hui and his school had to uphold it so strongly
against some tendencies which grew up among Zen
followers and threatened to undermine the life of Zen,
prove that the development of the koan exercise was
something inevitable in the history of Zen consciousness—
so inevitable indeed that if this failed to develop Zen itself .
would have ceased to exist.

6. The Psychological Antecedent and the Content oj the
Zen Experience
Since the early days of Zen, its practice has been mis¬
takenly regarded as that of mere quietism or a kind of
technics of mental tranquillization. Hence Hui-nenb’s
expostulation about it and Nan-yueh’s warning to
Ma-tsu.* The sitting cross-legged is the form of Zen, while
inwardly the Zen consciousness is to be nursed to maturity.
When it is fully matured, it is sure to break out as satori,
which is an insight into the Unconscious. There is some‘This whole passage doa no* occur in the Tun-huang MS. It is probable
«h«tit was added »< • much!, ter date. But this fact does oot .fleet (he force
of the argument advanced by Hsuan-t'se.
• FhU Series, p. 334/.
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thing noetic in the Zen experience, and this is what deter¬
mines the entire course of Zen discipline. Tai-hui was
fully conscious of this fact and was never tired of uphold¬
ing it against the other school.
That satori or Zen experience is not the outcome of
quiet-sitting or mere passivity, with which Zen discipline
has been confused very much even by the followers of Zen
themselves, can be inferred from the utterances or gestures
that follow the final event. How shall we interpret
Lin-chi’s utterance, “There is not much in the Buddhism
of Huang-po”? Again, how about his punching the ribs of
Tai-yu? These evidently show that there was something
active and noetic in his experience. He actually grasped
something that met his approval.
There is no doubt that he found what he had all the
time been searching for, although at the moment when he
began his searching he had no idea of what it meant—for
how could he? If he remained altogether passive, he could
never have made such a positive assertion. As to his
gesture, how self-assuring it was, which grew out of his
absolute conviction! There is nothing whatever passive
about it.1
The situation is well described by Dai-o Kokushi when
he says: “By ‘a special transmission outside the sutrateaching’ is meant to understand penetratingly just one
phrase by breaking both the mirror and the image, by
transcending all forms of ideation, by making no distinc-

1 One day Sc. Francis was sitting with ha companions when he began to
groan and said, "There b hardly a mock on earth who perfectly obeyi ha
superior.” His companions much astonished said, “Explain to us. Father,
what is perfect and supreme obedience." Then, comparing him who obeys
to a corpse, he said: •‘Take a dead body and put it where you will, it will
make no resistance: when it is in one place it will not murmur; when you
take it away from there it will not object J put it in a pulpit, it will not look
up but down: wrap it in purple ana it will only look doubly pale.” (Paul
Sabatier's Ltft tjSi. Fraxeu, pp. a6o-i.) While it is difficult to tell what is
the real purport of this, it may appear as if St. Francis wished his monks to
be literally like a corpse; but there Is something humorous about the remark
when he says, “Put tl in a pulpit. . .
The Zen Buddhist would interpret
it as meaning to keep one's mind in a perfect state of perspicuity which per¬
ceives a flower as red and a willow-tree as green, without putting anything
of its own confused subjectivity into it- A slate of passivity, indeed, and yet
there is also fullness of activity in it. A form of passive activity, we may call it.
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lion whatever between confusion and enlightenment, by
paying no attention to the presence or the absence of a
thought, by neither getting attached to nor keeping one*
self away from the dualism of good and bad. The one
phrase which the follower of Zen is asked to ponder {kungfu) and find the final solution of is ‘Your own original
features even before you were born of your parents.’
T
"In answering this one ought not to cogitate on the
meaning of the phrase, nor try to get away from it; do not
reason about it, nor altogether abandon reasoning;
respond just as you are asked and without deliberation,
just as a bell rings when it is struck, just as a man answers
when he is called by name. If there were no seeking, no
pondering, no contriving as to how to get at the meaning
of the phrase, whatever it may be, there would be no
answering—hence no awakening.”
While it is difficult to determine the content of Zen
experience merely by means of those utterances and
gestures which involuntarily follow the experience—which
is, indeed, a study in itself—I give in the appendices some
of them which are culled indiscriminately from the
history of Zen.1 Judging from these utterances, we can see
that all these authors have had an inner perception,
which put an end to whatever doubts and mental anxie¬
ties from which they may have been suffering; and
further, that the nature of this inner perception aid not
allow itself to be syllogistically treated, as it had no
logical connection with what has preceded it.
Satori as a rule expresses itself in words which are not
intelligible to the ordinary mind; sometimes the ex¬
pression is merely descriptive of the experience-feeling,
which naturally means nothing to those who have never
had such feelings within themselves. So far as the intellect
is concerned, there is an unsurpassable gap between the
antecedent problem and its consequent solution; the two
are left logically unconnected. When Lin-chi asked about
1 Some have already been given in my Essay, in Z"> BuAOitm, Vol. I,
p. 246 X jtj.. where I have collected
more of the»e utterancei a* they Hand
in ibe original.
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the ultimate principle of Buddhism, he was given thirty
blows by his master Huang-po. After he had attained
satori and understood the meaning of his experience he
merely said, “There is not much in Huang-po’s Budd¬
hism." We are left ignorant as to what this “not much"
really ia. When this "what” was demanded by Tai-yu,
[.in-chi simply poked his ribs.
These gestures and utterances do not give the out¬
sider any clue to the content of the experience itself. They
seem to be talking in signs. This logical ditcontinuity or
discreteness is characteristic of all Zen teaching. When
Ch'ing-ping1 was asked what the Mahayana was, he said,
"The bucket-rope." When asked about the Hinayana, he
replied: ‘ The coin-string"; about the moral impurities
(asrava), “The bamboo-basket”; about the moral purities
(anasrava), “The wooden dipper.” These answers are
apparently nonsensical, but from the Zen point of view
they are easily digested, for the logical discontinuity is
thereby bridged over. The Zen experience evidently
opens a closed door revealing all the treasures behind it.
It suddenly leaps over to the other side of logic and starts
a dialectics of its own.
Psychologically, this is accomplished when what is
known as “abandonment", or "throwing oneself over the
precipice", takes place. This “abandonment" means the
moral courage of taking risks; it is plunging into the
unknown which lies beyond the topography of relative
knowledge. Thu unknown realm of logical discontinuity
must be explored personally; and this is where logic turns
into psychology, it is where conceptualism has to give
way to life-experience.
We cannot, however, "abandon" ourselves just
because we wish to do so. It may seem an easy thing to do,
but after all it is the last thing any being can do, for it is
done only when we arc most thoroughly convinced that
there is no other way to meet the situation. We are always
conscious of a tie, slender enough to be sure, but how
1 Wint-ping lug-tan, 845-919.
it* elsewhere.

As regard* his interview with Tsui-wei,
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strong when we try to cut it off! It is always holding ms
bade when we wish to throw ourselves at the feet of an allmerciful One, or when we are urged to identify ourselves
with a noble cause or anything that is grander than mere
selfishness. Before being able to do this there must be a
great deal of "searching”, or "contriving”, or "ponder¬
ing”.1 It is only when this process is brought to maturity
that this “abandoning" can take place. We can say that
this "contriving” is a form of purgation.
When all the traces of egotism arc purged away, when
the will-to-live is effectively put down, when the intellect
gives up its hold on the discrimination between subject
and object, then all the contrivances cease, the purgation
is achieved, and the "abandonment” is ready to take
place.1
All Zen masters are, therefore, quite emphatic about
completing the whole process of “contriving and search¬
ing”. For an abandonment to be thoroughgoing, it is
necessary for the preliminary process to be also thorough¬
going. The masters all teach the necessity of going on
with this "searching” as if one were fighting against a
deadly enemy, or “as if a poisonous arrow were pierdng a
vital part of the body, or as if one were surrounded on all
sides by raging flames, or as if one had lost both his
parents, or as if one were disgraced owing to one’s inability
to pay off a debt of a thousand pieces of gold”.
Shoichi Kokushi, the founder of Tofukuji monastery,
advises one to "think yourself to be down an old deep
well; the only thought you then have will be to get out of
it, and you will be desperately engaged in finding a way of
escape; from morning to evening this one thought will
1 The Christians would say. “a great deal of seeking, asking, and
knocking”.
'Jama gives in his Vanitiu of Rtlinsm ExUrima (pp. «at #.) the story
of Antoinette Bourignon. who, finding her spiritual obstacle In the possession
of a penny, threw it away and started her long spiritual journey thus abso¬
lutely free from earthly cares. "A penny" is the symbol of the last thread of
egotism which so effectively tics us up to a world of relativity. Slender
though the thread is, it is sufficiently strong for all of us. The cutter is given
to the student of Zen In the shape of a loan, as will be seen later on.
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occupy the entire field of your consciousness”. When
one’s mind is so fully occupied with one single thought,
strangely or miraculously there takes place a sudden
awakening within oneself. All the “searching and con¬
triving" ceases, and with it comes the feeling that what was
wanted is here, that all is well with the world and with
oneself, and that the problem is now for the first time
successfully and satisfactorily solved. The Chinese have
the saying, “When you are in an impasu, there is an
opening." The Christians teach, "Man’s extremity is
God’s opportunity.”
The main thing to do when a man finds himself in this
mental extremity is to exhaust all his powers of “searching
and contriving”, which means to concentrate all h«
energy on one single point and see the farthest reach he
can make in this frontal attack. Whether he is pondering
a knotty problem of philosophy, or mathematics, or con¬
triving a means of escape from oppressive conditions, or
seeking a passage of liberation from an apparently hope¬
less situation, his empirical mind, psychologically speak¬
ing, is taxed to its limit of energy; but when the limit is
transcended a new source of energy in one form or
another is tapped.
Physically, an extraordinary amount of strength or
endurance is exhibited to the surprise of the man himself;
morally, often on a battlefield a soldier manifests great
courage, performing deeds of audacity; intellectually, a
philosopher, if he is a really great one, clears up a new
way of looking at Reality; religiously, we have such
spiritual phenomena as conversion, conformation, reform¬
ation, salvation to the Christians, and satori, enlighten¬
ment, intuition, paracritti, etc., to the Buddhists.
All these various orders of phenomena are explain¬
able, as far as psychology goes, by the same law; accumu¬
lation, saturation, and explosion. But what is peculiar to
the religious experience is that it involves the whole being
of the individual, that it affects the very foundation of his
character. And besides, the content of this experience may
be described in the terminology of either Christian faith
E
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or Buddhist philosophy, according to the nature of its
antecedents, or according to the surroundings and
education of the particular individual concerned. That is,
he interprets the experience in conformity to his own
intellectual resources, and to him this interpretation is the
best and the only plausible one to be given to the facts in
hand.
He cannot accept them in any other light, for to do so
will be the same as rejecting them as illusive and devoid of
meaning. As Buddhism has no such creeds as arc cherished
by Christians, who are Christians because of their
intellectually conforming themselves to the theology and
tradition of their forefathers, Buddhists give their religious
experience an altogether different colouring. Especially to
Zen followers such terms as divine grace, revelation,
mystic union, etc., are foreign and sound quite unfamiliar.
No matter how closely psychologically related one
experience may be to the other, Buddhist or Christian, it
begins to vary widely as soon as it is subsumed under
categories of the Christian or the Buddhist ideology.
As stated before, the antecedents of the experience arc
thus designated by Zen masters altogether differently
from those of the Christian mystics. Stigmata, ligature,
expurgation, road of the cross, the anguish of love, etc.—
all such terms have no meanine in Zen experience. The
antecedents required by the latter are concentration,
accumulation, self-forgetting, throwing oneself down the
precipice, going over to the other side of birth-and-dcath,
leaping, abandonment, cutting off what precedes and
what follows, etc. There is here absolutely nothing that
may be called religious by those who are familiar only
with the other set of phraseology.
To make clearer this psychological process of "selfforgetting” and “cutting off both the past and the future”,
let me cite some of the classical examples.
The monk Ting came to Lin-chi and asked, "What is
the essence of Buddhism?” Chi came down from his straw
chair, seized the monk, gave him a slap, and let him go.
Ting stood still. A monk nearby said, "O Ting, why don’t
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you make a bow?” Ting was about to bow when he came
to a realization.1
This is the brief statement in the language of Lin-chi
of the event that happened to Ting. Brief though it is, we
can gather from it all that is essential, all that we need to
know concerning Ting’s Zen experience. First of all, he
did not come to Lin-chi casually. There is no doubt that
his question was the outcome of a lone pondering and an
anxious search after the truth. Before the koan system was
yet in vogue, Zen followers did not definitely know how to
ask a question, as we saw in the case of Lin-chi.
Intellectual puzzles arc everywhere, but the difficulty b
to produce a question which is vital and on which depends
the destiny of the questioner himself. When such a
question is brought to light, the very asking is more than
half the answering. Just a little movement on the part of
the master may be sufficient to open up a new life in the
questioner. The answer is not in the master’s gesture or
speech; it is in the questioner’s own mind which is now
awakened. When Ting asked the master about the
essence of Buddhism, the question was no idle one; it
came out of his inmost being, and he never expected to
have it answered intellectually.
When he was seized and slapped by the master, he
was probably not at all surprised, in the sense that he was
taken aback and at a loss what to do; but he was sur¬
prised in this sense that he was entirely put out of the
beaten track of logic where he was most likely still
lingering, although he was not conscious of it himself. He
was carried away from the earth where he used to stand,
and to which he seemed to be inevitably bound; he was
carried away he knew not where, only that he was now
lost to the world and to himself. This was the meaning of
his “standing still”. All his former efforts to find an
answer to his question were put to naught; he was at the
edge of the precipice to which he clung with all his
remaining strength, but the master relentlessly pushed
him over. Even when he heard the voice of the attending
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monk calling out to him, he was not fully awakened from
his stupefaction. It was only when he was about to make
the usual bows that he recovered his sense—the sense in
which logical discontinuity was bridged over and in
which the answer to his question was experienced within
himself—the sense in which he read the ultimate meaning
of all existence, having nothing further to seek.
This tUnotumaU, however, could not have been
attained had it not been preceded by the regular course of
concentration, accumulation, and abandonment. If Ting’s
question had been an abstract and conceptual one which
had no roots in his very being, there could not have been
truth and ultimacy in his understanding of the answer.
To give another illustration which will be illuminating
when considered in connection with Ting, Yun-mcn1 (died
949) was the founder of the school bearing his name. His
first master was Mu-chou, who had urged Lin-chi to ask
Huang-po concerning the essence of Buddhism. Men was
not satisfied with his knowledge of Buddhism which had
been gained from books, and came to Mu-chou to have a
final settlement of the intellectual balance-sheet with
him. Seeing Men approach the gate, Mu-chou shut .it in
his face. Men could not understand what it all meant, but
he knocked and a voice came from within:
“Who are you?”
“My name is Yun-mcn. I come from Chih-hsing.”
"What do you want?”
“I am unable to see into the ground of my being and •
most earnestly wish to be enlightened.”
9
Mu-chou opened the gate, looked at Men, and then
closed it. Not knowing what to do, Men went away. This
was a great riddle, indeed, and some time later he came
back to Mu-chou. But he was treated in the same way as
before. When Yun-men came for a third time to Muchou's gate, his mind was firmly made up, by whatever
means, to have a talk with the master. This time as soon
as the gate was opened he squeezed himself through the
opening. The intruder was at once seized by the chest and
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the master demanded: "Speak! Speak!” Men was
bewildered and hesitated. Chou, however, lost no time
in pushing him out of the gate again, saying, “You goodfor-nothing fellow!” As the heavy gate swung shut, it
caught one of Men’s legs, and he cried out: “Oh! Oh!’’
But this opened his eyes to the significance of the whole
proceeding.
It is easy to infer from this record that Yun-men’s Zen
experience had a long and arduous preliminary course,
although there is in the record no allusion to his psycho¬
logical attitude towards the whole affair. His “searching
and contriving” did not of course begin with this experi¬
ence ; it came to an end when he called on Mu-chou. He
knew no means of escape from the dilemma in which he
found himself; his only hope was centred in Mu-chou.
But what answer did he get from the master? To be
looked at and shut out—what relation could this have to
his earnest questioning about his inner self?
On his way home he must have pondered the new
situation to the limit of his mental capacity. This ponder¬
ing, this searching must have been intensified by his
second visit to the master, and on the third visit it was fast
approaching a culmination, and most naturally ended
dramatically. When he was requested by Mu-chou to
speak out if he had anything to say, to utter a word if
there was somewhat that required expression, his Zen
consciousness became fully matured, and only a touch
was needed to change it into an awakening. The needed
touch came in the form of an intense physical pain. His
cry, "Oh! Oh!” was at the same time the cry of satori,
an inner perception of his own being, whose depth now
for the first time he has personally sounded so that he
could really say, "I know, for I am it 1”
(This psychological process has been depicted here
somewhat conjecturely, but it will grow more convincing
later when the psychology of the koan exereije is described
according to the various records left by the masters, and
also according to the directions given by them to their
devotees.)
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7. Technique of Zjm Discipline in its Early History
As can readily be conceived from the foregoing delinea¬
tion of the satori psychology, it is, indeed, no easy task to
develop the Zen consciousness into this culminating stage.
In the early days of Zen Buddhism in China there were
enough original minds who looked for a first-hand
experience, and who never flinched from the hazardous
adventure into the Una incognita of Zen mysticism.
The masters at that time had no special system for
leading them to the final experience except giving them
some indications in gestures or words, both of which, being
altogether unapproachable, repelled rather than attracted
the truth-seekers. The path was strewn with thistles and
brambles instead of flowers, and they had to risk so much
when they wandered out into it. It was, therefore, natural
that there were only a few out of the many disciples that
gathered about a master who attained satori. Out of the
five hundred or a thousand pupils that arc said to have
come to a mountain monastery presided over by a fullyqualified Zen master, there were less than ten whose eyes
were said to have been opened to gaze into the mysterious
values of Zen. Zen was an aristocratic form of Buddhism.
Its ideal was to have one great master-mind which
towered far above the ordinary, rather than to have many
mediocrities.
The masters thus made the path of Zen as steep and as
stormy as they could so that only the tough-hearted could
scale it to the summit. This was not intentional, of course,
on their part; they had no malicious or selfish will to keep
the treasure among themselves; they naturally wanted to
sec their teaching embraced as widely as possible among
their fellow-beings; they never seemed to get tired in its
propagation, but when they wanted to be true to their
insight they could not stoop to appeal to popular taste,
that is, they could not give up their vocation for mere
reputation and cheap appreciation. Ching-t'sen of
Chang-sha used to say that, “If I were to demonstrate the
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truth of Zen in its absolute aspect, the front court of my
monastery would see weeds growing rampant.”
On the other hand, the world >s generally filled with
imitators, counterfeiters, dealers in second-hand articles,
this not only in the commercial world but in religious
circles also. Perhaps more so in the latter, because here it
is less easy to distinguish the genuine from the spurious.
When other practical circumstances arc added to the
difficulties inherent in Zen which make for its exclusion,
solitude, and gradual disappearance from the world, we
can see how mortified the masters must have been over
the actual situation in which they often found themselves.
That is, they could not sit quiet in their mountain re¬
treats and watch the declining of the Zen spirit. There
were imitators enough who swallowed the literature and
left the spirit behind.
Moreover, since Hui-ncng, the sixth patriarch, there
had been a steady growth of Zen literature, and the way
in which Zen expressed itself grew- more delicate, subtle,
and varied. Gradually the one school of Hui-ncng
divided itself into several branches so that in early Sung,
that is, in the eleventh century, there were five of them
flourishing. The time was fast approaching when Zen
masters were not content just to wait and see Zen con¬
sciousness develop of its own accord. They recognized the
need of some system to accelerate the development and to
effect its healthful propagation and continued prosperity.
They thought it was their duty to see that their Zen
experience be successively transmitted from master to
disciple without interruption. But before we speak of the
development of this system let us first see how Zen was
taught in the early days of its history.
As we know already from the examples of Lin-chi,
Yun-men, the monk Ting, and Tc-shan, the master had
no special contrivance or method by which the mind of
the disciple could be matured for the experience. Each no
doubt occasionally gave sermons and discourses on Zen in
his Dharma Hall; he also demonstrated it in most prac¬
tical ways for the sake of his disciples. Zen was not a
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conceptual plaything with them but a vital fact which
intimately concerned life itself—even.in raising a finger,
in sipping a cup of tea, in exchanging greetings, and so on!
And to awaken the consciousness of his disciples to the
truth of Zen, it was most natural for the masters to make
use of every opportunity in their daily life. The following
interviews recorded of the ancient masters1 will fully
illustrate what I mean.
When Hui-neng saw Nan-yueh approach, he asked:
"Whence comest thou?*’
“I come from Tung-shan.”
"What is it that thus cometh?”
It took Nan-yueh six years to solve this object lesson
and say, "Even when it is said to be something, the mark
is already missed!”
A monk came to Ch‘i-an of Yen-kuan and asked,
“Who is Vairocana Buddha?”
Said
here.”

the

master,

"Kindly pass that pitcher over

The monk took it to the master, who then asked the
monk to put it back where he got it. He did so and then
asked the master again about the Buddha.
The master replied, "Long gone is he I” •
Wu/yeh of Feng-chou was a stalwart, athletic monk.
When he came to Ma-tsu the latter remarked:
"What a magnificent structure with no Buddha in
it!”

5

.
yV'ycl?,n“dc a bow and said, “As to the literature of
the Triple \ chicle, I have a general knowledge of it, but I
have not yet been able to understand the teaching of Zen
according to which mind is the Buddha.”
Replied the master, "The mind that does not under¬
stand is the Buddha; there is no other.”

I

Yeh asked again: “The First Patriarch is said to have
brought a secret message from India. What was it?”

1 Firm the Chum-lnt-lu.

i
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Ma-tsu said,
Monk, I am very busy just now, you
may come some other time.”
7
Yeh was about to leave the room when the master
called out, O monk!”
Yeh turned back.
“What is it?” the master said.
TTiis awakened Wu-yeh’s mind to the full understanding of Zen, and he made his bows.
"O this stupid fellow! What is the use of your making
bows?” were the master’s last words.
Tcng Ym-feng1 was standing beside Shih-t‘ou who
was cutting weeds. When Shih-t‘ou moved a bundle of
grass in front of Feng, the latter said:
“You only know how to cut this down, but not the
other one.”
Shih-t‘ou held up the sickle.
Feng snatched it from him and assumed the posture of
a mower.

1 ou remarked, You cut the other one down, but
know not how to cut this one down."
Feng made no answer.
When Wei-shan was one day in attendance on his
master, Pai-chang, the master asked him:
"Who are you?”
“Ling-yu, sir.”
“Dig into the ashes and see if there is any fire in the
fire-place.”
. * W»en
™
to paw sway at the Vajr. Cave, ofWu-Ui Shut,
be said: I have myself seen the masters pea away lying or tilting but not
•fending. Do you know any masters who paavd .way .fending?" The
monks fe.d, "Yes, there U the record of such." "Do you then knowone who
named away .tending on liia head?" "No. never yet," wxi the answer.
..h2Sf?nifei!£i,00wkn h“ hc^
garment remained
attKhed to hu body. When people earned his body to the crematory i« kept
it* extraordinary position unchanged. It was an object of wonder and admur.
ation. The master had * lister who was a nun, and she happened to be
among the interested crowd. She approached the corp* ofthJWother and
reproached him saying, 'O brother! While still alive, you have not observed
^1“*
deathyoustUl try to play a trick on people." She then
poked the brother with her hand, and the dead body went down on the
ground with a thud.
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Shan dug into the fire-place, and said, "No fire, sir."
Pai-chane rose from his seat, dug deeper into the
ashes, and, finding a little piece of live charcoal, held it
up, and showing it to Shan, said :
“Is this not a live one?"
This opened Shan’s eye.
Tai-an studied the Vinaya texts at Huang-po Shan,
which, however, failed to satisfy him, for he had as yet no
approach to the ultimate meaning of Buddhist truth. He
went about on bis disciplinary pilgrimage and came to
Paichang. Tai-an remarked, “I have been seeking for the
Buddha, but do not yet know how to go on with my re¬
search.”
Said the master, “It is very much like looking for an
ox when riding on one.”
“What shall a man do after knowing him?"
“It is like going home on the back of an ox."
“May I be further enlightened as to the care I shall
have to bestow on the whole matter?"
Pai-chang said, “It is like a cowherd looking after his
cattle, who using his staff keeps them from wandering into
another’s pasture."
When Kao was still a novice and not yet fully or¬
dained, he came to Yao-shan.
Yao-shan said, "Whence comest thou?”
“From Nan-yueh, sir."
“Whither goest thou?"
“To Chiang-ling for ordination.”
“What is your idea in getting ordained?"
“I wish to be free from birth-and-death.”
“Do you know," said the master, “there is one who,
even without being ordained, is free from birth-anddeath?"
Shan-tao was walking one day with his master in the
mountains. The master, Shih-t’ou, saw the branches of a
tree obstructing the pathway and requested Shan-tao to
clear them away.
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Said the disciple, "I did not bring a knife with me.”
Shih-t'ou took out his own knife and held it out with
the naked blade towards his disciple.
Shan-tao said, “Please give me the other end.”
“What do you want to do with the other end?” asked
the master.
This made Shan-tao wake to the truth of Zen.
From these examples taken at random from The
Transmission of the Lamp, which is the first history of Zen,
we can see that the method of the Zen masters was
thoroughly practical but had no prescribed plan. If the
pupil had no question of his own, the master would try to
draw him out, not abstractly but out of life itself as they
were living it. There were already some stock questions in
circulation among followers of Zen, with which they
approached the master, and there were also some favourite
auestions that were regularly asked by the masters. But
there was nothing systematized either on the part of the
master or the pupil as to the pursuance of the study of Zen.
One of the questions most frequently asked by the
novitiate was concerned with the reason for Bodhidharma’s visit to China. This was quite natural as Zen had
originated in China with his coming from India, and
those who wished to follow his steps could not but be
eager to know the great message of Rxlhidharma. On the
other hand, the most popular question put by the masters
was as to the whence and the whither of each new
arrival at the monastery. “Whence comat thou?” was
not a question prompted by mere curiosity; for if we
really know the whence and the whither we are already
masters of Zen.
Besides these bona fide Zen folio wen, there were
many Buddhistphilosophers, especially in the earlier days
of Zen in the T'ang dynasty, who being partial to their
own philosophies were often in controversy with Zen
masters. These interviews afford us an interesting spectacle
which is always at the expense of the philosophers.
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A monk came to Hui-chung and was asked, “What is
your business?”
“I discourse on the Vajracchedika Sutra.”
“Tell me what are the first two characters of the
sutra?”
“Ju shift” (thus, team).
Demanded the master, “What docs that mean?”
There was no answer.
A Buddhist philosopher called on Ma-tsu and said,
“May I ask what teaching is held by a Zen master?”
Ma-tsu, instead of answering him, proposed a counter¬
question, “What teaching do you hold?”
"I have the honour of discoursing on more than
twenty sutras and sastras.”
“You arc really a lion-child, are you not?”
“I feel complimented, sir.”
Ma-tsu gave out a soft long breath. Thereupon, the%
philosopher remarked, “This is really it.”
"Wnat does that mean?”
“This is the way the lion comes out of its den.”
The master remained silent.
"This also is really it,” remarked the philosopher.
“What does that mean?”
“This is the way the lion lies in his den.”
“When there is neither going-out nor coming-in,
what becomes of it?”
The philosopher gave no answer. Later, when he left
the master and was about to pass out of the gate, the
master called out, “O philosopher!” He turned back.
Said the master, “What is that?” There was no answer,
which elicited this from Ma-tsu, “Oh, that stupid teacher
of the sutras 1”
A teacher of the Acatanuaka came to see Hui-hai and
asked, “Master, do you believe that non-sentient beings
are Buddhas?”
“No,” said the master, "I do not believe so. If nonsentient beings are Buddhas, living beings are worse off
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than the dead; dead donkeys, dead dogs will be far better
than living human beings. We read in the sutra that the
Buddha-body is no other than the Dharma-body which
is bom of morality (silo), meditation (d/tyaita), and know¬
ledge (prajna), bom of the three sciences (vidya) and the
six supernatural powers (abhijna), born of all deeds of
merit. If non-scntient beings arc Buddhas, you. Reverend
Sir, had better pass away this moment and attain Buddhahood.”
Another AvaUunsaka teacher called Chih came to Huihai and asked, “Why do you not admit that the evergreen
bamboos are all the Dharmakaya and that there arc no
thickly-blooming yellow flowers that are not Prajna?”
Said the master: “The Dharmakaya [in itself] has no
form, but by means of the green bamboos it assumes a
form; Prajna [in itself] is devoid of scntiency, but facing
the yellow flowers it functions. That there is Prajna and
Dharmakaya is not owing to the green bamboos and
yellow flowers. Therefore, it is stated in the sutra that the
true Dharmakaya of the Buddha is like emptiness of space,
and that like the moon reflected in water there are forms
in response to individual objects. If the yellow flower is
Prajna, Prajna is non-sentient; if the green bamboo is the
Dharmakaya, the bamboo may know how to function in
various relations. O Teacher, do you understand?”
"No, Master, I am unable to follow you.”
"If a man has an insight into the nature of his own
being,” said the master, "he will understand the truth in
whatever way it is presented either affirmatively or nega¬
tively. He knows how not to get attached to either side
since he has grasped the principle of things as they move
on. But a man of no such spiritual insight is attached to
the green bamboo or to the yellow flower when reference
is .made to either of them. He dallies with Dharmakaya
when he discourses on it, he knows not what Prajna is, even
when he talks of it. Thus there is a constant wrangling
among you teachers.”
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This was the way Zen teaching was practised until
about the tenth century. In order to facilitate the under¬
standing of the state of affairs that had been going on
during those years, let me cite what is known as “The
Eighteen Kinds of Question”, compiled by Shan-chao of
Fen-yang.1 He flourished towards the end of the tenth
century and was a disciple of Sheng-nien of Shou-shan.*
The classification is unscientific but the “Questions” arc
illuminating in many ways as they illustrate how Zen was
studied in those days.
i. The question asking for instruction. This is what is
generally asked by a novice of the master, wishing to be
enlightened on such subjects as Buddha, the signification
of Bodhidharma’s visit to China, the essence of the
Buddhist teaching, the Dharmakaya, etc.
a. The Question in which the questioner asks for the
master’s judgment by describing his own mental con¬
dition. When a monk said to Chao-chou, "What do you
say to one who has nothing to carry about?” he was
analysing his own state of mind. To this Chao-chou
replied, “Carry it along.”
3. The question whereby the questioner attempts to
see where the master stands. A monk came to Tung-feng
who lived in a mountain hut and asked him, “If a tiger
should suddenly appear here, what would you do?” The
hut-keeper roared like a tiger; the monk behaved as if
terrified; whereupon the keeper laughed heartily.
4. The question in which the questioner shows that he
still has a doubt as to his attainment and expresses his
desire for confirmation. A monk asked Tao-wu of T'ienhuang, “What shall I do when there is still a shadow of
doubt?” Wu replied, "Even oneness when held on to is
wide of the mark.”
5. The question whereby the questioner is anxious to
find out the master’s attitude. A monk asked Chao-chou,
“All things are reducible to the One; but where is
the One reducible?” Chou said, "When I was in the
* Jt% t'itum mu, “Eye* of Men and God*”, Fa». II.
* AJ>. 9*6-993.
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district of Ch'ing I had a robe made that weighed seven
chin."
6. The question asked by one who is at a loss as to
how to go on with his study of Zen. A monk asked Hsinghua: “I am unable to distinguish black from white. Pray
enlighten me somehow.” The question was hardly out
when the master gave him a good slashing.
7. The question asked with the intention to probe into
the attainment of the master. This kind of question must
have been in vogue when the Zen monasteries were every¬
where established and the monks travelled from one
master to another. A monk asked Feng-bsueh, "How is it
that one who understands not, never cherishes a doubt?”
Replied the master, “When a tortoise walks on the ground,
he cannot help leaving traces in the mud."
8. The question of ignorance. This does not seem to
differ from the sixth. A monk asked Hsuan-sha, “I am a
newcomer in the monastery; please tell me how to go on
with my study.” “Do you hear the murmuring stream?"
“Yes, master.” “If so, here is the entrance.”
9. The question proposed by one who has his own
view of Zen and wishes to see how the master takes it “As
to worldly knowledge and logical cleverness, I have
nothing to do with them; pray let me have a Zen theme.”
When this was asked by a monk, the master gave him a
hearty blow.
10. The question in which an ancient master’s saying
is referred to. A monk said to Yun-men, “What would one
do when no boundaries are seen, however wide the eyes
are open?" Said Men, “Look!”
11. The question containing words from the sutras.
“According to the sutra, all beings are endowed with the
Buddha-nature; how is it then that they know it not?"
“They know,” replied Shou-shan.
12. The question containing references to a known
fact. “The ocean is said to contain the precious gem; how
can a man lay hands on it?" Replied Feng-hsueh: “When
Wang-hsiang comes, its brightness is dazzling; when
Li-lou goes, the waves roll as high as the sky. The more one

A non-Buddhist philosopher asked the Buddha, “Words or
no-words, I ask neither.” The Buddha remained silent.
The philosopher said: "The Blessed One is indeed full of
mercy and compassion. He has cleared off clouds of
confusion for my sake, showing me how to enter upon the
path.”
18. The question not expressed in words. A nonBuddhist philosopher came to the Buddha and stood
before him without uttering a word. The Buddha then
said, “Abundantly indeed, O philosopher!” The philo¬
sopher praised him, saying, “It is all owing to the Blessed
One’s mercy that I now enter upon the path.”
From this somewhat confused classification we can see
how varied were the questions asked and answered
among the followers of Zen during the first five hundred
years of its steady development after Bodhidharma.
Especially is this true during the three hundred years after
Hui-neng, now generally recognized as the sixth patriarch.
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8. The Growth of the Koan System, and its Signification
No doubt, in these long years of Zen history there was
a genuine growth of Zen consciousness among Zen
followers, but at the same time, as in everything else,
there was a tendency which made for the evaporation of
Zen experience into conceptualism. If things were allowed
to go on much further in that direction, the genuine
experience might entirely die away, and all the literature
consisting chiefly of the sayings of the Zen masters would
become either unintelligible or a matter of philosophical
discussion.
This degeneration, this departure from life and experi¬
ence, is a phenomenon everywhere observable in the
history of religion. There is always in the beginning a
creative genius, and a system grows out of his experiences.
People of lesser capacity are gathered about him; he
endeavours to make them go through the same experi¬
ences as his own; he succeeds in some cases, but failures
generally exceed successes. Because most of us are not
original and creative enough, we are satisfied with
following the steps of a leader who appears to us to be
so gTeat and so far above. The system thus gradually
becomes ossified, and unless there follows a period of
revival, the original experiences rapidly die away. In the
Chinese history of Zen, this period of decline, we can say,
came with the invention of the koan exercise, although it
is quite true that this invention was something inevitable
in the history of Zen consciousness.
What the koan proposes to do is to develop artificially
or systematically in the consciousness of the 2Jcn followers
what the early masters produced in themselves sponta¬
neously. It also aspires to develop this Zen experience in a
greater number of minds than the master could otherwise
hope for. Thus the koan tended to the popularization of
Zen and at the same time became the means of conser¬
ving the Zen experience in its genuineness. Aristocratic
£en was now turned into a democratic, systematized and,
r
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to a certain extent, mechanized Zen. No doubt it meant
to that extent a deterioration; but without this innovation
Zen might have died out a long time before. To my
mind it was the technique of the koan exercise
that saved Zen as a unique heritage of Far-Eastern
culture.
In order to understand a little better the circumstances
which necessitated the rise of koan, let me quote one or
two of the masters who lived in the eleventh century.
From them we can see that there were at least two ten¬
dencies that were at work undermining Zen. They were
the doctrine and practice of absolute quietude, and
secondly, the habit of intellection that was everywhere
impressed upon Zen from the outside. Absolute quiet¬
ism, which the masters were never tired of combating,
was regarded from the outset of Zen history as the essence
of Zen teaching; but this tendency, being the inevitable
accompaniment of Zen practice, readily and frequently
reasserted itself.
As to the intellectual understanding of Zen, the out¬
siders as well as some Zen advocates arc constantly
practising it against the experience of Zen. There is no
doubt that herein lurks the moit deadly enemy of Zen.
If they arc not effectually put down they arc sure to
raise their heads again and again, especially when Zen
shows any symptoms of decline. Chen-chingK'e-wen1 says
in one of his sermons, "As far as Zen is concerned, experi¬
ence is all in all. Anything not based upon experience is
outside Zen. The study of Zen, therefore, must grow out
of life itself; and satori must be thoroughly penetrating.
If anything is left unexhausted there is an opening to the
world of devils.
"Did not an ancient master say that numberless corpses
are lying on the smooth, level ground, and also that they
are really genuine ones who have passed through thickets
of briars and brambles? Nowadays most people are led to
imagine that Zen reaches its ultimate end when all the
functions of body and mind are suspended, and concentra' 1004-1104.
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lion takes place in one tingle moment of the present in
which a state of cternity-in-one-moracnt prevails—a state
of absolute cessation, a state like an incense-burner in an
old roadside shrine, a state of cold aloofness.
"It is most unfortunate that they arc unable to realize
that this state of concentration, however desirable it may
be, when one becomes attached to it hinders the attain¬
ment of a true inner perception and the manifestation of
the light which is beyond the senses.”
Tai-hui says in a letter to Chcn-ju Tao-ien, who was
one of his monk disciples: "There are two forms of error
now prevailing among followers of Zen, laymen as well
as monks. The one thinks that there are wonderful things
hidden in words and phrases, and those who hold this
view try to learn many words and phrases. The second
goes to the other extreme, forgetting that words are the
pointing finger, showing one where to locate the moon.
Blindly following the instruction given in the sutras,
where words are said to hinder the right understanding
of the truth of Zen and Buddhism, they reject all verbal
teachings and simply sit with eyes closed, letting down
the eyebrows as if they were completely dead. They call
this quiet-sitting, inner contemplation, and silent reflection.
Not content with their own solitary practices, they try to
induce others also to adopt and practise this wrong view
of Zen. To such ignorant and simple-minded followers
they would say, ‘One day of quiet-sitting means one day
of progressive striving.’
“What a pity! 'Hiey are not at all aware of the fact
that they are planning for a ghostly life. Only when these
two erroneous views arc done away with is there a chance
for real advancement in the mastery of Zen. For we read
in the sutra that while one should not get attached to the
artificialities and unrealities which are expressed by all
beings through their words and language, neither should
one adopt the other view which rejects all words indis¬
criminately, forgetting that the truth is conveyed in them
when they are properly understood, and further, that
words and their meanings are neither different nor not
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different, but are mutually related so that the one without
the other is unintelligible. . .
There are many other passages expressing similar
views in the sayings and discourses of the Zen masters of
Tai-hui’s day besides those given by him, and from
them we can conclude that if Zen were left to its own
course, it would surely have degenerated either into the
practice of quiet-sitting and silent contemplation, or into
the mere memorizing of the many Zen sayings and
dialogues. To save the situation and to plan for a further
healthy development of Zen, the Zen masters could do
nothing better than introduce the innovation of the Icoan
exercises.
What is a koan?
A koan, according to one authority, means “a public
document setting up a standard of judgment", whereby
one’s Zen understanding is tested as to its correctness. A
koan is generally some statement made by an old Zen
master, or some answer of his given to a questioner. The
following arc some that are commonly given to the
uninitiated:
1. A monk asked Tung-shan, "Who is the Buddha?”
"Three chin of flax."
2. Yun-men was once asked, "When not a thought is
stirring in one’s mind, is there any error here?” “As much
as Mount Sumeru.”
3. Chao-chou answered, "Wu!" (mu in Japanese) to a
monk’s question, “Is there Buddha-nature in a dog?” Wu
literally means “not” or "none”, but when this is
ordinarily given as a koan, it has no reference to its
literal signification; it is “HV* pure and simple.
4. When Ming the monk overtook the fugitive Huineng, he wanted Hui-neng to give up the secret of Zen.
Hui-neng replied, “What are your original features which
you have even prior to your birth?”
5. A monk asked Chao-chou, "What is the meaning
of the First Patriarch’s visit to China?” “The cypress tree
in the front courtyard.”
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6. When Chao-chou came to study Zen under Nanch'uan, he asked, “What is the Tao (or the Way)?”
Nan-ch‘uan replied, “Your everyday mind, that is the
Tao."
7. A monk asked, "All things are said to be reducible
to the One, but where is the One to be reduced?" Chaochou answered, “When I was in the district of Ch'ing I had
a robe made that weighed seven chin”
8. When Fang the old Zen adept first came to Ma-tsu
in order to master Zen, he asked, “Who is he who has no
companion among the ten thousand things of the world?”
Ma-tsu replied, “When you swallow up in one draught all
the water in the Hsi Ch'iang, I will tell you."
When such problems arc given to the uninitiated for
solution, what is the object of the master? The idea is to
unfold the Zen psychology in the mind of the uninitiated,
and to reproduce the state of consciousness, of which these
statements are the expression. That is to say, when the
koans are understood the master's state of mind is under¬
stood, which is satori and without which Zen is a sealed
book.
In the beginning of Zen history a question was brought
up by the pupil to the notice of the master, who thereby
gauged the mental state of the questioner and knew what
necessary help to give him. The help thus given was some¬
times enough to awaken him to realization, but more freuently than not puzzled and perplexed him beyond
cscription, and the result was an ever-increasing mental
strain or “searching and contriving" on the part of the
pupil, of which we have already spoken in the foregoing
pages. In actual cases, however, the master would have
to wait for a long while for the pupil’s first question, if it
were coming at all. To ask the first question means more
than half the way to its own solution, for it is the outcome
of a most intense mental effort for the questioner to bring
his mind to a crisis. The question indicates that the crisis
is reached and the mind is ready to leave it behind. An
experienced master often knows how to lead the pupil to
a crisis and to make him successfully pass it. This was really
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the case before the koan exercise came in vogue, as was
already illustrated by the examples of Lin-chi, Nan-yueh,
and others.
As time went on there grew up many "questions and
answers” (month in Japanese) which were exchanged
between masters and pupils. And with the growth of Zen
literature it was perfectly natural now for Zen followers to
begin to attempt an intellectual solution or interpretation
of it. The "questions and answers” ceased to be experien¬
ces and intuitions of Zen consciousness, and became sub¬
jects of logical inquiry. This was disastrous, yet inevitable.
Therefore the Zen master who wished for the normal
development of Zen consciousness and the vigorous
growth of Zen tradition would not fail to recognize rightly
the actual state of things, and to devise such a method as
to achieve finally the attainment of the Zen truth.
The method that would suggest itself in the circum¬
stances was to select some of the statements made by the
old masters and to use them as pointers. A pointer would
then function in two directions: (i) To check the working
of the intellect, or rather to let the intellect see by itself
how far it can go, and also that there is a realm into which
it as such can never enter; (a) To effect the maturity of
Zen consciousness which eventually breaks out into a
state of satori.
When the koan works in the first direction there takes
lace what has been called "searching and contriving",
nstcad of the intellect, which taken by itself forms only a
part of our being, the entire personality, mind and body,
is thrown out into the solution of the koan. When this
extraordinary state of spiritual tension, guided by an
«cpcrienced master, is made to mature, the koan works
itself out into what has been designated as the Zen
experience. An intuition of the truth of Zen is now
attained, for the wall against which the Yogin has been
beating hitherto to no purpose breaks down, and an
entirely new vista opens before him. Without the koan
the Zen consciousness loses its pointer, and there will
never be a state of satori. A psychological impost* is the
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necessary antecedent of satori. Formerly, that is, before
the days of the koan exercise, the antecedent pointer was
created in the consciousness of the Yogin by his own
intense spirituality. But when Zen became systematized
owing to the accumulation of Zen literature in the shape
of “questions and answers’’ the indispensability of the
koan had come to be universally recognized by the
masters.
The worst enemy of Zen experience, at least in the
beginning, is the intellect, which consists and insists in
discriminating subject from object. The discriminating
intellect, therefore, must be cut short if Zen consciousness
is to unfold itself, and the koan is constructed eminently
to serve this end.
On examination we at once notice that there is no
room in the koan to insert an intellectual interpretation.
The knife is not sharp enough to cut the koan open and
sec what arc its contents. For a koan is not a logical
proposition but the expression of a certain mental state
resulting from the Zen discipline. For instance, what
logical connection can there be between the Buddha and
“three chin of flax”? or between the Buddha-nature and
“Wu"? or between the secret message of Bodhidharma
and “a cypress tree”? In a noted Zen textbook known as
HeJciganshu {Pi-yen-chi in Chinese)1 Yuan-wu gives the
following notes concerning the “three chin of flax”, show¬
ing how the koan was interpreted by those pseudo-Zen
followers who failed to grasp Zen:
“There are some people these days who do not truly
understand this koan; this is because there is no crack in
it to insert their intellectual teeth. By this I mean that it
is altogether too plain and tasteless. Various answers have
been given by different masters to the question, ‘What is
the Buddha?’ One said, ‘He sits in the Buddha Hall.’
Another said, ‘The one endowed with the thirty-two marks
of excellence.’ Still another, ‘A bamboo-root whip.’ None,
however, can excel T‘ung-shan’s ‘three chin of Bax’ as
1 This it one of the mail favourite wieroerums of Zen Buddhist*. For
further explanation aee below.
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regards its irrationality, which cuts off all passage of specu¬
lation. Some comment that T'ung-shan was weighing flax
at the moment, hence the answer. Others say that it was
a trick of equivocation on the part of T'ung-shan; and
still others think that as the questioner was not conscious
of the fact that he was himself the Buddha, T'ung-shan
answered him in this indirect way.
“Such [commentators] are all like corpses, for they are
utterly unable to comprehend the living truth. There are
still others, however, who take the ‘three cJiin of flax’ as
the Buddha [thus giving it a pantheistic interpretation].
What wild and fantastic remarks they make! As long as
they arc beguiled by words, they can never expect to
penetrate into the heart of T'ung-shan, even if they live
to the time of Maitreya Buddha. Why? Because words are
merely a vehicle on which the truth is carried. Not com¬
prehending the meaning of the old master, they endeavour
to find it in his words only, but they will find therein
nothing to lay their hands on. The truth itself is beyond
all description, as is affirmed by an ancient sage, but it
is by words that the truth is manifested.
“Let us, then, forget the words when we gain the truth
itself. This is done only when we have an insight through
experience into that which is indicated by words. The
‘three chin of flax’ is like the royal thoroughfare to the
capital; when you are once on it every step you take is in
the right direction. When Yun-men was once asked what
was the teaching that went beyond the Buddhas and the
patriarchs, he said 'Dumpling*. Yun-men and T'ung-shan
are walking the same road hand in hand. When you are .
thoroughly cleansed of all the impurities of discrimination,
without further ado the truth will be understood. Later
the monk who wanted to know what the Buddha was
went to Chih-mcn and asked him what T'ung-shan meant
by ‘three chin of flax’. Said Chih-men, ‘A mass of flowers,
a mass of brocade*. He added, ‘Do you understand?’ The
monk replied, ‘No.’ ‘Bamboos in the South, trees in the
North,’ was the conclusion of Men.’’
Technically speaking, the koan given to the uninitiated
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is intended “to destroy the root of life”, -“to make the
calculating mind die”, “to root out the entire mind that
has been at work since eternity”, etc. This may sound
murderous, but the ultimate intent is to go beyond the
limits of intellection, and these limits can be crossed over
only by exhausting oneself once for all, by using up all the
psychic powers at one’s command. Logic then turns into
psychology, intellection into conation and intuition. What
could not be solved on the plane of empirical conscious¬
ness is now transferred to the deeper recesses of the mind.
So, says a Zen master, “Unless at one time perspiration
has streamed down your back, you cannot sec the boat
sailing before the wind.” “Unless once you have been
thoroughly drenched in a perspiration you cannot expect
to sec the revelation of a palace of pearls on a blade of
grass.”
The koan refuses to be solved under any easier con¬
ditions. But once solved the koan is compared to a piece
of brick used to knock at a gate; when the gate is opened
the brick is thrown away. The koan is useful as long as
the mental doors arc closed, but when they are opened
it may be forgotten. What one sees after the opening will
be something quite unexpected, something that has never
before entered even into one’s imagination. But when the
koan is re-examined from this newly acquired point of
view, how marvellously suggestive, how fittingly con¬
structed, although there is nothing artificial here!

9.

Practical Instruction} Regarding the Koan Exercise

The following arc some of the practical suggestions that
have been given oy Zen masters of various ages, regarding
the koan exercise; and from them we can gather what a
koan is expected to do towards the development of Zen
consciousness, and also what tendency the koan exercise
has come to manifest as time goes on. As we will see later
on, the growth of the koan exercise caused a new move¬
ment among the Zen masters of the Ming dynasty to
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connect it with the Nembutsu,1 that is, the recitation of the
Buddha-name. Thiswasowing to the presence ofacommon
denominator between the psychological mechanism of the
koan exercise and the recitation of the Buddha-name.
(The subject will be given special treatment later on.)
A Zen master of Huang-po Shan, probably of early
Sung, gives the following instruction in the study of Zen:
,rO you brother-monks! You may talk glibly and per¬
haps intelligently about Zen, about Tao, and scoff at the
Buddhas and patriarchs; but when the day comes to
reckon up all your accounts, your lip-Zen will be of no
avail. Thus far you have been beguiling others, but today
you will find that you have been beguiling yourselves. O
you brother-monks! While still strong and healthy in
body try to have a real understanding as to what Zen is.
After all it is not such a difficult thing to take hold of the
lock; but simply because you have not made up your
minds to die in the last ditch, if you do not find a way to
realization, you say, ‘It is too difficult; it is beyond my
power.' It is absurd! If you are really men of will, you will
find out what your koan means. A monk once asked Chaochou, ‘Has a dog the Buddha-nature?’ to which the master
answered, 'Wu!' Now devote yourselves to this koan and
try to find its meaning. Devote yourselves to it day and
night, whether sitting or lying, whether walking or stand¬
ing; devote yourselves to its solution during the entire
course of the twelve periods. Even when dressing or taking
meals, or attending to your natural wants, have your
every thought fixed on the koan. Make resolute efforts to
keep it always before your mind. Days pass, years roll on,
but in the fullness of time when your mind is so attuned
and recollected there will be a sudden awakening within
yourselves—an awakening into the mentality of the
Buddhas and the patriarchs. You will then, for the first
time, and wherever you may go, never again be beguiled
by a Zen master."*
1 Mia./,.
G»\ ”{°"n *he ^nkae% Sakuthm ("Breaking Through the Zen Frontier
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I-an Chen of Fo-chi monastery gives this advice:
"The old saying runs, ‘When there is enough faith,
there is enough doubt which is a great spirit of inquiry,
and when there is a great spirit of inquiry there is an
illumination/ Have everything thoroughly poured out
that has accumulated in your mind—learning, hearing,
false understanding, clever or witty sayings, the so-called
truth of Zen, Buddha’s teachings, self-conceit, arrogance,
etc. Concentrate yourself on the koan, of which you have
not yet had a penetrating comprehension. That is to say,
cross your legs firmly, erect your spinal column straight,
and paying no attention to the periods of the day, keep
up your concentration until you grow unaware of your
whereabouts, east, west, south, north, as if you were a
living corpse.
"The mind moves in reponse to the outside world and
when it is touched it knows. The time will come when all
thoughts cease to stir and there will be no working of con¬
sciousness. It is then that all of a sudden you smash your
brain to pieces and for the first time realize that the truth
is in your own possession from the very beginning. Would
not this be great satisfaction to you in your daily life?”
Tai-hui was a great koan advocate of the twelfth
century. One of his favourite koans was Chao-chou’s
‘W\ but he had also one of his own. He used to carry a
short bamboo stick which he held forth before an assembly
of monks, and said: “If you call this a stick, you affirm;
if you call it not a stick, you negate. Beyond affirmation
and negation what would you call it?” In the following
extract from his sermons titled Tai-hui Pu-shuo, compiled
by T'su-ching, ugo, he gives still another koan to his
gardener-monk, Ching-kuang.
“The truth {dharma) is not to be mastered by mere
seeing, hearing, and thinking. If it is, it is no more than
the seeing, hearing, and thinking; it is not at all seeking
after the truth itself. For the truth is not in what you hear
from others or learn through the understanding. Now keep
yourself away from what you have seen, heard, and
thought, and see what you have within yourself. Empti-
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ness only, nothingness, which dudes your grasp and to
which you cannot fix your thought. Why? Because this
is the abode where the senses can never reach. If this
abode were within the reach of your sense it would be
something you could think of, something you could have
a glimpse of; it would then be something subject to the
law of birth and death.
“The main thing is to shut off all your sense-organs
and make your consciousness like a block of wood. YVhen
this block of wood suddenly starts up and makes a noise,
that is the moment you feel like a lion roaming about
fredy with nobody disturbing him, or like an elephant
that crosses a stream not minding its swift current. At that
moment there is no fidgeting, nothing doing, just this and
no more. Says P‘ing-t‘ien the Elder:
“ ‘The celestial radiance undimmed,
The norm lasting for ever more;
For him who entereth this gate,
No reasoning, no learning.*
“You should know that it is through your seeing, hear¬
ing, and thinking* that you enter upon the path, and it
is also through the seeing, hearing, and thinking that you
are prevented from entering. Why? Let you be furnished
with the double-bladcd sword that destroys and resusci¬
tates life where you have your seeing, hearing, and think¬
ing, and you will be able to make good use of the seeing,
hearing, and thinking. But if the sword that cuts both ways,
that destroys as well as resuscitates, is missing, your sedng,
hearing, and thinking will be a great stumbling-block,
which will cause you to prostrate again and again on the
ground. Your truth-eye will be completely blinded; you
will be walking in complete darkness, not knowing how
to be free and independent. If you want, however, to be
the free master of yourself by doing away with your seeing,
hearing, and thinking, stop your hankering monkey-like

1 Abbreviated for “the »een, heard, thought, and known".
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mind from doing mischief; keep it quietly under control;
keep your mind firmly collected regardless of what you
arc doing—sitting or lying, standing or walking, remaining
silent or talking; keep your mind like a line stretched
taut; do not let it slip out of your hand. Just as soon as it
slips out of your control you will find it in the service of
the seeing, hearing, and thinking. In such a case is there
any remedy? What remedy is applicable here?
“A monk asked Yun-mcn, ‘Who is the Buddha?’ ‘The
dried-up dirt-cIeaner., This is the remedy; whether you arc
walking or sitting or lying, let your mind be perpetually
fixed on this ‘dirt-cleaner’. The time will come when your
mind will suddenly come to a stop like an old rat who
finds himself in a cul-de-sac. Then there will be a plunging
into the unknown with the cry, 'Ah, this!’ When this cry
is uttered you have discovered yourself. You find at the
same time that all the teachings of the ancient worthies
expounded in the Buddhist Tripitaka, the Taoist
Scriptures, and the Confucian Classics, are no more
than commentaries upon your own sudden cry, ‘All,
this!’ ’’
Tai-hui was never tired of impressing upon his
disciples the importance of having satori which goes
beyond language and reasoning and which bursts out in
one’s consciousness by overstepping the limits of con¬
sciousness. His letters and sermons are filled with advice
and instructions directed towards tliis end. I quote one or
two of them. That he was so insistent on this point proves
that Zen in his day was degenerating to a form of mere
quietism on the one hand and on the other to the intel¬
lectual analysis of the koans left by the old masters.
“The study of Zen must end in satori U is like a holi¬
day race-boat which is ordinarily put away in some quiet
comer, but which is designed for winning a regatta. This
has been the case with all the ancient masters of Zen, for
we know that Zen Is really won only when we have satori.
You have to have satori somehow, but you will never get
what you want by trying to be quiet with yourself, oy
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sitting like a dead man. Why? Does not one of the
patriarchs say that when you attempt to gain quietness
by suppressing activity your quietness will all the more be
susceptible to disturbance? However earnestly you may
try to quiet your confused mind, the result will be.alto¬
gether contrary to what you expect to realize so long as
your reasoning habit continues.
"Abandon, therefore, this reasoning -habit; have the
two characters, ‘birth’ and ‘death’, pasted on your fore¬
head, and fix your attention exclusively on the following
koan, as if you were oppressed under the obligation of a
very heavy debt. Think of the koan regardless of what you
are doing, regardless of what lime of the day it is, day or
night. A monk asked Chao-chou, ‘Has a dog the Buddhanaturc, or not?' Said Chou,
!* Collect your thoughts
upon this 'Wu!' and see what is contained in it. As your
concentration goes on you will find the koan altogether
devoid of taste, that is, without any intellectual clue
whereby to fathom its content. Yet in the meantime you
may have a feeling of joy stealing into your heart, which,
however, is soon followed by another feeling, this time a
feeling of disquietude. Paying no attention to this inter¬
weaving of emotions, exert yourself to go ahead with the
koan, when you will become aware that you have pushed
yourself like the old rat into a blind alley. A turning back
will then be necessary, but this can never be accomplished
by the weak-minded, who arc ever faltering and hesi¬
tating.’’
In another place Tai-hui says: "Just steadily go on
with your koan every moment of your life. If a thought
rises, do not attempt to suppress it by conscious effort;
only renew the attempt to keep the koan before the mind.
Whether walking or sitting, let your attention be fixed
upon it without interruption. When you begin to find it
entirely devoid of flavour, the final moment is approach¬
ing; do not let it slip out of your grasp..When all of a
sudden something flashes out in your mind, its light will
illumine the entire universe, and you will see the spiritual
land of the Enlightened Ones fully revealed at the point
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of a single hair, and the great wheel of the Dharma
revolving in a single grain of dust
K‘ung-ku Ching-hung* has a similar advice for monks.
He says:
“Chao-chou’s 'Wul\ before you have penetrated into
its meaning, is like a silver mountain or an iron wall
[against which you stand nonplussed]. But as you go on
with 'Wul' day after day trying to get into its content,
and do not give even a moment’s rest to yourself, the
supreme moment will inevitably come upon you, just as
a flood makes its own channel; and then you will see that
the iron wall and the silver mountain were not, after all,
very formidable. The main point is not to put any reliance
on learning, but to put a stop to all hankering, and to
exert yoursdf to the utmost to solve the great problem of
birth and death. Do not waste your time by merely think¬
ing of 'Wu!' as if you were no more than a simpleton,
make no attempt to give a false solution to it by means of
speculation and imagination. Resolutely put yourself
heart and soul, into the unravelling of the problem of
'Wu!' When suddenly, as you let go of your hold, there
comes a grand over-turning of the whole system of con¬
sciousness, and for the first time you realize in a most
luminous manner what all this finally comes to.”
The author of The Mirror for £en Students confirms all
that has already been quoted, and describes fully the
psychology of the koan exercise.
“What is required of Zen devotees is to see into the
phrase that liveth and not into the one which is dead.

.”1

3

4

1 Tai.hui’s passage* are taken from a collection of his letten, sermon*, di*courses, and saying* known a* hi* I'a-ikas, Ta-ht, and Shu. He wat very
well acquainted with lire Auattmmka (or GandamAu), and there are many
allusion* by him to iu teachings, os we find in this last sentence here.
• Still living in 1466.
• Compiled by Tui-yin, a Korean Zen master of the Ming era (a.b.
1363-1650). The book appeared in 1579.
• That is, tku. The Zen master* generally distinguish two kind* of thu\ the
live one and the dead one. By the "live cAn" are meant Rich statements as
give no due* whatever to their rational interpretation* but put an end to
the functioning of the empirical consciousness; whereas the "Mead dm” *re
those that lend themselves to logical or philosophical treatment and there¬
fore that can be learned from others and committed to memory. This
according to Tui-yin.
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Try to search for the sense of the koan you have, putting
your whole .mental strength into the task like the motherhen sitting on her eggs, like a cat trying to catch a rat,
like a hungry one eagerly looking everywhere for food,
like a thirsty one seeking for water, like a child thinking
of its mother. If you exert yourself as seriously and as
desperately as that, the time will surely come when the
sense of the koan will dawn upon you.
“There are three factors making for success in the
study of Zen : (1) great faith, (2) great resolution, and
(3) great spirit of inquiry. When any one of these is lacking
it is like a cauldron with a broken leg, it limps. At all
moments of your life, regardless of what you are doing,
«ert yourself to see into the meaning of Chao-chou’s
' MV. Keep the koan always before your mind and never
release the spirit of inquiry. As the inquiry goes on
steadily and uninterruptedly you will come to see that
there is no intellectual clue in the koan, that it is alto¬
gether devoid of sense as you ordinarily understand that
word, that it is entirely flat, devoid of taste, has nothing
appetizing about it, and that you are beginning to have a
certain feeling of uneasiness and impatience. When you
come to this state it is the moment for you to cast aside
the scabbard, throw yourself down into the abyss, and by
so doing lay a foundation for Buddhahood.
“Do not think that the meaning of the koan is at the
moment of your holding it up for solution; do not reason
about it or exercise your imagination over it; do not
wait for satori to come over you by clearing your mind
of its confused ideas; only collect yourself on theunintelhgibility of the koan over which the mind evidently has
no control.1 You will finally find yourself like an old rat
* In tome of the Appendices I have given more advice regarding the Zen
Yogin. attitude toward* the koan, which afford uncrating and illuminating
material, for the psychological iludent of Zen conacwume*.. Tui-yin
caution* hit koan itudent* on the following ten points: (t) Do not calculate
according to vour jmagmation; (a) Let not your attention be drawn where
the mar ter raiaea hu eyebrow, or twinkle, hi. eye.; (3) Do not try to extract
meaning from the way the koan is worded; (4) Do not try to demon*!rate
on the word.: (5) Do not think that the .cine of .he koan i. to be grained
where it b held out a> an object of thought; (6) Do not take Zen font uate

SAKYA AS ASCETIC
Ascribed to JmObu SOOA

The verse
<iSW-'4*i):

by

Ukyu

“For «is yean be luu fought
with rold and hunger
which ha* penetrated
even to the marrow
of his Iwnes j
Self-mortification is the
most profound teachin* t*f the Buddhas
ami Patriarchs.
BeUrve me, there is no
.Sakya nature-made.
The masters of the world
are
also
rice-bag*
[when left to them¬
selves]."
Itkyu Stun*.
Oat tally tutha
tttmiytttr tf Kadto (a.n.

>456).
By ‘'Self, mortification"
Iltkj-u no doubt means
tlse intensification of “an
inquiring spirit", for mere
asceticism will he of no
avail in the study of Zen.
"Rice-lags'*, even as we
all are, turn into Bud¬
dhas when the inner spirit
asKrls itself in q>ite of all
its encumlsronccs and ohstruct ions, which are im¬
posed on us in the form
of mind and matter.
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getting into the furthest corner of the barn where it sud¬
denly perceives by veering dear round the way of escape.
To measure the koan by an intellectual standard, as you
ordinarily do with other things, to live your life up and
down in the stream of birth and death, to be always
assailed by feelings of fear, worry, and uncertainty, all
this is owing to your imagination and calculating mind.
You ought to know how to rise above the trivialities of
life, in which most people are found drowning themselves.
Do not waste time asking how to do it, just put your whole
soul into the business. It is like a mosquito biting at an
iron bull; at the very moment the iron absolutely rejects
your frail proboscis, you for once forget yourself, you
penetrate, and the work is done.”
Sufficient authorities have now been quoted to show
where lies the function of the koan in bringing about
what is known as satori, and also to show what the Zen
master had in mind when he first began to exercise the
minds of his disciples towards the maturing of their Zen
consciousness. In the way of summary I conclude this part
of the present chapter with a passage from the writings
of Hakuin, who is father of the modern Japanese Rinzai
school of Zen. In this we will see how the psychology of
Zen has been going on without much change for more
than a thousand years, since the days of Hui-neng and
his Chinese followers.
“If you want to get at the unadulterated truth of egoot mm passivity; (7) Do notjisdge (be koan with the dualistic standard of
jm (arti) and urn (mtrti); (8) Do not take the koan os pointing to absolute
emptiness; (9) Do not ratiocinate on the koan; and (to) Do not keep your
nund in the attitude of waiting for satori to turn up The koan exercise ii
confuted with so-called meditation, but from all these warning, given by an
old master regarding the exercise it it evident that Zen it not an «wl<» in
meditation or in panivity. If Zen it to be properly understood by iu
students, Eastern and Western, this characteristic aspect of it mutt be fullv
comprehended. Zen has its definite object, which is “to open our minds to
satori at we say and in order to bring about this state of consciousness a
koan is held out before the mental eye, not to meditate on, nor to keep the
nund in a state of receptivity, but to use the koan as a kind of pole with
which to leap over the stream of relativity to the other side of the Absolute.
And the unique feature of Zen Buddhism is that all this ■ accomplished
without resorting to1 such religious conceptions as sin, faith, Cod, grace,
salvation, a future life, etc.
O
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lessness, you must once for all let go your hold and fall
over the precipice, when you will rise again newly
awakened and in full possession of the four virtues of
eternity, bliss, freedom, and purity, which belong to the
real ego. What does it mean to let go of your hold on
the precipice? Suppose a man has wandered out among
the remote mountains, where no one else has ever
ventured. He comes to the edge of a precipice unfathom*
ably deep, the rugged rock covered with moss is extremely
slippery, giving him no sure foothold; he can neither
advance nor retreat, death is looking at him in the face.
His only hope lies in holding on to the vine which his
hands have grasped; his very life depends on his holding
on to it. If he should by carelessness let go his hold, his
body would be thrown down to the abyss and crushed to
pieces, bones and all.
“It is the same with the student of Zen. When he
grapples with a koan single-handedly he will come to see
that he has reached the limit of his mental tension, and
he is brought to a standstill. Like the man hanging over
the precipice he is completely at a loss what to do next.
Except for occasional feelings of uneasiness and despair,
it is like death itself. All of a sudden he finds his mind
and body wiped out of existence, together with the koan.
This is what is known as ‘letting go your hold’. As you
become awakened from the stupor and regain your breath
it is like drinking water and knowing for yourself that it
is cold. It will be a joy inexpressible.”

to. Various Generalizations on the Koan Exercise
To recapitulate: The innovation of the koan exercise
was inevitable owing to the following circumstances:
1. If the study of Zen had run its natural course it
would soon have come to its own extinction owing to the
aristocratic nature of its discipline and experience.
2. As Zen gradually exhausted its creative originality
in two or three hundred years of development after the
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time of Hui-neng, the sixth patriarch, it found that a new
life must be awakened in it, if it were to survive, by using
some radical method which would vigorously stir up the
Zen consciousness.
3. With the passing of the age of creative activity
there was an accumulation of materials known as
stones ’ {hua-l'ou), or “conditions” (chi-yuan), or “ques¬
tions and answers” (mm-ta), which made up the bulk of
Zen history; and this tended to invite intellectual
interpretation, ruinous to the maturing of the Zen
experience.
4- Thc ramPant growth of Zen quietism since the
beginning of Zen history most dangerously threatened
the living experience of Zen. The two tendencies,
quietism or the school of “silent illumination", and
intuitionalism or the school of noetic experience, had
been from the beginning, covertly if not openly, at war
with each other.
Because of these conditions, the koan exercise adopted
by thc Zen masters of the tenth and the eleventh century
was designed to perform thc following functions :
1. To popularize Zen in order to counteract native
aristocracy which tended to its own extinction;
2. To give a new stimulus to the development of Zen
consciousness, and thus to accelerate the maturing of the
Zen experience;
3. To check the growth of intellectualism in Zen;
4. To save Zen from being buried alive in the
darkness of quietism.
From thc various quotations which have been given
concerning thc koan exercise, the following psychic facts
may be gathered:
1. The koan is given to the student first of all to bring
about a highly wrought-up state of consciousness.
2. The reasoning faculty is kept in abeyance, that is,
the more superficial activity of the mind is set at rest so
that its more central and profounder parts which are
found generally deeply buried can be brought out and
exercised to perform their native functions.
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3. The affective and conative centres which are really
the foundations of one’s personal character are charged to
do their utmost in the solution of the koan. This is what the
Zen master means when he refers to "great faith” and
"great spirit of inquiry” as the two most essential powers
needed in the qualification of a successful Zen devotee.
The fact that all great masters have been willing to give
themselves up, body and soul, to the mastery of Zen,
proves the greatness of their faith in ultimate reality, and
also the strength of their spirit of inquiry known as
"seeking and contriving", which never suspends its
activity until it attains its end, that is, until it has come
into the very presence of Buddhata itself.
4. When the mental integration thus reaches its
highest mark there obtains a neutral state of consciousness
which is erroneously designated as “ecstasy” by the
mychological student of the religious consciousness. This
4en state of consciousness essentially differs from ecstasy
in this: Ecstasy is the suspension of the mental powers
while the mind is passively engaged in contemplation; the
Zen state of consciousness, on the other hand, is the one
that has been brought about by the most intensely active
exercise of all the fundamental faculties constituting one’s
personality. They are here positively concentrated on a
single object of thought, which is called a state of oneness
(ekagra). It is also known as a state of daigi or "fixation".1
This is the point where the empirical consciousness
with all its contents both conscious and unconscious is
about to tip over its border-line, and get noetically related
to the Unknown, the Beyond, the Unconscious. In ecstasy
there is no such tipping or transition, for it is a static
finality not permitting further unfoldment. There is
nothing in ecstasy that corresponds to “throwing oneself
down the precipice”, or “letting go the hold”.
5. Finally, what at first appears to be a temporary
suspense of all psychic faculties suddenly becomes
charged with new energies hitherto undreamed of. This
abrupt transformation has taken place quite frequentl
1 T<n-i in Chinese- First Sene*, p. 253.
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by the intrusion of a sound, or a vision, or a form of motor
activity. A penetrating insight is bom of the inner depths
of consciousness, as the source of a new life has been
tapped, and with it the koan yields up its secrets.
A philosophical explanation of these psychic facts is
offered by Zen Buddhists in the following manner. It goes
without saying that Zen is neither psychology nor
philosophy, but that it is an experience charged with
deep meaning and laden with living, exalting contents.
The experience is final and its own authority. It is the
ultimate truth, not bom of relative knowledge, that gives
full satisfaction to all human wants. It must be realized
directly within oneself: no outside authorities are to be
relied upon. Even the Buddha’s teachings and the master’s
discourses, however deep and true they are, do not belong
to one so long as they have not been assimilated into his
being, which means that they are to be made to grow
directly out of one’s own living experiences. This realiza¬
tion is called satori. All koans are the utterances of satori
with no intellectual mediations; hence their uncouthness
and incomprehensibility.
The Zen master has no deliberate scheme on his part
to make his statements of satori uncouth or logically
unpalatable; the statements come forth from his inner
being, as flowers burst out in spring-time, or as the sun
sheds its rays. Therefore to understand them we have to
be like flowers or like the sun; we must enter into their
inner being. When we reproduce the same psychic con¬
ditions out of which the Zen masters have uttered these
koans, we shall know them. The masters thus avoid all
verbal explanations, which only serve to create in the
minds of his disciples an intellectual curiosity to probe
into the mystery. The intellect being a most obtrusive
hindrance, or rather a deadly enemy, at least in the
beginning of Zen study, it must be banished for a while
from the mind. The koan is, indeed, a great baffler to
reasoning. For this reason, Zen is ever prone to give more
value to the psychic facts than to conceptualism. As the
facts are directly experienced and prove quite satisfactory,
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they appeal irresistibly to the “seeking and contriving”
mind of the Zen follower.
As facts of personal experience are valued in Zen, we
have such koans as Yun-men's “dried up dirt-cleaner”,
or Chao-chou’s “cypress-tree”, T’ung-shan’s “three chin of
flax", etc., which are all familiar incidents in everyone’s
life. Compared with the Indian expressions such as “All
is empty, unborn, and beyond causation" or “The whole
universe is contained in one particle of dust”, how homely
the Chinese arc!
Owing to this fact, Zen is better designed to exclude
the intellect and to lead our empirical consciousness to its
deeper sources. If a noetic experience of a radically
different order is to be attained, which sets all our
strivings and searchings at rest, something that docs not
at all belong to the intellectual categories is to be devised.
More precisely speaking, something illogical, something
irrational, something that does not yield itself to an
intellectual treatment is to be the special feature of Zen.
The koan exercise was thus the natural development of
Zen consciousness in the history of human strivings to
reach the ultimate. By means of the koan the entire
system of our psychic apparatus is made to bear upon the
maturing of the satori state of consciousness.

XI. Personal Records of the %en Experiences
Some personal records of the function which is per¬
formed by the koan exercise in the maturing of the Zen
consciousness are given here. Three of such were already
given in the First Series of my
Essays (pp. 249-256).
They are a psychological study by themselves, but my
object here is to demonstrate the role of the koan exercise
in the practice of Zen and the wisdom of this system as
innovated by the Sung masters.
Te-i of Meng-shan,1 who was the eighth descendant
’ All the quotation* died here are taken front the ^tnkiain Satsuki* ("Audi
to Breaking Through the Frontier Gate of Zen"). For the btograohlcal
record* of three master* lee a hatory of Zen called the Hm-jxam Aw-ltav.
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of Fa-yen of Wu-tsu Shan (died 1104), tells the following
story of his experiences in Zen:
When I was twenty years old I became acquainted
with Zen, and before I was thirty-two I had visited
seventeen or eighteen Zen masters asking them as to their
method of discipline, but none were able to enlighten me
on the most important point. When later I came to the
• master Huan-shan he told me to see into the meaning of
“MV’ (»m), and added, “Be vigilant over your ‘MV
through all the periods of the day, as constantly vigilant
as a cat is when she tries to catch a rat, or as a hen is while
sitting on the eggs. As long as you have as yet no insight,
be like a rat gnawing at the coffin-wood and never
vacillate in your exertion. As you go on with your task
like that, the time will surely come when your mind will
become enlightened.”
Following this instruction, I steadily applied myself to
the work, day and night. Eighteen days thus elapsed.
Suddenly, when I was taking tea, I came upon the meaning
of Kashyapa’s smile, which was elicited when the Buddha
produced a flower before a congregation of his disciples.
I was overjoyed; I wished to find out whether my under¬
standing was correct and called upon a few masters of Zen.
They, however, gave me no definite answer; some told
me to stamp the whole universe with the stamp of
Sagaramudra-samadhi, and not to pay attention to any¬
thing else. Believing this, I passed two years. In the sixth
month of the fifth year of Ching-ting (1265), I was in
Chung-ch'ing, Szu-ch'uan, and, suffering a great deal
from dysentery, was in a most critical condition. No
energy was left in me, nor was the Sagaramudra of any
avail at this hour. Whatever understanding of Zen I had
all failed to support me. The tongue refused to speak, the
body to move; all that remained was to greet death. The
past unrolled itself before me—the things I had done, as
well as the situations I had been in; I was thus in a
ghastly state of despondency and completely at a loss as
to how to escape from its torture.
At last, determining to be master of myself; I managed
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to make my will. I then {jot up quietly, lit some incense,
arranged the invalid cushions; I made bows to the Triple
Treasure and also to the Naga gods, and silently confessed
my previous sins before them. I prayed that if I were to
pass away at this time I might be reborn through the
power of Prajna in a good family and become a monk in
my early years. But it I should be cured of this disease I
wanted to become a monk at once and devote the rest of •
my life entirely to the study of Zen. If an illumination
should come I would help others even as myself to get
enlightened.
After making this prayer, I set up “IVu” before my
mind and turned the light within myself. Before long I felt
my viscera twist for a few times, but I paid no attention;
it was after some time that my eyelids became rigid and
refused to blink, and later on I became unconscious of my
own body; the “IVh” alone occupied my consciousness.
In the evening I arose from my seat and found that I was
half cured of the disease; I sat down again until the small
hours of the morning when the physical disorder com¬
pletely disappeared. I was myself again, well and in good
spirits.
In the eighth month of the same year I went to Chiang¬
ling and had my head shaved [i.e. became a monk].
Before the year was over, I went on a pilgrimage, and
while cooking rice I found out that the koan exercise iftust
be carried on uninterruptedly and with continuous effort.
I then settled myself at Huang-lung.
When I felt sleepy for the first time I exercised my will
to resist it and kept on sitting, when the sleepiness was
easily vanquished. When I became sleepy a second time,
I drove it away in a similar manner. A third attack was
too strong; I got down from my seat and made bows to
the Buddha, which revived me. I resumed my seat and
the process had to be repeated. But when at last I had
to sleep I used a pillow and slept a little; later my elbow
was substituted for the pillow, and finally I altogether
avoided lying down. Two nights were thus passed; on
the third night I was so fatigued that I felt as if my feet
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did not touch the ground. Suddenly a dark cloud jhat
seemed to obstruct my vision cleared away, and I felt as
if I had just come from a bath and was thoroughly
rejuvenated.
As to the koan, a state of mental fixation prevailed, and
the koan occupied the centre of attention without any
conscious striving on my part for it. All external sensations,
the five passions, and the eight disturbances, no longer
annoyed me; I was as pure and transparent as a snowfilled silver bowl or as the autumnal sky cleared of all
darkening clouds. The exercise thus went on quite success¬
fully but as yet with no turning point.
Later I left this monaster)' and travelled to Che. On
the way I experienced many hardships and my Zen
exercise suffered accordingly. I came to the Ch‘eng-t‘ien
monastery which was presided over by the master Kuch'an, and there took up my temporal habitation. I vowed
to myself that I would not leave this place until I realized
the truth of Zen. In a little over a month I regained what
I had lost in the exercise. It was then that my whole body
was covered with boils; but I was determined to keep the
discipline even at the cost of my life.
This helped a great deal to strengthen my spiritual
powers, and I knew how to keep up my seeking and
striving (kung-fu) even in illness. Being invited out to
dinner I walked on with my koan all the way to the
devotee’s house, but I was so absorbed in my exercise that
I passed by the house without even recognizing where I
was. This made me realize what was meant by carrying
on the exercise even while engaged in active work. My
mental condition then was like the reflection of the moon
penetrating the depths of a running stream the surface of
which was in rapid motion, while the moon itself retained
its perfect shape and serenity in spite of the commotion
of tnc water.
On the sixth of the third month I was holding " Wu"
in my mind as usual while sitting on the cushion, when
the head-monk came into the meditation hall. Accident¬
ally he dropped the incense box on the floor, making a
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noise. This at once opened my mind to a new spiritual
vista, and with a cry 1 obtained a glimpse into my inner
being, capturing the old man Chao-chou [the author of the
“MV’]. I gave voice to the following extempore stanza :
"Unexpectedly the path comes to an end;
When stamped through, the waves are the water itself.
They say, old Chao-chou stands supremely above the
rest.
But nothing extraordinary I find in his features."
During the autumn I interviewed masters of high
reputation such as Hsuch-yen, T'ui-keng, Shih-fan, and
Hsu-chou. The last-mentioned advised me to go to
Huan-shan. When I saw Shan, he asked, “The light,
serenely illuminating, fills all the universe to its furthest
limits—are these not the words of the literati Chang-cho?"
I was about to open my mouth when Shan gave a "Ho!"
(Kxvati!), and dismissed me unceremoniously. This upset
me, and since then my thoughts were concentrated on
this attitude of the master. Walking or sitting, eating or
drinking, my mind was occupied with it.
Six months passed when, one day in the spring of the
following year, I was returning from an out-of-town trip
and was about to climb a flight of stone steps, when the
solid ice that had been clogging my brain for so long
unexpectedly melted away, and I forgot that I was walk¬
ing on the roadway. I immediately went to the master,
and when he repeated his former question I overturned
his scat. I now thoroughly understood the koan, whose
knots had been so hard to untie.
O Brothers! Be thoroughgoing in your Zen exercise.
If I had not been taken ill when at Chung-ch'ing my life
might have been almost wasted. The main thing is to be
introduced to a master with really spiritual insight. Con¬
sider how earnestly and steadily the ancient masters
devoted themselves both day and night to the study of
Zen in order to grasp the ultimate truth of it.
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Yuan-chon Hsuch-Yen Tsu-ch’in (died 1287), who •
was a disciple of Wu-chou Shih-fan (died 1349), has this
to tell about his experiences:
I left my home when I was five years old, and while
under my master, by listening to his talks to visitors, I
began to know that there was such a thing as Zen, and
gradually came to believe in it, and finally made up my
inind to study it. At sixteen I was ordained as a regular
monk and at eighteen started on a Zen pilgrimage. While
staying under Yuan of Shuang-shan I was kept busy
attending to the affairs of the monastery from morning to
evening, and was never out of the monastery grounds.
Even when I was in the general dormitory or engaged in
my own affairs, I kept my hands folded over my chest and
my eyes fixed on the ground without looking beyond
three feet.
My first koan was “Wu". Whenever a thought was
stirred in my mind, I lost no time in keeping it down, and
iny consciousness was like a cake of solid ice, pure and
smooth, serene and undisturbed. A day passed as rapidly
as the snapping of the fingers. No sound of the bell or the
drum ever reached me.
At nineteen I was staying at the monastery of Ling-yin
when I made the acquaintance of the recorder Lai of
Ch'u-chou. He gave me this advice: “Your method has
no life in it and will achieve nothing. There is a dualism
in it; you keep movement and quietude as two separate
poles of thought. To exercise yourself properly in Zen
you ought to cherish a spirit of inquiry (i-ch‘ing); for
according to the strength of your inquiring spirit will be
the depth of your enlightenment.’’ Thus advised, I had
my koan changed to “the dried-up dirt-wiper". I began to
inquire (i) into its meaning in every possible manner and
from every possible point of view. But being now annoyed
by dullness and now by restlessness, I could not get even
a moment of serene contemplation. I moved to Cning-tzu
monastery where I joined a company of seven, all earnest
students of Zen. Sealing up our bedding we determined
not to lie down on the floor. There was a monk called
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Hsiu who did not join us, but who kept sitting on his
cushion like a solid bar of iron; I wanted to have a talk
with him, but he was forbidding.
•
As the practice of not lying down was kept up for two
yean I became thoroughly exhausted both in mind and
body. At last I gave myself up to the ordinary way of
taking rest. In two months my health was restored and
my spirit reinvigorated once more by thus yielding to
nature. In fact the study of Zen is not necessarily to be
accomplished by merely practising sleeplessness. It is far
better to have short houn of a sound sleep in the middle
of the night when the mind will gather up fresh energy.
One day I happened to meet Hsiu in the corridor,
and for the first time I could have a talk with him. I asked,
“Why was it that you avoided me so much last year when
I wished to talk with you?” He said, “An earnest student
of Zen begrudges even the time to trimhis nails; how much
more the time wasted in conversation with others!” I said,
"I am troubled in two ways, by dullness and restlessness,
how can I get over them?” He replied: “It is owing to
your not being fully determined in your exercise. Have the
cushion high enough under you, and keeping your spinal
column upright, throw all the spiritual energy you possess
into the koan itself. What is the use of talking about dull¬
ness and restlessness?”
This advice gave me a new turn to my exercise, for in
three days and nights I came to realize a state in which
the dualism of body and mind ceased to exist. I felt so
transparent and lively that my eyelids were kept open all
the time. On the third day I was walking by the gate still
feeling as I did when sitting cross-legged on the cushions.
I happened to meet Hsiu, who asked, “What are you
doing here?” I answered, “Trying to realize the truth
(/no).” "What do you mean by the truth?” he asked. I
could not give him a reply, which only increased my
mental annoyance.
Wishing to return to the meditation hall I directed my
steps towards it, when I encountered the head-monk. He
said, “Keep your eyes wide open and see what it all
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means.” This encouraged me. I came back into the hall
and was about to go to my seat when the whole outlook
changed. A broad expanse opened, and the ground
appeared as if all caved in. The experience was beyond
description and altogether incommunicable, for there was
nothing in the world to which it could be compared.
Coming down from the seat I sought Hsiu. He was greatly
pleased, and kept repeating: “How glad I am! How glad
I am!” We took hold of each other's hands and walked
along the willow embankment outside the gate. As I
looked around and up and down, the whole universe with
its multitudinous sense-objects now appeared quite
different; what was loathsome before, together with
ignorance and passions, was now seen to be nothing else
but the outflow of my own inmost nature which in itself
remained bright, true, and transparent. This state of
consciousness lasted for more than naif a month.
Unfortunately, as I did not happen to interview a great
master of deeper spiritual insight at the time, I was left at
this stage of enlightenment for some time. It was still an
imperfect stage which if adhered to as final would have
obstructed the growth of a truly penetrating insight; the
sleeping and waking hours did not yet coalesce into a
unity. Roans that admitted some way of reasoning were
intelligible enough, but those that altogether defied it, as
if they were a wall of iron blocks, were still quite beyond
my reach. I passed many years under the master Wu-chun,
listening to his sermons and asking his advice, but there
was no word which gave a final solution to my inner dis¬
quietude, nor was there anything in the sutras or the
sayings of the masters, as far as I read, that could cure
me of this heartache.
Ten years thus passed without my being able to
remove this hard inner obstruction. One day I was walking
in the Buddha Hall at Ticn-mu when my eyes happened
to fall on an old cypress-tree outside the Hall. Just seeing
this old tree opened a new spiritual vista and the solid
mass of obstruction suddenly dissolved. It was as if I had
come into the bright sunshine after having been shut up
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in the darkness. After this I entertained no further doubt
regarding life, death, the Buddha, or the Patriarchs. I
now realized for the first time what constituted the inner
life of my master Wu-chun, who indeed deserved thirty
hard blows.
Tien-shan Ch'iung, who was disciple of Te-i of Mengshan, has the following to record:
When I was thirteen yean old I came to know
something about Buddhism; at eighteen I left home and
at twenty-two was ordained a monk. I first went to Shihchuang where I learned that the monk Hsiang used to
look at the tip of his nose all the time and that this kept
his mind transparent. Later, a monk brought from
Hsueh-ycn his "Advice Regarding the Practice of Medita¬
tion (zja-ztn)”. By this I found that my practice was on a
wrong track. So I went to Hsueh-ycn, and following his
instructions exercised myself exclusively on " WuOn the
fourth night I found myself perspiring, but my mind was
clear and lucid. While in the Hall I never conversed with
others, wholly devoting myself to Zazen.
Later on I went to the master Miao of Kao-feng, who
said this to me: "Let there be no intermission in your
exercise during the twelve periods of the day. Get up in
the small hours of the morning and seek out your koan at
once so that it will be held all the time before you. When
you feel tired and sleepy, rise from your seat and walk
the floor, but even while walking do not let your koan
slip away from your mind. Whether you arc eating, or
working, or engaged in monastery affairs, never fail to
keep your koan before you. When this is done by day and
night, a state of oneness will prevail, and later your mind
will surely open to enlightenment.” I then kept up my
exercise according to this advice, and surely enough I
finally achieved a state of oneness. On the twentieth of
March Yen gave me a sermon to this effect:
"Brethren, when you feel too drowsy after a long sit¬
ting on the cushions, come down op the floor, have a run
around the hall, rinse your mouth, and bathe your face
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and eyes with cold water; after that resume your sitting
on the cushions. Keeping your spinal column straight up
like an outstanding precipice, throw all your mental
energy on the koan. If you go on like this for seven days,
I can assure you of your coming to enlightenment, for this
is what happened to me forty years ago.”
I followed this advice and found my exercise gaining
more light and strength than usual. On the second day I
could not close my eyelids even if I wanted to; on the
third day I felt as if I were walking in the air; and on the
fourth day all worldly affairs ceased to bother me. That
night 1 was leaning against the railing for a while, and
when I examined myself I found that the field of con¬
sciousness seemed to be all empty, except for the presence
of the koan itself. I turned around and sat on the cushion
again, when all of a sudden I felt as if my whole body
from head to foot were split like a skull; I felt as if I were
taken out of an abysmal depth and thrown up into the
air. My joy knew no bounds!
My experience was presented to Yen, but it did not
meet his full approval. He advised me to go on with my
exercise as before. When I asked for further instruction,
among other things he gave me this: “If you really wish
to attain the highest truth of Buddhism, there is still
something lacking in your understanding, there ought to
be a really final stroke. Say to yourself, 'Where do I lack
this finality?’ ” I could not believe his words, and yet there
was a shadow of doubt lurking in my mind. So I went on
stolidly with my zazen every day as before for about six
months more.
One day I had a headache and was preparing a
medicine when a monk known as Chiao the Red-nosed
asked me how I understood the story of Prince Nata?*
Thus asked, I remembered that I was once asked by
* “Prince Nat* rending himself asunder gives hb fltah back to his mother
and his bones to hb father and then manifesting hb own original body and
by hb miraculous powers preaches the Dharma lor the benefit of hb parents-’
Thb b one of the well-known koans. The idea is to make ihe student interview this “original body" shorn of all In trappings physical, mental, or
spiritual.
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the senior monk Wu about the same story, but failed to
give him a reply. This remembrance at once led to the
solution.
Later on, after Yen had passed away, I went to Mcngshan, and Shan asked, "Where in the study of Zen do you
consider yourself to have reached its consummation?” I
did not know what to say. Shan then told me to exercise
myself in tranquillization so that all the dust of worldlincss might be thoroughly removed. But whenever I
entered his room and tried to say a word he at once
remarked, “Something lacking.” One day I began my
zazen at four in the afternoon and continued until four
in the morning, and through sheer power of concentration
I reached an exquisite state of ecstasy. Coming out of it
I saw the master and told him about it. He then asked,
"What is your original self?” I was about to speak when
he shut the door in my face.
After this I exerted myself more and more in zazen
and was able to experience many exquisite states of mind.
Though I had to sec my former master pass away before I
had penetrated into the details of Zen, yet fortunately
through the guidance of the present master I have been
led into deeper realizations. In truth, when one is earnest
and resolute enough, realizations will come to one fre¬
quently and there will be a stripping-off at each step
forward.
One day when I was looking at the “Inscriptions”1 by
the third patriarch, in which I read, “When one returns
to the root, the meaning is realized, but when one follows
only the appearance, the substance is lost”, then there
was another stripping-off. The master Shan said: “The
study of Zen is like the polishing of a gem; the more
polished the brighter the gem, and when it becomes thus
brighter, let it still be polished up. When there is the more
stripping-off of its outer coatings, this life of yours will
grow worth more than a gem.”
But whenever I attempted to utter a word, the master
would at once declare, “Something lacking." One day
» Tbe Pirn Seri**, p. 19*.
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when deeply absorbed in meditation, I came across this
“something lacking”. All the bonds that had hitherto
bound my mind and body were dissolved at once, together
with every piece 'of my bones and their marrow. It was
like seeing the sun suddenly bursting through the snow¬
laden clouds and brightly shining. As I could not contain
myself, I jumped down at once from the seat, and running
to the master took hold of him, exclaiming, “Now, what
am I lacking?” He gave me three slaps and I bowed to
him profoundly. Said the master, “O Tien-shan, for
many years you have exerted yourself for this very thing.
Today, at last, you have it.”
Wu-wen T'sung of Hsiang-slian succeeded Ch'ing as a
Zen master, and the following is his Zen experience:
Tu-weng was the first master I saw in my study of
Zen; he had me inquire into the meaning ol “Neither
mind, nor Buddha, nor a thing, this.” Later wc formed a
group of six including Yun-feng and Yuch-shan, so that
wc might be a stimulation to one another in the Zen
exercise. Next I saw the master Chiao Wu-neng, who gave
me "Wu!” Next I went to Chang-lu where, again, I had
friends together in order to encourage one another. I
happened to meet the brother monk Ching of Huai-shan,
who asked, “What is your understanding of Zen after
several years of study?” I replied, “Not a thought stirring
all day.” Ching asked further, "Where does this notion of
yours originate?” I felt as if I knew but I was not quite
sure how to answer him. Seeing that I had no insight into
the gist of the matter, Ching told me that I was all right
as far as my tranquillization went, but that I had no hold
of the thing in its activity. This surprised me and I begged
him to advise me as to how my exercise should be carried
on so as to have an insight into the matter. Said Ching:
“Don’t you know what Ch'uan-lao says? 'If one wants to
have an understanding in the matter, look at the North
Star by turning around towards the south’,” and without
making further remarks he went away.
Thus questioned, I did not know what to say. Whether
H
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walking or sitting my mind refused to dwell on anything
else, and for several succeeding days "Wu” was dropped
and this "North Star seen in the south” occupied my
attention exclusively. One day I fouhd myself in the
shaving-room where I was sitting with others on a block
of wood; the "doubt” fi) firmly took hold of me and
time passed without my knowing, and it was about meal
time when without premonition I felt my mind broaden¬
ing out, becoming clear, light, and serene. It seemed my
whole mental system was broken up and its coatings were
all stripped off; the entire world with all its objects,
sentient and non-sentient, vanished before me; and there
was a vast vacuity.
After a while I was awakened, feeling perspiration
running down my whole body, and I knew what was
meant by seeing the North Star in the south. I met Ching,
and he asked, “Who is it that comes this way?" I replied,
“Neither the self nor the other." He said, "If it is neither
the self nor the other, what is it after all?” “One who eats
when hungry and sleeps when tired out," I answered.
Ching then made me express the experience in verse,
which I did, and everything went on with no impedi¬
ment. But still there was something final, and I was
impressed that I had not yet grasped it.
Later on, I went into the mountains of Hsiang-yen
where I passed the summer. The mosquitoes were terrible
and I could not keep my hands in position. Then I
thought of the ancient masters who had sacrificed their
very lives for the sake of the Dharma—why then should I
be bothered by mosquitoes? I made up my mind not to be
disturbed by them any longer. Firmly setting my teeth,
clenching my fists, I held up the “IVu” before me and
made a most desperate fight against the insects. While I
was thus subjecting myself to a test of endurance it so
happened that my body and mind finally attained a state
of auictudc. It felt as if the whole building with all its
walls had crashed down leaving me in a vast void—an
experience which nothing earthly could describe. My
sitting lasted from about seven in the morning until two
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in the afternoon. I then realized that Buddhism contains
the whole truth and that it is altogether due to our not
being thorough enough in the attempt to grasp it that we
sometimes imagine Buddhism to be misleading.
While my undemanding of Zen was clear and full,
there was yet something not quite thoroughly exhausted
in the hidden and almost inapproachable recesses of my
consciousness; so I retired again into the mountains for
six years in Kwang-chou, for another six yean in Li-an,
and finally for three years again in Kwang-chou, when I
was released in the fullest sense of the term.

12. The Importance and the Function of the Spirit qf Inquiry
As has already been stated, the preparatory eauipment of the Zen devotee before he takes up the koan
exercise is:
1. To awaken a most sincere desire to be delivered
from the bondage of karma, from the pain of birth and
death;
2. To recognize that the aim of the Buddhist life con¬
sists in attaining enlightenment, in maturing a state of
consciousness known as satori;
3. To realize the futility of all intellectual attempts to
reach this aim, that is, to solve in a most living manner the
ultimate problem of existence;
4. To believe that the realization of satori means the
awakening of Buddhata which lies deeply buried in all
minds;
5. To be in possession of a strong spirit of inquiry
which will ever urge a man to experience within himself
the presence of Buddhata. Without this fivefold equip¬
ment he may not hope to carry out the koan exercise
successfully to its end.
Even when he is thus mentally qualified, he may not
believe the koan to be the most efficient means to reach
the goal. It may be that he is more attracted to the
Shingon or T‘ien-tai method of discipline, or to the
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recitation of the Buddha’s name as in the Pure Land sects,
or to the repetition of the Daimoku as in the Nichiren
sect. This is where what may be termed his religious
idiosyncrasies rule, which are due to his previous karma.
In this case, he cannot be a successful follower of Zen, and
his emancipation will have to be effected in some other way.
Even among Zen followers there arc some who are no
believers in the koan, regarding it as something artificially
contrived; indeed, they even go farther and declare satori
itself to be a sort of excrescence which does not properly
belong to the original System of Zen. Most Japanese
adherents of the Soto school of Zen belong to this class of
koan denouncers. This divergence of views as to the
efficacy of the koan exercise and the experience of satori
comes rather from the differences of philosophical inter¬
pretation given to Zen by the followers of the Soto and the
Rinzai. As far as the practice of Zen is concerned, both the
Soto and the Rinzai arc descendants of Bodhidharma and
Hui-neng.
However this may be, one must believe in the koan if
he is to be disciplined in it and awakened by it to satori.
Now the question is: How is a koan—at least the first
koan—to be brought up into the field of consciousness so
as to occupy its centre when one undertakes to solve its
meaning? It evidently has no logical connotation, for its
express purpose is to cut off every passage to speculation
and imagination. For instance, when “Wu" or “Mu" is
given to a Zen Yogin, how is he expected to deal with it?
There is no doubt that he is not to think about it, for no
logical thinking is possible. “Wu" does not yield any
meaning inasmuch as it is not to be thought of in con¬
nection with the dog, nor for that matter with the Buddhanature, either; it is “Wu" pure and simple. The koan
neither denies nor asserts the presence of Buddha-nature
in the dog, although Chao-chou used the “Wu" on being
asked about the Buddha-nature. When the “Wu" is given
as a koan to the uninitiated, it stands by itself; and this
is exactly what is claimed from the beginning by Zen
masters, who have used it as an eye-opener.
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So with "the Cypress-tree”. It is simply "the Cypresstree”, and has no logical connection with the question:
“What is the idea of the First Patriarch’s visit to China?"
Nor does it at all refer to the pantheistic view of existence,
which is sometimes thought to be the world-conception
of the Buddhists. This being the case, what mental
attitude shall we take to the koan when it is given us as the
key to the secrets of Zen?
Generally, the Chinese characters used in describing
the mental attitude towards a koan are: t'i-ch'i, t'i-szu,
chu, meaning, "to lift”, “to hold up", “to raise”;
k'an, “to see”, “to regard”, “to hold before the eye”; san,
“to be concerned with”, “to be in”, "to consult”, “to refer
to”; san-chiu or t'i-chiu, “to investigate”, “to inquire into”;
kung-fu, “to seek a clue”, “to search lor a solution", “to
exercise one’s mind on a subject”; juri, to examine”. All
these terms purport to mean “to keep a koan continually
before one’s mental eye so as to make one endeavour to
find a clue to its secrets".
These two processes, the holding up and the striving,
may be considered one; for the sole object of holding up a
koan before the mind is to sec into its meaning. As this goes
on, the meaning searched after objectively in “MV’,
“Cypress-tree”, or "three chin of flax”, exfoliates itself, not
from the koan indeed, but from within the Yogin’s own
mind. This is the moment when the koan becomes per¬
fectly identified with the searching and striving mind, and
the meaning yields itself through this identification.
It may not thus be proper to say that the koan is under¬
stood, for at the moment of understanding there is no
koan separate from the mind. Nor is it proper to assert
that it is the mind that understands itself, for the under¬
standing is a reflection, an aftermath; a mind is the
reconstruction of the understanding. There is as yet no
judgment here, no subject, no predicate; there is simply
the exclamation, “Ah!” The Chinese terms used in this
connection arc quite graphic: ht ti i hsia or p'en ti i fa,
which means “one outbursting cry”. The moment is thus:
“the bursting of the bag", “the breaking up of the tar-
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casket”, "a sudden snapping", “a sudden bursting”, "the
bursting of the bamboo with a crack”, "the breaking up
of the void”, etc.
The word “concentration” has been used very much
in the koan exercise; but, in fact, concentration is not the
main point, though it inevitably follows. The thing most
essential in the exercise is the will to get into the meaning
—we have at present no suitable expression—of the koan.
When the will or the spirit of inquiry is strong and con¬
stantly working, the koan is necessarily kept without
interruption before the eye, and all the other thoughts
that are not at all cogent are naturally swept off the held
of consciousness. This exclusion and sweeping off is a by¬
product, it is more or less accidental. This is where the
koan exercise is distinct from mere concentration and also
from the Indian form of Dhyana, that is, meditation,
abstraction, or thought-cessation.
Two forms of concentration may be distinguished
now; the one brought about as it were mechanically, and
the other resulting inevitably, but in essence accidentally,
from the intensification ox an inquiring spirit. When
concentration followed by identification is once attained
either way, it necessarily ends in the final outburst of
satori. But genuine Zen always requires the presence of a
spirit of inquiry, as is shown in the following quotations.
Tai-hui, who was one of the earlier advocates of the
koan, was always emphatic about this point; for we find
references to it everywhere in his discourses known as
Tai-hui's Sermons
Consider such statements as the
following: “Single out the point where you have been in
doubt all your me and put it upon your forehead.” "Is it
a holy one, or a commonplace one? Is it an entity, or a
non-entity? Press your question to its very end. Do not be
afraid of plunging yourself into a vacuity: find out what
it is that cherishes the sense of fear. Is it a void, or is it
not?”
Tai-hui never advises us just to hold up a koan before
the mind; he tells us, on the contrary, to make it occupy
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the very centre of attention by the sheer strength of an
inquiring spirit. When a koan is backed up by such a
spirit, it is, he says, “like a great consuming fire which
bums up every insect of idle speculation that approaches
it”. Without this stimulating spirit of inquiry philoso¬
phically coloured, no koan can be made to hold up its
position before the consciousness. Therefore, it is almost a
commonsense saying among Zen masters to declare that,
“In the mastery of Zen the most important thing is to
keep up a spirit of inquiry-; the stronger the spirit the
greater will be the satori that follows; there is, indeed, no
satori when there is no spirit of inquiry; therefore begin by
inquiring into the meaning of a koan.”
According to Kao-fcng Yuan-miao,1 we have this:
“The koan I ordinarily give to my pupils is: 'All
things return to the One; where docs the One return?* I
make them search after this. To search after it means to
awaken a great inquiring spirit for the ultimate meaning
of the koan. The multitudinousness of things is reducible
to the One, but where docs this One finally return? I say
to them: Make this inquiry with all the strength that lies
in your personality, giving yourself no time to relax in this
effort. In whatever physical position you are, and in
whatever business you are employed, never pass your
time idly. Where does the One finally return? Try to get a
definite answer to this query. Do not give yourself up to a
state of doing nothing; do not exercise your fantastic
imagination, but try to bring about a state of perfect
identification by pressing your spirit of inquiry forward,
steadily and uninterruptedly. You will be then like a
person who is critically ill, having no appetite for what
you eat or drink. Again you will be like an idiot, with no
knowledge of what is what. When your searching spirit
comes to this stage, the time has come for your mental
flower to bunt out."
Ku-yin Ching-ch'in, late in the fifteenth century, has
this to say regarding the koan exercise:
“ ‘Searching and contriving* (kung-fu) may best be
1 1238-1*95.
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practised where noise and confusion do not reach; cut
yourself off from all disturbing conditions; put a stop to
speculation and imagination; and apply yourself whole¬
heartedly to the task of holding on to your koan, never
letting it go off the centre of consciousness, whether you
are sitting or lying, walking or standing still. Never mind
in what condition you are placed, whether pleasing or
disagreeable, but try all the time to keep the koan in
mind, and reflect within yourself who it is that is pursuing
the koan so untiringly and asking you this question so
unremittingly.
“As you thus go on, intensely in earnest, inquiring
after the inquirer himself, the time will most assuredly
come to you when it is absolutely impossible for you to go
on with your inquiry, as if you had come to the very
fountain of a stream and were blocked by the mountains
all around. This is the time when the tree together with
the entwining wistaria breaks down, that is, when the
distinction ol subject and object is utterly obliterated,
when the inquiring and the inquired are fused into one
perfect identity. Awakening from this identification, there
takes place a great satori that brings peace to all your
inquiries and searchings.”
T‘ien-ch‘i Shui’s1 advice to students of Zen is this:
“Have your minds thoroughly washed off of all
cunning and crookedness, sever yourselves from greed and
anger which rise from egotism, and let no dualistic
thoughts disturb you any longer so that your consciousness
is wiped perfectly clean. When this purgation is effected,
hold up your koan before the mind: 'All things are
resolvable into the One, and when is this One resolved?
Where is it really ultimately resolved?’
"Inquire into this problem from beginning to end,
severally as so many queries, or undividedly as one piece
of thought, or simply inquire into the whereabouts of the
One. In any event, let the whole string of questions be
distinctly impressed upon your consciousness so as to make
it the exclusive object of attention. If you allow any idle
1 From Chu-hung’*
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thought to enter into the one solid uninterruptible chain
of inquiries, the outcome will ruin the whole exercise.
“When you have no koan to be held before your
minds, there will be no occasion for you to realize a state
of satori. To seek satori without a koan is like boiling
sands which will never yield nourishing rice.
“The first essential thing is to awaken a great spirit of
inquiry and strive to see where the One finally resolves
itself. When this spirit is kept constantly alive so that no
chance is given to languor or heaviness or otioseness to
assert itself, the time will come to you without your
specially seeking it when the mind attains a state of perfect
concentration. That is to say, when you arc sitting, you
are not conscious of the fact; so with your walking or
lying or standing, you are not at all conscious of what
you arc doing; nor are you aware of your whereabouts,
cast or west, south or north; you forget that you are in
possession of the six senses; the day is like the night, and
vice versa. But this is still midway to satori, and surely not
satori itself. You will have yet to make another final and
decided effort to break through this, a state of ecstasy,
when the vacuity of space will be smashed to pieces and
all things reduced to perfect evenness. It is again like the sun
revealing itself from behind the clouds, when things worldly
andsuper-worldlypresentthemselvesinperfect objectivity.”
According to Ch‘u-shan Shao-ch‘i:*
“It is necessary for the uninitiated to have a kind of
tool wherewith to take hold of Zen; and it is for this
reason that they arc told to practise the Nembutsu, that is,
to be thinking of the Buddha. The Buddha is no other than
Mind,or rather, that which desires to sec this Mind. Where
docs this desire, this thought take its rise? From the Mind,
we all say. And this Mind is neither a mind, nor a Buddha,
nor a something. What is it then?
“To find it out, let them abandon all that they have
accumulated in the way of learning, intellection, and
knowledge; and let them devote themselves exclusively to
this one question, ‘Who is it that practises the Nembutsu
1 Chu-hung'i Btegrtfifats.
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[namu-amida-butsu) ?' Let this inquiring spirit assert itself to
the highest degree. Do not try to reason it out; do not
assume a state of mere passivity for satori to come by
itself; do not allow yourself to cherish false thoughts and
imaginations; do not let ideas of discrimination assert
themselves. When your striving and seeking is constant,
permitting no breaks and interruptions, your Dhyana will
naturally be matured, and your inquiring spirit (i-t'uan)
brought up to the inevitable crisis. You will then see that
Nirvana and Sanuara, the land of purity and the land of
defilement, are mere idle talk, and that there is from the
beginning nothing requiring explanation or commentary,
and further that.Mind is not a somewhat belonging to the
realm of empirical consciousness and therefore not an
object of mental comprehension.”1
Tu-feng Chi-shan* who flourished in the latter halfof the
fifteenth century used to advocate strongly the awakening of
an inquiring spirit, as is seen in the following passage :*
"If you are determined to escape birth and death, a
great believing heart is first of all to be awakened and
ereat vows to be established. Let this be your prayer: So
long as the koan I am holding this moment is not solved,
so long as my own face which I have even prior to my
birth is not seen, so long ax the subtle deeds of trans¬
migration are not destroyed, I make up my mind most
resolutely not to abandon the koan given me for solution,
not to keep myself away from truly wise teachers, and not
to become a greedy pursuer of fame and wealth; and
when these determinations are deliberately violated, may
I fall in the evil paths. Establishing this vow, keep a
steady watch over your heart so that you will be a worthy
recipient of a koan.
' /W*.
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"When you are told to see into the meaning of *WV
the essential thing to do in this case is to let your thought
be focussed on the 'why* of the Buddha-nature being
absent in the dog. When the koan deals with the oneness
of all things, let your thought be fixed on the ‘where* of
this oneness. When you arc told to inquire into the sense of
the Nembutsu, let your attention be principally drawn on
the ‘who* of the Nembutsu. Thus, turning your light of
reflection inwardly, endeavour to enter deeply into a spirit
of inquiry. If you feel that you are not gaining strength in
this exercise, repeat the whole koan as one complete piece
of statement from fhe beginning to the end. This orderly
pursuance of the koan will help you to raise your spirit of
inquiry as to the outcome of it. When this spirit is kept
alive without interruption and most sincerely, the time
will come to you when you perform, even without being
aware of it, a somersault in the air. After experiencing this
you may come back to me and sec how my blows are dealt
out."
K‘ung-ku Lung1 seems to be an advocate of the Nem¬
butsu as well as the koan, but as far as he advises his
pupils to exercise themselves on a koan, he upholds the
spirit of inquiry to be the sustaining force in the exercise.
For he says that the koan is to be "silently inquired into”
mo-mo t‘san chiu), that the “IFu” is to be “made lucid”
ming) by "furiously” (fen-fen-jan) attending to it; that
students of Zen should apply themselves to this thought,
"This mind is kept working while the body continues its
Maya-like existence, but where is it to rest when the dead
body is cremated?" To find out where the oneness of
things ultimately lies, the student must reflect within him¬
self and inquire into the problem so as to locate definitely
its whereabouts.*

f

1

From Chu-bung's Btagrcpkus.
■ Chu-hung comment! on Lung's view of the Nembutsu: When the
question is concerned with the Nembutsu, Lung is not so particular about
cherishing a spirit of inquiry as was generally done tn his day. For he states
in one of his letters that while, according to the master Yu-t'an, one is advised
to inquire into the '“who” of the Nembutsu, this inquiring form of Nembutsu
is not absolutely necessary, for just to practise it in one's ordinary frame of
mind will be enough.
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All these masters belonging to late Yuan and early
Ming, when the koan system became a definitely settled
method in the mastery of Zen, agree in keeping up a
strong inquiring spirit as regards the meaning of the koan
or the spirit itself that thus inquires. The koan is not just to
be held up before the mind as something that gathers up like
a magnet all one’s mental energies about it; the holding
must be sustained and nourished by the strong undercur¬
rent of spiritual energy without whose backing the holding
becomes mechanical and Zen loses its creative vitality.
We may question: Why is not the mechanical method
also in full accord with the spirit of Zen? Why is the
inquiring method to be preferred? Why is it necessary to
keep up the spirit of inquiry throughout the koan exercise?
Has it anything to do with the nature of satori itself that
emerges from the exercise? The reason why the masters
have all emphasized the importance of the inquiring
spirit is, in my view, owing to the fact that the koan
exercise started first to reproduce the Zen consciousness,
which had grown up naturally in the minds of the earlier
Zen devotees. Before these earlier men had taken to the
study of Zen, the)1 were invariably good students of
Buddhist philosophy; indeed, they were so well versed in
it that they finally became dissatisfied with it; for they
came to realize that there was something deeper in its
teachings than mere analysis and intellectual compre¬
hension. The desire to penetrate behind the screen was
quite strong in them.
What is the Mind, or the Buddhata, or the Uncon¬
scious that is always posited behind the multitudinousness
of things, and that is felt to be within ourselves? They
desired to grasp it directly, intuitively, as the Buddhas of
the past had all done. Impelled by this desire to know,
which is the spirit of inquiry, they reflected within them¬
selves so intensely, so constantly, that the gate was finally
opened to them, and they understood. This constant
knocking at the gate was the antecedent condition that
always seemed to be present and that resulted in the
maturing of their Zen consciousness.
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The object of the Zen exercise » to bring about this
intense state of consciousness, in a sense artificially, for
the masters could not wait for a Zen genius to rise spon¬
taneously1, and therefore sporadically, from among their
less spiritually-equipped brothers. Unless the aristocratic
nature of Zen was somewhat moderated, so that even
men of ordinary capacity could live the life of a Zen
master, Zen itself might rapidly disappear from the land
where Bodhidharma and his followers had taken such
special pains to make its root strike in deeply. Zen was to
be democratized, that is, systematized.
Pao-ncng Jen-yang* says in one of his sermons:
"Shouldering a bag, holding a bowl, I have been pilgrim¬
aging for more than twenty years all over the country and
visited more than a dozen masters of Zen. But at present I
have no special attainment to call my own. If I have, I
can tell you, I am not much better than a piece of rock
devoid of intelligence. Nor had those reverend masters of
Zen whom I visited any special attainment which might
benefit others. Ever since I remain a perfect ignoramus
with no knowledge of anything, with no intelligence to
understand anything. I am, however, satisfied with my¬
self. Inadvertently carried by the wind of karma I find
myself at present in the country of Chiang-neng, and have
been made to preside over this humble monastery and to
lead others, mixing myself with people of the world. Here
1 According to Kung-ku Lung: "Anciently, there were probably so roe
who hnd a tori without reporting to the koan exercise, hut there are none
nowaday! who can ever attain talon without itrcnuouily applying thrmtelvet to the exercise"
• Before he became a Zen devotee he wa* a great icholar of TViv-tai
philosophy. When he came to Hsueh-tou, who was a great figure in the Yunnten school of Zen, the master at once recognized in him a future Zen
master. To stimulate him, Hsueh-tou addressed him sarcastically, “O you
great college professor 1" The remark stung Jen-yang to the quick, and he
determined to surpass in Zen even this great master. When he finally
became a master himself, as Hsueh-tou had expected, he once inpearrei in the
pulpit and said: "Behold, I am now in the tongue-pulling htfl!" So saying,
be was seen as if pulling out his tongue with lus own hand and exclaimed:
"Oh 1 Oh! This hell is meant for liars.” Another time, seeing his attendantmonk offering incense to the Buddha, preparatory for a regular discourse to
be given by the master, he said, "Monks, my attendant hat already given
you a sermon," and without another word be came down from the pulpit.
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thus as a host I serve all the pilgrims coming from various
parts of the country. There is enough of salt, sauce,
porridge, and rice with which to feed them sufficiently.
My time, thus engaged, is passed quietly, but as to the
truth of Buddhism there is not even a shadow of it to
dream of.”
If all Zen masters held themselves on to this exalted
view of Zen Buddhism, who would ever be able to
succeed them and uninterruptedly transmit to posterity
their experience and teaching?
Shih-t‘ien Fa-hsun (1170-1244) says:1
"V«y few indeed there are who can walk the path of
our Fathers!
In depth and steepness it surpasses an abysmal pit;
Uselessly I extend the hand to help the passengers;
Let the moss in my front court grow as green as it
chooses.”
This view of Zen is what we must expect of course of a
genuine Zen master, but when the moss of the Zen court¬
yard is never disturbed by the footsteps of any human
beings, what will become of Zen? The path must be made
walkable, to a certain extent at least; some artificial means
must be devised to attract some minds who may one day
turn out to be true transmitters of Zen.*
The rise of the koan exercise was altogether a natural
growth in the history of Zen. Being so, the function of a
first koan must be to reproduce as it were artificially the
same state of consciousness that was experienced by the
earlier masters in a more spontaneous way. This means to
bring the spirit of inquiry into a point of concentration or
"fixation”. The koan shows no logical clue to take hold of1
in an intellectual and discursive manner, and therefore an
uninitiated Yogin has to turn away from logic to
psychology, from ideation to personal experience, from
what is his own only superficially to his inmost being.
1 From hb Sarinfi, VoJ. II.
_• That Zen wj, .oroetW unapproachable from in fim .ppcarance in
CJitna eyi eauly be evinced from die legend tintt "
.
•kept up hit
Bodhidharwa
lonely Blent meditation foe nine yean.
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The koan docs not, indeed, make light of reasoning,
that is, it does not try to check it by force; but as the koan
stands before the Yogin like "an iron wall and a silver
mountain" against any advance of speculation or imagin¬
ation, he ha* no choice but to abandon reasoning. He
must find some other means of approach. He cannot
yield up his spirit of inquiry, for it is that which makes
him stronger and more determined than ever to break
through the iron wall. When the koan is properly pre¬
sented, it never crushes this spirit but gives it greater
stimulation.
It was because of this inquiring mind that the earlier
Zen devotees became dissatisfied with all'the intellectual
explanations of things, and that they came finally to a
master and knew what they wanted of him. Without this
perpetual urge from within, they might have remained
well contented with whatever philosophical teachings
were given them in the sutras and sastras. This urge from
within was thus never to be ignored even when the koan
exercise came to replace the more spontaneous rise of Zen
consciousness. San-ch'ing or i-ch‘ing, which is no other than
this urge or this inquiring spirit, is therefore now always
kept in the foreground in the study of Zen. The master's
advice: “See where you are going to rest after death, after
cremation!”; or "Exerting all your mental energies,
inquire into the final abode where the oneness of things
returns”; or "Awaken a great spirit of inauiry and see
where the One returns; do not let this spirit vacillate or
falter”; or "See what kind of mental attitude it is, see
what meaning is yielded here, be decided to search out all
that is contained therein”; or "Ask of your sel£ inquire
into your self, pursue your self, investigate within your
self, and never let others tell you what it is, nor let it be
explained in words.”
When a Yogin grapples with the koan in this manner,
he is ever alive to the spirit of Zen, and so is the koan. As
the problem is a living one and not at all a dead one, satori
which follows must also be a really living experience.
Metaphysically stated, we can say that a persistent
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appeal to the spirit of inquiry is based on a firm faith in
the working of Buddhata in every individual being. It is in
fact this Buddhata itself that leads us to inquire into the
abode of the One. The keeping up of an inquiring spirit
in Zen devotees means no less than the self-assertion of
Buddhata. Hence the statement that "the greater the
faith the stronger the spirit of inquiry, and the stronger the
spirit of inquiry the deeper the attainment ofsatori”.1
Faith and an inquiring spirit are not contradictory
terms, but are complementary and mutually condition¬
ing. The reason why the old masters were so persistent in
keeping up a great spirit of inquiry in the koan exercise
becomes now intelligible. Probably they were not con¬
scious of the logic that was alive behind their instruction.
The presence of Buddhata could only be recognized by a
perpetual knocking at a door, and is not this knocking an
inquiring into? The Chinese character which I have
rendered "spirit of inquiry” literally means “to doubt”
or "to suspect”, but in the present case “to inquire” will
be more appropriate. Thus (ai-i will mean "great mental
fixation resulting from the utmost intensification of an
inquiring spirit”.
Hakuin writes in one of his letters, in which he treats of
the relative merits of the Ncmbutsu* and the koan: "In
the study [of Zen] what is most important is the utmost
intensification of an inquiring spirit. Therefore, it is said
that the stronger the inquiring spirit, the greater the
resulting satori, and that a sufficiently strong spirit of
inquiry is sure to result in strong satori. Further, accord¬
ing to Fo-kuo, the greatest fault [with Zen devotees] is the
lack of an inquiring spirit over the koan. When their
inquiring spirit reaches its highest point of fixation there
is a moment of outburst. If there are a hundred of such
devotees, nay a thousand of them, I assure you, every one
of them will attain the final stage. When th$ moment of
the greatest fixation presents itself, they feel as if they were
sitting in an empty space, open on all sides and extending
' Quoted bv Fo-chi I-an Own in a Zen hit lory entitled Ka-nii
• Literally, "thinking of the Buddha".
^
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boundlessly; they do not know whether they are living or
dead; they feel so extraordinarily transparent and free
from all impurities, as if they were in a great crystal basin,
or shut up in an immense mass of solid ice; they are again
like a man devoid of all sense; if sitting, they forget to
rise, and if standing, they forget to sit.
"Not u thought, not an emotion is stirred in the mind
which is now entirely and exclusively occupied with the
koan itself. At this moment they are advised not to
cherish any feeling of fear, to hold no idea of discrimina¬
tion, but to go on resolutely ahead with their koan, when
all of a sudden they experience something akin to an
explosion, as if an ice basin were shattered to pieces, or as
if a tower of jade had crumbled, and the event is accom¬
panied with a feeling of immense joy such as never before
has been experienced in their lives. . . . Therefore, you
are instructed to inquire into the koan of 'Mu’ (wu) and
see what sense there is in it. If your inquiring spirit is
never relaxed, always intent on 'Mu’ (ten) and free from
all ideas and emotions and imaginations, you will most
decidedly attain the stage of great fixation. . . .This ball
due to the presence of an inquiring spirit in you; for with¬
out that the climax will never be reached, and, I assure
you, an inquiring spirit is the wings that bear you on to
the goal."1
One of the practical reasons why the mechanical
method of holding the koan which is not accompanied by
a spirit of inquiry is disclaimed by the masters is that the
devotee’s mind becomes concentrated on mere words or
sounds. This, however, may not be an altogether bad
thing, as we may see later on, only that we cannot be sure
of reaching, as maintained by Hakuin and others, the
stage of the greatest fixation prior to the outburst of satori.
The presence of an inquiring spirit paves the way
much more readily and surely to satori, because satori b
what gives satisfaction to the inquiring spirit, but chiefly
because the inquiring spirit awakens the faith which lies at
1 From Haku;n'» work known u OraU-fams, to which reference* are
frequently made in this book.
I
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the basis of our being. The Zen masters say, "Where there
is faith (hsiit), there is doubt (i)”, that is, where there is
faith, there is an inquiring spirit, for doubting is believing.
Let it be remarked that doubting or inquiring in Zen does
not mean denying or being sceptical, it means desiring to
see, to come in direct contact with the object itself,
putting aside all that stands between the seer and the
object. The devotee as yet has no idea as to the what of
the object he wishes to sec, but he believes in its existence
or presence within himself. Merc description or intellectual
explanation does not satisfy him, his faith is not thereby
confirmed- The desire for confirmation, to see his faith
solidly or absolutely established, as in the case of senseperception, means the awakening of an inquiring spirit,
and the importance of this is steadily maintained by Zen
masters. If so, the mechanical repetition of the koan must
be said not to be in accord with the spirit of Zen.
In a book called Po-skan’s Admonitions Regarding the
Study qf Z*n (Po-shan san-ch'an ching-yu
which belongs to
late Ming, the question of an inquiring spirit (i-eh'ing) is
discussed in detail. The following is an abstract.

),1

striving [kung-fu) to master Zen, the thing needed
is to -pherish a strong desire to destroy a mind subject to
birth ^nd death. When this desire is awakened, the Yogin
feels ak if he were enveloped in a blazing fire. He wants to
escapa it. He cannot just be walking about, he cannot stay
quietly in it, he cannot harbour any idle thoughts, he
cannot expect others to help him out. Since no moment is
to be^lost, all he has to do is to rush out of it to the best of
his strength and without being disturbed by the thought of
the' consequence.
, Once the desire is cherished, the next step is more
technical in the sense that an inquiring spirit is to be
awakened and kept alive, untij the final moment of
solution arrives. The inquiry is concerned with the
whence of birth and the whither of death, and to be con¬
stantly nourished by the desire to rise above them. This
* Wu-i Yuu*-Ui (1575-1630) is Uk author.
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is impossible unless the spirit of inquiry is matured and
breaks itself out to a state of satori.
The method of maturing consists chiefly in:
i. Not caring for worldly things.
а. Not getting attached to a state of quietude.
o. Not being disturbed by pluralities of objects.
4. Being constantly watchful over oneself, behaving
like a cat who is after a mouse.
V Concentrating one’s spiritual energy on the Koan.
б. Not attempting to solve it intellectually where
there are no such cues in it.
7. Not trying to be merely clever about it.
8. Not taking it for a state of doing-nothing-ness.
9. Not taking a temporary state of transparency for
finalioY Not reciting the koan as if it were the Nembutsu
practice or a form of Dharani.
v •_
When these cautions are properly followed, the Yogin
is sure to bring the spirit of inquiry to a state of maturity.
If not, not only the spirit refuses to be awakened, but the
Yogin is liable to get into wrong ways and wil never^beable to rise above the bondage of birth and death, that is,
to realize the truth of Zen.
,
The wrong ways into which the login may tan
^ 1. Intellectualism, wherein the koan is forced to yield
up its logical contents.
, .. v_2 A pessimistic frame of nund whereby the Yogin
shuns such environments as are unfavourable to quiet
contemplation.
.
„
A
2 Quietism, by which he tnes to suppress ideas and
feclingsin order to realize a state of tranquilhzation or
perfect blankness.
,, ,
_ *_ I.;.
4. The attempt to classify or criticize according to his
own intcllcctualistic interpretation all the koans left by
the ancient masters.
.
,.
. .,
The undemanding that there is something inside
this body of the various combinations, whose intelligence
shines out through the several sense-organs.
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6. And which by means of the body functions to per¬
form deeds good or bad.
7. Asceticism, in which the body is uselessly subjected
to all forms of mortification.
8. The idea of merit by the accumulation of which
the Yogin desires to attain Buddhahood or final deliver¬
ance.
9. Libertinism, in which there is no regulation of
conduct, moral or otherwise.
10. Grandiosity and self-conceit.
These, in short, arc the ways of those whose spirit of
inquiry is not sincere and therefore not in accordance
with the spirit of the koan exercise.
It is by means of this i-ch'ing, “spirit of inquiry”, that
we finally attain Hakuin’s daigi (/«'•>), "great fixation” or
“a state of oneness”, where a mountain is not seen as
such, nor a sheet of water as such, for the reason that
pluralities lose their meaning and appear to the Yogin in
their aspect of sameness. But that too is merely a stage in
his progress towards the final realization, in which a
mountain is a mountain and a sheet of water a sheet of
water. When this state of great fixation is held as final,
there will be no up-turning, no outburst of satori, no
penetration, no insight into Reality, no severing the
bonds, of birth and death.

part ii

1. The Koan Exercise and the Mmbutsu
We are now in the position to see in what relation the
koan exercise stands to the practice of the Nembutsu.
Chinese Buddhism has developed along the two lines of
Zen and Nembutsu, and to treat of their relationship
means to gam knowledge concerning some of the funda¬
mental psychological facts of the Buddhist life, and also
as I wish to maintain, of all the religious life.
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Among the circumstances that led to the mechanical
treatment of the koan, we may mention the prevalence of
the Nembutsu in Yuan and Ming. The Nembutsu literally
means, “to think of the Buddha”, and consists particu¬
larly in the recitation of the name of Amitabha Buddha
{o-mi-to-fo in Chinese).
Historically, we can trace the origin of the Nembutsu
teaching in the very early days of Buddhism in India. In
China the first known group of Nembutsu devotees was
the White Lotus Society led by Hui-yuan (died 416). The
gradual democratization of the Buddhist faith down
through the successive dynasties favoured the spread of
the Nembutsu all over China and alongside of the more
aristocratic Zen. Superficially considered, the Nembutsu
is the very opposite of Zen, for when Zen depends on
nobody outside one’s self, the Nembutsu puts its reliance
exclusively on the Buddha. But when the psychology of the
Nembutsu is analysed there is something in the recitation
of the Buddha's name as practised by the Pure Land
followers, which corresponds to the holding of a koan in
Zen. It was owing to this psychological common ground
that their mutual approach was possible, Zen to Nem¬
butsu and Nembutsu to Zen.
The Nembutsu was by no means mechanical in the
beginning. Thinking of the Buddha came first and the
invocation by name followed. But as in everything else,
the content that first determined the form is later deter¬
mined by the form; that is, the order is reversed. The
Buddha’s name may be invoked by a devotee without
necessarily his thinking of the Buddha, of his excellent
virtues, of his saving vows; but as he repeats the name it
calls up in him all the memories and images concerning
the Buddha, and without his being conscious of it, he is
ever more absorbed in the contemplation of the Adored
One. The invocation that was started mechanically is now
turned in a direction that was not previously so designed.
The new psychology thus ushered in began to influ¬
ence the adherents of the koan in late Yuan, and there
were some Zen masters who took a decided stand against
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it. They saw the danger of the koan turning into a Nembutsu recitation, for in that case both the spirit of Zen and
the reason for the koan exercise would be destroyed.
Even when the practice of the Nembutsu grew quite
universal in the fifteenth century, invading even the Zen
monasteries, the masters resisted the practice, advising
their pupils to see who it is that calls upon the Buddha or
recites his name. For instance, Tu-feng Chi-shan,1 who
prpJ»»My died towards the end of the fifteenth century,
said: “The main thing is to understand the ultimate
meaning of life; therefore, exert yourself and spare no
effort to see who it is that does the invoking of the name.
The word. Who, is most important; concentrate yourself
on this one word.”
Ch‘u-shan shao-ch‘i (1404-1473) writes to one of his
disciples : The idea of the invocation is to know that the
Buddha is no other than your own mind; but what is this
mind? See into the whenct of your thought which makes
you utter the name of the Buddha; where does it origin¬
ate. But you must go even farther than this and make
inquiries as to the who of this person who wants to see into
the whence of a thought. Is it mind, or Buddha, or
matter . No, it is none of these, say the masters. What is it,
then?
*
This is the way the masters dealt with the Nembutsu
in connection with the koan exercise if one wanted to
master Zen. An inquiring spirit was by no means to be
lost sight of. rhe following quotations from the Yuan and
Ming Zen teachers show which way the wind was blowing
in the thought world of the fourteenth and the fifteenth
centuries T‘ien-ju Wei-tse, who flourished early in the
fourteenth century, was a great figure during the Yuan
dynasty, and there is no doubt that the Nembutsu move¬
ment was going on quite strongly then and encroaching
upon the realm of Zen. Wei-tse could not ignore it and
wished to define clearly where Zen differed from Nem¬
butsu and how far the one agreed with the other. In the
second volume of his Sqnags (yu-tu), it is written:
1 In

Thi
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Dyna,tj, compiltd by Om-hung.
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"There arc some these days among the laity as well as
in the Brotherhood who desire by means of the Ncmbutsu
to be born in the Land of Purity and wonder if the Nembutsu is not to be distinguished from Zen. In my view,
they fail to recognize that Zen and Nembutsu are not the
same and yet are the same; for the object of Zen is to
understand what life means, and the object of the Nem¬
butsu is also that. Zen directly points to the mind in every
one of us, declaring that to see into the nature of every
being means attaining Buddhahood; whereas the Nem¬
butsu aims at reaching the Land of Purity which is no
other than one’s own mind, and seeing into the original
nature of every being which is Amitabha himself.
“If this is so, how can one differentiate Ncmbutsu
from Zen? We read in a sutra that it is like entering into a
great city which is provided with gates on its four sides;
people coming from different quarters will find their own
entrance as there is more than one gate. But, once in, they
are in the same city. Zen and Nembutsu each appeals to a
special type of character; that is all.
“In the Nembutsu you can distinguish between that
which is effective and that which is not. Why? If the
devotee’s invocation does not go farther than his lips while
his mind is not at all thinking of the Buddha, this kind of
invocation is not effective. If on the other hand his lips and
his mind are conjointly working towards the Buddha as his
name is recited, so that his mind always works in union
with the Buddha, his Nembutsu will surely bring its
result. Suppose here is a man carrying a rosary in his
hand and reciting the Buddha’s name with his lips; but if
in the meantime his thoughts are all in confusion, running
wild in every direction, he is the one whose invocation is
on his lips only and not in his mind. He is uselessly
fatiguing himself, his labour comes to naught. It is far
better to be thinking of the Buddha in the mind even
though the lips are not moving, for such h the real
follower of the Nembutsu.
“Do we not read in a sutra that all the Tathagatas in
the ten quarters are lovingly thinking of all beings just as a
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mother does of her children; for beings that are drowning
in the ocean of birth and death arc luce children who are
wandering in strange foreign countries. The Buddha like
a loving mother thinks of them, and though he may not be
talking about his compassionate feeling, his heart never
ceases thinking of his lost children. If the children thought
of their mother in the same way, will not they, mother and
children, some day come face to face?
'Therefore, the sutra says that if the hearts of all
beings long for the Buddha and think of him they will
surely see him either in the present or in the future. The
present means this life, the future means the life to come.
If this is so, he who intensely longs for the Buddha and
thinks of him, will most assuredly come into his presence.
What then is the difference between coming into the
presence of the Buddha and attaining satori by the study
of Zen?
"Says the Master Huan-chu: The study of Zen aims
at elucidating the meaning of birth and death, whereas
the Nembutsu proposes to get settled with the question of
death and birth; choose either one of the pathways, for
there is no disputation to be aroused about them. Quite
true, there is no disputation between the two, but do not
allow yourself to keep both with you. Let the Zen devotee
keep himself exclusively to Zen, and let the one who
recites the Nembutsu keep exclusively to the Nembutsu.
If the mind is divided between the two, neither will be
attained. There is a comparison drawn by an old master
between such a divided mind and a man who tries to be in
two boats simultaneously and is in neither. So far, there is
no karm perhaps, but a worse case may come to him at
any moment, for he may fall between the two boats if he
does not look out for himself.
"As for myself, I do not know much, but this I can tell,
that in the Nembutsu just these four syllables arc held up:
O-mi-to-fo (a-mi-da-buUu in Japanese), which indicates no
way, at least to Zen beginners, as to how to proceed with
it. They are naturally at a loss, and fail to know what to do
with the subject. But in the study of the koan you arc told
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that you arc each in possession of'the original face’ which
is the same as it is in all the Buddhas, only that in us it is
not recognized. Try and see into it all by yourself without
depending on anyone else. In this it may be said that you
have a kind of clue whereby to go on with your Zen.”
One of the first Zen masters to introduce the idea of
Nembutsu into Zen was Yang-ming Yen-shou.1 He laid
great importance on Zen Yogi ns devoting themselves to
the practice of the Nembutsu to this extent, that he
declared that those who follow Zen without Nembutsu
may fail nine out of ten in their attainment of the final
goal, whereas those who practise Nembutsu will all with¬
out exception come to realization; but the best are those
who practise Zen and Nembutsu, for they will be like a
tiger provided with horns. What Yang-ming exactly
means by this statement is not easy to comprehend, for he
does not tell us as to its practical side; that is, how to
practise both Zen and Nembutsu at the same time. Did he
mean to practise the Nembutsu after the attainment of
Zen, or vice versa? Until this practical question is definitely
settled, we may not venture either to refute or to defend
Yang-ming.
This much we can say, that the Nembutsu had been
making steady progress even among follower* of Zen as
early as the tenth century, and Yang-ming, as one of the
greatest syncretists China ever produced, attempted to
include into his system of Zen philosophy every school of
Buddhism, and the Nembutsu naturally came to be fused
into it. Besides, there was another strong reason why Zen
had to listen to the appeal of the Nemoutsu, which was
this. Zen being too philosophical (though not in the
ordinary sense of the term) exposed itself to an utter disre¬
gard of the emotional side of life. Zen indulges itself in
excessive satori, so to speak, and as the result it frequently
dries up its tears which must be shed over ignorance, over
the miseries of life, over the world filled with iniquity.
Thus Zen holds out no hope for a land of bliss and purity
which is so vividly felt by the followers of Nembutsu. Did
* Died

975.
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Yang-ming mean this when he said that Zen must be
accompanied by the Ncmbutsu? The following remarks
made by K‘ung-ku Ching-lung, who flourished early in
the fifteenth century, seem at least partly to point this
interpretation. He says:
“Those who practise Zen are so exclusively devoted to
Zen, thinking that they are thus exerting themselves to the
attainment of quietude and nothing else: as to invoking
the name of the Buddha in order to be born in the Lana
of Purity and worshipping him and reciting the sutras in
the morning and evening, they practise nothing of the
sort. Such devotees may be called those who have Zen but
have no Nembutsu. Yet really those followers of Zen are
not of the right kind; they arc mere sticklers of the koan
exercise, they are quite like a stick or stone or brick.
When they are attacked by this form of mental disease,
they cannot be saved, except perhaps only one out of
ten.
“Zen is a living spirit; it is like a gourd floating on
water, when you touch it it dances most lively. There¬
fore, it is said that regard should be paid to the living
spirit of the masters and not to their dead words. But
there arc others who practising Zen do not slight the
teaching of the Nembutsu school and will regularly attend
the morning and evening services. Indeed, the truth of
Zen is met with anywhere you go if you only look for it.
Hsueh-feng laboured hard as cook wherever he went, and
Yang-chi busied himself as overseer of the monastery;
they never made light of their daily life while innerly they
devoted themselves to Zen. Yang-ming mastered the Zen
of his teacher, Te-shao, and yet was well disposed to
propagate the doctrine of the Pure Land school. Is he not
one who innerly was round and outwardly square?
Innerly, he was all that could be desired of a Bodhisattva,
and outwardly, acted as if he were one who belonged to
the Sravakas. He is one who has both Zen and Nem¬
butsu.”1
There is something lame in this interpretation, but the
* From a letter toooc of hii disciple* u quoted in Oiu-hung'i Mint MaiUri.
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fact is not to be denied that the Nembutsu was rapidly
undermining the strongholds of Zen in those days, and we
will presently see that in the psychology of the Nembutsu
there is a (actor that can readily ally itself with the koan
exercise in its mechanical phase. For in spite of this
attitude of K‘ung-ku towards the Nembutsu as a kind of
Sravaka practice, he proceeds to uphold it as of the same
efficiency as the koan exercise in the realization of the true
Buddhist life.
In K'ung-ku’s letter to another of his disciples, which
was evidently written in answer to an inquiry concerning
the practice of Nembutsu, the author advises him just to
say the Nembutsu not necessarily with a philosophical
attitude of mind; that is, with no inquiring spirit. The
main point in the Nembutsu is to have a believing heart
and quietly say it without troubling oneself about things
of this world. Ku says:
“The doctrine of the Nembutsu is the shortest road to
the realization of the Buddhist life. Be convinced of the
unrealness of this bodily existence, for to get attached to
the vanities of this worldly life is the cause of trans¬
migration. What is most desirable is the Land of Purity
and what is most dependable is the Nembutsu. No matter
how you are thinking of the Buddha, intensely or leisurely,
no matter how you are invoking his name, whether loudly
or softly, do not allow yourself to be constrained by any
rule, but keep your mind unruffled, restful, and in silent
contemplation. When it attains a state of unity undis¬
turbed by environment, some day an accident will unex¬
pectedly cause in you a sort of mental revolution, and
thereby you will realize that the Pure Land of Serene
Light is no less than this earth itself, and Amitabha
Buddha is your own mind. But you must be careful not to
let your mind expectantly wait for such a momentous
event, for this will prove a hindrance to the realization
itself.
“The Buddha-nature is a spontaneous generation in
the sense that it is not a product of intellection, nor of
imagination. When I say this, however, you may take it
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for a stale of unconsciousness, which is another great error
to be avoided. The only thing that is essential in this con¬
nection is to have a believing heart and not to allow any
unnecessary and disturbing thoughts to become mixed in
it. As you go on thus in the practice of Nembutsu while
you may have no chance of attaining satori in this life,
you will after death surely be reborn in the Pure Land,
where by going up various grades you will finally arrive
at the position which never turns back.
“The master Yu-t‘an makes people hold this: 'Who
is it that practises the Nembutsu? What is it that is my
own nature, which is, Amitabha?’ This may be called the
Nembutsu said in a strained state of mind or the Nem¬
butsu accompanied with an inquiring spirit. It is not
necessary for you to follow this method; just say your
Nembutsu in an ordinary frame of mind.”
K'ung-ku’s advice that the Nembutsu is not necessarily
to be backed by an intensification of an inquiring spirit
opens the way to the mechanical method of invocation.
This is what made Hakuin and his school rise furiously
against some of the Chinese Zen masters of the fourteenth
century and after.
Chu-hung, the author of the Ming Masters, the
Frontier Gate of Ten, and many other works, who was also
bitterly attacked by Hakuin, comments on K‘ung-ku
Ching-Iung: “Most Zen teachers tell people to sec who he
is that invokes the Buddha’s name, but Ching-lung states
that this is not absolutely necessary. As medicine is to be
prescribed according to disease, so is the truth to be
taught according to capacity. Each of these two is
justifiable and there is no option to be made between
them
This method of invocation endorsed by such masters
as Ching-lung and Chu-hung is based on psychological
facts, and the subject may better be approached now from
the viewDoint of the Nembutsu and not from that
of Zen. Let us then see what is really meant by the
Nembutsu.
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2. Jftmbulsu {ttiin-fo) and Shomjro (eh'eng-ming)
jVembutsu or buddhanusmrili literally means “to think
of the Buddha”, or “to meditate on the Buddha”, and is
counted as one of the six subjects of meditation in the
MahaiyuipaUi. The six are as follows: i. Buddhanusmrili-,
2. Dharma; 3. Samgha (Brotherhood); 4. Sila (morality);
5. Tyaga (giving up); and 6. Dnata (gods). It is also one
of the five subjects of mental discipline known as Wu t'ing
hsin; that is, objects by thinking of which the mind is kept
away from erroneous views. The five are: 1. Impurity of
the body, the thought of which reacts against greed and
lust; 2. Compassion, as against anger; 3. Causation, as
against infatuation or folly; 4. The six elements, as
against the notion of an cgo-substancc; and 5. Breathing
exercise, as against mental perturbation. Though I am
unable to find out exactly how it came to pass, the fourth
subject (that is, the six elements: earth, water, fire, air,
the void, and consciousness) is replaced by "meditation
on the Buddha” (nembulsu) in Chih-chc’s commentary on
the Saddharmapundanka. According to a work belonging to
the T‘ien-tai school of Chih-che, this meditation is con¬
sidered to counteract mental heaviness, evil thoughts, and
physical calamities.
It is a very natural thing for the Buddhists to meditate
on their teacher, whose great personality impressed them
in some way more than did his teaching. When they were
not feeling energetic in their search after the truth, or
when their minds were disturbed by all kinds of worldly
temptation, the best way to strengthen their moral
courage was, no doubt, to think of their teacher. In the
beginning the Nembutsu was a purely moral practice, but
as the mysterious power of a name came to claim a
stronger hold on the religious imagination of the Indian
Buddhists, the thinking of the Buddha as a person
endowed with great virtues ceased and gave way to the
uttering of his name. As a philosopher says, }fte wwit Deo
qiuuras; Deus nomen tst. Name is as good as substance; in
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some cases it works far more efficaciously than that for
which it stands, for when we know the name, we can put
a god into service. This has been so from the earliest
days of every religious history all the world over. When
Amitabha Buddha obtained his enlightenment he wished
to have his name (namadbeya) resound throughout the
great chiliocosms, so that he might save any being that
heard his name.1
But the sutra* makes no reference yet to the uttering
of his name only. The phrases used are: dasabhis cittotpadaparisartaih * which forms the nineteenth vow of the
Sanskrit text, meaning "Ten times repeating the thought
[of the Pure Land]”; praumnacitla mam anusmartyuh,*
which is the eighteenth vow of the Sanskrit text, mean¬
ing “Remembered me with pure thoughts”; or antasa
tkacittolpadam api adhyasayena prasadasahagatena ciltam utpadayanti
“[All beings] raise their thought, even for once
only, raise their thought, with devotion and serenity.”
Cittotpada or anusmriti, "thinking of [the Buddha]” is not
the same as “uttering the name”.
The Pratyutpanna-samadfii-Sutra which was translated
into Chinese as early as the second century by Lokaraksha,
in which mention is also made of Amitabha Buddha in
the West, and which is consequently regarded as one of
the authoritative sources of the Pure Land school, refers
to the name of the Buddha, saying “The Bodhisattva,
who hearing the name of the Buddha Amitabha wishes to
see him, may see him by constantly thinking of the region
where he is." The term used here is “thinking” (nun in
Chinese) and not “uttering". Whenever the Buddha

,1

1 See the SuUatati-eyuka Sutra.
• Thu is one of the three principal lutrtu belonging to the Pure Land
school. The three are: I. Sukbacaliywka, which treat* of the Land of Btiu
inhabited by Amitabha Buddha, and oS the forty-eight (ferty-three in the
Sanskrit teat) vow* of the lame Amitibha; a. &** 0/ t/u Mrdoetimi m
Bu&JSa AmHayuj, in which Qjieen Vaidehi a instructed by Sakyamuni to
praetae sixteen forms of meditation regarding the Land of Blist and its
Lord; and 3. 7h» Sutra af AmilaUia, which is generally known as the Small"
SuiheiatsmKa, as it site describe* the Land ofBiiia. Amitayus (Eternal Life)
and Amitabha {Infinite Light) refer to one and the tame Buddha.
• Max Muller, p. .5.1 g.
* Max Muller, p.
L 15.
• Max Muller, p. 47, II. *,3.
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becomes an object of meditation, no matter to what
school the devotee may belong, Hinayana or Mahayana,
Zen or Shin, he has always been thought of as a per¬
sonality, not only physically, but as spiritually inspiring.
In the Sutra of the Meditation on the Buddha of Eternal
Life, however, the devotees are taught to say “Adoration
to Buddha Amitabha”; for when they utter this Buddhanamc they will be liberated from sins committed in thenlives for fifty billions of kalpas. Again, if a dying man
cannot think of the Buddha owing to intense pain, he is
told just to utter the name of the Buddha of Eternal Life
[Amitayus). In the Smaller SMavativyuha, or Sutra of
Amitayus, the author advises people to hold in mind
[manasikara) the name of the blessed Amitayus the
Tathagata, which will make them depart with a tranquil
mind from this life, when the time comes.
In accordance with these instructions in the sutras,
Nagarjuna writes in his Commentary on the Dasabhumika
(Chapter V, “On Easy Practice") that if one wishes
quickly to reach the stage of no-turning-back, he should
hold the Buddha’s name in mind full of reverent thought.
There may be some difference, as far as words go, between
“holding in mind" and “uttering” or "invoking", but,
practically, holding the Buddha’s name in mind is to utter
it with the lips, silently or audibly. The shifting of the
centre of devotional attention from thinking to utterance,
from remembrance to invocation, is a natural process.
Tao-chV quotes a sutra in his work called An-le-ehi*
which is one of the principal sources of the Pure Land
doctrine. All the Buddhas save beings in four ways: 1. By
oral teachings such as are recorded in the twelve divisions
of Buddhist literature; 2. By their physical features of
supernatural beauty; 3. By their wonderful powers and
virtues and transformations; and 4. By their names, which,
when uttered by beings, will remove obstacles and assure
their rebirth in the presence of the Buddha.
To this Tao-ch‘o adds: “To my mind the present age
1 61-645, one of (he foremost devotees
> BoU o/Pmu mi Heffwus.
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belongs to the fourth five-hundred-years after the Buddha,
and what we have to do now is to repent our sins, to culti¬
vate virtues, and to utter the Buddha's name. Is it not said
that even once thinking of Amitabha Buddha and uttering
his name cleanses us from all our sins committed while
transmigrating for eighty billion kalpas? If even one
thought achieves this, how much more if one constantly
thinks of the Buddha and repents one’s [sinful deeds] I"
AH the Ncmbutsu followers who came after him have
eagerly accepted his teaching, and rumbutsu {nitn-fo),
“thinking of the Buddha”, has become identified with
shomno (cn'eng-ming), "uttering the name”.
In fact, uttering the name contains more and functions
more effectively than thinking of the various excellent
spiritual virtues and physical qualities with which the
Buddha is endowed. The name represents all that can be
predicated of the Buddha. The thinking of him means
holding up his image in mind, and all kinds of hallucina¬
tions arc apt to appear before the eye. In the case of the
name, the mental operations tend more towards intellec¬
tion, and a different psychology obtains here.
Here we can distinguish two ways in which the
Buddha-name can be invoked; that is, when the name is
announced, there are two attitudes on the part of the
devotee towards the object of his adoration. In one case,
the invocation takes place with the idea that nomen esl
numen, or as a sort of magical formula. The name itself is
regarded as having some mysterious power to work
wonders. For instance, we read in the Saddharmapwdanka, Chapter XXIV, where the worship of Avalokitesvara is upheld:
"[Goblins and giants] would, by virtue of the name
of Bodhisattva-Mahasattva Avalokitesvara being pro¬
nounced, lose the faculty of sight in their designs.” Or,
"Be not afraid, invoke all of you with one voice the
Bodhisattva-Mahasattva Avalokitesvara, the giver of
safety, then you shall be delivered from this danger by
which you are threatened at the hands of robbers and
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In these cases the name of Avalokitesvara has un¬
doubtedly a magical power not only over one’s enemies,
but also over impure passions, hatred, infatuation, etc. It
further enables the devotee to get whatever happiness he
desires. The gathas in this chapter describe all the virtues
issuing from him, and what the devotee has to do is just to
think of him; that is, to utter his name. It was quite
natural in the light here shed by the name of Avalo¬
kitesvara that scholars of Shin Buddhism had once a
heated discussion regarding the wonderful saving power
of Amitabha, asking whether it comes from his name or
from his vows.
The other attitude which may be assumed by the
devotee towards the invocation, or Nembutsu, is especially
represented by T‘ien-ju Wei-tse, a Zen master of the
Yuan dynasty of the fourteenth century. He states in his
Some Questions Regarding the Pure Land Answered:
‘‘The Nembutsu consists in intensely thinking of the
thirty-two marks of excellence possessed by the Buddha,
by holding them in mind in a state of concentration, when
one will see the Buddha all the time whether his eyes are
closed or open. This seeing the Buddha while still in this
life may also take place when the Buddha is invoked by
name, which is held fast in the mind. This way of coming
into the presence of the Buddha by invoking him by name
is better than the Nembutsu. When you practise this invo¬
cation, the mind must be kept under full control so that it
will not wander about; let your thought dwell without
interruption on the name of the Buddha, audibly repeat
O-m-to-fo1 (or nembutsu). Each sound must be distinctly
presented to the mind. Do not mind how many times the
name is repeated, for the main thing is to have thought
and will, mind and lips, all in perfect union.”
In the first case the name itself is regarded as haying a
wonderful power, especially over human affairs; it is a
magic formula. When Amitabha wished to have his name
resound all over the universe, did he want it to be a sort
•of talisman, or did he want it to be a moral force; that is,
1 A-mi-4a-bvtnt.
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symbolic of something that is desirable in human life, so
that whenever his name was heard his virtues and merits
would be remembered, and would serve to incite the
hearers to follow his example? Most likely the latter was
in his mind. When the name is uttered, all that it stands
for is awakened in the mind of the uttcrcr; not only that,
but finally his own mind will thereby open up its deepest
resources and reveal its inmost truth which is no other
than the reality of the name; that is, Amitabha himself.
In the second case, the name is pronounced not
necessarily as indicative of things that arc therein
suggested, but in order to work out a certain psychological
process thus set up. The name of the Buddha may now
even be mechanically repeated without reference to the
bearer of the name himself as an objective reality. This is
what has actually taken place later in the history of the
koan exercise. The following incident which took place in
the mind of an old miser under the instruction of Hakuin,
founder of the modem Japanese Rinzai School of Zen
Buddhism, will supply us with a good illustration of what
I mean by the psychological process induced by the
recitation of the Buddha-name.
One of the numerous lay-disciples of Hakuin was
worried over his old miserly father whose mind so bent on
making money was not at all disposed towards Buddhism.
He wanted Hakuin to suggest some method to turn his
father’s thought away from avarice. Hakuin suggested
this proposal: Let the miserly old gentleman say the
Nembutsu whenever he thinks of it, and have a penny
paid for each recital. If he said the Nembutsu for one
hundred times a day, he would have one hundred pennies
for it.
The old man thought that it was the easiest way in the
world to earn his pocket money. He came each day to
Hakuin to be paid for his Nembutsu as he was perfectly
regular in his account, so much for so many repetitions.
He was enchanted with his earnings. But after a while he
ceased to come to Hakuin for his daily payment. Hakuin
sent for the son to learn what was the matter with the
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father. It was found that the father was now so engrossed
in saying the Nembutsu that he forgot to make a record
of it. This was what Hakuin was all the time expecting of
him. He told the devoted son to leave his father alone for
some time and see what would become of him now. The
advice was followed, and in a week the father himself
came up to Hakuin with beaming eyes, which told
at once what a blissful spiritual experience he had gone
through. There was no doubt that he had a kind ofsatori.
The mechanical repetition of the Nembutsu, that is,
the rhythmic though monotonous utterance of the Buddha
name, “na-mu-a-mi-da-bu”, "na-mu-a-mi-da-bu” . . .
over again and again, tens of thousands of times, creates a
state of consciousness which tends to keep down all the
ordinary functions of the mind. Thu state is very much
akin perhaps to that of hypnotic trance, but funda¬
mentally different from the latter in that what grows out
of the Nembutsu consciousness is a most significant
insight into the nature of Reality and has a most enduring
and beneficial effect on the spiritual life of the devotee. In
a hypnotic trance there is nothing of the sort, for it is a
diseased state of mind bearing no fruit of a permanent
value.
As regards the difference between the koan exercise
and the Nembutsu, as was already repeatedly pointed out,
in the one it consists in the absence of the intellectual
element, and in the other in the presence of an inquiring
spirit.
3. The Value of Shomyo (“uttering the name")
in the jodo school
After the decease of the Buddha the earnest desire of
his followers was to sec him again. They could not per¬
suade themselves to think that such a great personality as
the Buddha had completely passed away from among
them. The impression he had left in their minds was too
deep to be wiped off so soon and so easily. This is generally
the case with any great soul. We are loath to consider his
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physical death the ending of all that constituted him, all
that belonged to him; we want to believe that he is still
alive among us, not in his former worldly fashion but in
some way, perhaps in the way we like to designate
spiritual. Thinking so, we are sure to see him somewhere
and sometime.
This was true with the Christ as with the Buddha. But
the Buddha had been living among a people who were
trained in all kinds of concentration called Samadhi, and
who were also perfect masters of practical psychology.
The result was the production of such sutras as the
MtdilaUon Sutra [Kwangyc) or the Pratyutpannasamcdki
Sutra (Hanjusammai), in which directions are given in detail
for having a personal interview with the Buddha or the
Buddhas. First, there must be an intense thinking of the
past master, an earnest longing to see him once more, and
then, the spiritual exercise in which the thinking and
longing is to be visualized—this is the natural order of
things.
This visualization seems to have taken two courses as
time went on: the one was nominalistic1 and the other
idealistic. It is of significance that these two tendencies are
traceable in one and the same sutra which is entitled
Sapta-satika-prajnaparamita Sutra* which was translated into
Chinese by Man-t'o-lo-hsein of Fu*nan-kuo in a.d. 503, of
the Liang dynasty. The sutra belongs to the Prajnaparamita class of Mahayana literature and is considered
to be one of the earliest Mahayana texts. It contains the
1 f* “ nor quite proper tome a scholastic term in this connection, but my
ide* u to distinguish here the aspect of the Nembuou exercise in which the
ugmficanec of the name u held up more emphatically against all other coniterations. By •‘nominaW. therefore. I wish to indicate roughly the
principle operating in the empbatieal upholding of the name as efficacious
«o mature the Samadhi of Oneness, or in being bom in the Pure Land of
Amtlabha. "Ideatnm" or “conceptualUm" will then mean tbe altitude of
Prajnaparanuta philosophers who endeavour to describe the ultimate
nature of Reality by means of highly abstract, conceptualistle terms which
are generally nrgativistir.
* There are three Chinese translations of this sutra. the lint of which
appeared in a.d. 503 and the last in a.d. 693. It is generally known as a
sutra on Prajnapmnma expounded by Manjusri. The Buddhist Tripitaka,
Taaho Edition, Not. aja, a», and aao (j)7^
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essence of Prajnaparamita philosophy, but what strikes
us as strange is that the two tendencies of thought, nomin¬
alistic and idealistic, apparently contradicting each other,
are presented here side by side. I suspect the later incor¬
poration of the passages referring to the nominalistic
current of thought which is made so much of by the
expositors of the Pure Land teaching. However this may
be, the visualizing process of meditation is generally
superseded in this sutra by the idealization of Buddhahood, which is typical of all the Prajna texts.
In the opening passage of this sutra, Manjusri ex¬
presses his desire to interview the Buddha in his true
aspect, thus:
“I desire to see the Buddha as he is in order to benefit
all beings. I see the Buddha in the aspect of suchness
(tathata), of no-other-ness, of immovability, of doingnothing-ness; I see the Buddha as free from birth and
death, from form and no-form, from spatial and tem¬
poral relations, from duality and non-duality, from
defilement and purity. Thus seen, he is in his true aspect
and all beings arc thereby benefited.
“By seeing the Buddha in this manner [the Bodhisattva] is freed from both attachment and non-attach¬
ment, both accumulation and dissipation. . . .
“While thus seeing the Buddha for the sake of all
beings, his [Bodhisattva’s] mind is not attached to the
form of all beings. While teaching all beings so as to make
them turn towards Nirvana, he is not attached to the
form of Nirvana. While arranging varieties of things in
order for the sake of all beings, the mind docs not recog¬
nize them [as having individual realities].”
In another version by Samghapala, which ap¬
peared a few years later than Man-t'o-lo’s, we have
this:
“Buddha asked: Do you really wish to see the
Buddha?
“Manjusri said: The Dharmakaya of the Buddha is
not really to be seen. That I come to see the Buddha
here is for the sake of all things. As to the Dharmakaya of
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the Buddha, it is beyond thinkability, it has no form, no
shape, it is neither coming nor departing, neither existent
nor non-existent, neither visible nor invisible, it is such as
it is, it is reality-limit. This light [that emanates from the
Buddha giving a supernatural power to those who can
perceive it] is Prajnaparamita, and Prajnaparamita is
the Taihagata, and the Tathagata is all beings; and it is
in this way that I practise Prajnaparamita."
In Man-t‘o-lo‘s translation, this Prajnaparamita is
defined to be “limitless, boundless, nameless, formless,
beyond speculation, with nothing to depend on, with no
anchorage, neither offensive nor blessed, neither darken¬
ing nor illuminating, neither divisible nor countable. . . .
And when this is experienced, one is said to have attained
enlightenment.”
The thought expressed here is in perfect agreement
with what generally characterizes the philosophy of the
Prajnaparamita Sutras. The Buddha here is described in
highly abstract terms by a scries of negations. While the
idea Buddha thus does not appear to go beyond verbalism
{adhicacana), he is after all more than a mere name
namadktya). Any amount of negations, it is true, fails to
make one grasp the suchness of Buddhahood, but this
does not of course mean that the Buddha, or what is the
same thing, Prajnaparamita or supreme enlightenment,
can be realized by merely repeating his name. If this is
possible, the uttering of the Budd ha-name must be
considered in some other light; that is, not in the sense of
abstract negation, but in the psychological process started
by the repetition itself. It is interesting to see this shifting
of thought from conceptualism to psychological realism.
Let us see what Manjusri has further to say about supreme
enlightenment to be attained by means of the Buddhaname (namadheya).

0

In the second half of the Saptasatika-PrajnaparamUa
(Man-t'o-lo version) a Samadhi known as i-hsingj is men, '“SajMdht or One Deed (»)“, in M*n-t*o.lo’i vmion, it «he "Samadhi
of One Form Array* (timmlla (?) tytduuemttOii) in Hman-t»ng*» translation. In til* Santknt text now extant this Samadhi is called ejUfjtJuumcdhi.
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Honed, whereby the Yogin realizes supreme enlighten*
ment and also comes into the presence of the Buddhas ol
the past, present, and future. TTie passage in the Man-t'olo runs as follows:
“Again, there is the Samadhi i-ftsing; when this
Samadhi is practised by sons and daughters of good family,
supreme enlightenment will speedily be realized by them.
Manjusri asked, “Blessed One, what is this i-hsing
Samadhi?”
The Blessed One said: “The Dharmadhatu is charac¬
terized with oneness, and as the Samadhi is conditioned
by [this oneness of] the Dharmadhatu it is called the
Samadhi of Oneness {i-fuing). If sons and daughters of
good family wish to enter upon this Samadhi of Oneness
they must listen to the discourse on Prajnaparamita and
ractise it accordingly; for then they can enter upon the
amadhi of Oneness whereby they will realize the
Dharmadhatu in its aspect of not-going-back, of notbeing-destroyed, of unthinkability, of non-obstruction, of
no-form.
"If sons and daughters of good family wish to enter
upon the Samadhi of Oneness, let them sit in a solitary
place, abandon all thoughts that are disturbing, not
become attached to forms and features, have the mind
fixed on one Buddha, and devote themselves exclusively
to reciting (efi'eng) his name {trring, or ntmadheya), sitting in
the proper style in the direction where the Buddha is, and
facing him squarely. When their thoughts are continously fixed on one Buddha, they will be able to see in

S

Vyuks is generally rendered as tkuang-yn in Chinese, meaning “embellish¬
ment", “array", or “arrangement in order". The sense is, however, not to
arrange things merely for the sake of decoration; it is to fill the abstract
barrenness ol Reality with multiplicities, and it may be regarded sometime*
as synonymous with "individualisation", or "particular objects". Ekavyuha,
therefore, may mean "one particular object” and tkaiyuho-tsata&i “a
samadhi with one object in view”. It is difficult to take Ating Id be equivalent
to mbs. for faivg is usually saryo.
The passage containing the account of the i'-Ajm/ samadhi is missing in
Samghapala's translation, which fact suggests iu later addition. Probably
the earlier text of the ScpUiattka-PrAjmsparamila Sutra thoroughly retained the
characteristic features of Prajna-paramita philosophy with no admixture of
the visualizing meditation and also of the nominalistic trend of thought.
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these thoughts all the Buddhas of the past, present, and
future. . .
In Man-t‘o-lo’s text there is a strange mixture of
Prajnaparamita philosophy proper with the visualization
of the Buddha by means of his name, which is recited with
singleness of thought. Hsuan-tsang’s text refen to reflect¬
ing on the personality of personal features of the Buddha
in connection with holding his name, which to a certain
extent contradicts the idea of the first text. For the fint
one emphasizes the uttering of the name with no allusion
whatever to visualizing the personal marks of Buddhahood, and yet it promises the Vogins their seeing not only
one Buddha whose name they recite but all the Buddhas
of the past, present, and future. And this is indeed the
point upon which the Pure Land followers lay great
emphasis in their teaching; that is, the sutra’s preference
given to verbal or nominalistic recitation rather than
reflection or visualization.
In the Pratjutpanna-samadhi Sutra* also, the visualizing
meditation singularly blends with the nominalistic trends
of thought. The subject of discourse here as given to the
Bodhisattva Bhadrapala is how to realize a Samadhi
known as Pratyutpanna, in which all the Buddhas of the
ten quarters come and stand before the Yogin ready to
answer all the questions he may ask them. The Yogin’s
qualifications are:
i. He must have great faith in the Buddha; 2. He
' 1®
Hsuan-tsang version no reference ii marie to the recitation
Uh ,rs). thin: "If tons and daughters of good family wish to enter upon this
Samadhi. lei them retixe to a aolitary place away from confusion*, and lit
crou-JrOTcd without thinking of forroi of any kind; let them, in order to
benefit all aentient brings, unglr-mindedly and collectively take hold of the
[Buddha's] name and reflect well on hi* personality, while turning in the
direction where the Buddha is and facing him in the proper altitude. To
have their thought* continually fixed on thi* one Buddha it thereby to see
all the Buddha* of the pan, present, and future.”
v** h»ve »imply “‘csw aonuuftrww mAtom”.
rhl* u also known as the Bkudrapal* BmMsmUm .Sutra because this u the
name of tbeinterlocutor in the sutra. There arc four extant Chinese transla¬
tion* of it. The first one vra* done by Lou-chia-ch’ien at early aa a_d. 170.
It is one of the authoritative sources of the Pure Land teaching. See also
P- *49/
*
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must exert himself to the farthest extent of his spiritual
energy ; 3. He must be provided with a thorough under¬
standing of the Dharma; and 4. He must always be
associated with good friends and teachers. When these
conditions are fulfilled, the Samadhi is matured, and then,
first, because of the sustaining power of the Buddha which
is added to the Yogin; secondly, because of the virtue of
the Samadhi itself; and, thirdly, because of the virtue
inherent in the accumulated stock of merit, all the
Buddhas appear before the Yogin in such a manner as
images arc reflected in a mirror.
In the beginning the Yogin hears of the name of the
Buddha Amitabha and his Land of Purity. By means of
this name, he visualizes all the excellent and extra¬
ordinary features belonging to the Buddha, such as his
thirty-two major marks of manhood and eighty minor ones.
The Yogin will also visualize all the resplendent glories of
the Buddha while reflecting (nt«t) on his name with
singleness of thought.
When this exercise attains its fulness, the Yogin's
mind is purged of all its impurities. As it grows pure, the
Buddha is reflected in it, and the mind and the Buddha
are finally identified, as if the mind is looking at itself or
the Buddha at himself, and yet the Yogin is not conscious
of this fact of self-identification. To be thus unconscious is
Nirvana. When there is the slightest stirring of a thought
the identification scale is tipped, and there starts a world
of infatuations.
Strictly speaking, it is doubtful whether the sutra
makes so much of the name and its recitation as is main¬
tained by the followers of the Pure Land. As far as we can
see, the visualization plays as much importance as think¬
ing of the name. It is true that without a name our minds
are unable to take hold of anything; even when there is
really something objectively in existence, so long as it
remains unnamed it has no reality for us. When a thing
gets its name, its relations with other things arc defined
and its value fully appreciated. Amitabha is non-existent
when we cannot invoke him by a name; naming is
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creating, so to speak. But, on the other hand, mere naming
docs not prove to be so efficient, is not so effect-producing,
as when there is back of it a corresponding reality. Mere
uttering the name “water” does not quench the thirst;
when it is visualized and there is a mental picture of a
spring it produces a more physiologically realistic effect;
but it is only when there is real fresh water before us
which is quaffed that the thirst actually cases.
By means of sheer will and imagination, the mental
picture can attain the highest degree of intensification,
but there is naturally a limit to human powers. When
this limit is reached, a leap into the abyss is possible only
by the sustaining power which is now added to the Yogin
by the Buddhas of the ten quarters. Thus the name,
reflection or visualization and actualization are the
natural order of things playing the most important role in
the system of the Pure Land teaching.
It was owing to Shan-tao's1 pictistic synthesis that the
visualizing meditation, the nominalistic attitude, and the
rebirth in the Pure Land were made to form a system,
which was to be put into active service by means of the
Nembutsu; that is, by constantly and singlemindcdly pro¬
nouncing the name of Amitabha Buddha. After him,
visualization gradually ceased to be upheld and nom¬
inalism came to reign over the entire school of the Pure
Land. In China the koan exercise had about this time
irobably been gaining influence along with the prevaencc of nominalism, but in Japan the establishment of
the Pure Land school as an independent sect greatly
helped the growth of the Nembutsu; that is, the vocal
Nembutsu.
The transition of emphasis from idealism to nom¬
inalism, from the singlemindcd thinking to the vocal
recitation, may be traced in the following passage from
the An-le-chi of Tao-ch'o, who answers the question how
the Nembutsu is to be practised:
"It is like a man travelling through the wilderness who
happens to be attacked by a highwayman. The latter

S

1 Died A.o. 68i.
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savagely threatens the traveller at the point of the sword
and if his order is not obeyed, is ready to murder him.
The traveller fleeing away from the impending peril
observes a ^ stream before him. Before reaching it, he
reflects: 'When I come to the river, should I cross it with
my dress on or not? As to undressing myself there may
not be time enough for it. But even when I jump into it
with all my things on, my head and neck may not be safe
enough from the attack.' At this critical moment he has
indeed no other thought than devising the way to get to
the other side of the river. His mind is exclusively devoted
to it. It is the same with the devotee of the Nembutsu.
When he thinks of the Buddha Amitabha, his mind
should be exclusively occupied with the thought, so that
it has no room left for anything else.
“Whether he thinks (men) of the Dharmakaya of the
Buddha, or of his supernatural powers, or of his Prajna, or
of the light issuing from his hair-tuft, or of his physical
features, or of his Original Vow, let the devotee unin¬
terruptedly pronounce Uh'eng) the name of the Buddha
with singleness of thought so that no room is left in his
mind for anything else, and he is sure to be reborn in the
presence of the Buddha.”
At such a critical moment as described here it is
doubted whether the devotee has enough room left in his
mind to do any sort of reflection. All that he can do will be
pronouncing the name of the Buddha, for he cannot have
any psychological time which is to be devoted to thinking
of the Buddha’s virtues or powers or features. In this case
his Nembutsu (nim-fo, literally, "thinking of the Buddha”)
cannot be more than a shsmjo (ch'mg-ming, literally,
“pronouncing or uttering the name”). For in the pro¬
nouncing of the name of the Buddha, that is, in reciting
the Nembutsu, his whole being is absorbed; this is all he
can do consciously, there can be no other thoughts in his
field of consciousness.
Shan-tao distinguishes, in his commentary on the
Sutra of Meditations, two kinds of devotional practice for
the Nembutsu devotee, "proper” and “mixed”. The
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“proper practice” consists in thinking (nwt) of the name
of the Buddha Amitabha with singleness of thought. But
here too "thinking of the name” has no meaning except
when the name is deliberately pronounced. This kind of
thinking is effective only when the vocal nerves and
muscles are set in motion in accompaniment with the
mental representation. In fact, it is doubtful whether any
thinking, high or losy. can be carried on without its
muscular accompaniment, however slight and imper¬
ceptible it may be.
Adding to this psychological fact, the Pure Land
philosophers propose the theory that the name (nomadktya) is the repository of all the virtues belonging to the
Buddha, that is to say, of all the inner attainments and
virtues belonging to one Amitabha Buddha such as the
fourfold knowledge, the triple body, the tenfold power,
the fourfold fearlessness, etc. Together with all his
external functions and virtues including his excellent
features, his illuminating rays of light, his discourses on
the Dharma, his deeds of salvation, etc.—they arc all
included in the name of the Buddha Amitabha.1 Thus,
as we sec further on, psychology and philosophy have
combined to lay entire stress of the Ncmbutsu teaching on
the pronouncement of the name.
In the Wojo-yoshyu (Fas. II, Part t), compiled by
Genshin (942-1017), who was one of the forerunners of
the Jodo (Pure Land) school of Buddhism in Japan, the
author raises the question: "Is Ncmbutsu-samadhi to be
gained by mere meditation or by vocal recitation?” The
answer is given by a quotation from Chisha-daishi’s
Maka-shikwan (Chih-che Tai-shih’s Mo-hs-chih-kuany Fas.
II, Part 1: "Sometimes recitation and meditation go on
hand in hand, sometimes meditation precedes and
recitation follows, sometimes recitation comes first and
then meditation. When recitation and meditation go on

1 From Honat't Paiugrt RtUlita to t,1* .Knxiutm end Original Vmm
•minCnt-ZurngwaivAu), Fu. I. In this Horten attempts to explain his position
as founder of the Nembutsu school in Japan.
• The Taisho Tripitaka, No. 1911.
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thus in constant succession and without interruption each
thought as well as each sound is fixed on Amitabha.”1 In
this, the vocal Nembutsu is not yet brought out sufficiently
prominently.
It was Honen (1133-1212), who, following the teaching
of Shan-lao, emphasized the Nembutsu; that is, the
recitation of the Buddha's name. This was regarded as the
most important practice in the Pure Land school when the
devotees wished to be re-born in the Land of Amida.
Praising his virtues, making offerings, bowing before him,
reading the sutras, and meditating on him—these were by
no means to be slighted, but the chief act of piety con¬
sisted in the recitation (ch'tng-ming). By constantly utter¬
ing his name with devotion, in whatever posture one may
be in, whether sitting or standing, lying down or walking,
he will surely, after some time has elapsed, be taken by
Amida into his abode of happiness. For this, according to
the masters of the Jodo school, is in full accordance with
the teachings of the sutras; that is to say, with the original
vows of the Buddha.
To confirm this view, Honen again quotes Shan-tao,
according to whom the Nembutsu is easier to practise
than any other deeds of devotion. The question as to why
meditation is set aside in preference to singleminded
recitation is answered thus: “It is because sentient beings
are all very heavily handicapped with hindrances, and the
world in which they arc living is full of subtle temptations;
it is because their mind is too disconcerted, and their
intelligence too clumsy, and their spirit too wandering.

1 Soon after this. Censhin quotes another authority in the Jodo teaching,
Huai-kan; "According to the -W<t«/Ou htnUlatiam, this one harassed to the
extreme has no time to think of the Buddha; but being advised by good
friends he recites the name of the Buddha Amitabha, and thereby he h
enabled to keep up his recitation uninterruptedly and with sincerity of
heart.—In a similar manner, let those who wish to attain a Samadhi in the
Nembutsu keep up their recitation audibly without stopping, and they will
surely realize the Samadhi and ire the holy congregation of the Buddhas
right before them as in the daylight.—The louder you recite the name of
the Buddha at the top of your voice tlsc easier the attainment of the Samadhi
of the Nembutsu. When your recitation is not loud enough, the mind is
liable to dbtraetion. This will be found out by the Yogin himself without
being told by others."
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Meditation, therefore, is not theirs. Taking pity on them,
the Buddha advises them to concentrate on reciting his
name, for when this is practised without interruption the
devotee U sure of his rcoirth in the Land of Amida.”
Honen then proceeds to state that thinking or medi¬
tating is reciting, the two being the same; that to think
of Amida is to recite his name and vice versa. Nembutsu,
“thinking of the Buddha”, has thus come to be com¬
pletely identified with shomyo, “reciting or pronouncing
the name”; meditation has turned into recitation. What
may be termed the Buddhist philosophy of nominalism
has come to occupy the minds of the Pure Land devotees,
for they now realize the presence in the name of some¬
thing that goes altogether beyond conception. My object
is now to study the psychological signification of this vocal
Nembutsu and to see in what relationship it stands to the
koan exercise as practised by followers of Zen.

4. The Psychology of (he Shomyo Exercise, and Where it
Becomes Related to the Koan Exercise
With the vocalization of the Nembutsu on the one
hand, Honen and his predecessors have not forgotten on
the other hand to emphasize the importance and necessity
of a believing heart. Meditating on the Buddha, as one in
possession of all the virtuous qualities and also of the
thirty-two marks of a great being, requires no doubt a
great deal of concentration and may be beyond the psychic
powers of an ordinary man. Compared to that, the
recitation of the name is indeed much easier.
A name is something like an algebraic symbol; as a or
b or c may stand for any kind of number, the name Amida
may be regarded as representing everything that is con¬
tained in the conception of the Buddha, not only of one
Amida, but of all the Buddhas, whose number is beyond
calculation. When a man pronounces this name he digs
down deeply into the content of his religious conscious¬
ness. Mere utterance, however, will be of no consequence,
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being devoid of sense; the uttering must be the outcome of
deep thinking, earnest seeking, and great faith; if it is
not the outcome of such intense yearnings, it must be
strengthened continuously by them. Lips and heart must
be in full accord in its practice.
In this kind of Nembutsu the mind focusses itself on
the name and not on the outward form of the Buddha.
His thirty-two physical marks of greatness are not pic¬
tured out in the mind of the devotee. The name possesses
the entire field of consciousness. So wc read in the Smaller
Sukhavativyuha
amitayusas tathagalasya namadheyam srosyati
srutva ca manasikaruyati. . . . (Let him hear the name of
the Tathagata Amitayus and, having heard it, keep it in
mind. . . .)_
The Chinese translator has chih-ch‘ih for manasikri,
meaning "to hold an object of thought fixedly in mind".
The name itself is held at the centre of attention, not mere
lip repetition but an utterance of the heart. There is no
doubt that this kind of Nembutsu is a great help to con¬
centration. The calling-up of the form of the Buddha is
pregnant with many psychological dangers or evils, and
the devotee may become an incurable victim of hallu¬
cinations. The vocalization is a great step forward to the
attainment of a true religious Samadhi.
The object of the Nembutsu, wc see clearly, has gone
through modifications. In the beginning it was remember¬
ing the Buddha, longing to sec him again as he had lived
among his followers—a desire entirely human and
natural. Later, it came to mean the coming into the
presence of an idealized Buddha, eternally living in the
Land of Purity and Happiness. And, finally, by holding
the name firmly in mind the explicit object became a
desire to turn the gracious attention of the Buddha
towards the sinful devotee. This modification is thus
interpreted by masters of the Pure Land school to be in
full accord with the teaching of the Buddha as expounded
in the various sutras belonging to that school.
But the question that arises here is: Is there no
* AmtdnU Oxonian*, Aryan Kritt, Vol. I, Part II, p. 96.
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psychological background which elicits this gradual
modification? Has the vocal N'embutsu no implicit
object? Has it no other object than to direct the devotee
to the Pure Land of Amida? The masters might not have
been conscious of the fact, but was there not a psycho¬
logical experience on their part which made them teach
the simple vocal Nembutsu instead of other religious
deeds, such as sutra-rcading, meditating on the Buddha,
making bows to him, or singing hymns of praise?
If moral or spiritual enhancement is to be achieved,
the mere uttering of the name, even though it be the name
of the Holiest One, does not seem to elevate the mind so
much as meditating on him and reading his sermons. The
Pure Land teachers honestly believed in the sutras when
the vocal Nembutsu was recommended. But as far as the
sutras arc concerned they teach many other things also,
and, if the teachers so desired, they could therein develop
some other teachings than the Nembutsu. For a sutra or in
fact any religious literature generally lends itself, accord¬
ing to the reader’s personal experience, to varieties of
interpretation.
The development of the vocal Nembutsu, therefore,
must be said to have its psychological ground, as well as its
philosophical and religious ones. It was, of course, the
philosophical side that chiefly and therefore consciously
governed the religious consciousness of the teachers.
It would be against reason to assert that the psychology
of the vocal Nembutsu is all that constitutes the founda¬
tion of the Pure Land teachings. For such conceptions as
sin, the reality of suffering, and the all-embracing love of
Amida, are also essential factors, but my present study is
solely to analyse the psychological aspect of it.
To give a name is to discriminate; to discriminate is to
recognize the reality of an individual object, and to make
it accessible to the human understanding as well as to the
human heart. Therefore, when the name is pronounced,
we feel that the object itself is with us, and it was a most
natural process of development that thinking of the
Buddha gradually turned into pronouncing his name,.
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But what we wish to examine now is that the name of the
Buddha continued to retain-its original Sanskrit form, or
rather its transliteration, throughout its long history in
China and Japan.
Why was not the Buddha addressed by the Chinese or
Japanese equivalent instead of by the original or modified
Sanskrit? Namu amida butsu and Nan wu o mi to Jo arc the
Japanese and the Chinese way of reading namo 'mi tab hay a
buddhaya. Namo or nomas means “adoration” or “saluta¬
tion", and amitabhaya buddhaya means “to the Buddha of
Infinite Light”, which in Chinese is kuei i wu liang kuangfo.
Why did they not say “Adoration to the Buddha of
Infinite Light”, instead of “Namu Amida Butsu” or
“Nan-wu O-mi-to Fo”?
These transliterations give no sense ordinarily to the
Japanese or Chinese mind, as they arc modified Sanskrit
sounds and apparently carry no meaning. It is to them a
sort of Dharam or Mantram which is to be pronounced as
it stands with no translation; for when translated a
Dharani conveys no intelligent thought, being no more
than a stream of jargon. What was the reason of this—
intelligence giving way to non-intelligence, sense to
nonsense, clearness to obscurity, discrimination to non¬
discrimination? Why, all the time, Namu Amida Butsu,
Namu Amida Butsu?
In my view, the reason is to be sought not in the
magical effect of the name itself, but in the psychological
effect of its repetition. Wherever there is an intelligent
meaning, it suggests an endless train of ideas and feelings
attached thereto; the mind then either becomes engaged
in working a logical loom, or becomes inextricably in¬
volved in the meshes of imagination and association.
When meaningless sounds arc repeated, the mind stops
there, not having chances to wander about. Images and
hallucinations are less apt to invade it. To use Buddhist
terminology, the external dust of discrimination covers
the original bright surface of the inner mirror of enlighten¬
ment.
To avoid this tragedy, it is necessary that sounds
L
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intended for the vocal Nembutsu should be devoid of
intelligible meaning. When the reflective and the medita¬
tive Nembutsu developed into the vocal Nembutsu, there
must have been some such psychological experience on
the part of the masters who wanted to concentrate their
minds on Buddhahood itself and not on the personality of
the Buddha. The thought of the personality of the Buddha,
as they saw it, demands a higher process of mentality and
yet docs not always yield genuine results.
The Jodo masters are always quite emphatic on the
triple attitude of mind which should always accompany
the vocal Nembutsu: i.‘Sincerity of heart; 2. Inwardness
of faith; and 3. The desire for the Land of Amida. With¬
out these subjective factors, indeed, no amount of Nembutsu will be of use to the devotee in gaining the object
of his desire. But the masters in their apparently too
earnest desire to propagate the so-called easy method of
salvation, and to bring out in the strongest possible light
the necessity of the vocal Nembutsu, seem sometimes to
set aside the importance of these subjective conditions.
As a result the students of the Pure Land schools are often
attracted too irresistibly to the vocal Nembutsu at the
expense of the right subjective conditions.
This is not right, but one may wonder whether there
is not something in the attitude of the masters which will
j'ustify this erroneous assumption. Are they not emphasiz¬
ing the importance of the subjective factors in order to
make the vocal Nembutsu effective to its utmost extent?
If a man had all these inner requirements fulfilled, it does
not seem, as far as ordinary logic goes, to matter very much
whether he was a devotee of sutra-reading, or of bowings,
or of the vocal Nembutsu. But the masters, especially of
the Jodo school of Genku and Honcn, are unmistakably
insistent on uttering the name of the Buddha in the form
of “Namu Amida Butsu” as the most essential practice,
relegating all other devotional exercises to a secondary
category. According to them, therefore, the “Namu
Amida Butsu” is what finally guarantees one’s rebirth in
the Land of Bliss.
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How can this be so unless the vocal NembuLsu works
in some mysterious manner in the consciousness of the
devotee? When a certain state of consciousness is induced
by repeatedly pronouncing the Buddha-name, it is likely
that the Buddha himself comes to take possession of the
mind, whereby the devotee is assured of his future destiny.
Was this psychology what was aimed at by Shan-tao,
Honcn, and other teachers of the Jodo school?
When such great Jodo teachers as Shan-tao, Tao-ch'o,
and Huai-kan give two ways of rebirth in the Pure Land,
(1) saying the Nembutsu and (2) practising other meri¬
torious deeds, and prefer the first to the second as being
more in accord with the teachings of the sutras, and
further when they identify "thinking of" or “meditating
on" (nien in Chinese, anusmriti in Sanskrit) with “voicing"
or “uttering” [sfieng), saying that to think of Buddha is to
utter his name, do they find this reason for identification
in logic or in psychology? Logically, to think intensely of
an object does not necessarily mean uttering its name;
the thinking is independent of the uttering of its name;
the thinking is independent of the uttering especially
when the mind meditatively dwells on an object of
devotion and reverence. But as a matter of psychological
fact, the thinking of abstract ideas is greatly helped by
looking at some graphical representations,' letters, or
diagrams, and also by pronouncing names mentally or
audibly. Grounded on this psychological fact, they must
have come to the conclusion that thinking of the Buddha
is uttering his name, that the thinking and the uttering are
identical. .
And again, according to Huai-kan’s commentary1 on
the noted passage in the Tai-cki yuek-lsang Ching :* "By
great thinking [nien) one sees great Buddha, and by small
thinking, small Buddha. Great thinking means calling
out the Buddha [-name] at a high pitch; small thinking
at a low pitch." While I am not quite sure as to what is
exactly meant by “seeing great Buddha and small
1 Quoted by Honcn in his Snyaku-shu, Fas. I.
* Cmdro-garkha, translated into Chinese by Narendrayasas, a_d. 550-577.
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Buddha”, it is readily seen that the teachers are here
making much of saying the Nembutxu loudly. The more
muscular effort we make in uttering the name of the
Buddha the higher degree of concentration will be
attained, and thus the holding in mind of “Namu Amida
Butsu” will be the more effective.
Whatever doctrinal interpretations were given to the
fact, the teachers must have had some psychological
experience before they confirmed the identification of
thinking (men) and uttering {stung). Do we not see here
something of Zen psychology in which " *MV, 'WV, all
day today, and * Wu\ ‘ Wu\ over again all day tomorrow”,*
is practised? Hence their exhortation to say the Nembutsu all day, or every day regularly, or so many times a
day—ten thousand times, fifty thousand, and even up to
a hundred thousand times a day. There is a Jodo temple
in Kyoto, the name of which is “One Million Times”,
referring to the number of the vocal Nembutsu to be
repeated. The mental fact that vocalization helps concen¬
tration is the basis of the doctrine of the vocal Nembutsu
{skomjo, or sheng-ming).
When the Buddha-name is so frequently repeated as
ten or twenty thousand times at a stretch, the practice
grows mechanical with no conscious effort, therefore with
no conscious realization of the three factors of devotion.
Is this mechanization to be considered the effective means
of the rebirth? Is there no need of the devotee’s making a
determined effort to grow up in his belief and devotion?
Does this constant muttering or uttering of meaningless
sounds produce in the consciousness of the devotee a
definite sense of assurance whereby he cherishes no doubt
as to his rebirth in the Pure Land, or as to his salvation
through the grace of Amida?
When the Nembutsu is turned into pronouncing a
Dharam without any conscious reference to its meaning,
literary and devotional, its psychological effect will be to
create a state of unconsciousness in which ideas and feel¬
ings superficially floating arc wiped off. Morally speaking,

1

In one of Kung-ku Lung'« [etiera.
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this is a condition of innocence as there is no discrimina¬
tion of good and bad, and in this way the Jodo teachers
state that the Nembutsu wipes off all the sins accumu¬
lated during one's lives in countless past ages.
The perpetual reiteration of “Namu Amida Butsu
has its parallel in Sufism whose followers repeat the name
"Allah”, as has been observed by R. A. Nicholson in his
Studies ui Islam Mysticism, “as a method practised by
Moslem mystics for bringing about fana, i.e. the passing
away from self, or in Pascals’ phrase, 'oubli du mor.de et dt
tout hormis Dim

"1

We cannot think that the mere repetition of "Namu
Amida Butsu” assures the devotee of his rebirth in the
Pure Land in spite of all the guarantee that is given in the
sutras and by the teachers of that school, unless the
reiteration produces a certain mental effect wherein he
attains the realization by himself. And is not this realiza¬
tion what is known as the Samadhi of Nembutsu or the
Samadhi of Oneness [tkayyuha] ?
In the Anrakushu (An4t-chi, Part II) by Tao-ch‘o, the
passages bearing on this Samadhi are quoted from various
sutras. The author’s intention here is to prove the Sa¬
madhi to be the efficient means of bringing the devotee
into the presence of all the Buddhas of the past, present,
and future. But, from the point of view of salvation (01
enlightenment), what is the use of seeing the Buddhas
unless their assurance of salvation evokes the sense of its
truth in the consciousness of the devotee? The seeing of
the Buddha objectively must be in correspondence with
the inner realization and, as far as psychology is con¬
cerned, inner realization is the more important topic of
consideration.
There is a sutra entitled Bosatsu Nembutsu Sammai
(samadhi) Kyo, first translated by Dharmagupta of Sui, in
which all the necessary instructions concerning the
practice of the Nembutsu Samadhi are given in detail.
1 In the practical recitation, tiu* u pronounced »omcthir>f like aim mi
iwro am da bu. . . .
•Pp. 7-9-
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According to this work, the chief merit accruing from the
Samadhi seems to be the realization of supreme enlighten¬
ment. Evidently the coming into the presence of all the
Buddhas is not to sec them in their company as spiritually
enlightened beings, to be in communion with them in a
world transcending all forms of corporeality. The devotee
is persuaded to practise the Nembutsu in order to see the
Buddhas, but when he actually enters into a Samadhi he
sees them in a way quite different from what he might
have expected in the beginning
Honcn quotes in his Smjakushu, Part II, a passage from
Liui of the Pious Followers of the Pure Land School, in which
reference is made to Shan-tao’s attainment of the Samadhi.
According to this account, the Samadhi among other
things seems to give one a prophetic insight into the
spiritual condition of others; lor the account reveals that
Shan-tao could tell about the past lives of his own teacher,
Tao-ch'o, and also about the rebirth of the latter in the
Land of Amida.
But the fact that the Samadhi could not go any
farther than the attainment of these miraculous powers,
we may say that it has not much to do with one's spiritual
enhancement and assurance of emancipation. There must
be something more in the Samadhi acquired by means of
the Nembutsu. The teachers of the Pure Land school
have been too eager to advance their religious views
regarding rebirth after death, ignoring the psychological
effect which is sure to follow the constant reiteration of
“Namu Amida Butsu”. They have been too busy remind¬
ing us of this degenerate age in which the pure form of
Buddhism is too difficult to maintain itself, and, therefore,
that the uttering of the Buddha-name is the best, easiest,
and surest for beings of this degenerate age to come into
the presence of the Buddhas and to be embraced in the
arms of their infinite love.
In this respect, Shinran pushed this idea to its utmost
logical end; for he states in connection with one's rebirth
in the Pure Land by uttering the name of the Buddha only

.1

‘ Cf. Hakuin's nor, of the two Jodo devotees told below, p. 181.
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ten times that ‘‘this does not mean to specifically and
quietly meditate on the Buddha, or to think of him
intensely, but merely to pronounce the name”. With all
their expostulations about the Nembutsu, about saying it
once or up to ten times, which will surely be heard by the
Buddha, I cannot imagine that the teachers were utterly
unconscious of the psychology of the Nembutsu, as has
already been referred to.

5. What is the Object of the Nembutsu Exercise ?
One may ask in this connection: Whatever the con¬
tent of the Samadhi, which is the real object of the
Nembutsu rebirth in the Pure Land or the Samadhi
itself? Or is the Samadhi a kind of foretaste of the rebirth?
No teachers of the Jodo as far as I can learn make this
point thoroughly clear for us. But if we can so view the
matter, the Samadhi may be regarded as the subjective
and psychological aspect of the Nembutsu exercise, and
the rebirth as the objective and ontological aspect.
In this case, the Samadhi and the rebirth are only the
same thing described in two ways, but as the Samadhi is
attainable in this life while rebirth is an affair taking place
after death, the Samadhi must be said to be identical with
the rebirth in a most specific sense; that is, the rebirth is
not to be judged as an objective and temporal event, but
as a form of subjective assurance of a thing that is surely
to take place. If so, the rebirth means a spiritual regenera¬
tion and as such it can be regarded as identical with the
Samadhi.
This view of the Samadhi is supported in the Anjin
Keisujosho by an unknown author, wnich is, however, one
of the most significant books on the teaching of the Jodo
school. In this the author states that the faith is to be
firmly established by the realization of the Samadhi—the
faith in the original vow of Amida whereby the devotee is
assured of his future destiny. For the Samadhi obtains
when the mind of the devotee is so perfectly identified with
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the mind of Amida that the consciousness of the dualism
is altogether effaced from it. This conclusion, not only in
logic but from the factual point of view, is inevitable,
seeing that the entire structure of'Buddhist philosophy is
based on an idealistic monism, and no exception is to be
nude about the realistic Jodo. Read this from the Medita¬
tion Sutra:
“The Buddha said to Ananda and Vaidchi: After you
have seen these, you should think of the Buddha. You may
ask, How? Every Buddha-Tathagata has his body in the
spiritual world (dharmadhatu) and enters into the mind of
every sentient being. Therefore, when you think of the
Buddha, your mind itself becomes endowed with the
thirty-two marks of greatness and also with the eighty
secondary marks of excellence. This mind is transformed
into Buddhahood, this mind is no other than the Buddha
himself. The ocean of true all-knowledge possessed by the
Buddhas grows out of your own mind and thought. For
this reason, you should apply yourselves with singleness of
thought to meditation on the Buddha-Tathagata, who is
an Arhat and a Fully-enlightened One.”
In the Pratyutpannasamadhi Sutra,1 which is thought by
the Jodo teachers to be one of the sources of their teach¬
ings, we have this:
“And again, Bhadrapala, when a young man of fine
mien wishes to see his own features, ugly or handsome, he
takes up a vessel of refined oil or of clean water, or he
bnngs out a crystal or a mirror. When either one of these
four objects reflects his image in it, he definitely knows
how he looks, ugly or handsome. Bhadrapala, do you
think that what the young man sees in these four objects
has been already in existence there?
“Answered Bhadrapala, O no, Blessed One.

Jn*nagu|>tm'i~'ii rare intelligible."though CJiih'Lou-eS-cfi^i
known to uudrnu of the Pure Land school. The Taiaho Tripitaka. No*.
416-41?.
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“Is it to be regarded altogether as a non-entity?
"O no, Blessed One.
“Is it to be regarded as being within them?
"O no, Blessed One.
“Is it to be regarded as outside them?
“O no, Blessed One. As the oil and water and crystal
and mirror arc clear, transparent, and free from muddi¬
ness and dust, the image is reflected in them when a
person stands before them. The image docs not come out
of the object, nor does it get into them from the outside,
nor is it there by itself, nor is it artificially constructed.
'The image comes from nowhere, vanishes away to
nowhere; it is not subject to birth and death; it has no
fixed abode.
“When Bhadrapala finished thus answering, the
Buddha said :■
“Bhadrapala, so it is, indeed, as you say. When the
objects are pure and clean, the image is reflected in them
without much trouble. So is it with the Badhisattva.
When he meditates on the Buddhas with singleness of
thought, he secs them; having appeared to him they stay
with him; staying with him, they explain things to him
that he wishes to understand. Being thus enlightened by
them he is delighted; he now reflects: Whence do these
Buddhas come? And whither does this body of mine
vanish? When he thus reflects he secs that all the Tathagatas come from nowhere and go out nowhere. So it is
with my own body; it has no definite path by which it
comes, and how can there be any returning to any¬
where?
“He reflects again: This triple world exists only
because of the mind. According to one’s own thought, one
secs oneself in one’s own mind. My now seeing the
Buddha is after my own mind; my mind becomes the
Buddha; my mind itself is the Buddha; my mind itself is
the Tathagata. My mind is my body, my mind secs the
Buddha; the mind does not know itself, the mind does not
see itself. When thoughts arc stirred, there is Nirvana. All
things have no reality in themselves, they take their rise
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owing to thought and laws of origination. When that
which is thought vanishes, the thinking one himself
vanishes. Bhadrapala, you should know that all the
Bodhisattvas by means of this Samadhi attained great
enlightenment.”
Viewing the Samadhi of Ncmbutsu from this absolute
idealistic point of view—the Samadhi that is realized by
constant reiteration of “Namu Amida Butsu”—we can
state that the Samadhi, and the establishment of faith in
the Buddha, and the assurance of rebirth in his Land of
Purity, describe one and the same psychological fact
which constitutes the foundation of the Jodo (Pure Land)
doctrine.
Honen says in his commentary on the Meditation Sutra
that the devotee should be like a man who has lost his
senses, or like a deaf and dumb person, or like an idiot,
when he devotes himself exclusively to the practice of the
Ncmbutsu, pronouncing the name of the Buddha day and
night, whether sitting or standing, lying down or walking,
and for any length of time, one day, two days, a week, a
month, a year, or even two or three years. When the
practice is carried on in such wise, the devotee will surely
some day attain the Samadhi and have his Dharma-eye
opened, and he will view a world that is altogether beyond
thought and imagination. This is ‘‘a mysterious realm
where all thoughts cease and all imaginings arc swept
away, being in full correspondence with a state of
Samadhi”.
In this Samadhi where the devotee is fully confirmed
in the faith, according to the author of the Anjin Ketsujosho, “The body becomes 'Namu Amida Butsu', and the
mind becomes 'Namu Amida Butsu’.” If so, is this not a
mystic state of consciousness corresponding to that which
is realized by the koan exercise?
The explicit claim made by the Jodo teachers, that the
repetition of the Ncmbutsu is the easiest method of salva¬
tion for all beings, is of course based on the original vow
of Amida, in which the Buddha assures his followers of
their rebirth in his Land of Bliss, if they only pronounce
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his name as showing their good faith and willingness to be
thus saved.
To re-enforce or strengthen their teaching, they
describe, on the one hand, in glowing terms the beauties
of the Pure Land, while, on the other hand, they are never
tired of picturing the miseries and horrors of this world,
and-the sinfulness and the helpless ignorance of the beings
therein. Therefore, those who wish to be helped by this
doctrine will have to be earnest devotees of "Namu
Amida Butsu" and be pronouncing and reciting the
phrase all the time. But when they are doing this, their
ultimate object of being members of the Pure Land com¬
munity may gradually give way to the immediate daily
practice itself of the Nembutsu. And even when their
deliberate attention is focussed upon it, the psychology
of the unconscious may begin to function by itself inde¬
pendently of the ultimate aim, which is supposed to take
place at the end of this life; for the nearer happenings
always claim the more intimate and intense concentration
of mind.
Let this concentration be brought up to the highest
pitch and there will be the intuition of such mystical
truths as these: Rebirth is no-birth; to think of Buddha is
not to have any thought; every moment is the last; this
mind is no other than the Tatha^ata himself; while the
body belongs to this world, the mind is enjoying itself in
the Pure Land; this body, as it is, is of the same order as
Maitreya Bodhisattva, etc. Such statements seem to be
not so typically Jodo; in fact they go much against its
generally realistic tendency, but we cannot altogether
ignore this mysticism entering into the structural founda¬
tions of practical Jodo, and there is no doubt that this
comes from the psychology of the Nembutsu.
The Shin Branch of the Pure Land sect emphasizes
faith as the only condition of rebirth in the land of
Amida. Absolute trust is placed in the wisdom of the
Buddha which goes altogether beyond human conception.
Put, therefore, your faith in this wonder-working wisdom
of Amida and you will straightway be taken up by him;
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there is no need for your waiting for the last moment
when a band of welcoming Buddhas comes down from
above; nor need you entertain any anxious fears about
your destiny after death, thinking whether or not you are
after all bound for Naraka (hell). All that is required of
you is to abandon all thoughts regarding yourself and to
put your unconditioned trust in the Buddha who knows
best how to look after your welfare.1 You need not worry
at all about the last hour when you have to bid farewell to
this life on earth. If, while living, you had been instructed
by a wise adviser and had awakened one thought of trust
in the Buddha, that moment of awakening was for you
the last moment on earth. When trusting the original vow
of Amida “Namu Amida Butsu” is once pronounced, you
arc assured of rebirth in his Land; for this believing heart
is the rebirth.*
But how can one really have this believing heart which
raises the owner at once to the order of the fully-Enlightened One, bringing him up to the company even of
Maitreya?* Mere listening to the teachers will not do it.
Nor will the mere saying of the Nembutsu. How does one
come to have this absolute faith—the faith which is
evidently the same in substance as enlightenment? How
can we be sure of our rebirth? How do wc come to enter¬
tain no doubts as to our future destiny?
A certain state of consciousness must be awakened
within us whereby wc can be confirmed in our faith.
Reasoning, or reading the sutras, or listening to the dis¬
courses of the wise and enlightened will not induce this
consciousness. As the history of religions tells us, there
must be an intuitive insight into the truth, which is the
abandoning of the self into the original vow of Amida.
And is not this the moment when “Namu Amida Butsu”
gushes out of one’s inmost heart (adhyasana) ? Is this not
what the Shin teachers mean when they say, “Utter the
Name once, and you arc saved”?
> Shdi-tkt.
* Op. rit.

* From J'td-ihin She Men-i.
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6. Mysticism of the NembuUu, and the Uttering of the
Name
When wc thus interpret the Ncmbutsu, we arc able to
understand the discourse of Ippen :l “The rebirth means
the first awakening of thought, and this assumes an
existence, i.e. one in whom a thought is awakened. The
‘Namu Amida Butsu' itself is the rebirth, and the rebirth
is no-birth. When this realization takes place, I call it
provisionally the first awakening of thought. When one is
absorbed in the Buddha-name that is above time, there is
the rebirth that knows no beginning, no end.
"Sometimes the distinction is made between the last
moment of life and everyday life, but this is a teaching
that is based on confused thought. In the ‘Namu Amida
Butsu’ itself there is no last moment, no everyday life;
it is a reality abiding through all periods of time. As
regards human life, it is a scries of moments lasting only
between an in-breath and an out-breath, and therefore
the very moment of thought is the last moment of life. If
so, every thought-moment is the last moment and every
moment is a rebirth.”
The meaning of this mystical utterance by Ippen will
become more transparent when the following quotations
are gone through. “When one’s mind {or consciousness)
is all annulled by saying ‘Namu Amida Butsu’, this is the
right thought for the last moment.” “There is the Buddhaname only, and beyond it there is neither the one who
says it, nor the one to whom it is addressed. There is the
Buddha-name only, and beyond it there is no rebirth. All
things existent arc virtues included within the body of the
Buddha-name itself. If so, whep you attain the perception
of all things as unborn, where all traces of a conscious
mind vanish, saying ‘Namu Amida Butsu’, a first thought
then awakened is called the right thought of one’s last
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moment; for this is no other than the thought of enlighten¬
ment, which is ‘Namu Amida Butsu'.”
"Rather be possessed by the name than be possessing
the name. All things are of one mind, but this mind is not
manifested by itself. The eye cannot see itself, the wood
cannot burn itself though it is by nature combustible. But
hold a mirror before yourself and the eye can see itself—
this is the virtue of the mirror. And the mirror is the one
owned by every one of us and is known as the Great
Mirror of Enlightenment; it is the name already realized
by all the Buddhas. This being so, see your own original
features in the Mirror of Enlightenment. Do we not read
in the Meditation Sutra that it is like seeing one's own face
in the mirror?
"Again, wood will be burned when ignited by fire—
the fire that burns is identical with the fire that is latent in
the wood. It is thus through the concordance of causes
inner and outer that all things arc brought into actual
existence. Though we are all endowed with the Buddhanature, this of itself does not burn up the passions unless
it be enkindled by the fire of transcendental wisdom which
is the name (nomadheya). The Jodo school teaches that to
take hold of an object one has to get away from it. The
injunction is to be called to mind in this connection.”
Literally, "Namii Amida Butsu” is not the name
(inamadheya) itself; it contains more than that, because
namu (namat in Sanskrit) means "adoration” or “saluta¬
tion”; but generally the whole phrase, "Namu Amida
Butsu”, is regarded as the name, and its mysterious
working is extolled. The masters of the Pure Land school
exhausted their philosophical ingenuity on the subject,
but strangely they keep quiet about the psychological
aspect of the experience. Perhaps this silence comes from
their conception of Amida, which is fundamentally
ontological. But when it is asserted that the name alone
exists and thus in it vanishes the dualistic contrast of
the one who reiterates it and the one to whom it is
addressed, this is the statement of a mystical experience
and not of metaphysical reflection. The experience
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arising from the utterance of the name is of the same
nature as that which ensues from the koan exercise. When
the objective aspect of the experience is metaphysically
interpreted, the name is objectified and Amida is abso¬
lute “other-power”; but, on the other hand, let the
devotee be a follower of Zen, and his understanding of it
will be thoroughly idealistic.
The author of the Anjin JCetsujosfio may also, like
Ippen, be considered an emphatic upholder of the name,
for he says: “A* there is not a moment's separation
between the devotee who says ‘Namu’ and Amida-butsu
himself, every thought cherished by him is ‘Namu Amida
Butsu’. This being so, every breath of his has never even
for a moment been separated from the virtues of the
Buddha; his whole being, indeed, is the substance of
‘Namu Amida Butsu’. . . . When there is an under¬
standing as to the meaning of the Nembutsu-Samadhi,
both his body and his mind are ‘Namu Amida Butsu’.
“For that reason, when all beings of the past, present,
and future raise one thought of faith [in the original vow
of Amida], the very thought goes back to the one thought
of Enlightenment [which was originally awakened in the
Buddha]; and the minds of all sentient beings in the ten
quarters, when they utter the name, also go back to the
one thought of Enlightenment. No thought, no utter¬
ance ever issuing from the devotees remains with them
[they all go back to the source whence comes Enlighten¬
ment]. As the original vow is an act in which the name
and essence are synthesized, the name contains in itself
the whole essence of Enlightenment, and as it is thus the
essence of Enlightenment, it is rebirth on the part of all
beings in the ten quarters.”
Whether the masters of the Jodo school, including the
Shin, are conscious of the fact or not, there is something
distinctly psychological in their metaphysical conclusions,
or in their theology if that term could be used in Budd¬
hism. Psychology cannot be said to be everything in
religion, though it constitutes the groundwork of it. Thus
even in Shin, where faith is made the chief principle of its
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teachings, there arc many statements of Shinran, its
founder, which are unintelligible unless his mystical
experience is taken into consideration.
For instance, when he teaches the identity of the name
and the original vow in their going beyond human under¬
standing, he bases it on the Buddha’s teaching itself. The
explanation is simple enough, but how do we get con¬
firmed in our belief? Especially when the masters of Shin
all exhort us to abandon learning and reasoning, how can
we accept everything that is poured into our heads rather
mechanically; that u, on what authority? Some psycho¬
logical state must come to us, even to the most unlogical
minds, that leads us to say "yes” to all that is told us to
believe. Why is the name to be pronounced in addition to
believing in the vow? It may be that the pronouncing is
the believing and vice versa, but this identification, too,
must be an outcome of experience and not a logical
inference.
“The vow and the name are not two separate things,
for there is no name apart from the vow, nor is there any
vow apart from the name. Even making this statement
involves human understanding. When, believing in the
vow as beyond the understanding and also in the name as
beyond the understanding, you utter the name in oneness
of thought, why should you exercise your own under¬
standing?”1
The believing alone seems to be sufficient to guaran¬
tee a man’s rebirth in the Pure Land, or in Enlighten¬
ment, and why should this uttering the name be considered
essential too? There is no uttering the name, it is declared,
separate from the faith, and also there is no believing
thought disjoined from the name; but why such import¬
ance given to the name? Why is "Namu Amida Butsu” so
essential to the confirmation of faith?
The name, whose meaning consists in having no
meaning as it transcends the relativity of human know¬
ledge, must be once demonstrated in experience before
one realizes that it is really so. “Namu Amida Butsu”,
> Mattoih. This a a collection <rf Shinran’i letters, twenty-three in all.

MANJUSRI

INCARNATE AS THE GOD OF LITERATURE
By Mincmo

Uxp-‘43>)

Tile klea that the Buddha and
the Bodhbattva Incarnate them¬
selves in all possible forms of exis¬
tence in order to save all being* is
characteristic, as is well known, of
the Mahayatva- The figure repre¬
sented here is the Hodhhattva
Manjusri in one of his transforma¬
tion-bodies. for he is said once to
have appeared in the history of
Japan as the god of literature- In
China, Wu-tai Shan is supposed to
be Maniutri's favourite abode, and
O-mi Shan shelters Samanlabhadra. In the Thirtl Series of my
Ztn F.nays, both Samantabhadra
and Manjusri will he shown in
more of tlscir traniformaiionbodira.
As was noticed elsewhere, die
Buddhist life is closely knit with
nature; its concerns are not with
humanity only, but with the whole
universe; the plum-blossoms, the
hanging vines, and the fierce,
crouching beast (here meant for a
lion) are all destined for Buddhahood, when they are once em¬
braced by thr f’rajnn (wisdom)
and Karuna (love) of the Bodhi¬
sattva. Manjusri is not a being
apart from the rest of us. As soon
as we arc awakened to his En¬
lightenment..which Is our own Bodhicitta, we are transformed and
share in hb transformation-body,
each of us in hb own way. The
reason why tlse Bodhisattvas later
came to be most intimately con¬
nected with our life on earth, not
always aa objects of worship, but
as workers and participants in Ihb
worldly life, will be more graphi¬
cally illustrated in the later Essay*.
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from the Zen point of view, is a koan given to followers of
the Pure Land school. One day the mystery of the name is
realized as it is uttered, and this is the moment when the
key is delivered into the hand of the devotee, to whom the
entire treasure of religious consciousness is now safely
entrusted.
‘‘The original vow of Amida is to welcome anybody to
his Land of Bliss who should utter his name in absolute
confidence; being so, blessed are those who utter the
name. A man may have the faith, but if he uttere not the
name, his faith will be of no avail. Another may utter the
name singlcmindedly, but if his faith is not deep enough
his rebirth will not take place. He, however, who firmly
believes in the rebirth as the outcome of the Nembutsu
and utters the name, will doubtless be reborn in the Land
of Recompense.”1
It can readily be understood that without faith rebirth
is impossible, but why the uttering of the name? To com¬
prehend this mystery, which constitutes the transcendental
wisdom of all the Buddhas, the depths of our own being
must be penetrated, and there is no doubt, according to
the Jodo, that it is the ‘‘Namu Amida Butsu” which
fathoms these depths.

7. Experience and Theorization
All religion is built upon the foundation of mystical
experience, without which all its metaphysical or theo¬
logical superstructure collapses. This is where religion
differs from philosophy. All the philosophical systems may
some day be found in ruins, but the religious life will for
ever go on experiencing its deep mysteries. The Jodo and
the Zen cannot separate themselves from these mysteries.
The Jodo bases its theory on the Nembutsu and the Zen
bases theirs on the koan exercise. As far as their theo¬
retical edifices are concerned they seem very dissimilar to
each other.

1
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The Jodo wants to sec its followers reborn in the Land
of Bliss and there attain their enlightenment. To do this
they are taught about their sinfulness, about their
intellectual inabilities to grasp the higher truths of
Buddhism, and also about their being too heavily laden
by their past karma to shake themselves free of their
shackles by their own limited efforts. Amida is now held
up before them, whose original vow is to give them a
helping hand for crossing the stream of birth and death. But
this helping hand cannot be reached unless they utter the
name of their saviour with singleness of thought {tkacitta).
To awaken this state of singlcmindedness, that is, "one
thought of faith”, as it is technically termed, is the great
problem of the Jodo teaching. The vow, the name, the
"one thought of faith”, the uttering of the name, the
rebirth—these are the links making up the chain of the
Pure Land doctrine. When any one of these links is held
fast the entire chain will be in your hand, and the
masters of the Jodo have set up the uttering of the name
in the most prominent position. In this the Jodo experi¬
ence is the counterpart of the Zen experience. The vocal
Ncmbutsu and the koan exercise are here standing on a
common ground.
Psychologically considered, the aim of the vocal Nembutsu is to do away with the fundamental dualism which
is a condition of our empirical consciousness. By achieving
this the devotee rides over the theoretical difficulties and
contradictions that have troubled him before. With all
intensity of thought and will (adhyasana) he has thrown
himself into the deeps of his own being. He is not, however,
a mere wanderer without anything to guide him, for he
has the name with him. He walks along with it, he goes
down to the abyss with it; though he finds himself fre¬
quently divorced from it, he always remembers it and
keeps in its company.
One day, without knowing how, he is no more himself,
nor is he with the name. The name alone there is, and he
is the name, the name is he. Suddenly even this dis¬
appears, which is not a state of mental blankness or of
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total unconsciousness. All these psychological desig¬
nations fail to describe the state of mind in which he now
is. But he stays not even here, for he awakes from it as
suddenly as before. As he awakes, he awakes with a
thought, which is the name and the faith in the original
vow of Ainida and the rebirth. This emerging from a
state of absolute identity is marked with the utterance of
“Namu Amida Bulsu”, because he comes to this awaken¬
ing through the teaching of his school.
Religion is fundamentally a personal experience, but
the intellect enters into every fibre of the faith thus
realized. For when the experience receives its name, that
is, when it comes to be designated as faith, it has already
gone through the baptism of intellection. Though the
latter in itself is powerless, it gains authority as soon as it
is combined with the experience. Titus we find almost all
religious controversies centring about the philosophy of
the experience; in other words, about theological subtle¬
ties and not about the experience itself. How to interpret
the experience thus becomes frequently the cause of a
most irreligious persecution or the bloodiest warfare.
However this may be, the religious experience always
remains the sustaining and driving energy of its meta¬
physical system. This explains the diversity of intellectual
interpretations even within one body of Buddhism, the
one as Zen and the other as Jodo, \yhile their experience
remains as far as psychology is concerned fundamentally
the same.
This also explains the historical connection that came
to exist between Zen and Jodo. Superficially or intellec¬
tually observed, take for instance one of the numerous
Zen koans and compare it with the “Namu Amida
Rutsu”. How utterly unrelated they appear! “What is it
that stands for ever companionless?” "I’ll tell you when
you have swallowed up in one draught all the waves of
the Hsi 1” “What was Bodhidharma’s idea in coming from
the West?” “The eastern mountains move over the waves.”
Between these koans and “Namu Amida Butsu” there
is no possible relationship as far as their appeal to the
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intellect U concerned. “Namu Amida Butsu”, as literally
meaning "Adoration to Amitabha Buddha", is intelligible
enough; but as to the mountains moving over the waves,
or one swallowing a whole river in one draught, there is
no intelligible sense; all wc can say about them is "non¬
sense !” How can these nonsensical utterances be related
to the Ncmbutsu?
As was explained above, however, the Ncmbutsu
ceased to mean "meditating on the Buddha” and came to
be identified with the name (ming-hao), or rather with
"uttering the name" (ch'eng-ming). Meditation, or "coming
into the presence of the Buddha", thus gave way to the
constant reiteration of the phrase as not always or
necessarily referring to any definite objective reality, but
merely as a name somehow beyond comprehension, or
rather as a symbol standing for something indescribable,
unpredicable, altogether transcending the intellect, and
therefore suggesting a meaning beyond meaning.
When the Ncmbutsu comes to this, the name closely
approaches the koan. Hitherto the Ncmbutsu and the
koan exercise have been walking down their different
routes of historical development, but now they find them¬
selves near each other, and, as they look at each other,
each most unexpectedly recognizes himself in the other.
Zen wants to clear one’s consciousness of all its
intellectual sediments so that it can receive the first
awakening of thought in its purity, in its unaffected sim¬
plicity ; for this purpose the koan, which is devoid of sense
as ordinarily understood, is given to its followers. TTie idea
is to go back to the original blankness in which there was
as yet no functioning consciousness. This is a state of no¬
birth. Zen starts from it and so does the Jodo.

8. Hakuin's Vitui on Koan and Ntmbutsu
By way of conclusion, let me quote the following,
which is a part of a letter1 written by Hakuin to one of his

1 From a booklet known u the OraUrama which ii a collection of some
of hi* letter*. The work is read very much by his followers.
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noblemen followers, and in which he discusses the relative
merit of the Ncmbutsu and the koan as instrumental in
bringing about the stale of satori. Hakuin docs not slight
the value of Ncmbutsu or Shomyo, which is practically the
same in the minds of the Pure Land followers, but he
thinks the koan exercise is far more effective in that it
intensely awakens the spirit of inquiry in the Zen Yogin’s
mind, and it is this spirit that finally rises up to the Zen
experience. The Ncmbutsu may also achieve this, but
only accidentally and in some exceptional cases; for there
is nothing inherent in Ncmbutsu which would stir up the
spirit of inquiry.
Hakuin also cites examples of some Ncmbutsu
devotees who attained thereby a satori. Let us begin with
this citation:
During the Genroku period (1688-1703) there were
two such Buddhists, the one was called Yenjo and the
other Ycngu. After the realization Yenjo saw Dokutan,
the Zen master, who asked, “Where is your native
land?"
“Yamashiro,” was the answer.
"What is your faith?”
“The Pure Land."
"What is the age of Amida?"
"Of the same age as myself."
"What is yours?"
"Same as that of Amida."
“Where is he now?” Dokutan demanded.
Yenjo closed the left hand a little and raised it.
Dokutan was surprised to see this and said, “You are a
real follower of the Ncmbutsu.”1
Later on, Yengu also attained realization.
There was another man about the same time who was
called Sokuwo, also a Ncmbutsu devotee. By virtue of his
singlcminded practice, he was also enabled to realize the
1 Shuo-ahan Shih-chiefc mm asked by a general,"Wh«« it the age ofShuo«han?" "Same as vacuity of space.” "What it the age of apace?7 "Same as
Shuo-than." Tht TruumiiiioM «/ tW Lamp, XI. (Here Hakuin describe* the
psychological Mate 0# the Zen Vogin who practises the "Mu" exercise. This
wat already quoted on pp. 138-9.}
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truth of Buddhism. Hakuin writes that he himself has
recorded these facts elsewhere.
Hakuin was, we can thus sec, by no means an exclusive
upholder of the Zen exercise, but he did not wish to see his
Zen followers diverted from their regular discipline. The
letter further reads:
"When I say that the 'Mu' (wu) and the Myogo
{namadkqa, or Buddha-namc, or Nembutsu) arc of the
same order, I must not forget to mention that there is
some difference between the two as regards the time of
final experience and the depth of intuition. For those Zen
students of the highest capacity who wish to stop up the
leakage of dualistic imaginations and to remove the
cataract of ignorance, nothing compares to the effective¬
ness of the 'Mu'. So we read in the verse of Fa-yen of
Wu-tsu Shan:

“ ‘Chao-chou’s sword-blade is out of its scabbard,
How cold like frost, how blazing like a flame!
If one attempts to ask “How sor*
A division at once sets in—this and that.’
“At this supreme moment [of Zen experience],
Nirvana and Samsara are like a dream of yesterday, and
the ocean of worlds in the great chiliocosm appears like a
bubble, and even all the holy ones of the past, present, and
future arc like the flashes of great lightning. This is the
great moment of satori known as the occasion of ko ti i ftsia
(exclaiming 'Ho!').1
“The experience is beyond description, and can never
be transmitted to others. It is those who have actually
drunk water that know whether it is cold or warm. The
ten quarters are melted into the spot of your presence; the
past, present, and future are concentrated in this moment
of your consciousness. Even among the celestial beings no
joy is ever comparable to this, much less among human¬
kind. Such advancement in one’s spiritual life can be
* Sc* also p. 117 where similar expression* are quoted. They all point to
the abruptness of the Zen experience as advocated by Hui-neng and hi*
followers.
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acquired even in a few days, if only the Yogins are
devoted enough to the exercise.
“How is it possible to stimulate a spirit of inquiry to a
state of great fixation?
“Not necessarily avoiding moments of activity, nor
specially favouring places of quietude, inquire into the
meaning of the 'Mu’, saying to yourself that ‘Thu body of
mine is the “Mu” itself, and what does it all mean?’
Throw away all thoughts and imaginations, exclusively
applying yourself to the ‘Mu’—what does it mean? What
sense is there in it? When you go on like that with single¬
ness of purpose, the moment will surely come to all of you
when finally a state of great fixation prevails.
“When you hear of this state of absolute unification,
you are apt to harbour a feeling of uneasiness mixed with
fright, but you must remember that you arc by this
exercise going to experience the inner realization attained
by all the Buddhas because the frontier gate of eternal
transmigration is thereby successfully broken down. Some
hardships arc bound to accompany the attainment.
“As I think of the matter, there have been an innumer¬
able number of the Zen Yogins who have experienced a
great joy after going through the state of great fixation
and of ‘great death’; but as to those followers of the
Ncmbutsu who, by means of the Myogo {namadheya =
‘Namu Amida Butsu’), have come even to a fraction of
realization, I have heard of only a few of such. It was quite
possible for the master of Ycshin In with his virtue,
spiritual strength, and sincerity of faith to gain an insight
into the truth of Buddhism, say in a month or two or at
the longest within a year, and find out that he himself was
an embodiment of Suchness, if only he could have Applied
himself to the study of the 'Mu' or the ‘three chin of flax’.
It was a great pity that he had to devote himself with
wonderful persistency to the recitation of the ‘Namu
Amida Butsu’ for forty long years. This is all due to the
absence of a great spirit of inquiry even in the most
earnest devotee of the Nembutsu. This spirit is surely the
highway to final realization.
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“Another instance may be seen in the person of Honen
Shonin whose morality, humanity, industry, and spiritual
virility were phenomenal, and who is said to have been
able to read the sutras in the dark with the light issuing
from his own eyes. A soul so highly endowed could easily
attain the highest enlightenment if only a spirit of inquiry
were present in him. There was no chance indeed for him
to complain about the rope being too short to sound the
depth of the spring.
“On the other hand, how was it that such masters of
great abilities as Yang-ch'i, Huang-lung, Chen-ching,
Hsi-keng, Fo-chien, and Miao-hsi (Tai-hui), who must
have known hundreds of thousands of Buddha-names as
well as hundreds of thousands of Mantrams or Dharanis
which might be given to their disciples as objects of medita¬
tion, should have chosen the ‘A/u’ as the means of reach¬
ing the goal of an exercise? They would not have done
this unless there was something especially rccommcndablc in the ‘Mu’. What is this? It is no other than this that
the ‘Mu' is apt to awaken a spirit of inquiry in the mind of
a Zen Yogin whereas this is difficult with the reciting of
the Myogo—‘Namu Amida Butau’.
“The reason, however, why even among Zen followers
the Nembutsu or the Shomyo has been entertained and
the rebirth in the Land of Purity desired, is owing to the
historical fact that the spirit of Zen was on the wane at the
time [that is, in Yuan and especially in Ming], when the
Jodo idea came to be countenanced. While Zen was still
in its heyday, not only in China but in India, the masters
were strict and strongly conscious of the mission of Zen.
Their only fear was that if Zen were allowed to degener¬
ate, its spirit should soon totter to its fall; they never
dreamed of referring to the Nembutsu or to the rebirth.
But alas, as time went on, there was a lame master
towards the end of Ming whose name was Chu-hung of
Yun-hsi; his training in Zen was short of finality, his Zen
insight did not go deep enough; he found himself wander¬
ing about in midway between Nirvana and Samsara. And
it was natural for such a soul to abandon the true spirit of
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Zen discipline and to seek salvation in the echoes of the
White Lotus Society, anciently led by Hui-yuan.
“Calling himself the teacher of the Lotus Pond, he
wrote commentaries on the sutras of the Pure Land
school to instruct his disciples. Yuan-hsien of Ku-shan,
known as Yung-chaio the Teacher, joined forces with
Chu-hung by writing a book on the doctrine of the Pure
Land (Ch'ing-t'ai ya<t-yu). Since then the purity of the
Zen spirit became contaminated beyond repair not only
in China itself but in Japan. Even with the master hands
of Lin-chi, Te-shan, Fen-yang, T'zu-ming, Huang-lung,
Chen-ching, Hsi-kcng, Miao-hsi, and others, it is difficult
to push back this tempestuous tide from the field of Zen
proper.
“When I say this, I may seem to be unnecessarily
hard on the teaching of the Pure Land school and slight¬
ing the practice of the Nembutsu. But in truth it is not so.
What I blame most is the habit of those Zen followers
who, claiming to be training themselves in Zen, are lazy,
weak-minded, and while being so slack in the discipline
they begin to take fright as they grow older in the thought
of an approaching end and start anew with the practice of
the Nembutsu, telling people that the Nembutsu is the
best method of salvation and most suited for beings of
these latter days. They look pious enough, but really they
are revilers of Zen, pretending to be its faithful devotees.
They are like those insects which, growing from the
wooden post, feed upon it and finally tear it down. They
deserve therefore a severe criticism.
“Since Ming these Nembutsu followers, disguising
themselves to be those of Zen have been very great in
number. They are all worthless muddy-headed students of
Zen. I heard, now about thirty years ago, a Zen master
complaining of the way things were going on then in the
world of Zen: ‘Alas! What would be the state of affairs
three hundred years after this? The whole Zen world
might turn into the Nembutsu hall where the wooden
bell is heard all the time in accompaniment with the
Nembutsu.' This is indeed not an unfounded pessimism as
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far as I can see. Here is the last word of kindness an old
man like myself can now offer for your perusal, which is:
Do not regard this as a mere form of 'Kwats!' nor take it
for a Dharani, much less swallow it down as a sort of
bitter pill. What is the kindest word of Zen? A monk
asked Chao-chou, ‘Is the dog in possession of the Buddhanature?’ Chou said, 'Mu!' ”l

* While this was in 'he pro*. Mr. Koson Colo of «he Myosliinji monaitery,
Kyoto, ■□formed me of the existence of a letter of Hakuin, Mill unpublished,
in which he uyi that “lately be ha* come to »he the koan of'One Hand’ to
hi* students, instead of 'Mu’, because the ‘One Hand* awaken* a spirit of
inquiry much more readily than the ’Mu'." Since then the “One Hand" ha*
become quite a favourite koan with all the descendant* of Hakuin down to
this day. The koan i*, “Hear the sound of one hand." A sound issue* when
two hands are clapped, and there is no way of it* issuing from one single
band. Hakuin now demands his pupil* to hear it. One can aay that this
koan is more intellectual than the "Mu". That Hakuin. who n a great up¬
holder of the inquiring ipirit again*! the mechanical method of the Nembutsu exercise, hat now come to u*e the "One Hand" as a first eye-opener,
is full of signification in the history of Zen consciousness. When 1 wnte the
history of Zen Buddhism in China, I wish to treat of the subject from a point
somewhat different from what ha* been presented in this Essay.

APPENDICES1
i

“Oh, this one rare occurrence.
For which would I not be glad lo give ten thousand
pieces of gold I
A hat is on my head, a bundle around my loins;
And on ray staff the refreshing breeze and the full
moon I carry!"
According to the Second Part of the Transmission of tht
Lamp * this was given out by the monk Hui-yuan who
came to a realization when he accidentally stumbled
while walking in the courtyard. The same is, however,
quoted in another place as uttered by Cheng-wu Hsiungyung.
2

Hui-t‘ang Tsu-hsin* (1025-1100) studied Zen under
Hui-nan of Huang-po for several years, but without
success. One day he was going over the history of Zen, in
which he read this:
A monk came to To-fu and asked, “How is the bamboo
grove of To-fu?”
“One or two of the bamboos are slanting."
1 This section contains some of the "Tolti-tx>-ge" (see Pint Scries of
Euayi, p. 346) uttered by the Zen masters, and the circumstances that led
them to a state of Mtori, in the liopc that they will help students of the
psychology of religion to have a glimpse into the mind of the Zen Yogin,
which is beinp matured for the final experience. When these are studied in
Connection with the technique of the koan exercise, much light will be shed
on the nature of Zen Buddhism.
* Hm chit* Uug lu, afterwards abbreviated
consisting of thirtysix volumes, contains records of the Zen masters between the latter part of
the tenth and the fourteenth centuries. The work is the continuation of the
Ctaoa Une lu. The aocount of Hui-yuan is (bund in Vol. XX. and that of
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“I do not understand.”
"Three or four of them are crooked.”
This “Mondo" opened Tsu-hsin’s eyes. He came up
to the master Hui-nan, and when he was about to make
bows after spreading out his tso-chu, the master smiled and
said, "You have now entered into my room.” Tsu-hsin
was very pleased and said, “If the truth of Zen is such as 1
have now, why do you make us take up the old stories1
and exhaust our efforts by striving how to get at their
meaning?” Said the master, "If I did not thus make you
strive in every possible way to get at the meaning and
make you finally come to a state of non-striving or effort¬
lessness when you see with your own eye and nod to
yourself, I am sure you would lose all chance to discover
yourself.”

3
“The murmuring mountain stream is the Buddha's
broad, long tongue;
The mountain itselfin its ever-varying hues—is this
not his Pure Body?
Eighty-four thousand gathas were recited during
the night,
But how may I some day hold them up before
othen?"
This comes from the pen of Su Tung-po the poet.* He
was one of the greatest literary stars illuminating the
cultural world of Sung. When he was in Ching-nan, he
heard of a Zen master called Hao residing at Yu-ch‘uan
who was noted for his trenchant repartee. Tung-po was
also great in this. Wishing to silence the Zen master,
one day the poet called on him in disguise. The master
asked, "What is your name?” "My name is Ch'eng
(scale). It scales all the masters of the world.” Hao burst
out in a "Kwatz!" and said, "How much does it weigh?”
1 Hui-t'ou it, in abort, a Zct interview recorded of the matter*. When it
i* u#ed for training the Zen Yogin*. it it a koan.
• Hnt-ftnen, XX.
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The conceited poet made no answer; he had to take his
hat off to his superior.

4
When I-hail came to Ch'i of Yun-chu, Ch'i asked,
“What is it that thus comes to me?” This opened Hai’s
mind to a state of satori, and the result was this verse:
" ‘What's that?' comes from Yun-chu;
Asked thus, one is stupefied:
Even when you nod right away saying, 'That’s it,'
You cannot yet help being buried alive.”

5
‘‘For twenty years I've pilgrimaged
All the way from cast to west:
And now, finding myself at Ch'i-hsien,
Not a step have I ever put forward.”
This comes from Chih-jou,* of Ch'i-hsien monastery at
Lu-shan, who had a satori under Yuan-t‘ung.

6
When Yang-shan was studying Zen under Pai-chang
he had such a flowing tongue that to Pai-chang’s one
word he had ten words to answer. Chang said, “After me,
there will be somebody else who will take care of you.”
Yang later went to Wei-shan. Wei asked, “I am told that
while you were under Pai-chang you had ten words to his
one; is that so?” Yang said, “Yes, that is what they say.”
Wei asked, “What do you have to state about the ultimate
truth of Buddhism?" Yang was about to open his mouth
when the master shouted “Kwalz!" The question was
> Hat-daun, XI.

‘Hm-diuan,

XII.
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repeated three times; the mouth vainly opened three
times and the “KwaUl" was uttered three times. Yang
finally broke down; drooping his head and with tears m
his eyes, he said, “My late master prophesied that I should
do better with someone else, and today I have this veryone.
Determining to experience the truth of Zen in himself,
he spent three years of intense spiritual discipline. One
day wei-shan saw him sitting under a tree. Approaching,
he touched him on the back with the staff he earned.
Yang-shan turned round, and Wei said, “O Chi (which
was Yang’s name), can you say a word now, or not?”
Yang replied, “No, not a word, nor would I borrow one
from others.” Wei said, “O Chi, you understand.”1

To understand the story of Tao-yuan which is told
below, the knowledge of Pai-chang and his old fox is
needed. Hence the following:
Whenever Pai-chang had his sermon on Zen, there
was an old man in the audience listening to him. One
day the old man did not depart with the rest of the con¬
gregation. Pai-chang then asked him who he was.
Answered the old man: “At the time of the Buddha
Kashyapa I used to live in this mountain. One day a
monk asked if a Yogin who went through great spiritual
training should be subject to the law of causation, and
I told him, ‘No, he is not subject to it.’* On account of
this, I have fallen into the animal path of existence and
have been a fox ever since the time of the Buddha Kash¬
yapa. My wish is that you will kindly give me a state¬
ment which will save me from transmigration.”
Pai-chang said, “Then you ask.”
The old man asked, “Is a Yogin who went through
great spiritual training subject to the law of causation,
or not?"
* Quoted by Shih-xvu Ch‘ing-hung( 1373-1353) in his Sayings.
• Pu lac yin km, literally, "not I© tall Into cause amd effect’*.
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Pai-chang replied, “He docs not obscure the law.”1
He had scarcely finished when the old man came to
an insight as to the working of the law of causation. When
leaving Pai-chang, he said: “I am now freed from the
animal path of existence. 1 used to live at the back of this
mountain, and you will be good enough to cremate my
body after the funeral rite accorded to a monk.”
_ Pai-chang made his secretary issue the proclamation
that after the midday meal a funeral ceremony for a dead
monk would take place and that all the Brotherhood was
expected to attend it. The Brotherhood did not know
what the proclamation meant, because they knew of no
death among them. Pai-chang, however, at the head of
the whole party went around to the other side of the
mountain, and from a rock-cave he picked out a dead
fox. The remains were cremated and, as requested by the
strange old man, buried according to the proper rite
given to a monk.
This question of pu lao yin kuo or pu mei yin kuo is a
great one not only for Buddhists of all schools but for
philosophers and religiously minded people. In other
words, it is the question of freedom of the will, it is the
question of divine grace, it is the question of transcending
karma, it is the question of logic and spirit, of science
and religion, of nature and super-nature, of moral dis¬
cipline and faith. Indeed, it is the most fundamental of
all religious questions. If pu lao yin kuo, this jeopardizes the
whole plan of the universe; for it is yin-kuo, the law of
causation, that binds existence together, and without the
reality of moral responsibility the very basis of society is
pulled down.
What then is the difference between pu-lao (not-falling)
and pu-mei (not-obscuring) ? “Not to fall” is a moral
deed, and “not to obscure” is an intellectual attitude.
The former makes one stand altogether outside the
realm of causation, which is this world of particulars and
where we have our being. This is a contradiction—to be
in it and yet to be out of it. In the case oi pu-mei, “not to

1 Pu mriyi* bo, literally, "not to obscure cause and effect''.
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obscure”, what happens is the shifting of our mental
attitude towards a world above cause and effect. And
because of this shifting the whole outlook of life assumes
a new tone which may be called spiritual pu laojin kuo.
With this introductory note the following will be
intelligible.
Tao-yuan,1 who was studying Zen under Hui-nan
(1002-1069), one day heard two monks engaged in dis¬
cussion regarding the koan of Pai-chang and the fox. The
one said, “Even when you say pu meijnn kuo, this won't
make you free from the fox form of existence.” The other
immediately responded, “That is pu mei jin kuo, and who
had ever fallen into the fox form of existence?” Listening
to this, Tao-yuan's inquiring spirit was aroused in an
unusual manner, and, without realizing how, he found
himself walking up to the mountain; and when he was
about to cross the stream, his mind suddenly opened to
the truth contained in the koan. As he was later telling
the incident to Hui-nan, tears streaked down his cheeks.
Nan ordered him to have a rest in his attendant’s chair.
From a sound sleep he abruptly awoke and uttered this:
"Cause and effect—not falling? not obscuring?
Whether monk or layman, there is nothing for him
to shun.
Here'* the man whose sovereign will is pecrlca,
Him no bag can hold, no wrappage hide;
Swinging his staff right and left as he will,
Straight into a troop of golden-haired lions jumps
ne, the master fox.”

8
I-huai of T‘ien-i,* who flourished in the latter half of
the eleventh century, was the son of a fisherman. Some
years after he joined the Brotherhood, he came to Mingchiao to study more of Zen.
Chiao asked, “What is your name?"
• tTm rft—1. XVI.

» Hm-thum, VI.

HSIANG-YEN AND THF. BAMBOOS.

By Motosodu Kano

The uory is told in the First Series of <7n Euajn, p. 840. The following
n>W? may interest the leader who I tat teen how Hsiong-yca came to
his realization.
Yen asked a monk. ''Where do you come from?”
"I come from WcMnn."
“What instruction! duet the master give out these days?"
‘‘When a man cornet to him," said Use monk, "anti asks what is the
idea of the first Patriarch's coming from the West, he raises his houu."
Hsiang-ycn, after listening to the report, asked, "How do the Brethren
there understand the master?"
“They argue that the outlier's idea is to reveal Mind by means of
form, to manifest Reason by means of matter,”
Hsiang-yen said: "Your understanding ought to be a direct one. If it
is not, what is the use of reasoning about it?"
The monk then asked Yen how he understood Wes-slian the master.
Yen raised the Aousi.1
1 Ckma-lnw £•, XI.

UNG-YUN AND THE PEACH-BLOSSOMS
By Mot-ONOat!

Kamo

Linn-yun was a
disciple of Wei-shan
Ling-yu. While
studying with him.
Ling-yon had an in¬
sight into the truth
of Zen by accidently
watching the peaches
in bloom. The fol¬
lowing b his verse
composed at the
time:
“For thirty years I
have hern in
search
of the
swordsman;
Many a time have
I watched the
leaves decay and
the branches
shoot!
Ever since I saw
for oocc the pea¬
ches in bloom.
Not a shadow of
doubt do I
cherish!"*
• CKaavttow Im. XI.
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“My name is I-huai.”
“Why don’t you have it changed into Huai-i?”
“It was so given to me at the time.”
“Who got the name for you?”
“It is already ten years since I was ordained.”
“How many pairs of sandals did you wear out in
your pilgrimage?”
“O master, pray do not crack a joke."
Chiao asked now: “I have committed a countless
number of errors, so have you. And what say you to
this?”
Huai made no reply.
Thereupon Chiao gave him a slap, saying, “O this
idle talker, get out of here!”
When I-huai saw the master another time, the latter
said, “Affirmation obtains not, nor does negation, nor
does affirmation-negation; what do you say?”
Huai hesitated, whereupon the master ejected him
with a blow. This was repeated four times.
Huai was now made to look after the water supply
of the monastery. While he was carrying water, the pole
suddenly broke, and the incident gave him the chance
to become conscious of the truth hitherto hidden to him.
The poem he composed to express the feeling he then had
runs as follows:
“One, two, three, four, five, six, seven—
Yes, many thousand feet high is the mountain peak,
and fo, some one stands there on one leg;
He has carried away the gem from the dragon’s jaws.
And VimalakirtiV secrets he holds in one word.”
Chiao the master, striking his desk, confirmed this
view.

9
The monk Ling-t‘aol was a disciple of Le-t‘an Huaiteng. When the master asked him what was the idea of

1 MuwAiku., V.
N
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the Patriarch, who, coming from the West, is said to have
transmitted one single mind-seal, which, pointing directly
to the human nature, makes one attain Buddhahood,
Ling-t‘ao confessed ignorance.
T‘an said, “What were you before you became a
monk?”
“I used to be a cowherd.”
“How do you look after the cattle?”
“I go out with them early in the morning and come
home when it grows dark.”
“Splendid is your ignorance,” remarked the master.
This remark at once brought Ling-t'ao’s mind to a
state of satori which was expressed thus:
"Throwing up the tether 1 am a homeless monk,
The head is shaved, so is the face, and the body wrapped
in the chia tha ikasaya):
If some one asks, What is the Patriarch’s idea of coming
from the West?
Carrying the staff crosswise I sing out, La-U-la/"

10

When Yun-feng Wen-yueh* came to T‘ai-yu Shouchih for study, he heard the master discoursing to this
effect: “O monks, you are gathered here and consuming
so many vegetable* each day. But if you call them a
mere bunch of vegetables, you go to hell its straight as
an arrow flies”; and without further remark, the master
left the pulpit- Wen-yueh was astonished, not knowing
what all this meant. In the evening he went up to the
master’s room, and the master asked, “What is it that
you are seeking?” Yueh said, “I am after the truth of the
mind.” But the master was not so ready to teach him, for
he said: “Before the wheel of the Dharma (truth) is set
moving, the wheel of the staff of life must move. You are
yet young and strong; why not go around and beg food
> //jwAm., ix.
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for the Brotherhood? My time is all taken up in bearing
hunger, and how can I talk of Zen for your sake?”
Yueh meekly obeyed the order and spent his time seeing
that the larder of the Brotherhood was properly supplied.
Before long, however, T‘ai-yu moved to T‘sui*yen and
Wen-yuch followed him. When he asked the master to
instruct him in Zen, the master said: “Buddhism does
not mind being covered with too many blisters. For this
cold and snowy winter, get a good supply of charcoal for
the Brotherhood.” Yuen obeyed and carried out the
master’s order faithfully. When he came back, the master
again asked him to take up an office in the monastery as
there was a vacancy and none was available to fill it.
Yueh did not like this, for he was always ordered about
doing things which he thought were not in direct connec¬
tion with Zen teaching itself; he was sorry to see the
master so cross-grained towards him.
While he was working in the back part of the building,
perhaps with his mind filled with all sorts of feelings and
generally in an intensely strained state of consciousness,
the hoops of the wooden cask upon which he was sitting
unexpectedly gave way, and he fell from it. This inci¬
dent was the opportunity to shed an abundance of light
into the dark chamber of his hitherto tightly closed mind,
and he at once perceived the secret way in which his
master’s mind had been functioning all the time. He
hastily put on his upper robe and came up to see Shouchih the master. The master greeted him smilingly and
said, "O Wei-na,1 so pleased to see you realize it!”
Twice Yueh reverentially bowed and went off without
a comment.
II

Yu of Tu-ling,* a disciple of Yang-chi (died io-w),
used to feed Zen monks on pilgrimage, who passed by hu
* Karmaiana in Sanskrit. An office in the Zen monastay, eorrrapoodiag
sometimes to that of matter of ceremony, and sometimes to that of general
manager or overseer.
•Omtkmm, XIII.
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temple. One day he entertained a monk from Yang-chi
and asked what his master’s teaching of Zen was. The
monk said: “My master would usually ask his pupils the
following: A monk once came to Fa-teng and asked,
‘How should one advance a step when he comes to the
end of a pole one hundred feet long?’ Fa-teng said,
‘Oh!’ ”
When Yu was told of this, it made him think a great
deal. The allusion here is to a stanza by Chang-sha
Ching-ch'cn,1 which runs thus:

‘‘A man immovable at the end of a pole one hundred
feet longHe has indeed entered upon the path, but not quite
a genuine one is he:
Let him yet move forward at the end of a pole one
hundred feet long,
For then the entire universe extending in the ten
quarters is his own body.”

The man is already at the end of a pole, and how can
he take further steps ahead ? But a saltus here is needed
to experience the truth of Zen.
One day being invited out, Yu rode on a lame
donkey, and when he was crossing over a bridge the
donkey got one of its legs caught in a hole, and this at
once overthrew the rider on the ground. He loudly
exclaimed “Oh!’’, and evidently the exclamation waked
up his hidden consciousness to a state of satori. The
verse gives vent to his experience:

“I have one jewel shining bright,
Long buried it was underneath worldly worries;
This morning the dusty veil is off, and restored its
lustre.
Illumining the blue mountains in endless undulations.”*
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13

The one bright gem discovered by Yu of Tu-ling
helped to illumine the mind of Shou-tuan of Pai-yun.1
Yang-chi who was also his master one day asked him
who ordained him as a Zen monk. Tuan answered,
“Yu of Tu-ling.” Whereupon Chi said: “I understand
that Yu had a fall from a lame donkey, which led him to
satori. Do you know by heart the verse he then com¬
posed?” Tuan proceeded to recite the whole verse begin¬
ning with "I have one jewel shining bright. . .
When he finished the whole verse, Yang-chi gave a
hearty laugh and quickly left his seat.
Shou-tuan was astonished, and no sleep had he that
night. With the first blush of the day he appeared before
the master and inquired of him what was the meaning
of his laugh. It happened to be the end of the year. So
asked the master, ,fDid you see yesterday those devilchasers going about in the streets?”
“Yes, master,” Tuan replied.
“Compared with them you arc somewhat at a dis¬
advantage, are you not?”
This remark was another case of astonishment on the
part of Shou-tuan, who asked: “What does that mean,
master? Pray tell me.”
Chi said, “They love to be laughed at whereas you
are afraid of being laughed at.”
Tuan got his satori.

13
Tsu-yin Chu-ne* of Shu district, who flourished in the
middle part of the eleventh century, was a great scholar
versed m the Pundatika and other schools of Buddhist
philosophy, and even elderly scholars were willing to
study under him. Evidently he did not know anything
»

Hm-dnan,

XIII.
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yuan left him, and spent the summer at Ching-shan,
where he got very well acquainted with Ling-yuan.
Ch'ing-yuan now asked his advice, saying "Lately, I
have come to know of a master in the city whose sayings
seem to suit my intelligence much better.” But Ling-yuan
persuaded him to go to Fa-yen who was the best of the
Zen masters of the day, adding that those whose words
he seemed to understand best were merely teachers of
philosophy and not real Zen masters.
Ch‘ing-yuan followed his friend’s advice, and came
back to his former master. One cold night he was sitting
alone and tried to clear away the ashes in the fire-place
to see if there were any piece of live charcoal left. One
tiny piece as large as a pea happened to be discovered
way down in the ashes. He then reflected that the truth of
Zen would also reveal itself as one dug down to the rockbed of consciousness. He took up the history of Zen
known as the Transmission of the Lamp from his desk, and
his eye fell upon the story of the P‘o-tsao-to ("broken
range”),1 which unexpectedly opened his mind to a
state of satori. The following is the stanza he then
composed extempore:
“The birds arc too-tooing in the woods,
With the garment covered up I sit alone all night.
A tiny piece of live charcoal deeply buried in the
ashes tells the secret of life;
The cooking range is broken to pieces when the
spirit knows where to return.
Revealed everywhere shines the truth, but men see
it not, confused is the mind;
Simple though the melody is, who can appreciate it?
Thinking of it, long will its memory abide with me;
Wide open is the gate, but how lonely the scene!”
The story of the P'o-tsao-to alluded to in the text is
as follows: The P‘o-tsao-to is the name given by Hui-an
to one of his disciples at Sung-yuch. It literally means,
"a broken range fallen to pieces”, which illustrates an

1 For the story, see below.
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incident in the life of a nameless Zen master, whereby he
became notorious. There was a shrine in one of the Sungyuch villages where a lonely range was kept. This
was the object of worship for the country people far
and near, who here roasted alive many victims for
sacrifice.
The nameless one one day appeared in the shrine
accompanied by his attendants. He struck the range three
times with his staff, and said: “Tut! O you an old range,
are you not a mere composite of brick and clay? Whence
your holiness? Whence your spirituality? And yet you
demand so many victims roasted alive for sacrifice!" So
saying, the master struck the range for another three
times. The range then tipped by itself, and falling on the
ground broke in pieces.
After a wliile there suddenly appeared a man in blue
dress with a high headgear, and approaching the master
bowed reverentially to him. The master asked who he
was, and he answered: “I am the spirit of the range
enshrined here. I have been here for a long time owing
to my previous karma. But listening to your sermon on
the doctrine of no-birth, I am now released from the
bondage and born in the heavens. To offer my special
thanks to you I have come.” Said the master: “No-birth
is the original nature of your being. No sermonizing of
mine was needed.” The heavenly being bowed again
and vanished.
Later on the attendant-monks and others asked the
master: "We have been with you for ever so long, but we
have never been permitted to listen to your personal
discourses on the Dharma. What effective teaching did
the range-spirit get from you which enabled him to be
bom immediately in the heavens?”
' The master said, “What I told him was simply that
he was a composite of brick and clay; I had no further
teaching specially meant for him.”
The attendant-monks and others stood quietly without
saying a word.
Tne master remarked, “Do you understand?"
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The chief secretary of the monastery said, “No, we
do not.”
...
„ „
The master continued, “The original nature of all
beings—why do you not understand it?”
The monks all made bows to the master, whereupon
exclaimed the master: "It’s fallen, it’s fallen! It’s broken
to pieces, it’s broken to pieces I

”1

*5
Wen-chun of Le-t‘an (1061-1115)1 devoted himself
while young to the mastery of Buddhist philosophy but
later abandoned it, saying that he did not care very much
for it. He then began to study Zen, and going south
stayed with Chen-ju of Wei-shan for many years. How¬
ever, he made no progress. He came to Chen-ching of
Chiu-feng, who was another great Zen master of the
time.
Ching asked, “Where is your native town?”
“Hsing-yuan Fu.”
"Where do you come from now?”
"Tai-yang.”
“Where did you pass your summer?”
"At Wei-shan."
Ching now produced his hand, saying, "How is it
that my hand so resembles the Buddha’s?”
Chun was dumbfounded and unable to make any
answer.
Ching scolded: “So far you have been fluent enough
in answering all my questions naturally and in a most
splendid manner. As soon as the subject turned to the
Buddha’s hand, you halt. Where is the trouble?”
Chun confessed ignorance.
Ching said, “Everything lies open in full revelation
right before you; and whom would you get to teach
you?”
For ten yean Chun stayed with his master Chen-ching
*
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and went about wherever he moved. Ching was a silent
teacher and gave out no special instruction to anybody
although his pupils grew considerably in number. When
a monk entered his room for advice he would close his eyes
and sit up on his knees and say nothing. If he saw some¬
bodycoming to him, he would rise, go out into the garden,
and join the gardeners in hoeing. This was his usual way
of dealing with his disciples. Wen-chun used to say to his
friend Kung: “Has the master no intention whatever to
teach his followers in the Dharma? It is hard to know
him."
One day Wen-chun removed the dam with a stick, and
while washing his clothes his mind suddenly woke to a
state of satori. He ran to the master and reported to him
all that happened to him. But the master coldly blamed
him, saying, “Why have you to be so unmannerly in
this?”
16
K‘e-ch‘in Fo-kuo1 who died in a.d. 1135 was bom
in a Confucian family. While young, he was a great
devourer of the classics. One day he went to a Buddhist
monastery where he happened to read Buddhist books,
and felt as if he were recalling his old memories. “I must
have been a monk in my previous life,” he thought.
Later he was ordained as a Buddhist priest, and
devoted himself diligently to the mastery of Buddhist
philosophy. He fell ill and when almost at the point of
death he reflected: “The right way to the attainment of
Nirvana as taught by the Buddhas is not to be found in
words and mere ratiocination. I have been seeking it in
sounds and forms and no doubt I deserve death.” When
he recovered, he quitted his old method, and came to a
Zen master called Chen-chueh Sheng. Shcng’s instruction
consisted in making his own arm bleed by sticking a knife
1 Htu-than, XXV. He ii bat known u the author of the Pi^ta-iu. Hit
honorary title U “Yu*n-vvu Ch'an-ehlll" (Zen matter of Perfect Enlighten¬
ment).
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into it and remarking that each drop of the blood came
from T'sao-ch‘i. T‘sao-ch‘i is where Hui-ncng, the sixth
patriarch of Chinese Zen, founded his school, and the
remark meant that Zen demanded one’s life for its
mastery.
Thus inspired, Fo-kuo visited many Zen masters. They
were all very well impressed with his attainment, and
some even thought that it was he who would establish a
new original school in the teaching of Rinzai (Lin-chi).
Finally, Kuo came to Fa-yen of Wu-tsu monastery, who,
however, refused to confirm Kuo’s view of Zen. Kuo
thought Fa-yen was deliberately contradicting him.
Giving vent to his dissatisfaction in some disrespectful
terms, Kuo was about to leave Fa-yen, who simply said,
“Wait until you become seriously ill one day when you
will have to remember me.”
While at Chin-shan, Fo-kuo contracted a fever from
which he suffered terribly. He tried to cope with it with
all his Zen experiences heretofore attained, but to no
purpose whatever. He then remembered Fa-yen’s pro¬
phetic admonition. As soon as he felt better, therefore,
he went back to the Wu-tsu monastery. Fa-yen was
pleased to have his repentant pupil back. Before long
Yen had a visitor whose official business being over was
to go back to the capital. Being asked by him as to the
teaching of Zen, Fa-yen said: "Do you know a romantic
poem whose last two lines somewhat reminds us of Zen?
The lines run:
“For the maid she calls—why so often, when there’s
no special work to do?
Only this—perchance her voice is overheard by her
lover."
When tlsis was recited, the young officer said, “Yes,
yes, master.” But he was told not to take it too easily.
Fo-kuo heard of this interview when he came back
from outside, and asked: “I am told you recited the
romantic poem for the young visitor while I was away.
Did he understand?”
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Fa-ycn replied, "He recognizes the voice.”
Fo-kuo s^id, “As long as the line says, ‘The thing is to
have the lover overhear her voice’, and if the officer heard
this voice, what is wrong with him?”
Without directly answering the question, the master
abruptly said: “What is the Patriarch’s idea of coming
from the West? The cyprcss-trec in the court-yard. How
is this?” This at once opened Fct-kuo’s eye to the truth
of Zen. He rushed out of the room when he happened to
sec a cock on the railing give a cry, fluttering its wings.
He said, “Is this not the voice?” The verse he then com¬
posed was:1
“The golden duck behind the brocade screens has
ceased sending out its odorous smoke;
Amidst flute playing and singing, he retires, thor¬
oughly in liquor and supported by others:
The happy event in the life of a romantic youth.
It is his sweetheart alone that is allowed to know."
To this Fa-yen the master added: “The great affair of
life that has caused the Buddhas and patriarchs to appear
among us is not meant for small characters and inferior
vessels. I am glad that I have been a help to your delight.”

*7
Hui-ch'in Fo-chiena of Tai-ping studied Zen for many
years under different masters and thought he was fully
accomplished in it. But Fa-ycn of Wu-tsu Shan refused
to sanction his view, which offended him greatly. He left
the master, as did his friend Fo-kuo. But the latter returned
to Wu-tsu and attained full realization under him.
Fo-chien also came back after a while, but his real inten¬
tion was to go somewhere else. Fo-kuo, however, advised
him to stay with the master, saying, “We have been
separated from each other more than a month, but what
‘ Tfei* was already died in the First Series, p. 247.
• Hiu-dutn, XXV.
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do you think of me now since I saw you last?” ‘‘This is
what puzzles me,” was his reply.
The signification of this conversation is that Fo-kuo,
as was already recorded under him, had his satori soon
after he came back to his former master. This fact,
occurring during the month’s separation from his friend,
had caused such a change in Kuo’s spiritual life that Chicn
wondered what was the cause and meaning of this trans¬
formation.
Fo-chien decided to stay at Wu-tsu Shan with his old
master Fa-yen and his good friend Fo-kuo. One day
Fa-yen referred to the ‘‘mondo" between Chao-chou
and a monk:
‘‘The monk asked, ‘What is your way of teaching?’
‘‘Chao-chou said, ‘I am deaf; speak louder, please.’
‘‘The monk repeated the question.
"Then Chao-cnou said, ‘You ask me about my way
of teaching, and I have already found out yours.’ ”
This “mondo” served to open Fo-chien’s mind to
satori. He now asked the master, “Pray point out for me
what is the ultimate truth of Zen.” The master answered,
"A world of multiplicities is all stamped with the One.”
Chien bowed and retired.
Later when Fo-kuo and Fo-chien were talking on
Zen, mention was made of Tung-szu’s asking Yang-shan
about the bright gem from the sea of Chen.1 When the
talk turned to “no reasoning to advance”, Fo-kuo de¬
manded, “When it is said that the gem is already in
1 The ilory of the gem if this: Yang-thin came toHui of Tung-uu (*.o.
749-8*3)
* Z*n interview. Hui uW, "Where if your native placer*
"I come from Kuang-nan."
”1 am told that there it a bright-shinmg gem in the sea of Chen, of
Ktiang-nan: if thif ririit?”
“Yes, that's right/'
•'What is the ahape of the gem?"
"While the rnooo it shining, it it revealed.”

"Did you bring it along?"
"Yet, 1 did."
"Why do you not get it out for your old master5''
"I taw Wei-than yesterday, and be also wanted to see the gem; but
there were no words in which to frame my reply, nor was there any
reasoning 1 could advance.’'

KWANNON, MONKEYS, AND A STORK
This well-known triptych deserves much attention in more
way* than one. From the Zen point of view, what impressed
us strongly i* tiiat the triptych expresses arthliealiy in the most
fitting manner the spirit breathing through the entire struc¬
ture of Zen Buddhism. By this 1 mean that the unity of nature,
including sentient and non-tentient beings, is harmoniously
represented here. Is not the mother-monkey with the baby
under her arm happy in the thought of enlightenment, which
they both wiB finally attain through Kwannon‘i all-embracing

By Mw-Cm'i

(£nr(y

Th***A Cr*t*v)

lose? Is not the stork elated in the feeling that it too is destined
for enlightenment hy becoming a member in the community
of transcendental wisdom as realised by Kwannon? Not only,
indeed. Use monkeys and the stork, but the bamboos, the tree*,
the rock, the water, the meanest grass in the crannies, and the
vines overhanging the crags—are they not, each in ita way,
(lie so many tjnAai embellishing the Dharmadhalu in which
the Bodhisattva has his abode?
The artist probably got the idea of this triptych from tlx

answer of Chia-shan Shan-hui
the rights of Chia-shan?"

i aji.

805-881) to “What arc

“A monkey holding hrr suckling in her arms comes back
to their home 00 the blush hill;
A bird carrying the flowers in its bill drops them by the
greenish crag."1
• CLm, XV. Their h m .V-trf tk.I tl».. wii*s h .fc»nr.l fo«n
that »t Oi-wx-u* mm, 11. rr&«• r- am- mm
nu*tct> athn nr umayitn.
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hand, why this statement again that there arc no
words for reply, nor is there any reasoning to advance?”
Fo-chicn did not know what reply to make. On the
following day, however, he said, “Tung-szu wanted the
gem and nothing else, but what Yang-shan produced was
just an old wicker work.” Fo-kuo confirmed the view, but
told him to go and sec the master personally.
One day when Fo-chicn came to the master's room
and was at the point of addressing him, the master
rebuked him terribly. Poor Chien had to retire in a most
awkward manner. Back in his own quarters, he shut
himself up in the room while his heart was in rebellion
against the master.
Fo-kuo found this out quietly, and came to his friend's
room and knocked at the door. Chien called out, “Who is
it?" Finding that it was his dear friend Kuo, he told
Kuo to come in. Kuo innocently asked: “Did you sec the
master? How was the interview?” Chien now reproached
him saying: “It was according to your advice that I
have stayed here, and what is the outcome of the trick?
I have been terribly rebuked by that old master of ours.”
Kuo burst out into a hearty laugh and said, “Do you
remember what you told me the other day?” “What do
you mean?” retorted the discontented Chien. Kuo then
added, “Did you say that while Tung-szu wanted the
gem and nothing else, what Yang-shan produced was
just an old wicker work?”
When his own statement was repeated now by his
friend, Chien at once saw the point. Thereupon both
Kuo and Chien called on the master, who, seeing them
approach, abruptly remarked, “O Brother Ch'icn, this
time you surely have it!”

18
Fo-teng Shou-hsun (1079-1134)1 began to study Zen
under Kuang-chien Ying. He came later to Tai-p‘ingen,
1

HoKkmn,
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where Fo-chien resided, but was at a loss how to take hold
of Zen. He put a seal on his bedding and made this vow: If
I do not attain the experience of Zen in this life, this will
never be spread to rest my body in.” He sat in meditation
during the day, but the night was passed standing up. He
applied himself to the mastery of Zen most assiduously
as if he had lost his parents. Seven weeks thus elapsed,
when Fo-chien gave a sermon saying, “A world of multi¬
plicities is all stamped with the One.” This opened the
eye of Shou-hsun. Fo-chien said, “What a pity that the
lustrous gem has been carried away by this lunatic!”
He then said to Hsun: “According to Ling-yun, Since
I once saw the peach bloom, I haw never again cherished
a doubt.’ What is this when no doubts are ever cherished
by anybody?”
.
Hsun answered, "Don’t say that Ling-yun never
cherishes a doubt; it is in fact impossible for any doubt
to be cherished anywhere even now.”
Chien said : "Hsuan-sha criticized Ling-yun, saying,
•You are all right as far as you go, but you have not yet
really penetrated.’ Now tell me where is this unpenetrated
spot.”
Hsun replied, “Most deeply I appreciate your grand¬
motherly kindness.”
Chien gave his approval to this remark. Thereupon,
Hsun produced the following stanza:
“All day he has been looking at the sky yet without
lifting his head,
Seeing the peach in full bloom he has for the first
tune raised his eye-brows:
Mind you, however, there’s still a world-enveloping
net;
Only when the last barrier-gate is broken through,
there is complete rest."
Yuan-wu Fo-kuo who heard of this had some mis¬
giving about Shou-hsun's attainment. He thought he
would give it a test and see for himself how genuine
Hsun was. He called him in and had a walk with him in
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the mountain. When they came to a deep pool, Kuo
rudely pushed his companion into the water. No sooner
he did this than he asked :
“How about Niu-t‘ou before he saw the Fourth
Patriarch?"1
“Deep is the pool, many are the fish.”
“How afterwards?”
“The high tree invites a breeze."
“How when he is seen and not seen?”
"The legs stretched are the legs bent."
The test fully satisfied Fo-kuo, who was by the way
Shou-hsun’s uncle in faith.

» For the interview oTNiu-t'ou and Tao-hiinfthe fourth patriarch of Zen
In China), tee my Eisayi. Firtt Sena, p. 900. Thil interview hat frequently
been made a auhjeet of Zen “montlo".
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THE SECRET MESSAGE Ob'
B0DH1DHARMA‘
OR THE CONTENT OF ZEN
EXPERIENCE

*

“‘What is the meaning of Bodhidharma's coming from
the West?” This is one of the questions frequently asked
by Zen masters, and forms one of the most important
subjects in the study of Zen. As an historical event, the
question, however, is not at all concerned with the coming
of Bodhidharma to China, that is, with the historical
signification of Bodhidharma in Chinese Buddhism.
HU landing on the southern shore of China is recorded
as taking place in the first year of P‘u-t'ung (a.d. 520).
But the question has nothing to do with these things.
Zen is above space-time relations, and naturally even
above historical facts. Its followers are a singular set of
transccndcntalists. When they ask about the first coming
of Bodhidharma to China, their idea is to get into the
inner meaning, if there were any, of his special teaching,
which is thought- to be spiritually transmitted to his
successors. For there had been so many foreign Buddhist
teachers and scholars who came to China before
Bodhidharma, and they were all learned and pious and
translated many Buddhist texts into the Chinese language;
some of them were even great adepts in meditation, and
performed wonderful deeds moving the affections of
unseen spiritual beings who used to live all over China
1 The historicity of Bodhidharma is sometimes discussed, but as far as Zen
ii concerned the quejtion has no significance. Zen is unified with theie
historical considerations that there was the beginning of Zen in China, that
it started with some Buddhist teacher from India who liad a special message
for the Chinese Buddhbts of those days, and that this menage was not an
ordinary one which could be transmitted in words or writings. All that is
told or recorded of Bodhidharma in the histories of Zen and genera! Budd¬
hism may or may not have been actual facts, and these can be left to the
historians to investigate according to their own methods of study; but what
concerns students of Zen is, “What is the message of the first teacher of
Zenf” Hence this article.
910
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in those ancient days. Were it not for some well-defined
purpose characteristically distinguishing him from his
numerous predecessors, there was perhaps no special need
for Bodhidharma to appear among them. What was his
message, then? What mission did he have for the people of
the Far East?
As to that, Bodhidhnrma did not make any open
declaration; he simply vanished from the world, for nine
long years as tradition has it, keeping himself in complete
retirement at Sung-shan in the dominion of Wei. If he
had any message to give to Chinese Buddhists concerning
the truth of Buddhism, it must have been something quite
unique and out of the way. What was his reason to keep
himself in absolute seclusion? What is the signification of
his silent teaching?
Perhaps when this is mastered, Buddhism may yet
open up some hidden treasure which cannot be described
in words and reasoned out logically. The question, there¬
fore, “What is the meaning of Bodhidharma’s coming
from the West?” points directly to the presence of some
truth innerly and mystically lying in the system of
Buddhism. It amounts to this: “What is the essence of
Buddhism as understood by the First Patriarch of Zen
Buddhism?” Is there anything in Buddhism which cannot
be expressed and explained in the canonical writings
classified into the Three Baskets (tripitaka) and arranged
in the Nine or Twelve Divisions? Shortly, what is the
truth of Zen? All the answers, therefore, given to this
all-important question arc so many different ways of
pointing to the ultimate truth.
As far as it is recorded in history still in existence, the
question seems to have been first raised in the latter half
of the seventh century, that is, about one hundred and
fifty years after the coming of Bodhidharma, but the idea
for some time before must have been in a state of brewing.
When Hui-neng, the sixth patriarch, established what
may be called the native Chinese school of Zen in contra¬
distinction to the Indian Zen of the first patriarch, Chinese
Buddhists must have come to realize the significance of
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the spiritual message of the Zen patriarchs. Since then the
question “What is the meaning of the First Patriarch’s
coming from the West?” naturally came to be one of the
most meaningful subjects to be discussed among the
Zen followers.
The first questioners as to the meaning of Dharma’s
coming to China were Tan-jan and Huai-jang, .according
to The Transmission of the Lamp, who in the latter half
of the seventh century came to Hui-an, the national
teacher, and asked:
“What is the meaning of the First Patriarch’s coming
from the West?’’
“Why don't you ask about your own mind?” the
teacher answered.
“What is our own mind, sir?”
“You should contemplate the secret working.”
"What Is the secret working, sir?”
The teacher merely opened apd closed his eyes,
instead of giving any verbal explanation.
Perhaps the next questioner on record was a certain
monk who came to Hsuan-su of Hao-lin, very early in the
eighth century, and asked the question to which the master
answered, “When you understand, it is not understood;
when you doubt, it is not doubted.” Another time his
answer was, “It is that which is neither understood nor
doubted, again neither doubted nor understood."
As in other cases the masters’ answers to the question
show such an endless variety as to bewilder the uninitiated,
making them wonder how they could ever expect to see
into its essence through this labyrinth of thought. And
the worst thing is that the variety of answers increases in
proportion with the frequency of the question asked, for
no masters will ever give the same answer as far as
wording goes; indeed, if they did there would have been
no Zen long before this. The originality and individuality,
however, thus shown by the masters, instead of clearing
up the matter, complicates it to the utmost.
But when one goes carefully over the answers, it is
not so difficult to handle them under a certain number
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of headings. Of course, this classifying does not mean
that the unintelligibility grows thereby less unintelligible,
only that it may help the student to a certain extent, how¬
ever tentatively, to find some clues to the orientation of
the Zen message. The following is thus my imperfect
attempt to erect a few sign-posts for the guidance of the
student.
I. Cases where an object near by is made use of in
answering the question. The master when questioned
may happen to be engaged in some work, or looking out
of the window, or sitting quietly in meditation, and
then his response may contain some allusion to the objects
thus connected with his doing at the time. Whatever he
may say, therefore, on such occasions is not an abstract
assertion on an object deliberately chosen for the illus¬
tration of his point.
Wci-shan, for instance, questioned by Yang-shan,
answered, “What a fine lantern this!” Probably he was
looking at a lantern at the moment, or it stood nearest
to them and came in most convenient for the master to
be utilized for his immediate purpose. On another
occasion his answer to the same question may not be the
same; he is sure to find it more desirable and appropriate
to demonstrate Zen in some other way. This is where
Zen differs from the conceptual arguments of the
philosopher.
Chao-chou’s answer was, “The cypress-tree in the
court”; and Fen-yang Shan-chao’s, “How cool this blue
silk fan is!” The connection between the Zen patriarch’s
visit to China and all those objects such as the lantern,
cypress-tree, or silk fan may seem to be the remotest
possible one, and these answers charge our imaginative
faculty to do its utmost. But this is what the Zen student
is asked to find; for according to these masters, when
the cypress-tree in the court is understood, the reason of
Zen Buddhism is understood, and when the reason of
Zen Buddhism is understood, everything else will be
understood, that is, all the variety of answers to be
given below will be more or less thoroughly understood.
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One suing passes through the one hundred and eight
beads of a rosary.
2. Cases where definite judgments are given con¬
cerning the question itself or the position of the
questioner.
Tai-mei Fa-ch'ang's answer was quite decisive. “There
is no meaning in his coming from the West.”
Mu-chou Tsung: "I have no answer to give.”
I.iang-shan Yuan-kuan: “Don’t talk nonsense.”
Chiu-feng P‘u-man: “What is the use of asking
others?”
Pao-ming Tao-ch‘eng: “I have never been to the
Western world."
Nan-yueh Szu: "Here goes another one walking the
same old way.”
*
Pen-chueh Shou-i: “It is like selling water by the
riverside.”
Pao-ning Jen-yung: “It is like adding frost to
snow.”
Lung-ya Chu-tun: "This is the hardest question to
answer.”
Shih-t‘ou Hsi-ch'ien: “Ask the post standing there."
When this was not comprehended by the inquiring
monk, the master said, “My ignorance is worse than
yours.”
Ching-shan Tao-ch'in: “Your question Is not to the
point."
The monk asked, “How shall I get it to the
point?”
"I will tell you when I am dead,” was the master’s
way to get it to the point.
I cannot help quoting Lin-chi here, who was singu¬
larly “reasonable" with regard to this question although
he was notorious for his “rough" treatment of the monks
and for his exclamation “Kwats/” When he was asked
about the meaning of the patriarchal arrival from the
West, he said:
“If there were any meaning, no one could save even
himself.”
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“If there were no meaning here, what truth is it
that the second patriarch is said to have attained under
Bodhidharma?”
“What is called ‘attained',” said the master, “is really
‘not-attained’.”
“If that is the case, what is the meaning of 'notattained'?”
Lin-ehi explained: “Just because your mind b ever
running after every object that comes, before it and
knows not where to restrain itself, it b declared by a
patriarch that you are the foolish seeker of another head
over your own. If you turn your light within yourself as
you arc told to do, without delay, and reflect, and stop
seeking things external, you will realize that your own
mind and those of the Buddhas and patriarchs do not
differ from one another. When you thus come to a state
of doing nothing, you arc said to have attained the
truth.”
3. Cases where the masters appeal to “direct action”.
This has not taken place frequently with regard to the
present question, though appealing to direct action is
quite an ordinary proceeding in the demonstration of
Zen Buddhism since the time of Ma-tsu, whose case is
related here. He was one of the greatest masters in the
history of Zen, and in fact it was due to his masterly
way of handling Zen that it came to be recognized as a
great spiritual force in China.
When Shui-liao asked Ma-tsu as to the meaning of
Dharma’s coming from the West, Ma-tsu at once gave
the questioner a luck over the chest which sent him down
to the ground. This, however, awakened Shui-liao to the
realization of the truth of Buddhism, for when he stood
up again on his feet he declared this, clapping his hands
and laughing loudly:
“How very strange! how very strange! All the
Samadhis without number and all the religious truths
unfathomable—I know them all now through and
through even as they are revealed at the tip of one single
hair.”
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He ihcn made a bow and quietly retired.
4. Cases in which some kind of movement is involved
cither on the part of the master*or on the part of the
monk. This is tne most favourite method with the master,
and we can readily see why it is so. Inasmuch as Zen is
not to be explained in words, an acting or a gesture1
must be resorted to in order to bring its truth nearer home
to the student. Since Zen is the truth of life, something
more intimate and immediate than words is to be made
use of, and this can be found in some kind of movement
symbolizing life as it moves on. Words may be used too,
but in this case they are not meant to convey ideas, bur
merely as expressive of something living and doing
works. This also explains why cries or exclamations or
ejaculations serve as answers.
When Hsuch-fcng and Hsuan-sha were mending a
fence, Sha asked, “What is the meaning of Dharma’s
coming from the West?" Feng shook the fence.
Sha said, “What is the use of making so much ado?”
“How with you then !”
“Kindly pass me the mieh-t'ou,”* said Hsuan-sha.
When T‘ou-tzu Ta-t‘ung met Tsui-wei in the Dharma
Hall, he asked the master about the meaning of the
patriarchal visit from India. T‘sui-wei the master kept on
looking back for a while. Ta-t‘ung wanted some express
instruction, whereupon T'sui-wei said, “Do you want
another dipperful 01 dirt over your head?” This meant
that the questioner had already been once bathed in
dirt and did not know the fact. When T'sui-wei turned
back, there was an answer to the question, and if Ta-t‘ung
had his eye already opened he could have seen into the
meaning without further asking for special wordy instrue1 To «ay that chi* acting or gesture explain*, « not quite correct, for it ii
not designed to convey a meaning outside the geiture iue!f. In case it it *0
detigned, the latter i* word* uttered by tlte whole body, though not by
certain portions of it, and convey* an Idea. In the Zen acting there it no such
intention on the part of the mailer, and whatever perception or undcr•timding there i* in the mind or the pupil, it it the meaning of the latter'*
own inner experience, and not of any outsider'*.
• An instrument uted for mending or making a fence.
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tion. Bui he failed; hence the master's reproach, which,
however, ought not to be understood as implying any
feeling of sligh t or unkindness on the part of the master.
In all Zen “mondo” or transactions, absolute sincerity
and confidence exists between master and disciple.
Wording may be quite frequently strong and impatient,
but this is the way with the Zen master, who only wants
to attract such souls as do not break down under his
training staff. Zen is by no means a democratic religion.
It « in essence meant for the iliu.
A monk came from Wei-shan to Hsiang-yen when the
latter asked the monk: “There was once a monk who
asked Wei-shan concerning the Patriarch’s idea of coming
to China, and Wei-shan in answer held up his hos.ni.
Now how do you understand the meaning of Wei-shan’s
action?”
Replied the monk, “The master’s idea is to elucidate
mind along with matter, to reveal truth by means of an
objective reality.”
“Your understanding,” the master said, “is all right
as far as it goes. But what is the use of hurrying so to
theorize?”
The monk now turned round and asked, “What will
be your understanding?”
Hsiang-yen held up his kessu like the other master.
Another time when Hsiang-yen was asked as to
Bodhidharma’s idea of coming to China, he put his hand
into his pocket, and when he got it out it was formed
into a fist, which he opened as if handing the contents
over to the questioner. The latter kneeled down and
extended both hands in the attitude of receiving. Said
Hsiang-yen, "What is this?” The monk made no reply.
It was again this same Hsiang-yen who proposed the
well-known koan of a man in a tree. The koan runs thus:
“It is like a man over a precipice one thousand feet high;
he is hanging there by himself with a branch of a tree
between his teeth, his feet off the ground, and with his hands
not taking hold of anything. Suppose now someone comes
to him and asks him the question, ‘What is the meaning
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of the First Patriarch coming from the West?’ If this
man should open his mouth to answer, he is sure to fall
and lose his life: but if he should make no answer, he
must be said to ignore the questioner. At this critical
moment what ought he to do?”
A monk asked Le-p'u about Dharma’s coming, and
the master, striking his straw-chair with the hwsu, said,
“Do you understand?”
The monk confessed his inability to understand, and
the master gave this to him, "A sudden thundering up
in the sky and the whole world is taken aback, but a frog
’way down in the well has not even raised its head.”
Was the inquisitive monk the frog in the old well?
The master’s tongue was sharp and sarcastic. Basho,
the great Japanese Haiku1 poet, has the following verse:

11 ’Tis an ancient pond,
A frog leaps in—
Oh, tnc sound of water!"
It was this sound that awakened him to the truth ol
Zen Buddhism. The experience itself could not be
expressed in any other way; hence the Haiku, merely
descriptive of the occasion with no sentiment, with no
comment. The frog frequently figures in Japanese litera¬
ture and has many poetical associations suggestive of
peace and loneliness.
5. Cases where things impossible in this relative
world of causation arc referred to.
Lung-ya Chu-tan said, “Wait until the dark stone
turtle begins to talk, when I’ll tell you what is the meaning
of the Patriarch’s visit here.”
Tung-shan’s answer to Lung-ya was of the same
impossible order when the latter wished to know the
meaning of this historical event, for he said, “Wait until
the River Tung flows backwards, when this will be told
you.” The strange thing was that the River did run back¬
wards and Lung-ya understood the meaning of this
remark.

1 A short epigrammatic verse

constating of seventeen syllables.
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Ma-t.su, who, as I repeatedly said, figures most
prominently in the history of Zen, proposed a similar
condition to P'ang-yun, the lay Buddhist disciple, in his
answer to the question at issue, “When you drink up in
one draught all the waters in the River Hsi, I will tell
you the meaning of the patriarchal adventure.,,
All these arc impossibilities so long as space-time
relations remain what they are to our final consciousness;
they will only be intelligible when we arc ushered into a
realm beyond our relative experience. But as the Zen
masters abhor all abstractions and theorizations, their
propositions sound outrageously incoherent and non¬
sensical. Notice how the following answers, too, harp on
the same string of transcendentalism:
Pei-yuan T'ung answered, “A dead pine-tree is hung
over the wall, and the bees arc busily sucking the flowers.
Shih-men Tsung answered, “Sec the ships sailing
over the mountains of Chiu-li."
A monk came to a master called Shih-shuang Hsingk'ung to be enlightened on the subject of the patriarchal
visit, and the master said, “Suppose a man is down at
the bottom of a well one thousand feet deep; if you could
get him out without using a bit of rope, I would give you
the answer as to the meaning of our patriarchal visit here."
The monk did not evidently take this very seriously, *
for he said, “Lately, the venerable Ch'ang of Hu-nan
was given a monastery to preside over, and he is also
giving us all kinds of instruction on the subject."
Hsing-k'ung called a boy-attendant and ordered him
“to take this lifeless fellow out”.
The boy-attendant, who later came to be known as
Yang-shan, one of the most masterful minds in Zen,
afterwards asked Tan-yuan how to get out the man in
the well, when the master exclaimed, “Why, this fool,
who is in the well ?”
The boy-attendant still later asked Wei-shan as to
the means of getting the man out of the bottom of the
well. Wei-shan called out “O Hui-chi!”, as this was the
name of the young monk.
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Hui-chi responded, “Yes, master!”
“There, he is out!” said the master.
When the monk later became a fully qualified adept
in Zen and took charge of the monastery at Yuan-shan,
he referred to these adventures of his, saying, “Under
Tan-yuan, I got the name, while under Wci-shan I got
the substance." May we substitute here philosophy for
“name" and experience for “substance”?
6. Cases where a truism is asserted. This is just the
opposite of the foregoing. Yun-men said: "O monks,
you go around the world trying to see into the meaning
of the Patriarch’s coming from the West, but this is known
better by the pillar standing in front of you. Do you want
to know how it is that the pillar understands the meaning
of the patriarchal visit to this country?” This seems so
far to go against truism, but after proposing this ques¬
tion Yun-men proceeds to answer it himself, saying,
“Nine times nine arc eighty-one.”
The Zen master has here turned into a mathematician.
Evidently he thinks that the multiplication table explains
the truth of Buddhism. His allusion to the pillar appears
to complicate his position, but this is his artful device
(upaja-kausalja); when “nine times nine are eighty-one”
is grasped, the whole procedure gives up its secrets, if
there are any.
The Zen student is now asked how to establish an
inherent relationship between the impossible statements
mentioned above and the truism asserted by Yun-men.
Are they at all reconcilable? They must be. Otherwise,
the masters would not be giving the irreconcilablcs as
solutions of the same problem. If there is such a thing
as Zen, there must be some way in which all contradic¬
tions are to be synthesized. This is indeed where all the
masters of Zen Buddhism exhaust their genius, and, as
they are not philosophers but pragmatists, they appeal
to an experience and not to verbalism—an experience
which is so fundamental as to dissolve all doubts into a
harmonious unification. Ail the matier-of-fact-ness as well
as the impossibility of the master’s statements must thus
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bo regarded as issuing directly from their inmost unified
experience.
Tien-mu Man said, “Once in three years there is a
leap year.” This was a truism when the lunar calendar
was in vogue. Everybody knew it, but what connection
has it to the patriarchal visit?
The inquiring monk said, “What arc you talking
about?”
"The chrysanthemum festival takes place on the
ninth day of the ninth month.”
The chrysanthemum festival has been celebrated by
the Chinese as well as by the Japanese when the chrysan¬
themum is at the height of its season. The number nine
is a lucky number with the Chinese, and when it is
doubled it is doubly lucky, hence the celebration. But
does this explain the meaning of Dharma’s coming over
to China early in the sixth century?
Fo-chicn Hui-ch'in’s answer was, "When you taste
vinegar you know it is sour; when you taste salt you
know it is salty.”
A monk asked San-shcng Hui-jcn as to the meaning
of the Patriarch’s coming from the West, and the master
answered, “Tainted meat collects flies.”
The monk reported this to Hsing-hua who, however,
expressed his disagreement. Whereupon the monk asked,
“What is the meaning of the Patriarch’s arrival here?"
Hsing-hua replied, "On the back of a broken-down
donkey there are enough flies."
In what point does Hsing-hua differ from San-shcng,
as he claims he docs? As far as flies go, docs it make much
difference to them whether they are upon tainted meat
or on a donkey about to die?
7. Cases of silence are not many—I quote one.
When Ling-shu Ju-min was approached with the question
of Dharma's visit, he kept silent. Later when he died, his
disciples wanted to erect a stone monument recording
his life and sayings; among the latter there was this
incident of silence. At the time Yun-men was head-monk
and they asked him how they should proceed to write
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out this silence on the part of the master. Yun-men simply
said, "Master!”
Yun-men was famous for his one-word answers; he
was no waster of words. Indeed if one had to say some¬
thing and this to the utmost limit of bare necessity, a
single word, no more and no less, must be pressed to
answer the purpose. The one character, “master”, here
implies many things, as we can readily observe; and
which of those implications was in Yun-men’s mind
when he uttered it will be a problem indeed for the Zen
student to unravel. Does it really clarify the meaning of
the silence which was to be engraved on the monumental
stone? Pai-yun Shou-tuan later wrote a Zen poem on
this:
"Like a mountain, one character, ‘master’, stands
majestically;
On it alone is die standard established for all rights
and wrongs in the world:
All the waters ultimately flow towards the ocean
and pour themselves into it;
Clouds, massy and overhanging, finally get back to
the mountains and find their home there.”

8. Cases where the masters make meaningless
remarks which are perfectly incomprehensible to the
rational mind. While most Zen statements are apparently
meaningless and unapproachable, the answers grouped
here have by no manner of means any relation whatever
to the main issue, except that the uninitiated are hereby
led further and further astray. For instance, consider
this: A monk came to Shih-shuang Ch‘ing-chu and asked
him concerning the patriarchal visit, to which the master’s
reply was, “A solitary stone in the air!”
When the monk made a bow, probably thanking him
for the uninstructivc instruction, the master asked, "Do
you understand?”
“No, sir.”
"It is fortunate,” said the master, "that you do not
understand; if you did your head would surely be
smashed to pieces.”
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Nan-tai Ch'in’s answer was, “A tortoise’s hair an
inch long weighs seven pounds.”
Yen-chiao Ta-ihih’s was, “Today, and tomorrow.”
Yun-men Tao-hsin said, “A graveyard snake one
thousand years old has today grown a pair of horns on
it* head.”
"Is this not your habitual way of teaching?”
“He who interprets loses life,” replied the master.
Docs the Zen-understanding snake bite such a selfcomplacent monk as this? It is hard to make sense out of
these remarks if we are mere literary interpreters. The
Zen experience so-called must then be such as to annihi¬
late all space-time relations in which we find ourselves
living and working and reasoning. It is only when we
once pass through this baptism that a single hair of the
tortobe begins to weigh seven pounds and an event of one
thousand years ago becomes a living experience of this
very moment.
9. Cases in which the masters make some conven¬
tional remarks which arc not exactly truisms, nor entirely
meaningless statements as in the preceding cases, but
such as people make in their daily life. As far as our
rationality goes, such conventionalism has not the
remotest relation to the meaning of the question here at
issue. But no doubt the masters here as elsewhere are in
earnest and the truth-seekers are frequently awakened to
the inner sense of the remarks so casually dropped from
the master's lips. It is therefore for us to try to see under¬
neath the superficial verbalism.
Yuch-ting Tao-lun gave thb answer: "How refresh¬
ingly cool! The breeze has driven the heat away from
the porch.”
The following three masters’ reference to natural
phenomena, may be said to belong to the same order:
Pao-hua Hsicn said, “The frost-bearing wind causes
the forest leaves to fall.”
“What is the meaning of thb?” the monk asked.
“When the spring comes they bud out again," was
the reply.
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When Kuang-fu "Tan-chang was asked about the
patriarchal visit to China, he said, “When the spring
comes, all plants bloom.”
The monk expressed as usual his inability to compre¬
hend, and the master continued, “When the autumn
comes, the leaves fall.”
Pao-ch'an P'u’s answer was also concerned with the
season and vegetation. He said, “As to the tree-peony, we
look for its flowers in spring.”
The monk failed to get into the meaning of this, and
the master helped him by this further comment on botany,
"As to the yellow chrysanthemum, it blooms in the
auspicious ninth month of the year.”
The monk, who apparently liked to talk, said, “If so,
you are exerting yourself for the edification of others.”
The master’s final dictum was, “Mistaken!”
•
The statements grouped here are more intelligible
than those concerning the tortoise's hair weighing seven
pounds or the river swallowed up in one draught, but the
intelligibility docs not go very far; for when we consider
how they are to explain the meaning of Bodhidharma’s
arrival in China we realize an irrelevancy here, our
imagination fails to penetrate the veil of mystery hanging
over the entire field. As to making reference to natural
events in the interpretation of Zen problems, the litera¬
ture gives many instances and we are almost led to
think that all the masters are naive realists who have no
higher idealistic aspirations.
io. Cases where the immediate surroundings are
poetically depicted. The masters are generally poets.
More than anything else, their way of viewing the world
and life is synthetical and imaginative. They do not
criticize, they appreciate; they do not keep themselves
away from nature, they are merged in it. Therefore,
when they sing, their “ego" does not stand out promi¬
nently, it is rather seen among others as one of them, as
naturally belonging to their order and doing their work
in their co-partnership. That is to say, the “ego” turns
into a blade of grass when the poet walks in the field;
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it stands as one of the cloud-kissing peaks when he is
among the Himalayas; it murmurs in a mountain
stream; it roars in the ocean; it sways with the bamboogrove; it jumps into an old well and croaks as a frog
under the moonlight. When the Zen masters take to the
natural course of events in the world, their poetic spirit
seems to roam among them freely, serenely, and worshippingly.
A monk asked Ta-t‘ung Chi, “What is the meaning
of the Patriarch’s coming from the West?”
The master replied:
“The bamboo grove in the front court-yard,

How freshly green it is, even after the frost!"
When the monk wanted to know what was the ultimate
signification of the remark, the master went on in the
same strain:

“I listen to the wind rustling through the grove,
And realize how many thousands of bamboos
are swaying there.”
Yang-shan Yung’s way of describing the pagoda,
perhaps in his own monastery grounds among the moun¬
tains, was quite poetic, though the English rendering
altogether misses the poetic ring contained in each of the
five Chinese ideograms: “A solitary spire which pene¬
trates the wintry sky!”
T'ien-i Hui-t‘ung was another Zen poet who beau¬
tifully describes a lonely mountain path which meanders
along a purling stream; like so many others, his monastery
too must have been situated in a mountainous district
far away from human habitation. When asked about the
patriarchal visit, he said:

“Hanging over a lone unfrequented path,
The pine-trees, ever green, cast their shadows.”
The monk did not understand and the master added
this:

p
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“Through a green bamboo grove, in refreshing
rustle,
‘
There flows the mountain stream, murmuring
and dancing.1'

.

•

“Following this instruction of yours, we shall all be
freed from doubt,” the monk thanked.
“Take your time, don’t be too premature,” he was
cautioned by the master.
T'ien-chu Ch'ung-hui who died towards the end of
the eighth century gave out many poetic Zen statements,
and his answer to this question on the patriarchal visit
is widely known:
“A grey-coloured monkey with her children in
arms comes down from the verdant peaks,
While the bees and butterflies busily suck the
flowers among the green leaves."
In all this I wish to call the special attention of the
reader to the fact that while other Zen masters are
altogether too objective and apparently so coolly above
the affcctional side of life, Ch'ung-hui has a fine touch
of emotion in his reference to the motherly monkey and
the industrial insects. Out of his view of the patriarchal
visit to China, something tenderly human gleams.
n. We now come to a group of singular cases, the
like of which can probably not be found anywhere in the
history of religion or philosophy. The method adopted by
the Zen master in the following cases is altogether unique
and makes us wonder how the master ever came to
conceive it, except in his earnest desire to impart the
knowledge of Zen Buddhism to his disciples.
A monk came to Ma-tsu and asked, “Transcending
the four propositions and one hundred negations, please
tell me directly what is the meaning of the patriarchal
visit to this country.”
In the master's answer there was nothing “direct”,
for he excused himself by saying, “I am tired today and
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unable to tell you anything about it; you had better go to
Chih-t‘sang and ask."
The monk went to Chih-t‘$ang as directed, and pro¬
posed the question:
"What is the idea of the Patriarch’s coming from the
West?”
"Why do you not ask the master about it?”
"It was the master himself who told me to come to
you.”
T'sang, however, made the following excuse: "I have
a headache today and do not feel like explaining the
matter to you. You had better go to our brother Hai.”
The monk now came to Hai and asked him to be
enlightened.
“When it comes to this, I don’t know anything,” said
Hai.
When the monk reported the whole affair to the
master, the latter made this proclamation, "T‘sang’s
head is white while Hai’s is black.”
Whatever Zen truth is concealed here, is it not the
most astounding story to find an earnest truth-seeker
sent away from one teacher to another, who evidently
pretends to be too sick to elucidate the point to him?
But is it possible that Zen is cunningly conveyed in this
triviality itself?
Feng-chou Wu-yeh asked Ma-tsu, “What secret
spiritual seal did the Patriarch transmit when he came
from the West?" As this is differently worded, it may
seem to differ from the question under consideration, but
its ultimate sense comes to the same. In this case too,
Ma-tsu, the teacher of more than eighty fully qualified
masters, resorted almost to the same method as the one
just related. For Ma-tsu excused himself again from
answering the inquirer by saying thus, "I am busy just
now, O venerable monk; come some other time.”
When Wu-ych was about to leave, the matter called
out, “O venerable monk!” and the monk turned back.
"What is this?” said the master.
Wu-yeh at once understood the meaning and made
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bows, when another remark came from the master,
“What is the use of bowing, O you block-headed fellow?”
T’sing-ping Ling-tsun asked T’sui-wei Wu-hsiao,
“What is the meaning of the Patriarch’s coming from
the West?”
“Wait till there is nobody about us, I will tell you
then.”
After a while Tsun asked again, “Nobody is here
now.”
Instead of answering this, Wei took the monk with
him to a bamboo grove. Seeing the master still in silence,
Tsun the monk reminded the master of the question and
of there being nobody about them. Wei then pointed at
the bamboos and announced, “What a long bamboo
this! and what a short one that!” This awakened Tsun’s
mind to the realization of Zen truth. When later he came
to preside over a monastery, he told his monks how kindheartedly his late master exercised himself for the sake
of others, and how since then he did not know what was
good and what was not.
This last case reminds one of Kuei-sung T'ao-ch‘uan’s
observation about stones. When the monk asked the
master if there were any Buddhism in the mountains of
Chiu-fcng Shan where he resided, the master answered,
“Yes.” The monk’s further inquiry brought this from the
master, “Bigger stones are big, and smaller ones small.”
i a. Cases where the master makes the questioner
perform an act. This method has not been resorted to so
very much in the present case as in some other cases.
I have just one or two examples to offer here. When
Lung-ya Chu-tun first saw Tsui-wci, he asked, “What
is the meaning of the Patriarch’s coming from the West?”
T‘sui-wei said, “Kindly pass me the ch‘an-pan over there.”
When this was handed to T‘sui-wei, the latter took it
and struck Lung-ya therewith.
Lung-ya later went to Lin-chi and asked him the same
question. Lin-chi ordered him to perform a similar act
as if they were in consultation beforehand. Lin-chi said,
“Please pass me the cushion over there.” When this was
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done, Lin-chi struck him with it just as Psui-wei did
with his ch'an-pan. In • both cases, however, Lung-ya
refused to accept the treatment as proper, for he said,
“As to striking, they may do so as much as they please;
but as to the meaning of the patriarchal visit, there is
none whatever in this.
The following case may not be classed exactly as
belonging to this group; there is something in it which
reminds us of the cases mentioned under (i x). When
Le-tan Fa-hui asked Ma-tsu about the patriarchal visit,
Ma-tsu said, "Softly, come nearer.”
The questioner approached, and was boxed by
Ma-tsu who said, “Six cars are out of harmony today,
you’d better come tomorrow.”
The following day Hui came into the Hall of the
Dharma, and accosting the master implored to be edified
on the subject.
Ma-tsu said, “Wait till I get up on the platform when
I will testify for you.”
This proved to be the cyc-opcncr to the monk, who
then declared, "I thank you lor the testimony of the
whole congregation.”
So saying, he went around the Hall once and left.
A monk asked Mu-chou Tsung about the Patriarch’s
coming from the West, and the master answered, "Why
doesn’t that monk come nearer?”
The monk approached, and the master wondered,
"I called upon the one from the east of the Che and what
has the one from the west of the Che to do with me?”
13. Cases in which answers are merely indicated
with no definite settling of the point raised in the ques¬
tion. This is generally the case with most answers given
by the Zen masters, and in this respect their answers socalled are no answers at all in the logical sense of the
word. Mere poetical descriptions of objects one secs
about, or suggestions to perform a certain act, are not at
all satisfactory to those who have been educated to look
for conceptual interpretations in everything they en¬
counter. The cases enumerated here thus partake of the
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general characteristic of all the Zen statements. The
reason why they are grouped here as one special class is
chiefly that they do not properly fall in with any of the
other cases already mentioned. The reader will under¬
stand this when actual examples are given.
A monk approached Chu-an Kuei with the inevitable
question about the Patriarch, and the master answered,
‘While the eastern house is lighted, the western house
sits in the dark.”
Failing to understand this, the monk asked for further
enlightenment. The master added, “In the case of a horse
we saddle it, but in the case of a donkey we let it turn a
millstone.”
T'ien-t'ung Huai-ch‘ing’s answer was, “Don’t get
sand into your eyes.” When asked how to take the state¬
ment, the master said, “Don’t get water into your cars.”
Tao-yuan Hsi-lang’s rejoinder was a grim one, for
he declared, “If there is any meaning in it, cut my head
off.” When asked why, he reasoned, ‘‘Don’t you know the
teaching, ‘Give your life for the Dharma’?"
Yun-kai Chih-yung’s reference to an old stone monu¬
ment gives one some hope to get into the idea he had of
the patriarchal visit: “The inscription on an old monas¬
tery stone is hard to read.” Does this refer to the difficulty
of explaining to an average mind the matter in any
intelligible way? For he added, when requested for
further comment, “Readers all wrinkle their foreheads.”
As I remarked elsewhere, Chinese is the language of
Zen Buddhism par exeellerue. As its grammatical connec¬
tions are very loose, much is often wholly left to the
reader’s imagination and judgment, and for this very
reason an apparently indifferent expression from the
mouth of the master may grow laden with meaning.
For instance, when Ch’cng-hsin Tsung answered, “The
foot-passenger thinks of his journey,” was he thinking
of the Patriarch’s journey to China? Or did he intend to
liken the monk’s attempt to understand Zen unto the
hardships of a traveller on foot, over the stormy roads
for which China is notorious? Or did he want the ques-
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tioncr, perhaps in travelling attire, to think of his own
doings?
The text has nothing explicit about all these possi¬
bilities except the bare saying itself of the master. When
he was asked to say something further to make the sense
clearer, he simply remarked, “Tighten the sandals well.”
No more, no less.
To give another example: Chao-ming Tse said, “A
refreshing breeze is stirred in the azure heavens.” Does it
refer to Dharma’s subjective mind in which all the
egotistic impulses arc dead like unto the vastness of the
sky? Or docs it refer to the stirring of the wjnd, the whence
and whither of which one is absolutely ignorant? The
master's further statement leaves the question in no better
light: “The full moon is reflected in the Yang-tzu-chiang.”
Docs this mean to say that while the moon has no idea
to see its reflection in the water, it does so just because
there is water which reflects it and will continue to do so
whenever there is a moon and wherever there is water,
even a dirty puddle of water on the roadside? Was
Dharma’s coming from the West like the lunar reflection
in the Yang-tzu-chiang river? A thought was awakened
in him to come to China just as the moon comes out of
the clouds when they arc dispersed, and he came and
taught and died—even as the moon sheds its silvery rays
over the waves of the Yang-tzu-chiang.
Hci-shui Chcng-ching's idea, which is quoted below
has something grander and more energetic than the lastmentioned, which excels in serenity and aloofness. Accord¬
ing to Hei-shui, the meaning of Dharma’s coming to
China was this:
"How vastly, broadly, infinitely it expands all over
the universe!
Look at the illumining Buddha-sun as the murky
fog rises and dissipates itself!"
When he was further questioned about the functioning of
the Buddha-sun, he said, “Even the great earth could not
hide it, and it is manifesting itself this very moment 1”
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14. We now come to the last group, which, however,
may not be the last if we more closely examine all the
answers given to the question under consideration, "What
is the meaning of Dharma’s coming from the West?” For
some more cases may be found in Zen literature, which
cannot very well be classified under any of the fourteen
groups I have here enumerated. But I believe the above
have almost exhausted all the varieties sufficiently to give
the reader a general idea as regards what Zen statements
arc, concerning at least one particular theme. This there¬
fore may fairly be regarded as the last group of answers
given to the patriarchal visit to China.
This will include cases where the master’s answers
arc more or less directly concerned with the person of the
Patriarch himself. So far the answers had nothing to do
with the principal figure in the question; but they now
begin to take him up and assertions are made about his
doings. Still, the answers to not touch the central point of
the questions; that is, the meaning of the patriarchal visit
to China is not explained in any way that we of plain
minds would like. In this respect the cases mentioned here
are just as far off the mark as the other cases already
mentioned.
Hsiang-lin Ch'cn-yuan’s answer was, "A long tiresome
sitting for him 1” Did the nine years’ sitting make Dharma
all tired out? Or is this just a general assertion concerning
sitting in meditation, including the master's own case? Or
is it an apologetic remark for having kept him sitting so
long?
One may find it hard to decide which. This is where
Zen is difficult to understand by the ordinary way of
thinking. Mere words are insufficient to convey the
meaning, but as rational beings we cannot avoid making
statements. And these statements arc at once puzzling ana
illuminating according to our own insight. But in the case
of Chang-pci Shan the reference is obvious, for he said,
"He came from the Western kingdom and disappeared
in the land of T‘ang.” The next one is concerned with the
second patriarch and not with the first. According to
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Fu-ch'ing Wei, “It was not very hard to be standing in
snow; the mark was hit when the arms were cut off."
Evidently in his view the second patriarch’s selfmutilation was the meaning of Dharma's coming over¬
seas. Or did he mean that the meaning in question was to
be realized only after the severest spiritual training? If so,
this was not at all an answer to the question, but, one may
remark, only pointing at the way to its final solution.
Yueh-hua’s answer was, “The Emperor of the Liang
dynasty did not know him.” Requested to be further
enlightened, he said, "He went home carrying one shoe
with him.” This is sinmly a narration of the life of Bodhidharma, with which Huang-shan Lin’s remark is of the
same order, when he says, “At the palace of Liang nothing
was achieved, and in the kingdom of Wei he was most
profoundly absorbed in meditation.”
With these two masters Shang-ch'uan Ku keeps com¬
pany, as is to be observed in the following, “He never
appeared at the Liang palace; after Wei he went home
westward with one shoe in his hand.”
Ching-fu Jih-yu’s reply also falls in with these masters.
“Nobody knew him when he spent nine years gazing at the
wall, but he was heard all over when he returned west with
one shoe in his hand.” To further enlighten the questioner,
the master added, “If one wants to know about the
event in the remote era of P'u-tung, it is not necessary to
get an intelligence on the T‘sung-ling range."
The T‘sung-ling is a range of mountains dividing
China from central Asia, which Bodhidharma, the first
patriarch of Zen Bhddhism in China, is reported to have
crossed on his way back to India. He was then bare-footed
and carried one of his shoes in his hand while the other
was found in his grave, which was opened when the report
of his return over the T'sung-ling range got widely known
among his Chinese followers.
As we can sec plainly now, all these remarks have
really no connection with the question at issue, which
wants to know the meaning or reason of the Patriarch’s
coming from the West; that is to say, the truth of Zen
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Buddhism as distinguishing itself from the philosophical
teaching of the other Buddhist schools. While the state¬
ments touch the life of the Patriarch, the masters are not
evidently willing to disclose the meaning of Zen in any
more intelligible manner than others.
After enumerating all these varieties of Zen answers
given to one single question, there is at least one conclusion
which we can draw out of them as a most legitimate one.
It is this: the truth of Zen Buddhism as symbolized in the
coming of the first patriarch to China is something demon¬
strable by every possible means of expression under
human control, but at the same time incommunicable
to others when the latter arc not mentally prepared for it.
The truth can be expressed in words, and also interprecd by action, though it is not quite proper to say that it is
thus explained or interpreted or demonstrated. For what
the Zen master aims at in giving out those impossible
propositions or nonsensical phrases or in performing
mysterious movements is merely to let his disciples per¬
ceive by themselves wherein lies the truth which is to be
grasped. They are all so many indicators and have in fact
nothing with interpretation or definition or any other
such terms as arc used in our so-called scientific parlance.
If we seek the latter in the Zen answers we shall be altogether off the track. And for this very reason all the
contradictions and absurdities which we have seen are
made to serve the purpose of the master. When they are
understood to be indicators pointing at the one truth, we
shall inevitably be led to look where all these divers hands
converge. At the points where they all converge there sits
the master quite at home with himself and with the world.
It is like so many rays radiating from one central
luminary. The rays arc innumerable, and as long as we
stand at the end of each ray we do not know how to
reconcile one ray with another. Here is a range of
mountains towering high, there is a sheet of water extend- .
ing far out to the horizon, and how can we make moun¬
tains out of the foam and foam out of the mountains as
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long as we but see the foam-end or mountain-end of the
ray? With Zen irrationality alone is considered, it
remains forever as such, and there is no way to see it
merged with rationality. The contradiction will ever
keep us awake at night.
The point is to walk along with a ray of absurdity and
see with one’s own eyes into the very origin where it shoots
out. 'Hie origin of the luminary itself once in view, we know
how to travel out into another ray at the end of which we
may find another order of things. Most of us stand at the
periphery and attempt to survey the whole; this position
the Zen master wants us to change; he who sits at the
centre of eternal harmony knows well where we are bound,
while we at the furthest end remain bewildered, per¬
plexed, and quite at a loss how and where to proceed. If
this were not the case, how could the master be so mir¬
aculously resourceful as to produce one absurdity or
inconsistence after another and remain so comfortably
self-complacent?
This is, however, the way we logic-ridden minds want
to read into the answers given by the Zen master. As to the
master himself, things may appear quite in another light.
He may say that there is no periphery besides the centre,
for centre is periphery and periphery is centre. To think
that there are two things distinguishable the one from the
other and to talk about travelling along the ray-end
towards the luminary itself is due to a false discrimination
{parikalpa). “When one dog barks at a shadow, ten
thousand dogs turn it into a reality”—so runs the Chinese
saying. Beware therefore of the first bark, the master will
advise.
When Lo-han Jen was asked as to the meaning of the
patriarchal visit, he asked back, “What is it that you call
the meaning?”
“If so, there is no meaning in this coming from the
West?” concluded the inquiring monk.
“It comes from the tip of your own tongue,” said the
master.
It may all be due to our subjective discrimination
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based on a false conception of reality, but, our good Zen
master, without this discriminating faculty, false or true,
how can we ever so conceive of you? The master is a
master because we are what we are. Discrimination has
to start somewhere. It is quite true that gold dust, however valuable in itself, injures the eye when it gets into
it. The thing will then be to keep the eye open clear, and
use the gold dust in the way it ought to be used.
After reviewing all these propositions, suggestions, or
expressions as given by the masters, if someone comes to
me and proposes the question, "What is after all the
meaning of Bodhidhanna’s coming from the West?”, what
shall I say to him? But as I am not an adept in Zen, I
know not how to answer from the standpoint of Zen
transcendentalism; my answer will be that of a plainminded person, for I will say ‘'Inevitable!” How does
this "inevitable” start? Nobody knows how and where
and why; because it is just so and not otherwise. "That
which abides nowhere" comes from nowhere and departs
nowhere.
“For nine years he had been sitting and no
one knew him;
Carrying a shoe in his hand he went home
quietly, without cereinouy

.”1

* Must quotation! in this ankle arc taken from Hie work entitled Ofta lin
In elm in twenty fasciculi compiled In the year ijn. The lid* means "Zen
material! (literally, wood!) clasutied and collected''. The book Is now very
rare.

TWO ZW TEXT-BOOKS:

PI-YEN-CHI AND WU-MEN-KUAN
I
The Pi-yen-chi

1

The Pi-yen-chi or Piyen-lu is one of the most valued
books in the Rinzai [lin-chi) school of Zen Buddhism,
especially in Japan. It consists of Hsueh-tou’s poetical
comments on one hundred “eases"* mostly selected from
the history of Zen masters, called The Transmission of the
Lamp, and of Yuan-wu’s additional notes. Hsueh-tou was
a great master of the Yun-mcn school and flourished
early in the Sung dynasty (980-1052). He was noted for
his literary ability, and when his poetical comments on
the one hundred cases were made public, they at once
created universal applause in the literary circles of the
time.
While Yuan-wu (1063-1135) was residing in the
capital of Shu, he took up, in response to the request of his
pupils, Hsueh-tou’s work as the text-book for his dis¬
courses on Zen. When he later came to Ling-chuan Yuan
at Chia-shan, in Li-chou, during the Cheng-hua period
(1111-1118), he was again asked to discourse on the work.
The notes taken by his disciples came to be compiled into
a regular book. Each case was preceded by an introductory
remark, and the ease itself was annotated and criticized
in a way peculiar to Zen, and finally H*uch-tou’s poems
were treated in a similar manner.
As Yuan-wu was indifferent about collating and

1

HiHgaiuhu, or htiifatnokx, in Japanese. Pi-yen means •‘Green Rock”, chi
j» "collection”, and la "record”. The Green Rock wu the name of Yuan-wu'»
itudy.
• "Cose" may not be a very good term for Tu, bv which each example itit
the Pi-yen it usually known. Tu meant ‘‘a standard", or “an item”, or "a
clause” in enumeration.
237
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revising these notes taken by his various disciples, the
notes began to circulate in an unfinished and confused
form among his followers. Fearing that some day the text
might get irretrievably muddled, Kuan-yu Wu-tang, one
of Yuan-wu's pupil's, decided to have an authorized
(ditto printtps of it and thus to put a stop to all possible
variations that might follow from promiscuous copyings.
The book came out in print late in the spring of 1125,
which was twenty years after a third lecture had been
given by the master on the text. Neither the editor, Kuanyu Wu-tang, nor the preface-writer, P‘u-chao, however,
makes any reference to the text having been gone through
by the author personally before it was published in printed
form.
Later, Tai-hui, the most brilliant and most gifted
disciple of Yuan-wu, burned the Pi-yen-chi, seeing that it
was not doing any good to the truthful understanding of
Zen. While it is not quite clear what he actually did, the
book apparently stopped circulating. It was not until about
two hundred years later (1302) that Chang Ming-yuan, of
Yu-chung, found a good copy of the Pi-yen-chi at Chengtu, in Shu. He collated this with other copies obtained in
the South, and the result was the current copy we have
now.
Dogen, the founder of the Soto school of Zen in Japan,
it is reported, was the first who brought the Pi-ym-chi from
China in the third year of Karoku (1227) about eighty
years prior to the Chang edition. It is not definitely known
when the latter was imported to Japan, but as there was
much intercourse between the Japanese and the Chinese
Zen masters in those days, the book must have come to
tliis shore through some of the Japanese monks who went
to China to study Buddhism. Early in the fifteenth century
we have already a Japanese edition of the Pi-yen-chi.
The constitution of the book is generally in the follow¬
ing order: Each case is preceded by Yuan-wu's intro¬
ductory note (1); the case itself is interpolated with
critical sentences (2); then comes an expository comment
on the case (3); which is followed by Hsueh-tou’s poetical
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appreciation or criticism, which is also interposed with
Yuan-wu’s remarks (4); and finally we have explanatory
notes to the poem {5).
The following is an English translation of the Case LV
faithfully rendered to the extent admissible by the con¬
struction of the original, which in itself is almost altogether
unintelligible to those who are not acquainted with Zen
literature. This will be realized by the reader even when
perusing my translation, which is far from being literal.

II
The Case

LV—Tao-wu and Chirn-yuan VisrT

a Family to Mourn the Dead1

a. Introductory Mott
[The perfect master of Zen] quietly within himself
asserts the whole truth and testifies it at every turn;
• Tao-wu, whose personal nimf was Yuan-chih, »u a disciple of Yuehthan, and died in 835, of the Tang dynasty, at the age of lialy-seven. When
he was once in attendance with hu brother-monk Yun-yen on their master
Yueh-ahan, the latter said to Yuan-chih: "Where the intellect fail* to
fathom, beware of giving utterance to it; if you utter a word, horn* wilt grow
on your forehead. What would you say to this?" Yuan-chih, without mak¬
ing ony reply, went out of the room. Yun-yen now asked the master, "How
is it that my senior brother-monk doc* not give you any a rawer?" Said the
master, “My back aches today; you'd better go to Yuan-chih himseif, as he
understands.” Yun-yen now came to his brother-monk, Yuan-chlh,and said:
“Why did you not answer our master a while ago? Please tell me the reason,
Brother.” “You'd better ask our roaster himself,''—this was Yuao-chih’s
enigmatic suggestion.
Shih-shuang was a disciple of Tao-wu Yuan-ehih. He once asked the
master, “If someone after your passing happens to ask roc about the ultimate
thing, what shall I say to him?” The master, Yuan-chih, dal not answer the
question, but simply called to bis attendant-boy who at onee came forward
in response. Said the master, “You fill the pitcher now with fresh water.
After remaining silent for a little while, the master now turned cowards
Shih-shuang and asked, “What did you want to know awhile ago?" Shihchuang repeated his first question, whereupon the master rose from his seat
and left the room. This leaving the room was evidently a favourite way with
Tao-wu Yuan-chih when he wished to demonstrate the truth of Zen,
His other sayings and doings are recorded in T7u Treanaiuim tf (At Lamp,
XXIV.
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wading through the cross-currents he controls the circum¬
stances and directly secs into the identity of things. As
in the sparks struck from flint or as in the flash of lightning,
so instantaneously he makes away with intricacies and
complications; while taking hold of the tiger’s head he lets
not the tail slip off his hands; he is like unto a rugged
precipice one thousand feet high. But we will not speak
of such [achievements as these on the part of the master];
let us sec if there is not an approachable way in which he
manifests the truth for the sake of others. Here is a case for
our consideration.
b. Tht Illustrative Case
Tao-wu and Chien-yuan visited a family to mourn the
dead. Chien-yuan knocked at the coffin and said, “Living,
or dead ?”—What do you say?—Well, you are not at all alive.—
This fellow still wanders between two paths.
“Living? I tell you not; dead? I tell you not.”
—When a dragon sing* fog is formed: when a tiger roars the wind
rises.—That hat fits tlte head.—A grandmotherly kindness!
“Why not tell?”—Gone wrong!—Sure enough, a blunder's
committed!
“I say I tell you not.”—Filthy water b poured right over
your head 1—The first arrow was rather light, but the second goes
deeper.
On their way home,—quite lively!
Chien-yuan said, “O my master, be pleased to tell me
about it; if you do not, I will knock you down."—Thu is
something.—Wc rarely meet wise men, most of them are (bob.—One
so full of irrationalities ought to go to Hell faster than an arrow.
“As to your striking it is your own pleasure; as to telling
I have nothing to tell.”—Repetition is necessary for serious affairs.
—He b not aware even of being robbed.—This old man’s tender¬
ness knows no bounds.—The first idea is still asserted.
Chien-yuan struck the master.—Well done I—Tell me what
b the use of striking him thus.—Sometimes one has to suffer an
unreasonable treatment,
Later when Tao-wu died, Chien-yuan went to Shihshuang1 and told him about the aforementioned incident.
* See nipim.
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_Knowingly trespassed!—I wonder if this were right, or not—If
jigbt, how marvellous!
"Living? I tell you not; dead? I tell you not!”—How
very refreshing!—Even on everyday meal is relished by some!
•‘Why not tell me?”—The same wording, and no difference
in sense either.—Tell me if this is the same question as the first.
"I say I tell you not,” said Shih-shuang.—Heaven above,
earth below!—When the waves are surging like this at Tsao-chi, how
many common mortals are drowned on land!
This instantly awakened Chicn-yuan to an under¬
standing.—O this purblind fellow 1—I am not to be deceived!
One day Chicn-yuan came out into the Dharma Hall
with a spade, and walked up and down from east to west,
from west to east.—The dead resuscitated!—Good! This showing
himself off in behalf of the late master!—Don't s»k of others.—Behold
how this fellow is disgracing himself!
"What are you doing?” asked Shih-shuang.—Blindly
treading in the steps of another!
"I am seeking the sacred bones of the late master.”
—Too late, like hanging a medicine hag behind the hearse carriage.
_Too bad that he missed the first step.—What do you say?
“The huge waves are rolling far and near, the foaming
seas are flooding the sky, and what sacred bones of the late
master should you seek here?” said Shih-shuang.—As to
this, let another master see to it.—What is the use of following the
masses?

Hsueh-tou remarks here: "What a pity! What a pity!”
—Too late—This is like stretching the bow after the burglar is
gone. Better have him buried in the same grave.
Said Chien-yuan, “This is the very moment to be
thankful for.”—Say. now, where does all this finally come to?—
What did the late master tell you before?—This fellow has never
known from beginning till end how to free himself
...
Monk Fu of Trai-yuan remarks here, “The holy bones
of the late master are still here.”-0 my disciples, see them?
—It is like the stroke of lightning.—What sort of worn-out sandab
these!—This is after all worth something.

C.

Commentary Remarks

Tao-wu and Chicn-yuan went out one day to see a
family in order to mourn the dead. Chien-yuan kntxking
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at the coffin said, “Living? or dead?” And Tao-wu said:
“Living? I tell you not: dead? I tell you not!" If you
gain an insight right here at this remark, you will know
then where you are bound for. Just here and nowhere else
is the key that will release you from the bondage of birth
and death. If you have not yet gained it, you are liable to
slip away at every turn. See how earnest those ancient
students of Zen were! Whether walking or standing,
sitting or lying, their constant thoughts were fixed upon
this matter. As soon as they came into a house of mourning,
Chien-yuan knocking at the coffin lost no time in asking
Tao-wu, “Living? or dead ?” Tao-wu instantly responded:
“Living? I tell you not: dead? I tell you not!” Chienyuan straightway slipped over the literary meaning of
his master's remarks. Hence his second question, “Why
not tell?” To this Tao-wu answered, “I say I tell you not!”
How full of kindness was his heart! One error succeeds
another.
Chien-yuan had not yet come to himself. When they
were halfWay on their homeward walk, he again accosted
his master, saying: “O master, do please tell me about it.
If you don’t I will strike you.” This fellow knows not a
thing. It is the case of a kindness not being requited. But
Tao-wu, who was ever grandmotherly and full of tender¬
ness, responded, "As to striking, it is your own pleasure;
as to telling, I have nothing to tell you.”
'rhereupon Chien-yuan struck.
While this
was
unfortunate, he may be regarded as having gained one
>int over the master. From the very bottom of his heart,
ao-wu did everything to enlighten his disciple, and yet
the disciple significantly failed to grasp the meaning at the
moment. Being thus struck by his disciple, Tao-wu said :
“It will be better for you to leave our monastery for a
while. If our head-monk learns somehow of this incident
you may get into trouble.”
Chien-yuan was then quietly sent away. How full of
tenderness Tao-wu was! Chien-yuan later came into a
small temple where he happened to listen to one of the
lay-brothers there reciting the Kwannon Sutra in which he
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read, “To those who are to be saved by him assuming the
form of a Bhikkhu (monk), Kwannon will preach to them
in the form of a Bhikkhu.” When Chien-yuan heard these
words, he at once came to a realization and said to himself:
“I was at fault indeed; I knew not at the time what to
make of my late master. This matter has really nothing
to do with mere words.”
An ancient master remarked, “Even the extraordinarily
wise stumble over words.” Some try to make an intellectual
guess at Tao-wu’s attitude, saying that when he flatly re¬
fused to say a word about the matter, he had really already
said something, and that such an attitude on the part of
the master was known as playing a backward somersault
in order to lead people astray and to make them feel all
confused. If this were to be so interpreted, I would say,
How could we ever come to enjoy peace of mind? Only
when our feet are treading the solid ground of reality we
know that the truth is not a hair’s breadth away from
ourselves.
Observe, when those seven wise ladies of India visited
the Forest of Death, one of them asked, pointing at a
corpse, “The dead body is here, but where is the person ?”
Said the eldest: “What? What?" Thereupon the entire
company is said to have had the amitpattikadharmakshanti,
realization of the truth that all things are primarily un¬
born. How many of such do we come across these days?
Perhaps, only one in a thousand or ten thousand.
Chien-yuan later went to Shih-Shuang and asked him
to enlighten him on the matter above referred to. But
Shih-shuang also repeated Tao-wu and said: "Living? I
tell you not! Dead? I tell you not!” When Chien-yuan
demanded, “Why don't you tell me?” Shih-shuang
replied, “I say I tell you not!" This opened up Chienyuan’s mind.
One day Chien-yuan carried a spade out into the
Dharma Hall, where he walked up and down with it. The
idea was to present his view to the master, who as he
expected did not fail to inquire and say, “What are you
doing?” Chien-yuan said, “I am seeking for the sacred
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bone* of my late master!” Shih-shuang, trying to cut
Chienyuan’s feet right off from the ground, remarked,
"The huge waves are rolling far and near, the white
foaming seas are flooding even to the sky: and what sacred
bones of your master are you seeking here ?”
Chien-yuan had already expressed his intention to
seek his late master’s bones, and what did Shih-shuang
mean when he made this remark? If you understand
what is implied in the words "living? I tell you not!
Dead? I you tell not!’’ you would know that Shih-shuang
is behaving himself from beginning to end with his whole
heart and soul opened to your full observation. But as soon
as you begin to reason about it and hesitate and ponder,
the thing will never come to view.
Chien-yuan’s reply, “That is the very moment to be
thankful for,” shows how different his attitude is, when
compared with his former one while still uninitiated.
Tao-wu’s skull is shining in golden colour, and when it is
struck it gives a resonant sound like that of copperwarc.
Tsuch-tou’s remark: “What a pity! What a pity!” has a
double signification, while T'ai-yuan’s statement, “The
sacred bones of the late master are still here!” naturally
hits the mark and is well said.
To put the whole matter in one bundle and thrust it
before your eyes, tell me now where lies the most essential
oint of this episode? And where is the point at which you
ave to be thankful? Don’t you know the saying, “If
one point is broken through, a thousand and even ten
thousand other points are broken through”? If you success¬
fully pass through at the point where Tao-wu says "I say
I tell you not!” you will be able to shut out every tongue
that wags in the whole world. If you arc unable to pass
through, retire into your own room and exert yourself to
the utmost to get into the truth of Zen. Don’t idle away
your precious time by doing nothing all day.
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d. Hsueh-tou's Appreciation in Vtrjt
The hare and the horse have hornsCut them off.—How
remarkable!—How refreshing I

The cow and the sheep have no horns.—Cut them off—
What a fus!—Others may be cheated, but not I.
Not a speck of dust, not a particle .'—Heaven above, earth
below, I alone am the honoured one (—Where do you intend to grope?
[Yet] like the mountains, like the peaks 1—Where are
they?—This is stirring up wave* on dry land.—It is rubbed in hard
against your nose.
The sacred bones in golden yellow are still here;—The
tongue is cut off and the throat choked.—Put it aside.—I’m afraid
nobody knows him.
The white foaming waves are flooding the sky, and
where can we seize upon them?—A hold u released a little.—
Slipped right over it.—Eyes and ears are filled with it.
Nowhere to seize upon them 1—Just as I told you I—This k
something after all.—Surely tumbled into an abyss!
With a single shoe [Bodhidharma] went off to the
west, and where is his trace now?—When lathers leave things
unfinished, their descendants suffer the consequence.—Striking a blow,
one should say, "Why b it here now?"

t. Cornmintarj Notes
This is Hsueh-tou’s appreciative verse showing how
thoroughly he understood the case. As he is a descendant
of the Yun-mcn school1 he knows how to put a triple
hammering point into the body of one sentence. His verse
seizes the most vital portion by giving an affirmation
where no affirmation is possible and by opening a passage
where no opening is practicable. So he declares:
"The hare and the horse have horns;
The cow and the sheep have no horns."

1 One of the five arhooit of Zen. The five are: IJn-chi, frao-tung, Yuninen, Wei-ymng, and Fa-yen.
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Let me ask how it is that hares and horses have horns
whereas cows and sheep have none. When you under¬
stand the aforementioned case, you wilt then see into the
meaning of Hsueh-tou’s statement in which he has a
.'cheme for the benefit of others. There are some who
entertain a mistaken view as regards this and say:
“Whether a master affirms or denies, just the same he is
affirming something. Negation is after all no more than an
affirmation. As hares and horses have no horns, he says
that they have horns; and as cows and sheep have horns,
he says that they have no horns."
Such an understanding of the subject-matter has no
bearing whatever on it. On the contrary, the ancient
master is full of arts and therefore knows how to perform
such miracles; and they are all for your benefit so that you
are enabled to break up the dark cave of haunting spirits.
When you pass through this, it is not after all worth much
of anything.
"The hare and the horse have horns;
The cow and the sheep have no horns.
Not a speck of dust, not a particle!
[Yet] like the mountains, like the peaks!"
These four lines arc like a wish-fulfilling gem which
Hsueh-tou throws out in perfect form to your face. The
rest of the verse decides the case according to the affidavit:
“The sacred bones in golden yellow are still here;
The white foaming waves are flooding the sky, and
where can we seize upon them?”
This is concerned with the remarks by Shih-shuang and
Fu of T‘ai-yuan. But why the following lines?
"Nowhere to seize upon them!
With a single shoe [Bodhidharma] went oflT
to the west, and where is his trace now?"
This is like a sacred tortoise leaving its track. And here is
where Hsueh-tou takes a turn in order to do others good.
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Says an old master, “Apply yourself to a living word and
not to a dead one." If its trace is already lost, why is all
the world vying with one another to get hold of it?

Ill
The Wu-men-kuan

The Wu-men-kuanx is another text-book of Zen Budd¬
hism? on which discourses are frequently held in the
monasteries. It is a simpler book than the preceding one,
Pi-yen-chi, for it contains only forty-eight "cases" and is
one man’s work. The composition ofit is also simple,
containing a case and comments in prose and verse, both
of which arc short. Hui-k’ai (n83-i26o)*is thcauthorwho
flourished in the latter part of the Sung (960-1279). The
supplementary part of the Transmission of the Lamp mentions
him as a disciple of Wan-shou Ch‘ung-kuan. When he
understood the secrets of Zen by the study of the "HV’,
he expressed himself in the following verse:
"From the blue sky, the sun glowing white—a peal
of thunder!
All living things on earth open their eyes widely,
Multiplicities endless uniformly bow their heads in
respect;
Lo and behold, Mt. Sumeru is off its base dancing
a San-tail"*
Hui-k’ai dedicated his Wu-men-kuan (“The Gateless
Frontier Pass”) to the Emperior Li-tsung in celebration of
the fourth anniversary (1229) of his coronation. In the
preface, he says:
"In all the teachings of the Buddha the most essential
thing is to grasp the Mind. While there are so many en¬
trances leading to it, the most central one is without a gate.
1 .V/u-mew-iiMii in Japanoc.
• A popular merry dance.

* HahtMtm, XXXV.
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“How do wc get them into this gateleas entrance?
"Have you not heard this said by an ancient worthy;
“Things that come through a gate are worthless, anything
obtained by a relative means is bound for final destruction r
Such statements as these look very much like stirring up
waves when there is no wind, like pricking a sore on the
smooth skin. As to those who seek wisdom in the words, or
who attempt to beat the moon with a stick, or who
scratch an itching over the shoe, what real concern have
they with the truth ?
“While 1 was spending a summer at Lung-hsiang of
Eastern China in the first year of Shao-ting (1228), I had
to look after a number of student-monks who wished to
be instructed in Zen. So, I made use of the ancient masters’
koans as a piece of brick which is used for knocking at the
gate. The students were thus disciplined each according to
his ability. The notes gradually accumulated and finally
came to assume a book-form. There is no systematic
arrangement in the forty-eight cases herein collected. The
general name ' Wu-men-kuan’ as been given to them.
“If one is really a courageous fellow, he will mind no
perils besetting his way but push himskf single-handed
through the enemy’s line. Like Nata with eight arms, his
progress is not to be checked by anybody. Even the
twenty-eight patriarchs of India and the six of this country
will have to beg for their lives before such a dauntless
spirit. If one is however hesitating, it will be like watching
a horseman through a window; even before your closed
eyes are reopened he will no more be there. Here is my
verse:
“The great highway has no gates,
etJ how crcss-croas the passages!
t this frontier pass be crossed,
And in royal solitude you walk the universe."

C

In order to give an idea of what kind of text-book the
li'u-men-kuan is and to see how different it is from the
Pi-jtn-dii, the following extract (Case I) is selected:
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A monk came to Chao-chou and asked, “Is the dog
endowed with the Buddha-naturc?” Chao-chou said.
"Wu!"
Wu-men’t comment
In the study of Zen,.what is most needed is to pass
through the frontier-gate erected by the ancient mas ten.
To experience a satori, all the mental passages arc to be
cut off. So long as the frontier-gate is not passed through
and the mental passages are not cut off, you arc like
spirits depending on grass-leaves and plants. What then
is the frontier-gate erected by the masters? It is no other
than this "Wu!" which is indeed the gate of Zen, and
hence the title of this book, "Wu-men-kuan".
Those who pass through the gate arc allowed to see not
only the old master Chao-chou himself but all the
masters who have successively transmitted the truth of
Zen. For then you walk with them hand in hand, you
interview them face to face, what they sec and hear you
also sec and hear. No joy surpasses this.
Do you wish to pass through the gate?
If so, turn your whole body with its three hundred and
sixty bones and eighty-four thousand hair-holes into one
spirit of inquiry and have it concentrated on this one
character "Wu!" Keep it constantly night and day before
your mind. Do not late it in the sense of mere emptiness,
nor in the relative sense of being and non-being. It would
be like swallowing a red-hot iron ball; even if you wanted
to throw it up you could not do so. Let all the evil know¬
ledge and learning you have been in the habit of accumu¬
lating so far be ejected. When you are trained in this
exercise for a sufficiently long time, your mind will
gradually mature to a state of oneness inside and outside.
When this obtains you will know it by yourself without
being told.
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It « like a dumb person having a dream. He knows
what he has seen, but is unable to let others see it. When
the time comes for a final explosion, the result will resemble
the whole world being taken in surprise. Again, it is like
being supplied unexpectedly with Kuan-yu’s big sword,
which you can swing as you please. No matter who con¬
fronts you, a Buddha or master, you put him out of the way
unceremoniously. There is nothing that makes you now
feel uneasy or unsteady even when you stand at the
critical moment of life and death. Indeed, you are perfect
master of yourself, walking through the six paths of exis¬
tence and the four forms of life.
How, you may ask, to exercise yourself in the "IfV?
Exhaust all your mental energy you have on the koan, do
not allow any intermittence in the exercise, and the time
may arrive when another Dharma-lamp is likely to be
lighted. Here is my verse:
“The Buddha-naturc in the dog? fWi/’]
The lifting is complete, the command unequivocal;
No sooner you waver between being and non-being,
Than a lifeless corpse you are.”

PASSIVITY IX THE BUDDHIST LIFE
Preliminary Note
"Thy way, not mine, O Lord,
However dark it be;
Lead me by Thine own hand,
Choose out the path for me.
Smooth let it be or rough,
It will be still the best;
Winding or straight, it leads
Right onward to Thy rest.
Choose Thou for me my friends,
My sickness or my health;
Choose Thou my cares for me,
My poverty or wealth.
Not mine, not mine the choice
In things or great or small;
Be Thou my guide, my strength,
My wisdom, and my all."1
The feeling of passivity in religious experience, so
typically given expression here, is universal and natural,
seeing that the religious consciousness consists in realizing,
on the one hand, the helplessness of a finite being, and,
on the other, the dependability of an infinite being, in
whatever way this may be conceived. The finite side of our
being may protest, saying, “Why hast thou forsaken me?”,
but while this protest possesses us there is no religious
experience, we are not yet quite saved. For salvation comes
only when we can say, "Father, into thy hands I entrust
my spirit,” or "Lord, though thou slay me, yet will I trust
in thee.”
This is resignation or self-surrender, which is a state
of passivity, ready to have "thy will” prevail upon a world
of finite beings. This is the characteristic attitude of a
religious mind towards life and the world; and we know
* Horaliui Bonar, 1808- 1689.
«5«
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that all religious experience is psychologically closely
connected with the feeling of passivity. The object of the
present Essay is to see how this feeling rules and in what
forms it expresses itself in the Buddhist life, including that
of Zen.

I
Tkt Doctrine of Karma
Superficially, passivity does not seem to be compatible
with the intellectual tendency of Buddhism, especially of
Zen, which strongly emphasizes the spirit of self-reliance
as is seen in such passages as “The Bhodisattva-mahasattva
retiring into a solitude all by himself, should reflect within
himself, by means of his own inner intelligence, and not
depend upon anybody else ;”1 or as we read in the Dhamrnapada :
“By self alone is evil done,
By self is one disgraced;
By self is evil undone,
By self alone is he purified;
Purity and impurity belong to one;
No one can purify another."*
Besides, the four Noble Truths, the Twelvefold Chain of
Origination, the Eightfold Path of Righteousness, etc. —all
tend towards enlightenment and emancipation, and not
towards absolute dependence or receptivity. “To see with
one’s own eyes and be liberated” is the Buddhist motto,
and there is apparently no room for passivity. For the
latter can take place only when one makes oneself a
receptacle for an outside power.
• Ttu LankevaUu*. the author** Kngliih translation, p. 113. BodhiiaUvo
mahataltva kaki rahogatab ivapratyatmabuddhya vicarayaty aparapra*
PbammspuJt, j>. 163. The translation is by A.
Edmund*.
Altana *va katam pspam attana lamkilissati,
Altana akatam papam attana ‘va vuujjhati,
Suddhi asuddhi praccattam na 'nno annam viaodhaye.
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The attainment of passivity in Buddhism is especially
obstructed by the doctrine of Karma. The doctrine of
Karma runs like warp and weft through all the Indian
fabrics of thought, and Buddhism as a product of the
Indian imagination could not escape taking it into its own
texture. Tito Jataka Tales, making up the history of the
Buddha while he was yet at the stage of Bodhisattvahood
and training himself for final supreme enlightenment, are
no more than the idea of Karma concretely applied and
illustrated in the career of a morally perfected personage.
Sakyamuni could not become a Buddha unless he had
accumulated his stock of merit (kuialamula) throughout his
varied lives in the past
The principle of Karma is “Whatever a man sows that
will he also reap”, and this governs the whole life of the
Buddhist; for in fact what makes up one’s individuality is
nothing else than his own Karma. So we read in the
Milindapanha, “All beings have their Karma as their
portion; they are heirs of their Karma; they are sprung
from their Karma; their Karma is their refuge; Karma
allots beings to meanness or greatness.”1 This is confirmed
in the SamjruUa-nikaya:
“His good deeds and his wickedness,
Whate'er a mortal does while here;
’Tis this that he can call his own,
This with him take as he goes hence,
This is what follows after him,
And like a shadow ne’er departs.”*
According to the Visuddhimagga, Chapter XIX,
Karma is divisible into several groups as regards the time
and order of fruition and its quality: (i) that which bears
fruit in the present existence, that which bears fruit in
rebirth, that which bears fruit at no fixed time, and by¬
gone Karma; (a) the weighty Karma, the abundant, the
close-at-hand, and the habitual; (3) the productive Karma,
* Queued from Warren'S BuUSim in TrmsUtitmi, p. 855.
1 Loc- cit-, p. 214.
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the supportive, the counteractive, and the destructive.1
There is thus a round of Karma and a round of fruit going
on all the time. And who is the bearer of Karma and its
fruit?
“No doer b there does the deed, • _
Nor b there one who feels the fruit;
Constituent parts alone roll on;
This view alone is orthodox.

•

And thus the deed, and thus the fruit
Roll on and on, each from its cause;
As of the round of tree and seed.
No one can tell when they began.
Not in its fruit b found the deed,
Nor in the deed finds one the fruit;
Of each the other is devoid,
Yet there’s no fruit without the deed,

{

ust as no store of fire is found
n jewel, cow-dung, or the sun,
Nor separate from these exists.
Yet short of fuel no fire b known;
Even so we ne'er within the deed
Can retribution’s fruit descry.
Not yet in any place without;
Nor can in fruit the deed be found.
Deeds separate from their fruits cxbt.
And fruits are separate from the deeds;
llut consequent upon the deed
Fruit doth into being come.
No god of heaven or Brahma-world
Doth cause the endless round of birth;
Constituent parts alone roll on,
From cause and from material sprung.’’1

The working of Karma is apparently quite impersonal,
as is explained in these quotations, and it may seem al» Loc. dt, pp. *45/.

* Wsrren, pp. *48-5.
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together indifferent for anybody whether he did something
good or bad. There is no doer of deeds, nor is there any
sufferer of their fruit. The five Aggregates or constituent
parts (ikandhas) are combined and dissolved in accordance
with the inevitable law of Karma, but as long as there is
no personal agent at the back of all this, who really feels
the value of Karma, it does not seem to matter what kind
of deed is committed and what kind of fruit is brought
forth. Still the Buddhists are advised not to practise
wickedness:
“If a man do wrong,
Let him not do it repeatedly,
Let him not take pleasure therein;
Painful is wrong's accumulation.”1

Why painful? Why pleasurable? The Hinayanist reasoning
is logically thoroughgoing, but when it comes to the
question of practical psychology, mere reasoning does not
avail. Is the feeling no more real than the mere bundling
together of the five Aggregates? The combination—that is,
unity—seems to be more than the fact of combination.
Whatever this is, as I am not going to discuss the doctrine
of Karma here in detail, let it suffice to give another
quotation
from Nagaijuna’s
Mulamadhyamakakarikas,
Chapter XVII, where the doctrine of Karma appears in
a new garment.*
.
“All sentient beings are bom according to their
Karma: good people are born in the heavens, the wicked
in the hells, and those who practise the paths of righteous¬
ness realize Nirvana. By disciplining himself in the six
virtues of perfection, a man is able to benefit his fellowbeings in various ways, and this is sure in turn to bring
blessings upon him, not only in this but also in the next
life. Karma may be of two sorts: inner or mental, which is

1 Tht Dhammafiada, p. 117, translated by A. J. Edmund*.
* Edited by Louk d* la ValKe Poussin. P;>. 30a g. Foe a detailed exposi¬
tion of the theory of Karma, see the AMdSormokaia (translated by the same
author). Chapter IV. What follows is an abstract.
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called ctlana and physical, expressing itself in speech and
bodily movement. This is technically known as Karma
‘after having intended’.1
“Karma may also be regarded as with or without
‘intimation’.* An act with intimation is one the purpose of
which is perceptible by others, while an act without
intimation is not at all expressed in physical movements;
it follows that when a strong act with intimation is per¬
formed it awakens the tendency in the mind of the actor
to perform again deeds, either good or bad, of a similar
nature.
“It is like a seed from which a young plant shoots out
and bears fruit by the principle of continuity; apart from
the seed there is no continuity; and because of this con¬
tinuity there is fruition. The seed comes first and then the
fruit; between them there is neither discontinuity nor
constancy. Since the awakening of a first motive, there
follows an uninterrupted series of mental activities, and
from this there is fruition. Apart from the first stirring of
the mind, there will be no stream of thoughts expressing
themselves in action. Thus there is a continuity of Karma
and its fruit. Therefore, when the ten deeds of goodness
and purity are performed, the agent is sure to enjoy
happiness in this life and be bom after death among
celestial beings.
"There is something in Karma that is never lost even
after its performance; this something called auifrranasa* is
like a deed of contract, and Karma, an act, is comparable
to debt. A man may use up what he has borrowed, but
owing to the document he has some day to pay the debt
back to the creditor. This ‘unlosable’ is always left behind
even after Karma and is not destroyed by philosophical
intuition.4 If it is thus destructible, Karma will never come
to fruition. The only power that counteracts this ‘un¬
usable’ is moral discipline.* Every Karma once committed
continues to work out its consequence by means of the
* Cttajitoc.
• "Indication”, njimpti.
• "Not k*t", or "unlocabfe”, or "indeMructibie”.
♦ Dartmm*rta.
• /Ucaaawtr/a.

YL'KH-SHAN AND LI AO
By Ma Kumo-Hukm
(Ttniflh Cntmj)
Yueh-shnu (or Yan-shun.
a.d. 751
one of the great
Zen inaslcn of the Tang, was
frequently invited by li-ao,
governor of Lang. lo come 10
his district, but the invitation
was perssurntly refused. One
day, Li-ao himself came to the
mountain where Yush-shan reshied. Slum was reading Die
Sutra at the time and paid no
intention whatever. The altrndant-monlc said, "The gover¬
nor is here, master,*" I j-ao was
a shorMrmprrrd man and exI netted himself at once, "Scrkig
the (ace is tux Idee hearing the
name.’’ By this lie meant that
Yuch-shart's personal presence
was not so inspiring as Ise ex1 weird (rsan liss reputation. The
muter called out. "O Gover¬
nor !” IJ replied, “Yes, master.*'
"How is it that you valor the
ear more than the eye?" Ao
lamed respectfully and apolo¬
gised, and tltrn ashes), "What
is llte Tao?" Yueh-shan poin¬
ted up and down with his
Isanti, Hid Hid. “Do you
understand?” Li-ao Confesses!
hi* ignorance, Thereupon Slsan
said. “A cloud is in the sky
and water is in the pitcher.
Tlte governor oner more Itmvesl
rcsprrtfully. He then composes!
the following verse;
"The hodv, aarrtimlly trained,
looks lute a stork;
In tlse wood of unr thousand
pines, two sacred scrolls
are on llie tabic;
I come and ask him about
the Tao, liut no words are
wasted.
Except *# cloud in the blue sky
and water in the pitcher’.*'

THE SIXTH PATRIARCH TEARING THE SCROLL
By

Lianc-Kai

Then: is no reference to
this incident in »ny of tltc
known history of the “Sixth
Patriarch”. by whom I pre¬
sume Hui-nrog of the Pintftrm Sidra is meant here, 'this
may be regarded as a sym¬
bolic representation of the
spirit of Zen Buddhism,
which claims to transmit the
inner secrets of the Buddhist
life. To live the spirit and
not to be bound by tlie letter
is the message or Zen. The
traditional attitude of the
Zen master has thus been to
take the sutras and saslras
for no more than a bundle
of waste paper, and their
literary teaching for mere
conceptualism which has no
vital bearing on life itself.
The picture suggests a
"lunatic , wheae absolute dis¬
regard of decency and con¬
ventionalism in whatever
sense is here strongly depic¬
ted. Hr seems to deny the
whole world of appearances,
which, to the Zen master, ia
one abstractly constructed.
To come in touch, therefore,
with the living facta of ex¬
perience. the student of Zen
must once become a lunatic.
By chit I mean I bat he has to
abandon everything he has
"gained" in the way of learn¬
ing and reasoning. Ijio-Uu
teaches: Learning gains while
the Tao loses. The philosophy
of Iob is the philosophy of
Zen.
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‘unJosablc* until its course is thwarted by the attainment
of Arhatship or by death, or when it has finally borne its
fruit. This law of Karma applies equally to good and bad
deeds.”
While Nagarjuna’s idea is to wipe out all such notions
as doer, deed, and sufferer, in other words, the entire
Structure of Karma-theory, this introduction of the idea
unlosable” is instructive and full of suggestions.
Taking all in all, however, there is much obscurity in
the doctrine of Karmaic continuity, especially when its
practical working is to be precisely described; and, theor¬
etically too, we arc not quite sure of its absolute tenability.
But this we can state of it in a most general way that Karma
tends to emphasise individual freedom, moral responsi¬
bility, and feeling of independence; and further, from the
religious point of view, it does not necessitate the postulate
. a God, or a creator, or a moral judge, who passes
judgments upon human behaviour, good or bad.
, ^us being the case, the Buddhist conviction that life
15 Pam wj?1 inevitably lead to a systematic teaching of
self-discipline, self-purification, and self-enlightenment,
the moral centre of gravity being always placed on the
self, and not on any outside agent. This is the principle of
Karma applied to the realization of Nirvana. But, we may
ask, What is this “self"? And again, What is that some¬
thing that is never ‘lost” in a Karma committed either
mentatly or physically? What is the connection between
self and the ‘unlosable”? Where does this "unlosable”
lodge itself?
Between the Buddhist doctrine of no-ego-substance and
the postulate that there should be something “not to be
lost” in the continuation of Karma-force, which makes
the latter safely bear fruit, there is a gap which must be
bridged somehow if Buddhist philosophy is to make
further development. To my mind, the conception of
the Alayavijnana (“All-conserving soul”) where all the
Karma-seeds are deposited was an inevitable consequence.
But in the meantime let us see what "self” really stands
for.
R
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The Conception of Self
“Self” is a very complex and elusive idea, and when
we say that one is to be responsible for what one does by
oneself, we do not exactly know how far this "self” goes
and how much it includes in itself. For individuals are
so intimately related to one another not only in one
communal life but in the totality of existence—so intim¬
ately indeed that there are really no individuals, so to
speak, in the absolute sense of the word.
Individuality is merely an aspect of existence; in
thought we separate one individual from another and in
reality too we all seem to be distinct and separable. But
when we reflect on the question more closely we find that
individuality is a fiction, for we cannot fix its limits, wc
cannot ascertain its extents and boundaries, they become
mutually merged without leaving any indelible marks
between the so-called individuals. A most penetrating
state of interrelationship prevails here, and it seems to
be more exact to say that individuals do not exist, they arc
merely so many points of reference, the meaning of which
is not at all realizable when each of them is considered by
itself and in itself apart from the rest.
Individuals are recognizable only when they arc
thought of in relation to something not individual;
though paradoxical, they arc individuals so long as they
are not individuals. For when an individual being is singled
out as such, it at once ceases to be an individual. The
“individual self” is an illusion.
Thus, the self has no absolute, independent existence.
Moral responsibility seems to be a kind of intellectual
makeshift. Can the robber be really considered responsible
for his deeds? Can this individual be really singled out as
the one who has To suffer all the consequences of his anti¬
social habits? Can he be held really responsible for all that
made him such as he is? Is his svabhava all his own make?
This is where lies the main crux of the question, “How far
is an individual to be answerable for his action?” In other
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words, “How far is this ‘he* separable from the commumty of which he is a component part?” Is not society
reflected in him? Is he not one of the products created bv
society?

1

There are no criminals, no sinful souls in the Pure
Land, not necessarily because no such arc born there but
mainly because all that arc born there become pure by
virtue of the general atmosphere into which they arc
brought up. Although environment is not everything it
especially social environment, has a great deal to do with
the shaping of individual characters. If this is the case
where shall we look for the real signification of the doctrine
ot Ivarmar
The intellect wants to have a clear-cut, well-delineated
figure to which a deed or its "unlosable” something has
to be attached, and Karma become mathematically
descnbable as having its originator, perpetrator, sufferer,
etc. but when there arc really no individuals and Karma
is to be conceived as nowhere originated by anv specifically
definable agent, what would become of the doctrine of
Karma as advocated by Buddhists? Evidently there is an
act, cither good or bad or indifferent; there is one who
actually thrusts a dagger, and there is one who actually
lies dead thus stabbed; and yet shall we have to declare that
there is no killer, no killing, and none killed? mat will
then become of moral responsibility? How can there be
such a thing as accumulation of merit or attainment of
enlightenment? mo is after all a Buddha, and who is an
ignorant, confused mortal?
Can we say that society, nay, the whole universe, is
responsible for the act of killing if this fact is once
established? And that all the causes and conditions leading
to it and all the results that are to be connected with it
are to be traced to the universe itself? Or is it that the
individual is an ultimate absolute fact and what goes out
from him comes back to him without any relation to his
fellow-beings and to his environment, social and physical?
In the first case, moral responsiblity evaporates into an
intangible universality; in the second case, the intangible
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whole gels crystallized in one individual, and there is
indeed moral responsibility, but one stands altogether in
isolation as if each of us were like a grain of sand in no re¬
lation to its neighbours. Which of these positions is more
exactly in conformity with facts of human experience?
When this is applied to the Buddhist doctrine of Karma,
the question comes to this: Is Buddhist Karma to be
understood individualistically or cosmologically?

Mahayana Buddhism on the Theory of Karma
As far as history goes, Buddhism started with the
individualistic interpretation of Karma, and when it
reached its culminating point of development in the rise
of Mahayana, the doctrine came to be cosmically under¬
stood. But not in the vague, abstract, philosophical way
as was before referred to but concretely and spiritually in
this wise: the net of the universe spreads out both in time
and space from the centre known as “my self", where it is
felt that all the sins of the world arc resting on his own
shoulders. To atone for them he is determined to subject
himself to a system of moral and spiritual training which
he considers would cleanse him of all impurities, and
by cleansing him cleanse also the whole world of all its
demerits.
This is the Mahayana position. Indeed, the distinction
between the Mahayana and the Hinayana forms of
Buddhism may be said to be due to this difference in the
treatment of Karma-conception. The Mahayana thus
came to emphasize the "other” or “whole” aspect of
Karma, and, therefore, of universal salvation, while the
Hinayana adhered to the “self” aspect. As Karma worked,
according to the Hinayanists, apparently impersonally but
in point of fact individualistically, this life of pain and
suffering was to be got rid of by self-discipline, by moral
asceticism, and self-knowledge. Nobody outside could help
the sufferer out of his afflictions; all that the Buddha could
do for him was to teach him the way to escape; but if he
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did not walk this way by himself, he could not be made to
o straight ahead even by the power and virtue of the
iuddha. "Be ye a lamp and a refuge to yourselves”
(altadipa-atlasarana), was the injunction left by the
Buddha to his Hinayana followers, for the Buddha could
not extend his spiritual virtue and attainment over to his
devotees or to his fellow-beings. From the general position
of the Hinayanists, this was inevitable:

S

"Not in the sky.
Not in the midst of the sea.
Nor entering a cleft of the mountains.
Is found that realm on earth
Where one may stand and be
From an evil deed absolved

.”1

But the Mahayana was not satisfied with this narrow¬
ness of spiritual outlook; the Mahayana wanted to extend
the function of Karuna (love) to the furthest end it could
reach. If one’s Prajna (wisdom) could include in itself the
widest possible system of universes, why could not Kanina
too take them all under its protective wings? Why could
not the Buddha’s wish {ptanidkanc) for the spiritual
welfare of all beings also efficiently work towards its
realization? The Buddha attained his enlightenment after
accumulating so much stock of merit for ever to many
countless kalpas (eons). Should we conceive this stock of
merit to be available only for his own benefit?
Karma must have its cosmological meaning. In fact,
individuals are such in so far as they are thought of in
connection with one another and also with the whole
system which they compose. One wave good or bad, once
stirred, could not help affecting the entire body of water.
So with the moral discipline and the spiritual attainment of
the Buddha, they could not remain with him as an isolated
event in the communal life to which he belonged. There¬
fore, it is said that when he was enlightened the whole
universe shared in his wisdom and virtue. The Mahay1 Thi Dhammpads, p. 1*7. Translated by Albert J. Edmunds.
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ana stands on this fundamental idea of enlightenment, and
its doctrine of the Tathagatagarbha or Alayavijnana
reflects the cosmological interpretation of Karma.

II
The Development of the Idea of Sin in Buddhism
As long as Hinayana Buddhism restricted the appli¬
cation of Karma to individual deeds, its followers tried to
overcome it by self-discipline. Life was pain, and pain was
the product of one’s former misconduct, and to release one¬
self from it, it was necessary to move a force counteracting
it. Things thus went on quite scientifically with the
Hinayanists, but when the Mahayanists came to sec some¬
thing in Karma that was more than individual, that
would not be kept within the bounds of individuality, their
scheme of salvation had to go naturally beyond the
individualism of the Hinayanistic discipline. The “selfpowfcr” was not strong enough to cope with the problem
of cosmological Karma, and to rely upon this self as
segregated from the totality of sentient beings was not
quite right and true.
For the self is not a final fact, and to proceed in one’s
own religious discipline with the erroneous idea of self-hood
will ultimately lead one to an undesirable end and possibly
bear no fruit whatever. A new phase was now awakened
in the religious consciousness of the Buddhist which had
hitherto been only feebly felt by the Hinayanists; for with
the cosmic sense of Karma thus developed there came
along the idea of sin.
In Buddhism sin means ignorance, that is, ignorance
as to the meaning of the individual or the ultimate destiny
of the self. Positively, sin is the affirmation of the self as a
final svabkava in deed, thought, and speech. When a man
is above these two hindrances, ignorance and self-assertion,
he is said to be sinless. How to rise above them, therefore,
is now the question with the Mahayanists.
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Calderon, a noted Spanish dramatist, writes, “For the
greatest crime of man is that he ever was born.” This
statement is quite true, since sin consists in our ever
coming into existence as individuals severed from the
wholeness of things. But as long as this fact cannot be
denied from one point of view, we must try to nullify its
evil effects by veering our course in another direction.
And this veering can take place only by identifying our¬
selves with the cosmos itself, with the totality of existence,
with Buddhata in which we have our being. The inevita¬
bility of sin thus becomes the chance of devoting ourselves
to a higher plane of existence where a principle other than
Karmaic individualism and self-responsibility reigns.
When Karma was conceived to be controllable by the
self, the task of releasing oneself from its evil effects was
comparatively an easy one, for it concerned after all the
self alone; but if it is sin to believe in the ultimate reality
of an individual soul and to act accordingly, as if salvation
depended only on self-discipline or on self-enlightenment,
the Mahayanist’s work is far greater than the Hinayanist’s.
As this goes beyond the individual, something more than
individual mast operate in the Mahayanist heart to make
its work effective. The so-called self must be aided by a
power transcending the limitations of the self, which,
however, must be immanently related to it; for otherwise
there cannot be a very harmonious and really mutuallyhelping activity between the self and the not-sdf.
In fact, the idea of sin, and hence the feeling of pain
and suffering, is produced from the lack of a harmonious
relationship between what is thought to be "my self” and
what is not. The religious experience with the Mahayanists is to be described in more comprehensive terms
than with the Hinayanists.

A Reality Beyond Self
Buddhata or Dharmata is the name given by the
Mahayanists to that which is not the self and yet which is
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in the self. By virtue of this, the Mahayanists came to the
consciousness of sin and at the same time to the possibility
of enlightenment. Buddhata is the essence of Ruddhahood,
without which this is never attained in the world. When
the Buddha is conceived impersonally or objectively, it is
the Dharma, law, truth, or reality; and Dharmata is what
constitutes the Dharma. Dharmata and Buddhata are
interchangeable, but the experience of the Mahayanists is
described more in terms of Buddhata.
With the conception of Buddhata, the historical
Buddha turns into a transcendental Buddha; he ceases to
be merely the Muni of the Sakyas; he now is a manifesta¬
tion of the eternal Buddha, an incarnation of Buddhata;
and as such he is no more an individual person limited in
space and time; his spirituality goes out from him, and
whatever power it has influences nis fellow-beings in their
advance or development towards Buddhahood. This will
take place in proportion to the intensity of desire and the
sincerity of effort they put forward for the attainment of
the goal. The goal consists in getting cleansed of sin, and
sin consists in believing in the reality of self-substance
(svabhara), in asserting its claims as final, and in not
growing conscious of the immanency of Buddhata in
oneself.
The cleansing of sin is, therefore, intellectually seeing
into the truth that there is something more in what is
taken for the self, and conatively in willing and doing the
will of that something which transcends the self ana yet
which works through the self.
This is where lies the difficulty of the Mahayanist
position—to be encased in what we, relative-minded
beings, consider the self and yet to go beyond it and to
know and will what apparently does not belong to the
self. This is almost trying to achieve an impossibihty, and
yet if we do not achieve this, there will be no peace of
mind, no quietude of soul. We have to do it somehow
when we once tumble over the question in the course of
our religious experience. How is this to be accomplished ?
That we are sinful does not mean in Buddhism that we
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have so many evil impulses, desires, or proclivities, which,
when released, are apt to cause the ruination of oneself as
well as others; the idea goes deeper and is rooted in our
being itself, for it is sin to imagine and act as if individu¬
ality were a final fact. As long as we are what we are, we
have no way to escape from sin, and this is at the root of
all our spiritual tribulations. This is what the followers of
Shin Buddhism mean when they say that all works, even
when they arc generally considered morally good, are
contaminated, as long as they are the efforts of "selfpower", and do not lift us from the bondage of Karma.
The power of Buddhata must be added over to the self or
must replace it altogether if we desire emancipation.
Buddhata, if it is immanent—and we cannot trunk it
otherwise—must be awakened so that it will do its work
for us who arc so oppressed under the limitations of in¬
dividualism.
The awakening and working of Buddhata in mortal
sinful beings is not accomplished by logic and discursive
argument, as is attested by the history of religion. In spite
of the predominantly intellectual tendency of Buddhism,
it teaches us to appeal to something else. The deep con¬
sciousness of sin, the intensity of desire to be released from
the finality of individual existence, and the earnestness of
effort put forward to awaken Buddhata—these are the
chief conditions. The psychological experience resulting
therefrom will naturally be connected with the feeling of
passivity.
A New Phase of Buddhism
Buddhism, whose intellectual tendency interpreted the
doctrine of Karma individualistically in spite of its teach¬
ing of non-ego (anatta), has at last come to release us all
from the iron fetters of Karma by appealing to the con¬
ception of Buddhata. Finite beings become thus relieved
of the logical chain of causation in a world of spirits, but
at the same time the notion of sin which is essentially
attached to them as limited in time and space has taken
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possession of their religious consciousness. For sin means
finite beings’ helplessness of transcending themselves. And
if this be the case, to get rid of sin will be to abandon them¬
selves to the care of an infinite being, that is to say, to
desist from attempting to save themselves, but to bring
about a spiritual state of passiveness whereby the ground
for the entrance of a reality greater than themselves is
prepared. Thus sings Wordsworth:

“Nor less I deem that there are powers
Which of themselves our minds impress;
That we can feed this mind of ours
In a wise passiveness.
Think you, ’mid all this mighty sum
Of things for ever speaking,
That nothing of itself will come
But we must still be seeking?
—Then ask not wherefore, here, alone,
Conversing as I may,
I nt upon this old grey stone,
And dream my time away.’’

We can thus say that Karma is understood by the
Mahayanists rather cosmologically, or that the superindividualistic aspect of Karma came to assert its im¬
portance more than its individualistic aspect. Nagaijuna's
attempt to nullify Karma is the negative side of this
evolution which has taken place in the history ofBuddhism.
As long as Karma was conceived individualistically by
Hinayanists, there was no room for them to entertain a
feeling of passivity. But with the Mahayanist interpret¬
ation of Karma a sense of overwhelming oppression came
to possess the minds of the Buddhists, because Karma was
now understood to have a far deeper, stronger, and wider
foundation than hitherto thought of. It grew out of the
cosmos itself, against which finite individuals were alto¬
gether powerless. This feeling of helplessness naturally
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turned the Mahayanists towards a being who could over¬
come the enormity of Karma-forcc.
There was another factor in the religious consciousness
of the Mahayanists which made them ever persistent in
applying for the super-individualistic powers of Buddhata.
By this 1 mean the feeling of compassion (Banina) going
beyond individualism. This is an annoying feeling, to say
the least ; it goes directly against the instinct of selfpreservation. But there is no doubt that its roots are deeply
laid, and in fact it makes up the very foundation of
human nature.
Compassion then walks hand in hand with sorrow, for
a compassionate soul is always sorrowful when he observes
how ignorant and confused the world is, and grows con¬
scious of something in himself that makes him feel his own
participation in universal confusion and iniquity. The
sense of sin is the outcome of all this. Perhaps here lies one
of the reasons why the practice of asceticism has a strong
appeal to the religiously-minded, who feel a shadow of
penitence not always realizing exactly why they do. When
the overwhelming force of Karma is thus combined with
compassion, sorrow, and even sin, the attitude of the
Buddhist towards himself assumes an altogether different
aspect; he is no more a self-reliant individualist, he now
wants to identify himself with a power that holds in
itself the whole universe with all its multitudinousness.

Ill
Tht Psychology of Passivity
Passivity is essentially psychological, and to interpret
it metaphysically or theologically is another question. The
feeling that one has been cleansed of sin is Dassive as far as
the sinner's consciousness is concerned. This subjectivism
may be objectively verified or may not. But to say that in
this consciousness there is absolutely no other feeling than
passivity is not correct.
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This feeling, which came upon us indeed quite abruptly
or without our being conscious of every step of its progress,
is no doubt predominant especially when we know that
with the utmost voluntary efforts we could not induce a
state of liberation. But when the feeling is analysed and
its component factors are determined, we realize that this
passivity is made possible only when there is something in¬
tensely active within ourselves. Let this active background
be all blank, absolutely colourless, and there is not even a
shadow of passivity felt there. The very fact that it is felt
to be passive proves that there is a power on our side that
prepares itself to be in a state of rcceptiveness. The ex¬
clusive “other-power” theory which is sometimes main¬
tained by advocates of the Shin school of Buddhism as well
as by the Christian quictists is not tenable.
While a man is attached to individualism, asserting it
consciously or unconsciously, he always has a feeling of
oppression which he may interpret as sin; and while the
mind is possessed by it, there is no room for the “otherpower” to enter and work, the way is effectively barred.
It is quite natural, therefore, for him to imagine that with
the removal of the bar he became altogether empty. But
the removal of the bar docs not mean utter emptiness,
absolute nothingness. If this is the case, there will be
nothing for the “other-power” to work on.
The abandoning of the “self-power" is the occasion
for the “other-power” to appear on the scene; the aban¬
doning and the appearance take place simultaneously; it
is not that the abandoning comes first, and the ground
remaining empty there is a vacancy, and finally the
“other-power” comes in to claim this vacuity. The facts of
experience do not justify this supposition, for nothing can
work in a vacuity. On the contrary, there must be a point
to which the “other-power" can fix itself, or a form into
which it can, as it were, squeeze itself; this self-determin¬
ation of the “other-power” is impossible if there is nothing
but an absolute emptiness of passivity. The suppression of
the self docs not mean its utter annihilation, but its perfect
readiness to receive a higher power into it. In this recep-
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tivity we must not forget that there is a power which
receives, which has been made passive. The absolute
“other-power” doctrine is not psychologically valid, nor
metaphysically tenable.

Absolute Passivism and Libertinism
The doctrine of absolute passivity is frequently
productive of disastrous consequences in two ways. The
one may be called negative as it tends to quietism, laziness,
contemplative absorption, or all-annihilating Dhyana or
Nirodha; while the other is decidedly positive, being quite
aggressive and self-assertive in its practical functioning
as is shown, for instance, by the doctrine and the life of the
advocates of the Free Spirit in the fourteenth century.
When the “I” is completely annihilated and altogether
replaced by God, it is not then the “I” that thinks, desires,
and moves about, but God himself; he has taken complete
possession of this “I”, he works through it, he desires in it.
The following1 is an extract from Ruysbroeck's The
Twelve Beguines, in which he gives quite clearly the position
of the Free Spirit sect in Belgium:
"Without me, God would have neither knowledge nor
will nor povycr, for it is I, with God, who have created my
own personality and all tilings. From my hands are sus¬
pended heaven, earth, and all creatures. Whatever
honour is paid to God, it is to me that it is paid, for in my
essential being I am by nature God. For myself, I neither
hope nor love, and I have no faith, no confidence in God.
I have nothing to pray for, nothing to implore, for I do
not render honour to God above myself. For in God there
is no distinction, neither Father nor Son nor Holy Spirit
. . . since with this God I am one, and am even that which
he is ... and which, without me, he is not.”
Another writer quotes the following dialogue* between
a Free Spirit brother and his questioner:
* Quoted in A. Wautier D’Aygallien' Rujsbnxtk tht AJminbU, p- 46.
• A. AUier, Let Print in Ubn-Espril, quoted by A. Wautier D'Aygalliet*
in'hU Rujilronk. p. 43.
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"What is freedom of the Spirit?" Conrad Kanner is
asked by Ebernard de Freyenhausen, the inquisitor.
"It exists when all remorse of conscience ceases and
man can no longer sin."
"Hast thou attained to this stage of perfection?"
“Yes, so much so that I can advance in grace, for I am
one with God and God is one with me."
"Is a brother of the Free Spirit obliged to obey
authority?"
"No, he owes obedience to no man, nor is he bound by
the precepts of the Church. If any one prevents him from
doing as he pleases, he has the right to kill him. He may
follow all the impulses of his nature; he does not sin in
yielding to his desires.”
Antinomianism upholds a life of instinct and intuition,
and it works in either way, good or bad, according to the
fundamental disposition of the agent. All religious life
tends towards antinomianism, especially that of the
mystic. It grows immoral and dangerous when the reason
is too weak to assert itself or is kept in the background in
too subordinate a position. This frequently takes place
with those whose sense of passivity and so-called spiritual
freedom arc allied with each other as they arc apt to
be, and the result is inimical. D’Aygalliers (pp. 46-47)
describes the view of certain followers of the Free Spirit
as follows:
"Hence they go so far as to say that so long as man has
a tendency to virtues and desires to do God's very precious
will, he is still imperfect, being preoccupied with the
acquiring of things. . . . Therefore, they think they can
never either believe in virtues, or have additional merit,
or commit sins-Consequently, they are able to consent
to every desire of the lower nature, for they have reverted
to a state of innocence, and laws no longer apply to
them.
“Hence, if the nature is prone to that which gives it
satisfaction, and if, in resisting it, mental idleness must,
however slightly, be either checked or distracted, they
obey the instincts of nature. They are all forerunners of
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Antichrist, preparing the way for incredulity of every
kind. They claim indeed to be free, outside of command¬
ments and virtues. To say what pleases them and never to
be contradicted, to retain their own will and in subjection
to no one, that is what they call spiritual freedom. Free in
their flesh, they give the body what it desires.... To them
the highest sanctity for man consists in following without
compulsion and in all things his natural instinct, so that
he may abandon himself to every impulse in satisfying the
demands of the body. ... They wish to sin and indulge in
their impure practices without fear or qualms of con¬
science.”1
* Compare this attitude 0I the Free Spirit follower with that of the
Prajnaparamita: while the former somewhat savours of grow sensualism,
the latter is characterized with deep metaphysical intuitions which go
beyond the limits of relativity, being and non-bang, desire and desirelessnets, ignorance and enlightenment. The following itrong panages are
quoted from the Prajaafiaramila as taught by Manjusri (SsfUialiU-prajnaparttmila is the Sanskrit title):
Sariputra said, "O Blessed One, according to the Prapwperemilt taught
by Manjusri, it it beyond the understanding of those Bodhfaattvas who have
just begun their course of discipline.”
At that moment Msnjiari said 10 Sanputra: "What I teaeh is not only
beyond their understanding, but also beyond that of those Arhats who have
finished all tbeir disciplinary works. There is in fact no one who can reaOy
understand ray teaching. Why? Because Bodhi [the truth of enlightenment]
is something no empirical consciousness (pyiatiM) can grasp, no intelligence
can perceive (*» mmlinfifts], it transcends seeing, hearing, recollecting, if is
neither born nor destroyed, it is not to be described, nor specified. Bodhi
being of such nature, wc cannot say whether it exists, or it does not. It ia
not an object of perception, nor that of attainment.”
Sariputra said, “O Ma
(anjutri, fa there no Dharmadhatu to be perceived
by the Buddha?*'
Manjusri said: “O Sariputra, there is no Dharmadhatu to be perceived
by the Buddha. Why? Because the Dharmadhatu is the Buddha, and the
Buddha is the Dharmadhatu, there is no perceiving of Itself. The Dharmadhatu means that all things are empty, and this emptiness of all things is
Bodhi. Between the two there is no distinction, no duality. As there is no
duality, there is no perception; as there is no perception, no designstioo
(adUMmna); no designation being possible, there are no thought-construc¬
tions (pynafuila) such as doing and non-doing, bring and non-being, there
are no objects subjectively constructed. This is the nature of all things whose
manifestation here and there Is no more than our thought-construction.
“O Sariputra, to commit the offences u to achieve the inconceivable*,
to achieve the inconceivable* is to produce Reality. And Reality is non-dual
[Thus, since the offences, the inconceivable* and Reality are not to be
separated one from another, there fa no agent who commit* the offences;
for this fa to achieve the Inconceivable*, or to produce Reality—which fa an
impoaubility.] Those beings endowed with the inconceivable* can go neither
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That when the mystic has the feeling that he is entirely
possessed of God, or something greater than himself, he is
apt to give himself up to a life of sensuousness, is psycho¬
logically explainable; for there is a tendency in all religion
to assert instincts or native impulses not controlled by
reasoned morality.
When existence is accepted as it is as part of the
inconceivable wisdom of the Buddha or God, the accep¬
tance often involves acquiescence in all ills the flesh is
heir to. This is why orthodoxy is always reluctant to lend
its ear unconditionally to the gospel of passivism. Grave
dangers are always lurking here. The Shin teachers’
announcement that “you are saved just as you are”, or the
doctrine that Amida's all-embracing love takes in all
sinful mortals with their sins and defilements even un¬
washed, is full of pitfalls unless it is tempered by sound
reasoning and strong moral feeling. The injunctions such
as “Take no thought of your life”, or "Take no thought
for the morrow, for the morrow shall take thought for the
things of itself", are fine, and Buddhists too will whole¬
heartedly uphold the truth contained in them; but at the
' to the heavens, nor to the evil paths, nor to Nirvana. Those who commit the
offence* arc not bound for the Kelli. Both the offences and the inconceivable*
arc of Reality, and Reality it by nature non-dual, it i> neither bom nor
deitroyed, neither coming nor departing, neither came nor effect, neither
good nor bad, bound neither for die evil paths nor for the heaven*, neither
attaining Nirvana nor transmigrating in birth and death. Why? Because in
the real Dharmadhatu there it nothing good or bad, nothing high or low,
nothing prior or posterior.
"O Sariputra, the monk who hat committed the grave offence* is not
destined for the hells; he who ha* faithfully observed the rule* of morality
is not bom in the heavens. The offender does not go down into the path of
birth and death, is not to be despised, slighted, exempted from receiving
alms, etc., etc.; while the faithful one does not realise Nirvana, it not to be
praised, befriended, the recipient of alms, etc., etc. Why? Because in the real
Dharmadhatu the principle of tameness obtains and no discrimination is
made between violation and observance." . . .
Manjusri then said to the Blessed One: "Bodhi is the five offences, and
the five offences are Bodhi. Why? Decauac both Bod hi and the five offences
are non-existent and their real nature is not to be comprehended. There is
here neither perception nor perceiver, neither seeing nor icer, neither
knowledge nor knower, neither analysis nor analyser. Ibis can be said both
of Bodhi and of the five offences. If there is one who regards Bodhi at some¬
thing attainable, something in which discipline is possible, that one commits
self-arrogance.”

TAN-HSIA BURNING TUP. WOODEN BUDDHA
By I.MDKA

'll* iiucripiion by Chu-«hih (1396-1370) read*:
"One cold winter eve at sin old deserted temple he flayed.
The wind wan piercing. snow m flurry— how could he >taiuJ It?
•When no material benefit is forthcoming, what miracle can (the
wooden Buddha) perform?* [the monk reasoned.)
In the meantime might he not be allowed to ukr down the wooden
Buddha from the ihnnr and commit it to (lie fire?"
Om-SMt.
It b not known who Indra the pointer was. an Indian nr a Chinese. He
mill* have been an artut of the first rank in tho«e days, while Chu-Shih was 0
great Zen master towards the end of the Yuan dynasty. The picture it nut
to I* judged by the ordinary standard of aesthetics, for Oriental paintings
especially of the kmd Iterr represented, demand special laws of appreciation
o Tff
^ U,c “*“,h
and the burning ct a
Buddha by Jan-1 ma and other deeds of similar nature practised by Zen
masters, together with the pictures known as SaiMut f''ink-sketches" 1 by such
masters as India. Mu-ch'i, -Slm.v-v.cn, etc., clearly show where the spirit ol
Zen Buddhism tends.

,1

* First Snfca of In »uni, p. M«; ctm-tnt Lm. Xtv.
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same time we must realize that this kind of momentarism
is a life essentially at one with that of the fowls of the air
and the lilies of the field, and harbour the possibility of
sliding headlong into the abyss of libertinism or antinomianism.
True religion, therefore, always shuns absolute subjecti¬
vism, and rightly so. Still, we can ill afford to ignore the
claims of the mystic so simply and innocently expressed in
the following life of a pious Buddhist, where there is
nothing of the aggressive assertions of Brothers of the
Free Spirit.
Kichibei was a wealthy farmer of Idzumo province,
but when his religious consciousness was awakened he
could no more rest satisfied with his old conditions. He
sold all his estate and with the money thus realized he
wandered about from one place to another to get instruc¬
ted in Shin Buddhism. Later he sold out even his godowns,
furniture, and house itself; thus freeing himself from all
earthly treasures, he devoted himself to the study of Budd¬
hism, that is, he was never tired of travelling far and near
listening to the religious discourses of Shin teachers.
Many, many years passed like that and his neighbours
used to remark, “Kichibei goes around in sandals made
of gold," meaning that all his money and property had
gone into his religion. He did not at all mind his poverty,
raying, “Enough is the living for the day.” At seventy he
was still peddling fish to get his daily livelihood, though
his earning was no more than a few tobyaku (pennies).
When a neighbouring child brought him one day a bunch
of flowers, he was very grateful. “By the grace of Amida I
live this day to make him this flower-offering”; he went up
to the altar. The child was rewarded with two pieces of
tobyaku, the whole earning of the day1
Is not such a Buddhist a good follower of Jesus too? •
He had no thought for the morrow, and in these modern
days of economic stress how would he have fared? In spite
of all this, there is something most captivating in a life
like Kichibei’s. Rolle speaks of "a contemplative man
1

Anjin amm,

XVIII.
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[who] is turned towards the unseen light with so great a
longing that men often consider him a fool or mad,
because his heart is so on fire with the love of Christ. Even
his bodily appearance is changed, and is so far removed
from other men that it seems as if God’s child were a
lunatic”.1 "God’s fool” or "God's lunatic” arc expressive
terms. Kichibei was surely changed in his appearance and
had become a splendid lunatic.

The Passim Lift Described
The psychological state of such religious belief can.
be explained in the language of Madame Guyon as
follows :*
“I speak to you, my dear brother, without reserve.
And, in the first place, my soul, as it seems to me, is united
to God in such a manner that my own will is entirely lost
in the Divine Will. I live, therefore, as well as I can ex¬
press it, out of myself and all other creatures, in union with
God, because in union with His will. ... It is thus that
God, by His sanctifying grace, has come to me All in All.
The self which once troubled me is taken away, and I find
it no more. And thus God, being made known in things
and events, which is the only way in which the I AM, or
Infinite Existence, can be made known, everything
becomes in a certain sense God to me. I find God in every¬
thing which is, and in everything which comes to pass.
The creature is nothing; God is All.”
Thomas C. Upham further gives, according to
Madame Guyon's autobiography and other literary
material, his own version of the conversation which took
place between her and Bossuet, Bishop of Meaux, at this
time confessedly the “leader of the French Church”. The
conversation is quite illuminating as regards the quietist
point of view of religious experience, and I allow myself
to quote the following:
! TV
L&’ edl,*d
H- L- Hubbard (194a). p. 01.
•A letter to her brother Gregory u quoted in Thonvu C. Uphsm’j
Maim Cuyax, p. 305 el »eq.
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“Bossuet: I notice that the terms and phrases which

you employ sometimes differ from those with which I
frequently meet in theological writings. And perhaps the
reason which you have already suggested explains it in
part. But still they are liable to be misunderstood and to
lead into error; and hence it is necessary to ascertain
precisely what is meant. You sometimes describe what you
consider the highest state of religious experience as a
state of passivity; and at other times as passively active. I
confess, Madame, that I am afraid of expressions which I
do not fully understand, and have the appearance at
least of being somewhat at variance with man's moral
agency and accountability.
“Madam Guyon: I am not surprised, sir, at your refercnce to these expressions; and still I hardly know what
other expressions to employ. I will endeavour to explain.
In the early periods of man’s religious experience, he is in
what may be called a mixed life-, sometimes acting from
God, but more frequently, until he has made considerable
advancement, acting from himself. His inward movement,
until it becomes corrected by Divine grace, is self-originated
and is characterized by that perversion which belongs to
everything coming from that source. But when the soul, in
the possession of pure or perfect love, is fully converted,
and everything in it is subordinated to God, then its state
is always either passive or passively active.
"But I am willing to concede, which will perhaps meet
your objection, that there are some reasons for preferring
the term passively active; because the sanctified soul,
although it no longer has a will of its own, is never strictly
inert. Under all circumstances and in all cases, there is
really a distinct act on the part of the soul, namely an act
of co-operation with God; although in some cases it is a
simple co-operation with what now is, and constitutes the
religious state of submissive acquiescence and patience;
while in others it is a co-operation with reference to what
is to be, and implies futtire results, and consequently is a
state of movement and performance.
“Bossuet: I think, Madame, I understand you. There is
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a distinction undoubtedly in the two classes of cases just
mentioned; but as the term passively active will apply to
both of them, I think it is to be preferred. You use this
complex term, I suppose, because there arc two distinct
acts or operations to be expressed, namely the act of
preparatory or prnenient grace on the part of God, and the
co-operative act on the part of the creature; the soul
being passive, or merely perceptive, in the former; and
active, although always in accordance with the Divine
leading, in the other.”
"Passively active”, or “actively passive", either will
describe the mentality of the quietist type of the mystic.
He is not generally conscious of his own active part in his
religious experience, and may wish to ignore this part
altogether on the ground of his religious philosophy. But,
as I said before, there is no absolutely passive state of
mind, for this would mean perfect emptiness, and to be
passive means that there is something ready to receive.
Even God cannot work where there is nothing to work on
or with. Passivity is a relative term indicating a not fully
analysed state of consciousness. In our religious life, pass¬
ivity comes as the culmination of strenuous activity;
passivity without this preliminary condition is sheer in¬
anity, in which there will be no consciousness from the
very first, even of any form of passivity.
"I live, yet not I but Christ liveth in me.” This is
passivism as far as somebody else, and not the self has
taken possession of that which liveth, but that which
liveth stays there all the time. “Ye are dead, and your
life is hid with Christ in God.” (Colos. Ill, 3.) Some¬
thing in you is dead, which is to die sooner or later, but
that which is to live keeps on living. This does not mean '
that you are altogether annihilated, but that you are
living in the most lively sense of the world. Living is an
activity, in fact the highest form of activity. Absolute
passivity is death itself.1

1

Cf.

pp. 46-7/1., where St. Franca' simile of • corpse is quoted.
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Passivity and Pure Land Buddhism

It is in the Pure Land school that the idea of passivity
is most clearly traceable in Buddhism, though even in the
Holy Path school it is not quite absent. Shinran, a great
advocate of the Tariki ("other-power”) doctrine, naturally
upholds passivity in the religious life of his followers. His
idea is manifest in such passages as this, in which he
repudiates "self-power” or "self-will” (hakarai). “By 'selfpower* is meant,” says he, “the self-will of the [Holy Path]
devotees, relying on which each of them, as he finds him¬
self variously situated in the circumstances of life, recites
the Buddha-names other [than Amida’s], disciplines him¬
self in good works other [than uttering the name of
Amida]; he upholds his own will, by which he attempts
to remedy all the disturbances arising from body, speech,
and thought, and, thus making himself wholesome, he
wishes to be reborn in the Land of Purity.
“The ‘other-power* devotees, on the other hand, put
their whole-hearted faith in the original vow of Amida, as
is expressed in the Eighteenth Vow in which he vows to
receive all beings to his Land of Purity if they only recite his
name and desire to be saved through him. In this, says the
Holy One, there is no human scheme because there is here
only the scheme of the Tathagata*s vow. By 'human scheme*
is meant ‘self-will’, and ‘self-will’ is self-power, which is a
human scheme. As to ‘other-power’, it is a whole-hearted
belief in the original vow, and as the devotee is thus
assured of his rebirth in Amida's land, there is no human
scheme ip the whole procedure. And, therefore, again he
need not feel any anxiety in his mind as to whether he
would be welcomed by the Tathagata because of his
sinfulness.
"Let him remain undisturbed, even with all his passions,
because they belong by nature to him as an ignorant and
sinful mortal, nor let him imagine himself that he should
be reborn in Amida’s land because of his good will and
good conduct. For as long as he has the mind of relying on
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his ‘self-will’, he has no chance for rebirth in the Pure
Land."1
Shinran’s vocabulary is rich in such phrases as
“artless art", or “meaningless meaning", “no scheming
whatever”, "naturalness”, or "suchness”, or “the natural
course, of things," “the passages of absolute freedom”
or “unobstructed path”, "beyond the intelligence
or contrivance of the ignorant” as it is the will of
the Buddha, “an absolute trust in the Tathagata’s vow
which is not tinged with human contrivance”, “the
great believing heart is Buddhata and Buddhata is the
Tathagata", etc.
The ultimate meaning of all these phrases, so common
in the lexicon of Shin Buddhism, is the upholding of
passivity in the psychology of its followers. Let Amida
work out his original vow as he made it in the beginning
of his religious career, which means, “Let us believe in it
whole-heartedly and it will find its way inevitably, natur¬
ally, spontaneously, and without any contrivance on our
part, into our sinful hearts and take us up into his Land of
Bliss and Purity, after our death." While we are living
here on earth as the result of our past Karma, bound by
the laws of the flesh and driven by the instinctive and
uncontrollable urge of life, we cannot escape its course,
but so long as there is the original vow of Amida, which
has proved efficient in his own attainment of supreme
enlightenment, we need not worry about the sinful urge of
our earthly life.
Absolute faith puts an end to our spiritual tribulations
which annoy us on account of our sins. Sins themselves
as they are committed by us mortals may not be eradicated,
for as long as we are relative existences, limited and
governed by forces beyond our “self-power” to control,
we cannot rid ourselves completely of defiled passions and
desires and impulses. In spite of this fact, we are not
troubled about sin, because our sin no more affects our
life after death; have we not already been saved by the
original vow of Amida which we have unconditionally
1
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accepted? Was it not our worry about our after-death life,
or immortality, as the Christians would put it, that made
us feel concerned about this sinful state of affairs on
earth? It is not that we keep on sinning, or that we take
delight in sinning, as some antinomians do; indeed we
feel seriously concerned about sinning, but this sinning no
longer shakes our faith in Amida and our final enlighten¬
ment and emancipation. The soul is no more disturbed,
and with all its sins and regrets and lamentations it retains
its sincerity, its hope, and its transcendental joy.
Richard Rolle, the author of The Amending of Life, was
a Christian mystic of the fourteenth century. His idea of
sin and purity of heart has much to remind us of the view
presented above. He writes (pp. 75-76):
"Who can truly say ‘I am free of sin?’ No one in this
life; for as Job says, ‘If I wash myself with snow water and
make my hands never so dean, yet shall thou plunge me
in the ditch, and mine own clothes shall abhor me.’ ‘If I
washed myself with snow water’ meaning true penitence;
‘and make my hands never so dean’ by works of inno¬
cence, ‘yet shalt thou plunge me in the ditch’ of venial
sins that cannot be avoided, ‘and mine own dothes shall
abhor me,’ that is to say, my flesh makes me loathe my¬
self, and sensuality that is so frail, slippery, and ready to
love the beauty of this world, often makes me sin. The
apostle said, 'Let not sin reign in your mortal body,’ that
is to say, ‘Sin must be in us, but it need not rule over us.’
. . . Though he sometimes commit a venial offence, yet
henceforth, because his whole heart is turned to God, sin
is destroyed. The fire of love bums up in him all stain of
sin, as a drop of water cast into a furnace is consumed.”
Here lies the teaching of “other-power” Buddhism in a
nut-shell, and here also the signification of passivity in the
psychology of Buddhism.
Ichiren-in (1788-1860) was a modern follower of the
"other-power” school; he used to teach in the following
manner:1 "If you have yet something worrying you, how¬
ever trivial it may be, your faith in Amida is not absolute.
*
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When you have a feeling of unrest, this is of course far from
believing in Amida; but even when you are rejoicing as
having at last found rest, this is not real rest either. To
make strenuous effort because you have not yet gained a
restful heart, is also not quite right. To put your Belief to
a test wishing to know if it is firmly resting on Amida, is
again wrong.
“Why? Because all these are attempts to look into your
own mind, you are turned away from Amida, you arc
wrongly oriented. Indeed, it is easy to say, ‘Abandon your
self-power,’ but after all how difficult it is! I, therefore,
repeat over and over again and say, ‘Don’t look at your
own mind, but look straight up to Amida himself.’ To rely
on Amida means to turn towards the mirror of the original
vow and see Amida face to face.”

Passivity is Accepting Life as it is
Passivity is not self-reflection or self-examination. It is
an unqualified acceptance of Amida. So long as there is a
trace of conscious contrivance (hakarai), you arc not
wholly possessed of Amida. You and the original vow are
two separate items of thought, there is no unity, and this
unity is to be attained by accepting and not by striving.
In this case passivity is identifiable with accepting existence
as it is. .
To believe, then, is to be and not to become. Becoming
implies a dissatisfaction with existence, a wishing to
change; that is, to work out “my will" as against ?'thy
will”, and whatever we may say about moral ideals of
perfection, religion is after all the acceptance of things as
they are, things evil together with things good. Religion
wants first of all "to be". To believe, therefore, is to exist—
this is the fundamental of all religions. When this is
translated into terms of psychology, the religious mind
turns on the axle of passivity. “You arc all right as you
are", or “to be well with God and the world”, or “don’t
think of the morrow"—this is the final word of all religion.
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It wu in this spirit that Rinzai (Un-chi, died 867),
the founder of the Rinzai branch of Zen Buddhism, said :
The traJy religious man has nothing to do but go on with
his life as he finds it m the various circumstances of this
worldly existence. He rues quietly in the morning, puts on
his dr«s and goes out to his work. When he wants to
walk, he wa^; when he wants to sit, he sits. He has no
hankering after Buddhahood, not the remotest thought of
it. How is this possible? A wise man of old savs If vou
strive after Buddhahood by any conscious contrivances,
your Buddha is indeed the source of eternal transmigra¬
tion.
Jo doubt is to commit suicide; to strive, which
means to negate”, is, according to Buddhist phraseology
eternally to transmigrate in the ocean of birth and death!
.
Kinian “llcd J°ycn™n. of Mino province, was much
troubled about his soul. He had studied Buddhism but
so far to no purpose. Finally, he went up to Kyoto where
Ichiren m, who was a great teacher of Shin Buddhism, at
the time resided, and opened his heart to him, begging to
be instructed in the teaching of Shinran Shonin. Said
Ichiren-in, ‘You are as old as you are." (Amida’s
salvation consists in accepting yourself as you are)
Joyemon was not satisfied and made further remonstration, to which Ichiren repeated, "You are saved as
you are.”
The seeker after truth was not yet in a state of mind to
accept the word of the teacher right off, he was not yet
free from dependence on contrivances and strivings. He
still pursued the teacher with some more postulations.
The teacher, however, was not to be induced to deviate
from his first course, for he repeated, “You are saved as
you are,” and quietly withdrew. It was fortunate that he
was a “tariki” teacher; for if he had been a Zen master, I
feel sure that Joyemon would have been handled in an
altogether different manner.*
' ^°ne ‘K" dxr sense, for a literal translation of Rinzai requires a great
deal of comment*.
'Te-ahan Hsuan-chien, who used to be a great scholar of (he Vtqrauhtdika
Ptajncpafoniu before he was converted to Zen. appeared one evening in the
pulpit and declared, "I shall not allow any questioning tonight; questioners
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John Woolman (1720-1772), a Quaker, died of small¬
pox, and towards the end his throat was much affected and
he could not speak. He asked for pen and ink and wrote
with difficulty, "I believe my being here is in the wisdom
of Christ; I know not as to life or death." This confession
exactly tallies with that of Shinran when he says in Tkt
Tannisho : *‘I say my Nembutsu as taught by my good
teacher. As to my being reborn after death in the Land of
Purity or in hell, I have no idea of it."
Shinran quite frequently makes reference to the
inconceivability of Buddha-wisdom. Our being here is
entirely due to it, and it is not in our limited knowledge to
probe into its mystery nor is it necessary to exercise our
finite will about it; we just accept existence as it is, our
trust is wholly placed in the infinite wisdom of Amida,
and what we have to do is to get rested with this trust, this
faith, this acceptance, and with this ignorance. And the
wonderful thing is that this ignorance has such a wisdom
in it as to give us entire satisfaction with this life and
after.1
will get thirty blow*." A monk came forward, and when he waa about to
make bows, Tc-shan gave him a blow. Said the monk, "When 1 am not even
proposing a question, why should you strike me so?” The master asked,
"where a your native place?" “I come from Hiin-lo ( — Korea).*' "You
deserved," insisted the master, "thirty blows even before you got into the
boat." T\t Trentmiui« tf 0* L$mf, Vol. XV.
' There are two kindt of ignorance in Zen: the one hat wisdom and
trust in it, but the other is utter darkness.
Tung-shan came to tee Hui-chao of Shu-ihan, and the Utter asked, “You
are already master of a monastery, and what do you want here?" "I am
Hittrnard with a doubt and do not know what to do, hence my coming
here.” The master called out, "O Liang-chieh 1” which was Tung-shans
name, and Liang-chich replied at once, "Yea. Sir.” “What is that?*'
demanded the master. Chieh Tailed to answer, and Hui-chao gave this judg¬
ment, "Fine Buddha no doubt, and what a pity he has no flames!" (7m
Twimixtitn, IX.) Aa he hat no flame*, hit "Ignorance" it not illuminating.
When he becomes conscious of the fact, there is enlightenment.
Hui-lang asked Shlh-t'ou, "Who it the Buddha?" ^You have no Buddhanature." "How about these beings that go wriggling about?" "They rather
have the Buddha-nature.” "How ia it that I am devoid of It?” "Because,"
said the master, "you do not acknowledge it yourself." This is said to have
awakened Hui-lang to his own "ignorance" which now illuminates. (Op. cit.
XIV.)
Yao-shan was sitting in meditation, and Shih-t'ou said, "What are you
doing here?" "I am not doing anything." “If to, you are sitting idly.”
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The mystic knowledge or mystic ignorance and the
satisfaction derived from it are also illustrated by the
of thirty-one syllables composed by Ippen Shonin
-1289). When he was studying Zen under Hoto
-1298), the latter wanted to know how Ippen
understood the meaning of the statement that “As a
thought is stirred there is an awakening.” Ippen’s answer
was in verse:

S

“When the Name is uttered
Neither the Buddha nor the Self
There is:
Na-mu-a-mi-da-bu-tsu—
The voice alone is heard."

The Zen master, however, did not think Ippen rightly
understood the point, whereby the latter uttered another
verse:
“When the Name is uttered
Neither the Buddha nor the Self
There is:
Na-mu-a-mi-da-bu-tsu,
Na-mu-a-mi-da-bu-tsu I"1
This met the master’s approval. In Ippen's religion we
find Zen and Shin harmonized in a most practical way.
When this sonomana (yalhabhuitm) idea is translated into
human relations, we have the following in which self-will
is denounced as hindering the work of the All-One, that is,
Amida.
“When the rebellious will of your self-power is given
“Even an idle sitting is doing something." retorted Yao-thui. “If, u you
say, you are not doing anything, what ta it that >1 not doing anything?”
Yao-than said, "Even the wise know it not." (far. tH.) This “ignorance* is
of quite a different sort, is it not?
Chen-lang asked Shih-t’ou, "What is the idea of the First Patriarch’s
coming from the West?” "Ask the post over there.” “I do not understand,
sir.” “I too fail to understand,” was Shih-t'ou'i reply, which, however,
lighted up LanyVignorance", which in turn became illuminated, (far. til.)
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ud, you realize what is meant by putting trust in Amida.
You desire to be saved and the Buddha is ever ready to
save, and yet the fact of your rebirth in the Land of Purity
does not seem to be so easily establishable.
“Why? Because your rebellious will still asserts itself.
It is like contracting a marriage between a young man and
a young woman. The parents on both sides want to see
them united in marriage. The one party says, ‘There is no
need of the bride’s being provided with any sort of
trousseau.' But the other thinks it necessary, seeing that
the bridegroom belongs to a far richer family, and it
would not do for the bride not to be supplied even with
one wardrobe. Both are ready and yet the sense of pride is
their barrier. If the bride’s family took the proposal made
by the other party in the same spirit as that made by the
latter, the desired end would be accomplished without
further fussing.
“Quite similar to this is the relationship between the
Buddha and sentient beings. The Buddha says: ‘Come’;
why not then go to him even as you are? But here the
rebellious will shakes its head and says, 'With all his good
will, I cannot go to him just as I am; I ought to do some¬
thing to deserve the calf.’ This is self-pride. This is more
than what the Buddha requires of you, and anything
extraneous coming out of your self-conceit and limited
philosopy obstructs the passage of the Buddha’s mercy
into your hearts For all that is asked of you is to put your
hand forward, into which the Buddha is ready to drop
the coin of salvation. The Buddha is beckoning to you, the
boat is waiting to take you to the other shore of the stream,
no fares are wanted, the only movement you are to make
is to step right into the ferry. Y'ou cannot protest and say,
‘This is a difficult task.’ Why don’t you then give yourself
up entirely to the Buddha’s vow of salvation and let hb
will prevail over yours?”1
Molinos writes to Pctrucci: “One of the fundamental
rules which serve to keep my soul in constant inner peace
‘ eoodoued from vra-xni, of Sapnf, of &>mu, one of the modern
teachers of Shin Buddhism, 1788-1860. Compiled by Cesho Ssiali, 1907.
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is this: I may cherish no desire1 for this or that separate
good, but only for that good which is the highest of all, and
I must be prepared for all which this highest good gives
me and requires of me. These are few words but they
contain much.”* If one asks a Shin teacher what are few
words containing so much as productive of the highest
good, he will at once say, “Na-mu-a-mi-da-bu-tsu
Na-mu-a-mi-da-bu-tsu!” For this is indeed the magic
sesame that carries you right to the other side of birth and
death.
Ignorance and Passivity
The significant fact about religious experience, which
is to be noticed in this connection, is that it always insists
on abandoning all knowledge and leamedness acquired by
the seeker of God or truth. Whether it is Christian or
Buddhist, whether it is the Pure Land or the Holy Path,
the insistence is equally emphatic.
It is evident that religious experience stands diametri¬
cally opposed to intellectual knowledge, for leamedness
and scholarship do not guarantee one to be a member of
the kingdom of God, but “being like a child” not only in
humbleness of heart but in simpleness of thought. The
stains of vanity, conceit, and self-love which are so-called
human righteousnesses are indeed “as a polluted gar¬
ment” which is to be cast off by every one of us, but why
is the use of the intellect too to be avoided? The soul may
long for solitude and silence, but why does the constant
reading of religious books grow wearisome? Why was
Jesus thankful for his Father’s hiding “these things” from
the wise and prudent and revealing them unto babes,
who are incapable of "careful meditations and subtle
reasoning”?
1 Thai the Catholic monks avow absolute obedience to their Ripen or ii
alto an expreaton of paatvitm in our religious life. When a man can tubrail
himaelf to a life of obedience, he feek a certain tew of relief from the
oppreuinff burden of telf-reaporoibility, which a akin to the genuine
rcligiout reeling of peace and reat.
* Kathleen Lyttlctoa'i Introduction to Xtolinot' Spiritual GuUt. p. *5.
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St. Bonaventura “teaches us not to form a conception
of anything, no, not even of God, because it is imperfec¬
tion to be satisfied with representations, images, and
definitions, however subtle and ingenious they may be,
either of the will or of the goodness, trinity and unity; nay,
of the divine essence itself”.*
St. Augustine soliloquizes: “I, Lord, went wandering
like a strayed sheep, seeking thee with anxious reasoning
without whilst thou wast within me. I wearied myself much
in looking for thee without, and yet thou hast thy habita¬
tion within me, if only I desire thee and pant after thee. I
went round the streets and squares of the city of this
world seeking thee; and I found thee not, because in
vain I sought without for him, who was within myself.”*
The reason why intellection is in disfavour with
religious teachers is this: it docs not give us the thing
itself, but its representations, images, explanations, and
references; it always leads us away from ourselves, which
means that we become lost in the jungle of endless specu¬
lation and imagination, giving us no inner peace and
spiritual rest. The intellect always looks outwardly,
forgetting that “there is an inward sight which hath
power to perceive the One True God”. So Gcrson expres¬
ses himself,* “Though I have spent forty years in reading
and prayer, yet I could never find any thing more
efficacious, nor, for attaining to mystical theology, more
direct than that the spirit should become like a little child
and a beggar in the presence of God.”
Buddhism, however, is fundamentally a religion against
and not for ignorance (amdyti), as shown in the foregoing
quotations. The ignorant (bala) and confused {bhranti) and
simple-minded (Jnilhagjana) are very much condemned in
1 Quoted from Tht Spiritual Gt/uk, pp. 76, 77. Thu strong personal note
if what differentiates Christianity front Buddhism. Even where a personal
relationship is deeply felt, for instance in the Shin sect which regards Am ids
as “Oya-tama" (a parent), there is r»t> fuch inteniity of human feeling as if
described here. In Zen one fails to find anything approaching this Zen is
singularly metaphysical if the term could be used here appropriately; U it
remarkably impersonal.
' Molinos, p. 73.
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all Buddhist sutras as not being able to grasp the deepest
truths of enlightenment.
*
It is true that Buddhism is more intellectual than
Christianity and that the whole drift of Buddhist thought
tends to encourage an intuitive grasp of the emptiness of
existence instead of being embraced in the love of the
highest being. But in spite of this fact there is a strong
undercurrent in the Buddhist teaching to uphold the
futility of all intellectual attempts in the experience of the
Buddhist life which consists really in abandoning every
sdf'centred striving and preconceived metaphysical stand¬
point. This is to keep the consciousness in utter purity or
in a state of absolute neutrality or blankness; in other
words, to make the mind as simple as that of the child,
which is not at all stuffed with learning and pride.
Honen Shonin’s (1133-1212) "One-Sheet Document"
illustrates the Pure Land attitude towards ignorance and
simple-heartedness:
‘By Ncmbutsu I do not mean such practice of medita¬
tion on the Buddha as is referred to by the wise men of
China and Japan, nor is it the recitation of the Buddha’s
name, which is practised as the result of study and under¬
standing as to the meaning of Ncmbutsu. It is just to recite
the name of Amida, without doubting that this will issue
in the rebirth of the believer in the Pure Land. Just this,
and no other considerations are needed. Mention is often
made of the three-fold heart and the four sorts of exercise,
but these are all included in the belief that a rebirth in the
Pure Land is most conclusively assured by the ‘Namu
Amida Butsu’. If one imagines something more than this,
one will be excluded from the blessings of the two holy
ones, Amida and Sakyamuni, and left out of the original
vow. Those who believe in the Nembutsu, however learned
they may be in all the teachings of Sakyamuni, should
behave themselves like an ignoramus who knows nothing,
or like a simple-hearted woman-devotee; avoid pedantry,
and recite the Buddha’s name with singleness of heart."
Shinran Shonin (1173-1262) as disciple of Honen
voices the same sentiment in his Tamuko:
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"[Some say that] the salvation of those who do not
read and study the sutras and commentaries is doubtful.
Such a view as this is to be regarded as very far from the
truth. All the sacred books devoted to the explanation of
the truth of the Other-power show that every one who,
believing in the original vow recites the Nembutsu will
become a Buddha. Excepting this, what learning is needed
to be reborn in the Pure Land? Let those who have any
doubt on this point learn hard and study in order to under¬
stand the meaning of the original vow. It is a great pity
that there are some who in spite of a hard study of the
sacred books are unable to understand the true meaning
of the sacred doctrine. Since the Name is so formed as to
be recited by any simple-hearted person who may have
no understanding of even a single phrase in the sacred
books, the practice is called easy.”
That Zen, representing the Holy Path wing of Budd¬
hism, also avoids learning and sutra-rcading can be seen
from the way the historians of Zen treat Hui-neng, the
sixth patriach of Zen; for he is made an ignorant pedlar of
kindling as compared with his rival Shen-hsiu, whose
scholarship was the object of envy among the five hundred
disciples of Hung-jcn; and also from one of the chief
mottoes adopted by Zen followers, ‘‘Depend not on
letters 1”, for it was indeed on this that the T*ien-tai
advocates of the Sung concentrated their assaults on Zen.
Those who have at all studied Zen know well what
altitude is assumed by Zen toward scholarship and in¬
tellection. Its literature is filled with such passages as
these: "I have not a word to give to you as the teaching of
Zen"; "I have not uttered even a syllable these forty-nine
years of my preaching”; "That is your learning; let me
have what you have discovered within yourself”; “What
are you going to do with your sutra-reading, which docs
not at all belong to your inner self?”; "With all your
erudition, do you think you can cope with Death?”;
"All the sutras and commentaries so reverently studied
by you, are they not after all mere rubbish to wipe dirt?”
and so on.
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Of the reasons why ignorance or simple-mindedness is '
so exalted in religious experience, the most weighty one is
perhaps to be found in the nature of the intellect itself.
Being essentially dualistic, it requires a point of reference
from which it starts to make a statement, or to advance
an argument, or to give a judgment.
This mental habit of having a proposition definitely
ascertained and holding fast to it goes against the religious
frame of mind which principally consists in accepting
existence as it is without asking questions, without
making protests, without entertaining doubts. Religious
experience depicts in plain, unqualified and straightfor¬
ward statements, refusing to have anything to do w»t*s quibblings and dialectics. Whether of the Zen or of the Shin
kind of Buddhism, mystic intuition thrives best in a mind
which has no predilection, especially nursed by learning.
When the mirror of consciousness b thoroughly cleansed
of intellectual muddle it reflects the glory and love of God,
as the Christians would say. Hence ignorance and naivety
go hand in hand with passivity.

Sdflessiuss and Emptinus
When this doctrine of passivity is rendered into
philosophical phraseology, it is the doctrine of Anatman or
non-ego, which, when further developed, turns into that of
Sunyata or emptiness. As I explained elsewhere, the
doctrine of no self-substance is not so nihilistic as nonBuddhist scholars may imagine, for this denial of the ego
is also constantly on the lips of the Christian mystics. When
St. Bernard, quoting Isaiah X, 15, “Shall the axe boast
itself against him that heweth therewith? or shall the saw
magnify itself against him that shaketh it? as if the rod
should shake itself against them that lift it up, or if the
staff should lift up itself, as if it were no wood,” concludes,
“In fact, the ability to glory in God comes from God
alone”; cannot we draw another conclusion, saying, “God
is all in all, there is no ego-substance”?, or “In him we live
T
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and move and have our being, and therefore all relative
existences are as such empty [sunya) and unborn (anut(xinna)"? Logically speaking, Buddhist scholars are more
frank and radical and self-consistent in developing this
theme.
Says the author of Thtologia Gtrmanica, “We must un¬
derstand it as though God said: ‘He who willeth without
me, or willeth not what I will, or otherwise than as I will,
he willeth contrary to me, for my will is that no one
should will otherwise than I, and that there should be no
will without me, and without my will; even as without me
there is neither substance, nor life, nor this, nor that, so
also there should be no will apart from me, and without my
will’.” When this is translated into the language of
Buddhist psychology, it is “I am nowhere a somewhatness
for any one, and nowhere for me is there a somewhatness
of any one.”1 Or, according to the Visvddhimagga (Chap.
XVI):
“Misery only doth exist, none miserable,
No doer is there; naught save the deed is found.
Nirvana is, but not the man who seeks it.
The Path exists, but not the traveller on it."
We must remember that the Buddha’s teaching of
Anatman or Anatta is not the outcome of psychological
analysis but is a statement of religious intuition in which
no discursive reasoning whatever is employed. The Budd¬
hist experience found out by immediate knowledge that
when one's heart was cleansed of the defilements of the
ordinary ego-centred impulses and desires, nothing was
left there to claim itself as the ego-residuum. It was Budd¬
hist philosophy that formed the theory, but that which
supplied it with facts to substantiate it was Buddhist
experience. We ought always to remember this truth,
that religion first starts with experience and later philoso¬
phizes, and, therefore, the criticism of the philosophy must
dc based on facts and not on the philosophy itself as thus
formulated.
' Tranilited by H. C. Wim».
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The doctrine of Sunyata too is a statement of religious
intuition, and not an abstract formulation of empty
ideas. If this were not so, it could never be the fundamen¬
tal concept of all the schools of Mahayana Buddhism, and
have such an inspiring influence upon the religious con¬
sciousness of its followers. The subject was treated some¬
what fully in my Studies in the Lankavatara Sutra, and I
would not repeat it here except that Sunyata, which is
enerally translated emptiness or vacuity, which is its
teral meaning, is not to be interpreted in terms of relative
knowledge and logical analysis; but it is the utterance of
direct insight into the nature of existence. Whatever
philosophy it has gathered about it is later addition and
the work of Buddhist scholarship.

g

IV

Passivity and Patience or Humility
While the life of passivity on the one hand tends to
libertinism, it shows on the other hand much aloofness
from human concerns. There are, however, some practical
moral virtues arising from the experience of passivity, or,
stated conversely, where there are these virtues they issue
from the experience. They are highly characteristic of the
religious life irrespective of its theology, be it Buddhist or
Christian.
In Buddhism the virtues thus realized arc generally
estimated at six, called Paramita: Dana, Sila, Kshanti,
Vitya, Dhyana, and Prajna
The latter two, meditation
(dkyana) and intuitive knowledge {prajna), may not be in
any direct relationship to passivity, and here we will not
touch upon them. Tnc first four arc important and we
may say that the Mahayanist life is summed up in them.
Still, of these four, the first, the practice of charity, which

.1

* The tix virtue* of perfection are: i. Charity, or giving; a. Morality;
3. Patience, or humility; 4. Slrenuouintw; 5. Meditation; and 6. Intuitive
Knowledge.
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in Buddhism also involves the giving up of one’s life to the
cause, and the second, the observance of the moral
precepts, may not engage our attention here. For I wish
to give especial consideration to one or two classical in¬
stances of Kshanli and Vitya, both of which I take to be
closely connected with the life of passivity and the
philosophy of Sunyata. We may think that Kshanli
(patience) may have something to do with passivity; but
how about Vitya (energy), which is apparently an opposite
quality of meed suffering? How could energy be tnought
of as issuing from religious passivity and emptiness?
This is a significant point in the life of the Mahayana
Buddhist and in the teaching of the Prajnaparamila Sutra.
For according to the latter, which is lived by the Bodhisattva, an incxhausiblc mine of energy obtains just
because of the emptiness of things; if there were something
determinable at the back of our existence, wc could not
put forward such an energy exhibited by the Bodhisattva
Sadaprarudita. And, owing to this energy, patience or
humility is again made possible. To be patient or to
practise Kshanli does not mean merely to submit oneself
to sufferings of all kinds which arc brought upon him from
external sources, but it means to exert the virtue of energy
(oitya) in the life of emptiness, which is no less than what
is known in all the Mahayana sutras as the life of a
Bodhisattva (bodhisattvacarya). So we read in the Diamond
Sutra:
“O Subhuti, at the time when Kaliraja cut my flesh
from every limb, I had no idea of a self, of a person, of a
being, or of a living being; I had neither an idea nor no¬
idea. And why? Because, O Subhuti, if I at that time had
had an idea of self, of a person, or a being, or of a living
being, I should also have had an idea of malevolence.
And why? Because, O Subhuti, I remember the past five
hundred births when I was a Rishi Kshantivadin. At
that time also I had no idea of a self, of a person, of a
being, or of a living being. . . .”x
We can thus see that without a philosophical compre* S.B.E., XLIX, pp. «37-«.
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hcnsion of emptiness there will be no real patience or
passivity in the life of the Mahayana Buddhist, which,
supported by energy, never grows weary of seeking for the
highest good. Sunyata, Kshanli, and Vitya are inseparable.
The story of the Bodhisattva Sadaprarudita is in this
respect quite illuminating. The story runs as follows.1

The Story of Sadaprarudita
The Buddha said to Subhuti: If thou shouldst really
desire Prajnaparamita, thou shouldest behave like the
Bodhisattva Sadaprarudita who is at present living the
life of a Bodhisattva under the Tathagata Bhishma-garjita-nirghoshasvara. When he was intently bent upon
realizing Prajnaparamita, there was a voice from the sky,
saying, “If thou gocst eastward thou wilt have the chance
of listening to Prajnaparamita. While proceeding there
abandon all thy thoughts about growing tired, about sleep,
eating and drinking, day and night, cold and heat; do not
trouble thyself at all about such affairs, have no thought
whatever about them; be done away with flattery;
cherish no self-conceit, no arrogance; free thyself from the
idea of a being, from the desire of making a name, of
amassing wealth; free thyself from the five hindrances,
from envy; assert no dualistic notions as to subject and
object, inner and outer, etc.; while walking along, do not
turn either side, left or right; do not think of the points of
the compass, front or behind, above or below; do not be
disturbed with thy form (rupa), sensation (vedana),
thought (samjna), conformation (sanskara), and conscious¬
ness (vijaarta). Why? Because he who is disturbed in these
walks into birth-and-death and not into the Buddhist life,
and will never attain Prajnaparamita.,‘
When Sadaprarudita heard this voice from the sky, he
said: “I will behave indeed in the way I am instructed.
For my wish is to become a light for all sentient beings by
‘7T* Attkasdtasrika-pajtupnamiLa-itftc, Chapter 00 the Bodhiiativa
Sadaprvnadita.
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storing up all the truths of Buddhism.” The mysterious
voice gives the Bodhisattva further advice regarding the
Mahayanistic view of the world, absolute confidence to be
placed in the teacher of Prajnaparamita, the temptations
of the Evil One which would appear in various forms to a
serious seeker of truth, etc.
Sadaprarudita now following the advice starts on his
eastern pilgrimage, but before he is very far off, he thinks
again: ‘‘Why did I not ask the voice how far east I have to
go and of whom to hear about Prajnaparamita?” When
he was seized with this thought, he felt so grieved over his
stupidity that he did not know what to do but gave
himself up to intense grief and self-reproach. But he was
determined to stay on the spot, no matter how long, if he
could only have another advice from the sky. He felt like a
person who had lost his only child, there was no other
thought in his mind than wishing to know about his
further procedure, when lo! a form looking like the
Tathagata appeared before him and said:
“Well done, Sadaprarudita! All the Buddhas in the
past have behaved like thee when they were intently bent
upon realizing Prajnaparamita. Go eastward for a
distance of 500 yojanas, where thou wilt come to a city
known as Gandhavati which is constructed of seven
precious stones and most magnificently decorated in every
way. In this city there is a high wide terrace on which
stands a splendidly-built palace belonging to a Bodhisattva
called Dharmodgata. A large assemblage of gods and
men is gathered there, who arc desirous of listening to the
discourses given by this Bodhisattva on Prajnaparamita.
“Sadaprarudita, he is thy teacher and it is through him
that thou comest to the understanding of Prajnaparamita.
Go, therefore, on thy eastward journey until thou readiest
the city. Conduct thyself as if thou wert pierced with a
poisonous arrow, have no other thoughts than having it
withdrawn from thy flesh at the earliest possible oppor¬
tunity; have no rest until thou comest into the presence of
thy teacher, the Bodhisattva Dharmodgata.”
When Sadaprarudita was listening to this voice, he
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entered upon a state of ecstasy whereby he could see more
or less clearly into the spiritual conditions of all the
Buddhas. When he came out of the Samadhi, all the
Buddhas who were before him suddenly disappeared. He
was now troubled with the new question: "Whence are
these Buddhas? Whither did they go?" He was grieved
but at the same time more determined than ever to reach
the palace of Dharmodgata.
He had, however, to think of the offerings* he had to
make to his teacher. He was poor, and did not know how
to get the necessary offerings. But he was not to be
daunted, he decided to sell himself, thinking, "I have
gone through many a rebirth, but ever being haunted by
selfish impulses I have never performed doe* of goodness
and purity, which save me from the tortures of pur¬
gatories.”
When he came to a large town, he went up to the
market calling out loudly for someone who would buy his
person. The Evil One heard the cry and lost no time in
keeping the inhabitants of the town away from him, for
Mara was afraid of Sadaprarudita’s attaining his object
and later leading people to the realization of Prajnaparamita. There was, however, one maiden of a wealthy
householder, whom Mara could not overshadow.
When there was no response, Sadaprarudita was
exceedingly mortified. “How heavy my sin is! Even when
* Offering* are made by Buddhists to their object of devotion for their
own spiritual development, which result* from givii* up all that h regarded
as belonging to themselves. Offering* are therefore not meant to please the
recipient, for what would the Buddha* do with all thorn material treasure*,
musical instruments, or celestial maidens? The practice of self-sacrifice is for
the benefit of the donor himself. When this a done in the real spirit of
selflessness, the Buddha accepts the offering*. A story is told of a noted Zen
master who resided at Engakuji, Kamakura, early in the Tokugawa era,
which illustrates the nature of Buddhist donation. When his temple required
renovation, a wealthy merchant who was one of his admirers offered him a
large sum of money for the work. The master received it nonchalantly, put
it aside, and uttered not a word of thanks. The merchant was dissatisfied,
and explained how deeply the donation cut into his capital and that it was
quite a sacrifice on h» part, which perhaps deserved just one word of
acknowledgment from the master. The master quietly said, "Why shall 1
have to thank you for the merit you are accumulating for yourself?"
Offerings are thus self-ssci iftee, part of the giving-up of sea hood.
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I am ready to sacrifice myself for the sake of supreme
enlightenment, nobody is forthcoming to help me out I”
Sakradevendra, god of the gods, however, hearing him,
conceived the idea of testing the sincerity of this truthseeker. The god assumed the form of a Brahman and
appeared before Sadaprarudita. Finding out what was the
reason of his excessive lamentation, the Brahman said: “I
do not want your person, but as I am going to conduct a
certain religious ritual, I wish to have a human heart,
human blood, and human marrow. Would you give
them to me?” Sadaprarudita was overjoyed because of the
opportunity of gaining some offerings for his teacher and
thus enabling him to listen to his discourses on Prajnaparamita. He agreed at once to give up everything demanded
by the Brahman for any price, he did not care how much
it was.
The Brahman took out a sharp knife, and incising it
into Sadaprarudita’s right arm, he got enough blood
needed for his purpose. When he was about to rip up the
poor victim’s right thigh in order to get the marrow, the
maiden of a wealthy householder saw it from her apart¬
ment. She at once came down and interfered, “O sir, what
is all this for?” Sadaprarudita explained. The maiden was
struck with his unselfish motives and promised him that
she would sec to whatever offerings he needed for his visit
to Dharmodgata.
The Brahman, then resuming his proper form, said to
Sadaprarudita: ‘‘Well done, indeed, son of a good family!
I am now convinced of your devotion to the Dharma. Such
was also the devotion of all the Buddhas of the past when
they were still seeking after Prajnaparamita. My only
wish with you was to see how earnest you were in this.
How can I recompense you?”
Said Sadaprarudita, “Give me supreme enlighten¬
ment.”
The god confessed his inability to give him this kind
of gift, whereupon Sadaprarudita wished to have his
mutilated body restored. This was accomplished at once
and Sakradevendra disappeared. The maiden of a
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wealthy householder then took him into her house, where
he was introduced to her parents. They were also greatly
moved and even permitted their daughter to go along
with him. Rich offerings of all sorts were prepared, and,
accompanied by five hundred attendant-maidens, they
proceeded further eastward to the city of Gandhavati.
The city was finally reached, and they saw the
Bodhisattva Dharmodgata discoursing on the Dhanna.
As the party of truth-seekers approached him, they were
again accosted by Sakradevendra, who performed some
miraculous deeds over a treasure-casket. The casket was
explained to contain Prajnaparamita, but nobody was
allowed to open it, as it was sealed seven times by Dharmod¬
gata himself. Some offerings were made to it.
At the palace of Dharmodgata Sadaprarudita, the
maiden of a wealthy householder and five hundred maidenattendants all paid him due respect; flowers, incense of
various kinds, necklaces, banners, canopies, robes, gold,
silver, precious stones, and other things were offered,
accompanied by music. Sadaprarudita informed him of
his mission and the experiences which he had had on his
way to Gandhavati; then he expressed his desire to know
whence all those Buddhas came who appeared before him
and whither they disappeared later, as he wished to be
all the time in their presence. To this answered Dharmod¬
gata:
“From nowhere the Buddhas come and to nowhere
they go. Why? Because all things are of suchness and
immovable, and this suchness is no less than the Tatha¬
gata himself. In the Tathagata there is no going, no com¬
ing, no birth, no death; for ultimate reality knows
neither coming nor going, and this reality is the Tathagata
himself. Emptiness knows neither coming nor going, and
this emptiness is the Tathagata himself. The same can be
said of suchness (yathavatta), of detachment (viragata), of
cessation (nirodha), and of space; and all these qualities
also belong to the Tathagata. O son of a good family,
apart from all' these dharmas, there is no Tathagata. As
they arc of suchness, so is the Tathagata; they arc all of
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one suchness which is neither two nor three; it is above
numbers and nowhere attainable.
“Towards the end of the sprinz, when it is warm, there
appears a mirage on the fields, which is taken for a sheet
of water by the ignorant. Son of a good family, whence
thinkest thou this vapoury appearance comes? From the
eastern sea? or from the western sea? or from the northern
sea? or from the southern sea?”
Replied Sadaprarudita: “In the mirage there is no
real water,and how can one talk of its whence and whither?
The ignorant take it for water where there is really none
whatever.”
“And so,” continued Dharmodgata, “it is with the
Tathagata. If a man gets attached to his body, form, and
voice, and begins to think about his whence and whither,
he is an ignoramus who, altogether destitute of intelli¬
gence, imagines the presence of real water in a mirage.
Why? Because no Buddhas are to be regarded as having
the material body, they are the Dharma-body, and the
Dharma in its essence knows no whence, no whither.
"Son of a good family, it is again like those magiccreated figures—-elephants, horses, carriages, foot-soldiers;
they come from nowhere, go nowhere. It is again like
those Tathagatas who appear to a man in a dream, one,
two, ten, twenty, fifty, one hundred, or even over one
hundred in number; when he awakes from the dream he
secs not even one of them.
“All things are like a dream, they have no substantiality.
But as the ignorant realize it not, they arc attached to
forms, names, physical bodies {ntpakaya), words, and
phrases; they imagine various Buddhas to be coming into
existence and going out of it. They comprehend not the
true nature of things nor that of the Buddhas. Such will
transmigrate through the six paths of existence, separated
from Prajnaparamita, separated from all the teachings of
Buddhism. It is only those who understand the nature of
ultimate reality (dharmala) who would cherish no discrimi¬
nation as regards the whence and whither of the Tatha¬
gata. They live Prajnaparamita, they attain supreme
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enlightenment, they are true followers of the Buddha,
they are worthy of being revered by others, they are indeed
the fountain of blessings to the world.
“Son of a good family, it is like those treasures in the
sea which have not come from the east, from the west,
from the south, or from the north, or again from above or
below. They grow in the sea owing to the good meritorious
deeds of sentient beings. They are there not independent
of the chain of causation, but when they disappear they
do not go cast or west or anywhere. When conditions are
so combined they come into existence; when they are
dissolved things disappear.
"Son of a good family, it is even so with the Tathagatabody which is not a fixed existence. It does not come from
any definite direction, nor docs it exist outside the chain
of causation, for it is the product of previous karma
[purvakarmavipaka).
"Son of a good family, it is like the musical sound of
a lute which issues from the combination of its frame,
skin, strings, and stick as it is played by the human hand.
The sound comes not from any one of these parts when
they are disconnected. Their concordant action is needed
to produce the sound. In a similar manner the Tathagata
is the outcome of numberless meritorious deeds of the past,
apart from which his whence and whither cannot be con¬
ceived. From any one single cause nothing takes place,
there must be several of them which when combined
produce a result. When they discontinue to act conjointly
the Tathagata goes out of existence. This being the case
the wise do not talk of his appearance and disappearance.
Indeed, with all things, not only with the Tathagata, there
is no birth, no death, no coming, no going. This is the
way to reach supreme enlightenment and also to realize
Prajnaparamita.”
When this discourse was finished the whole universe
trembled violently, including the abodes of the gods and
those of the evil ones. All the plants at once burst out in
full bloom, and Sakradevendra with his four guardiankings showered a rain of flowers over the Bodhisattva
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Dharmodgata. It was explained that these miraculous
phenomena took place owing to the fact that the discourse
given by the Bodhisattva Dharmodgata on the whence
and whither of the Tathagata opened the spiritual eyes
leading to supreme enlightenment of ever so many
beings.
This pleased the Bodhisattva Sadaprarudita immen¬
sely, for he was now more than ever confirmed in his
belief in Prajnaparamita and his destiny of attaining
Buddhahood. More offerings were given to Dharmodgata
who, first accepting them in order to complete the
meritorious deeds of the Sadaprarudita, returned them to
him. He then retired into his own palace not to come out
of it again before seven years elapsed; for it was his habit
to enter upon a profound Samadhi for that space of time.
But Sadaprarudita was determined to wait, how long it
did not matter, by the palace of Dharmodgata, since he
wished to listen to his discourses again on Prajnaparamita
and its skilful means [upayakausalya). He was so devoted
to his teacher that all the while he never laid himself in
bed, never tasted any delicious food, never gave himself
to his own sensuous pleasure, but anxiously waited for the
rise of Dharmodgata from his deep meditation.
Dharmodgata finally awoke from his meditation.
Sadaprarudita prepared the ground for his teacher’s dis¬
course by shedding his own blood, for he was again
frustrated by the Evil One in his attempt to obtain water.
But Sakradevcndra came to his assistance once more, and
all the due decorations and offerings were supplied.
Dharmodgata then gave a further discourse on the
identity of all things, and, therefore, of Prajnaparamita,
in which there is neither birth nor death, being free from
all sorts of logical predicates.
While listening to this profound discourse on the
transcendental nature of Prajnaparamita, Sadaprarudita
realized 6,000,000 Samadhis ana came into the presence
of the Buddhas numbering even more than the sands of
the River Ganga, who, surrounded by a large assemblage
of great Bhikshus, were discoursing on Prajnaparamita.
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After this the wisdom and learning of the Bodhisattva
Sadaprarudita was beyond the conccivability of an
ordinary mortal; it was like a boundless expanse of ocean,
and wherever he went he was never separated from the
Buddhas.

V
Prayer and NtmbuUu
The Christian method of awakening the religious
feeling of passivity is prayer. “When thou prayest, enter
into thy closet, and when thou hast shut thy door, pray
to thy Father which is in secret; and thy Father which
seeth in secret shall reward thee openly.”1 This is the
example shown by the founder of Christianity on how to
bring about the state of religious consciousness in which
"thy will” and not "my will” is to prevail. And the
author of the Imitation of Christ simply follows this when
he says: "If thou desircst true condition of heart, enter
into thy secret chamber and shut out the tumults of the
world, as it is written, ‘Commune with your own heart
and in your chamber, and be still.’ In thy chamber thou
shalt find what abroad thou shalt too often lose.” (Book I,
Chapter XX, 5.)
To retire into solitude and devote oneself to praying,
if one is a Christian, or to meditating if one is a Buddhist,
is one of the necessary conditions for all religious souls to
gain access to the ultimate reality with which it is always
seeking to be in communion.
The following story of three monks is taken from the
Introduction to Rolle’s Amending of Life, by H. L. Hubbard,
in which each of them "seeks to exercise his vocation in
a different direction. One chose the part of peace-making
between men, the second to visit the sick, and the third to
dwell in quietness in the desert. The first two finding it
* Matthew 6, vi, ti uq-
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impossible to fulfil their self-chosen tasks, went and
recounted their failures to the third. The latter suggested
that each of them should fill a vessel with water and pour
it into a basin. Then he bade them look into the basin
immediately and tell him what they saw. They replied
that they saw nothing. After the water had ceased to move
he told them to look again. Then they told him that they
could sec their faces clearly reflected in the water. 'So is
it with you and me,’ said the hermit; ‘you who live in the
world can see nothing because of the activities of men. I
who dwell alone in peace and quietness can sec both God
and men.’ ”
Evidently God does not cast his image on a body of
disturbed water. To use Buddhist terminology, as long as
jiriki (self-power) is trying to realize itself there is no room
in one's soul for the tariki (other-power) of God to get
into it, however intellectually this concept may be
interpreted. A Catholic Father Tissot writes in his Interior
Life that “God wishes himself to be the life of my life, the
soul of my soul, the all of my being, he wishes to glorify
himself in me and to beautify me in himself”.1 To effect
this state of spirituality, “my” mind must be like a mirror,
freshly polished and with no stain of “self-dust” on it, in
which God reflects himself and “I” sec him then “face to
face”.
As regards the spiritual training of the mind so that it
may finally experience passivity in the communion with
God, Catholics seem to have a fuller literature than the
Protestants. It is natural, seeing that the latter emphasize
frith in the scheme of salvation more than any form of
mental training. Catholics may tend towards formalism
and ritualism, but their “spiritual exercises” are psycho¬
logically quite an effective means to induce the state they
contrive to bring about, as long as they have no intellectual
difficulties in taking in all they teach. The mystical experi¬
ences which they consider to be special gifts of God
require, no doubt, some such preliminary steps for the
devotee, which are variously designated by them as
* Quoted from TJu Lift

Pieytr, by W. A. Brown, p.137.
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"preparation”, "purgation”, "consideration”, “medita¬
tion”, or "contemplation”.
In Buddhism, the Shin, like Protestantism, emphasizes
faith, and as the result its followers have no special psycho¬
logical method with which they attempt to strengthen the
subjective force of faith, except attending religious dis¬
courses given by the preacher and being interviewed by
him on doubtful points. It is true, however, that it is in
Shin more than in any other school of Buddhism that the
tariki (other-power) or passivity side of experience is most
persistently insisted on. As far as their teaching goes Shin
tells us not to put forward anything savouring of “self”
but just to listen to the teacher and accept him; that is,
his message as transmitted onward from Sakyamuni, who
was the first historically to get us acquainted with the
original vow of Amida. The Shin is really a consistent
passivity-religion.
The Jodo, however, from which the Shin branched off
as a special sect of the Pure Land school of Buddhism, has
a way to prepare the mind for the final experience of
what is known in Buddhism as anjin (an—peace, jin or
shin—mind), that is, a restful state of mind, or “interior
quiet”. This is saying the Nembutsu; that is, reciting the
name of Amida, Namu Amida Butsu (in Sanskrit, tumo
’mitabhqya), “Adoration to the Buddha of Infinite Light”.
The formula or phrase is to be repeated in its Chinese
form (na-mo-o-mi-to-fu) or in the Japanese (na-mu-a-mi-dabu-lsu), and not in the original Sanskrit nor in any other
translation. Some earnest devotees are reported to have
repeated the phrase ten hundred thousand times a day;
for instance, T’an-iuan (476-542), Honen (1132-1212),
etc.
The conscious object, of course, is to be embraced in
the grace of Amida by repeatedly pronouncing his name,
but psychologically it is to prepare the mind in such a way
as to suspend all the surface activities of consciousness and
to wake from its unconscious sources a power greater than
the empirical ego. Theologically or metaphysically it may
mean many things, but from the psychological point of
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view the Nembutsu is like a certain kind of prayer,1 an
attempt to tap new life for the mind that has reached as it
were the end of its rope. The Nembutsu is thus meant to
exhaust the power of a finite mind which, when it comes
to this pass or impasse, throws itself down at the feet of
something it knows not exactly what, except that the
something is an infinite reality.

The Practice of Zazen and Passivity
In Zen there is apparently no passivity traceable. As
it claims, it is the strong “self-power” wing of Eastern
Mahayana Buddhism, and besides it is intellectual in the
sense that it puts its whole, stress on the intuitive appre¬
hension of the truth. It is almost a kind of philosophy.
But as far as psychology is concerned, the Zen conscious¬
ness cannot be different from other religious conscious¬
nesses; the way it works in our empirical mind is the same
as in other religious experiences. Whatever metaphysical
interpretations and contents we may give to its experience,
there is a certain feeling of passivity in it. To go beyond
the realm of limited intellection is not to use the strength
of the intellect itself; it comes from something more than
that, and as long as there is something transcending the
1 Prayer it divided, according to the author of Dti GrSus d'Or anon, into
ttvo categories, ordinary and extraordinary or mystic. Ordinary prayer may
be called natural against the mystic which is supernatural, Tor the Catholic
theologians retain the word mystic for what they designate at supernatural
slates of prayer, which arc absolutely impossible to be realised by the human
will alone. Psychologically, do doubt the "supernatural" is the continuation
of the "natural", but from the theological point of view the Catholics would
naturally desire to reserve a medal room tor the “supernatural". Ordinary
prayer is regarded as having four degrees: i. Vocal prayer which u a recita¬
tion ; a. Meditation where there i* a chain of distinct reflections or argu¬
ments ; 3. Affective prayer in which affections are made predominant; and
4. The prayeT of simplicity where intuition replaces reasoning, and affections
are not varied and are expressed in few words. The Nembutsu is, to use
Catholic terminology, sometimes vocal prayer, sometimes the prayer of
simplicity, and sometimes even mystic prayer when the devotee is embraced
in the original vow of Amida. The character of the Nembutsu varies accord¬
ing to the individuality of the devotee and a bo to his mental attitude at
the time.

BODHIDHARMA1
By An C n known Art in

Thi» occupies (lie centre 1/ ilir iriplyrlr.
wilh Feng-fcan nnrl l\i-tni on ils either
(Me. Use imcriiMion in verse u liy TSenmu Wcn-li {1107—1250):
"Only with •! know not'* he drummed on
hu lip* and Icctli;
The Ixirlsarian's language-h«w couUI it
be confounded with the flowery [longue
of the Middle Kingdom]?
If old Hsiao (the EmprvorJ had under
Itii skin warm blood running.
He would, (hosing hi* Iklinmu. have
even gone licyond tin- .Stream of Sand."
7'wn-mn MVw-ii.
n*c reference u> oltl Hsiao, which means
Ihr Emperor of Liang, is quite a noted
uory. According to the PS-jm Lx1, the Kmneror. after Ilie well-known interview with
Dodliirlharma, asked n monk railed Chihkung wins this man was. Chih-kung said,
“IX> jtxi not know him?” "No, I do not.”
"He a Kwnnnon the Malusaitva himself,
wlso has come here to transmit the seal of
the nuddhn-mlnd.'* ‘file Emperor was asnwushed to learn this, and wanted to send
an envoy at once after the fugitive Bodhw
saliva. Chih-kung, however, declared,
“Voujr Majesty, it is of no use to send for
him. for even when all Use proplc of this
country run after him, lie will not retrace
lib Heps.”
' ThW t» niMImn wrilnl l„ Uni Wu-kiuii. bui

■IUwmiI jnU««tv,

• Ztn Ktmyt, 1‘int Series, pp. i*y.

FENG-KAN
(«*-*-»)

This forms the right wing of the Dor!hid*
harms triptych, The verse hy Yen-ch'i
Kuang-wrn (i 109-1963) rraih:
“Tbou ciutsl only take hold of the tigrr’s
neck,
nut knowest not how to manage it* tail;
That the poor old Lurch's wa» in trouhlr
Wn entirely due to thine own fault."
Tm-dti Aiuwf-irra, al Otia-iJuui.
hVng-han wa* another vagrant philo(cipher of the Tan* dynasty. He frequently
visited the Kuo-chtng monastery at TViv
tai, hut nobody knew where be came from.
He was (bund sometimes riding on a tiger
and chanting hymns, which frightened the
monks. When he was asked what was the
tearhingof the Buddha, he simply answered,
"Sui jAw”. which meant “Follow the lime".
He wa* a great friend of Han-ohan (Kan¬
san) and Shih-te (Jlltoku), wtiosc pictures
orcgivrn in the Third Series of %/m Koap.
The reference to Lu-ch'i in Kuaqg-wcn's
inscription n founded in live Ckum-fta/ Lu,
XXVII. It was Iju-ch'i’l Interview with
Han-shan and Shib-ie that made the
two rccliawporu mysteriously vanish in a
rrrvicc of the mountain-rocks, and this
interview was the outcome of Feng-kan's
advice. Hence die Maine "thine own fault".
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mind, and yet its working is manifested in and through
the mind, the latter must play the role of passivism; there
is no other choice for it.
The consciousness of “self-power” (jiriki) may be too
prominent in the Zen mind, but this cannot overrule the
principle of the experience by which alone the mind is
made to realize what is beyond itself. “Passively active”
or "actively passive”—the choice of one term or the other
depends upon the individual psychology more than upon
the fact itself, for the fact always lends itself to alternative
interpretations. To understand the position of Zen in this
matter we must have the knowledge of its practice of
Dhyana1 or Zazcn,* as it is called in China and Japan.
Zen docs not exactly coincide with Indian Dhyana,
though ztn is an abbreviation of (flou,1 which is in turn
the transliteration of the Sanskrit d/ryana; in practice,
however, the same bodily posture is assumed. The follow¬
ing directions4 given by a Zen master may throw light on
what Zen proposes to do.
"The Bodnisattva who disciplines himself in Prajna
should first of all awaken a great compassionate heart,
make great universal vows, and thoroughly be versed in
all Samadhis, in order to deliver all beings; for the
Bodhisattva does not seek emancipation for his own
benefit. Let him renounce all external relations and put a
stop to all worldly doings, so that his mind and body
* Dtijtma is generally translated «» meditation, but it is really the practice
of mental concentration, in which the reasoning process of ilie intellect is
cut short and consciousness is kept clean of all other ideas except the one
which is given as the subject of meditation.
■ Tie eAW For explanation see the First Series of Tin Enni, p. 316,
footnote.
* Cii'en as.
* The author of these ''Directions’* is not known, but they are generally
regarded as coming originally from the "Regulations of the Meditation
Hall" compiled by rai-chang (yao-dia), the founder of the Zen monastery
in China, fhe original "Regulations” were lost with the downfall of the
T'ang dynasty; they were compiled again by Tsung-I, 1103, in the Sung.
The work now known as Fai-cAan# CU^M is a modem compilation in the
year 1*65 under the auspices of the Emperor Tai-Uu of Yuan. The present
" Directions" arc found in these works. The reference to Yuan-t'ung of
Fa-yun in them shows that they contain some insertions of Tiung-I himself
because Yuan-fung was his own master.
U
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becoming one they can be kept,- moving or sitting, in
perfect harmony with each other. His food should be
regulated, neither too much nor too little; and his sleep
also should be moderate, neither too long nor too short.
“When he wishes to practise meditation, let him retire
into a quiet room where he prepares a thick well-wadded
cushion for his seat, with his dress and belt loosely adjusted
about his body. He then assumes his proper formal
posture. He will sit with his legs fully crossed, that is,
place the right foot over the left thigh and the left foot
over the right thigh. Sometimes the half-cross-legged
posture is permitted, in which case simply let the left leg
rest over the right thigh. Next, he will place the right hand
over the left leg with its palm up and over this have the
left hand, while the thumbs press against each other over
the palm.
“He now raises the whole body slowly and quietly,
moves it repeatedly to the left and to the right, backward
and forward, until the proper seat and straight posture are
obtained. He will take care not to lean too much to one
side, either left or right, forward or backward; his spinal
column stands erect with the head, shoulders, back, and
loins each properly supporting others like a chaitya. But
he is cautious not to sit too upright or rigidly, for he will
then feel uneasy before long. The main thing is to have
the ears and shoulders, nose and navel stand to each
other in one vertical plane, while the tongue rests against
the upper palate and the lips and teeth are firmly closed.
Let the eyes be slightly opened in order to avoid falling
asleep.
“When meditation advances the wisdom of this practice
will grow apparent. Great masters of meditation from of
old have their eyes kept open. Yuan-tsung, the Zen
master of Fa-yun, has also had a strong opinion against
the habit of closing the eyes, and called such practiscrs
'dwellers of the skeleton cave in the dark valley’. There is
a deep sense in this, which is well understood by those
who know. When the position is steadied and the breath¬
ing regular, the practiser will now assume a somewhat
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relaxed attitude. Let him not be concerned with ideas
good or bad. When a thought is awakened there is aware¬
ness ; when there is awareness, the point is missed. When
the exercise is kept up steadily and for a sufficient length
of time, disturbing thoughts will naturally cease and
there will prevail a state of oneness. This is the technique
of practising meditation.
“Meditation is the road leading to peace and happi¬
ness. The reason why there are so many people who grow
ill is because they do not know how to prepare themselves
duly for the exercise. If they well understand the directions
as given above, they will without straining themselves too
much acquire not only the lightness of the body but the
briskness of spirit, which finally brings about the clarifica¬
tion of the consciousness. The understanding of the
Dharma will nourish the spirit and make the practiscr
enjoy the pure bliss of tranquillity.
"If he hfts already a realization within himself, his
practice of meditation will be like a dragon getting into
water, or a tiger crouching against a hillside. In ease he
has yet nothing of self-realization, the practice will be like
fanning up the fire with the wind; not much effort is
needed [he will soon get enlightened]. Only let him not
too easily be deceived as to what he may regard as selfrealization.
“When there is an enhanced spiritual quality, there is
much susceptibility to the Evil One’s temptation, which
comes in every possible form both agreeable and dis¬
agreeable. Therefore the practiscr must have his con¬
sciousness rightly adjusted and well in balance; then
nothing will prevent his advancement in meditation.
Concerning various mental aberrations worked out by
the Evil One, a detailed treatment is given in The Lengym SAra the T‘ien-tei Chih Ktoan, and Kuei-fcng’s Book on
Practice and Realisation. Those who wish to prepare them¬
selves against untoward events, should be well informed
of the matter.
“When the practiser wants to rise from meditation, let
' SUfM. VIII.
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him slowly and gently shake his body and quietly rise from
the seat; never let him attempt to rise suddenly. After the
rising let him always contrive to retain whatever mental
power he has gained by meditation, as if he were watching
over a baby; for this will help him in maturing the power
of concentration.
“[In the study of Buddhism], the practice of meditation
comes foremost When the mind is not sufficiently brought
under control no tranquillity obtains in it, and the practiser
will be at a loss how to cope with a critical moment that
may arise. When looking for a gem the water must not
be disturbed; the waves make it difficult to get hold of
the gem. Let the waters of meditation be clear and undis¬
turbed, and the spiritual gem will all by itself shine forth.
Therefore we read in the Sutra of Perfect Enlightenment1 that
‘Prajna pure and flawless is produced by means of medita¬
tion* ; in the Sutra of the Lotus of the Good Law1 that ‘Retire
into a solitary place and have your mind under full dis¬
cipline, and let it be as steady and immovable as Mount
Sumeru*.
“We thus know that the sure way to realize saintliness
which goes beyond worldly trivialities is attained by means
of a quiet life. It is all through the power of concentration,
indeed, that some of the old masters have passed away into
eternity even while sitting cross-legged or standing upright.
There are many chances of interruption and failure even
when one is devoting one’s life [to the realization of the
truth]; how much more if illness gains the hold of you 1
How can you resist the assault of Karma? So says an
ancient teacher, ‘If you have not acquired the power of
concentration strong enough to destroy the camp of
Death, you will have to come back [to this world] with
your eves blindfolded and with nothing achieved. Your
life will thus be utterly wasted.*
*
“Good friends of Zen, be pleased to read these words
repeatedly, and whatever benefit that accrues [from the
practice of meditation] will be not only yours but others’,
too, for you will thus all finally attain enlightenment.’’
■ Fu. II.
* Fat. V, of Kurn*r»jiv«'» version.
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Tht Function of Koan in %en
When it is said that Buddhism, Mahayana as well as
Hinayana, is rich in the intellectual clement, it does not
mean that Buddhism lays its principal stress on logic or
philosophy in the unfoldment of religious consciousness,
but that it upholds an intuitive understanding of ultimate
religious truth rather than a merely faithful acceptance of
the teaching of its founder. And as the most efficient means
to come to this intuitive understanding it teaches the
practice of meditation known as Dhyana or Zazcn. The
direction given above is thus followed by all Buddhists,
Indian, Tibetan, Chinese, and Japanese, except the
adherents of the Pure Land school of Buddhism. For they
believe that the understanding grows by itself from within
when the practice of Zazcn is brought to perfection. As is
stated, Prajna reflects itself on the serene undisturbed
water of Dhyana.
When, however, in the history of Zen the system of
koan came to be in vogue, meditation so called was
pushed behind in order to bring the intuition more to the
loreground. Tai-hui1 boldly declares, "Others give priority
to Dhyana rather than to intuition (prajna) but I give
priority to intuition rather than to Dhyana.” He was one
of the strong advocates of the koan exercise in China in
opposition to his great contemporary Hung-chih.* As I
have already explained in my previous Essay as well as in
the First Series, the koan students of Zen are almost
violently aggressive in their attitude towards the realiza¬
tion of the passivity phase of the religious experience :*
No signs of passivity seem to be noticeable in their
exercise, but what is aimed at here is intellectual passivity
and not the emotional one which comes out in view so
>1069-1163.
'1001-1157.
• For example, Torei, one of the chief disciple* of Hskuin, write* in his
edition 11769} of the Ch'm-hu* I'tr-tM*, ‘The lion refuse* to eat the men
left by the eagle, and the tigeT will not feed upon dead animal*,” referring
to the Zen Yogin’s proud spirit which would not subscribe to the mswkish
femininity of the “other-power" teaching.
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much in Christian mystics and also in the followers of the
. Pure Land school of Buddhism. The method of the koan
exercise, however, on the other hand, is to blot out by
sheer force of the will all the discursive traces of intellection
whereby students of Zen prepare their consciousness to be
the proper ground for intuitive knowledge to burst out.
They march through a forest of ideas thickly crowding
up into their minds; and when, thoroughly exhausted in
their struggles, they give themselves up, the state of con¬
sciousness, psychologically viewed, after which they have
so earnestly but rather blindly been seeking, unexpectedly
prevails.
This last giving-up is what I would term a state of
passivity in our religious experience. Without this givingup, whether intellectually or conatively or emotionally, or
in whatever way we may designate this psychological pro¬
cess, there is generally no experience of a final reality. Let
me give here some quotations from a book known as
Z/mkam Sokushin,1 which may be freely translated “The
Breaking Through the Frontier Gate of Zen”, and which
is very much read by Zen students as a most energizing
stimulant to their wearied nerves.
“Have the two characters ‘birth* and ‘death* pasted
on your forehead until you get an understanding into their
meaning; for the Lord of Death will surely demand of
you a strict account of your life when you have to appear
before him. Don’t say then, ‘I have never been reminded
of this!’
"When you apply yourself to the study of Zen, what is
necessary is to examine yourself from moment to moment
and to keep the subject {koan) always before your mental
eye, so that you can see by yourself when you have gained
strength and when not, and also where your concentration
is needed more and where not.
“There are some who begin to doze as soon as they are
on the cushion, or allow all kinds of rambling thoughts to
disturb them if they are at all wakeful; and when they are
down from the cushion their tongues arc at once set loose.
* Ch'an-kuex
compiled by Chu-hung, 1531-1615.
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If they try to master Zen in this fashion they would never
succeed even if they are alive unto the day of Maitreya.
Therefore you should, exerting all your energy, take up
your subject {keen) and endeavour to get settled with it;
you should never relax yourself day and night. Then you
are not merely sitting quietly or vacantly as if you were
a corpse. If you find yourself in a maze of confusing
thoughts and unable to extricate yourself in spite of your
efforts, drop them lightly, and coming down from the
seat, quickly run across the floor once, and then resume
your position on the cushion. Have your eyes open, hold
your hands clasped, and keeping your backbone straight
up, apply yourself as before to the koan, when you will
feel greatly refreshed. It will be like pouring one dipper¬
ful of cold water into a boiling cauldron. If you go on
thus exercising yourself, you will surely reach the des¬
tination.”1
Another Zen master3 advises thus: “Some masters
there are these days who in spite of their eyes not being
clearly opened teach people to remain satisfied with mere
empty-mindedness ;* then there arc others who teach
people to accept things blindly as they are and contem¬
plate on them as such; there arc still others who advise
people not to pay any attention to anything at all. These
are all one-sided views of Zen, their course of exercise is
altogether on the .wrong track, it will never come to a
definite termination. The main idea in the study of Zen
is to concentrate your mind on one point; when this
is done everybody will get it; that is, when thus the
proper time comes and conditions are fully matured,
• This is the *d monition given by Fa-yen of Wu-tsu Shan to one of hit
disciples about to (tail on his Zen pilgrimage.
•from a letter of Tsung-kao Tai-hui.
• It may not be inopportune to call the reader's ipecisl attention to this
repudiation by Tai-hui of ‘‘mere emptiness". Zen has been frequently
Criticized, not only by the outsiders but by some Buddhists, for teaching the
doctrine of blank nothingness or a Mate of absolute passivity, which eJtaces
all the traces of voluntarism in every possible form. That tha is the "spirit
of inquiry" wss discussed in connection with the "Koan Exercise". When
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realization will come by itself all of a sudden like a flash of
lightning.
"Let your everyday worldly consciousness be directed
towards Prajna, and then you will avoid coming under
the control of your past evil Karma at the moment of
death even if you may not attain to realization while in
this life. In your next birth you will surely be in the midst
of Prajna itself and enjoy its full realization; this is a
certainty, you need not cherish any doubt about it.
"Only let your mind have a good hold of the koan
without interruption. If any disturbing thoughts assail you,
do not necessarily try to suppress them too vigorously;
rather try to keep your attention on the koan itself.
Whether walking or sitting, apply yourself surely and
steadily on it, give no time to relaxation. When our
application goes on thus constandy a period of indifference
[literally, tastelessness] will set in. This is good, do not
let go, but keep on and the mental flower will abrupdy
come to full bloom; the light illuminating the ten quarters
will manifest the land of the treasure-lord on the tip of a
single hair; you will then be revolving the great wheel of
the Dharma even when you are sitting in the midst of an
atom.”
This Zen exercise, full of arduousness and strenuousness,
with which the task of self-inspection is carried on, seems to
be the very reverse of passivity. But we must remember
that passivity never comes by itself, nor is it to be con¬
founded with a mere apathetic, indolent state of mind,
which is no less than vegetation. Passivity in its highest
religious connotation means breaking up the hard crust
of egotism or relativism and melting itself in the infinity
of the Dharmadhatu. This melting is felt psychologically
as a mood of receptivity, and, theologically interpreted,
as the feeling of absolute dependence, which is what I
have designated in this Essay as passivity.
With followers of Zen this is “being wholly possessed
by Prajna", or “realizing Prajna". The Mahayana sutras
are generally dedicated not only to the Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas but to Prajnaparamita, which is remarkable.
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In all the Zen hymnals reference is always made to
“Mahaprajnaparamita” as if it were a personality like the
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas of the past, present, and future.
Further, Prajna is compared to a great perfect mirror in
which is reflected a world of multiplicities just as they are,
yathabhutam. This is the perfect mirror of passivity, to use
the terminology adopted here. What follows, I hope, will
make this point clearer.1

VI
The Perfection of Passivity in Buddhist Lift
When the religious experience just described is
matured, i.e. when it accompanies moral perfection,
Buddhists will finally acquire what is technically known
as anabhogaearya,* and theirs will also be its wonderful
achievements as most elaborately detailed in the Dasabkumika Sutra where they arc said to take place in the life
of a Bodhisattva, the ideal being of Mahayana Buddhism.
We can say that the effortless life is the perfection of
passivism.
According to the Dasabhumika Sutra, the effortless life is
attained when a Bodhisattva passes from the seventh to
the eighth stage of spiritual life by realizing what is known
as the "acceptance of all things as unborn" (anutpattikadharmakshanti)* To quote the Sutra :4
"The Bodhisattva Vajragarbha said, O son of the
Buddha, when the Bodhisattva, while at the seventh
stage, has thoroughly finished examining what is meant
1 See alio the Appendices to this Essay in which translations are given
from a Zen master and a Jodo teacher.
■ For the explanation of this important idea, lee my Zm
I. pp.
76/«.,93; Wxr » tht Uxkaraiare Surra, pp. 43, 376; Th LanbuMvaSutra, i>. 78; etc.
• Inis is one of the Mahayana terms quite frequently misinterpreted by
Buddhist scholars of the Wtat. The point is that they fail to grasp the central
conception of the Mahayana according to which all things fsaniadhams) are
unborn fcaur/wimo), unattainable (mufiataM/ia), and therefore empty (mqm).
* Edited oy Radher, p. 63 *t J*y.
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by cleansing the paths with transcendental wisdom and
skilful means (prajnopaja), has accumulated all the prepara*
tory material (sambhara), has well equipped himself with
the vows, and is sustained by the power of the Tathagatas,
procuring in himself the power produced from the stock
of merit, attentively thinking of and in conformity with
the powers, convictions, and unique characteristics of the
Tathagatas, thoroughly purified, sincere in heart, and
thoughtful, elevated in virtue, knowledge and power,
great in pity and compassion which leaves no sentient
beings unnoticed, and in pursuit of the path of wisdom,
that is beyond measurement; and, further, when he enters,
truly as it is, upon the knowledge that all things are, in
their nature, from the first, unborn (anutpanna), unpro¬
duced [ajata), devoid of individualizing marks (alakshana),
have never been combined (asombhuia), are never dis¬
solved (emasita), nor extinguished (anuhthita), nor
changing (apravriui), nor ceasing (anabhinivriiii), and are
lacking in sclf-substancc [abhavassabhaw); when he enters
upon the knowledge that all things remain the same in the
beginning, in the middle, and in the end, are of suchness,
non-discriminative, and entering into the knowledge of
the all-knowing one; [and finally] when he thus enters
upon the knowledge of all things as they really are; he is
then completely emancipated from such individualizing
ideas as are created by the mind (citta) and its agent
(manovijiuma); he is then as detached as the sky, and
descends upon all objects as if upon an empty space; he
is then said to have attained to the acceptance of all
things as unborn jamitpattika-dharma-hhanti).
,Y0 son of the Buddha, as soon as a Bodhisattva attains
this acceptance, he enters upon the eighth stage called
immovable (ataJa). This is the inner abode of Bodhisattva hood, which is difficult to comprehend, which goes beyond
discrimination, separated from all forms, all ideas, and all
attachments; which transcends calculation and limitation,
as it lies outside [the knowledge of] the Sravakas and
Pratyckabuddhas and above all disturbances and ever in
possession of tranquillity.
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"As a Bhikshu, furnished with supernatural faculties
and freedom of mind and gradually entering into the
Samadhi of Cessation, has all his mental disturbances
quieted and is free from discrimination, so the Bodhisattva
now abides in the stage of immovability, that is, detached
from all works of effort (abhoga) • he has attained effort¬
lessness, has put an end to strivings mental, verbal, and
physical, and is beyond discrimination as he has put away
all forms of vexation; he is now established in the Dharma
itself which he enjoys as the fruit of his past work.
“It is like a man who, in a dream finding himself in a
great river, attempts to go to the other side; he musters all
his energy and strives hard with every possible means.
And because of this effort and contrivance, he wakes from
the dream, and being thus awakened all his strivings are
set at rest. In like manner the Bodhisattva sees all beings
drowning themselves in the four streams, and in his
attempt to save them, exerts himself rigorously, unflinch¬
ingly ; and because of his vigorous and unflinching exer¬
tion he attains the stage of immovability. Once in this
stage, all his strivings are dropped, he is relieved of all
activity that issues from the notion of duality or from an
attachment to appearance.
“O son of the Buddha, as when one is born in the
Brahman world, no tormenting passions present them¬
selves in his mind; so when the Bodhisattva comes to
abide in the stage of immovability, his mind is entirely
relieved of all effortful activities which grow out of a con¬
triving consciousness. In the mind of this Bodhisattva
there is indeed no conscious discrimination of a Bodhi¬
sattva, or a Buddha, or enlightenment, or Nirvana; how
much less the thought of things worldly.
"O son of the Buddha, on account of his original vows
the Bodhisattva sees all the Buddhas, the Blessed Ones
personally presenting themselves before him in order to
confer upon him the wisdom of Tathagatahood whereby
he is enabled to get into the stream of the Dharma. They
would then declare: ‘Well done, well done, O son of a
good family, this is the Kshanti (acceptance) of the first
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order which is in accordance with the teaching of the
Buddhas. But, O son of a good family, thou hast not yet
acquired the ten powers, the fourfold fearlessness, and the
eighteen special qualities possessed by all the Buddhas.
Thou shouldst yet work for the acquirement of these
qualities, and never let go thy hold of this Kshanti.
“ ‘O son of a good family, though thou art established
in serenity and emancipation, there are ignorant beings
who have not yet attained serenity, but are being haras¬
sed by evil passions and aggrieved by varieties of specula¬
tion. On such ones thou shouldst show thy compassion.
O son of a good family, mindful of thy original vows, thou
shouldst benefit all beings and have them all turn towards
inconceivable wisdom.
“ ‘O son of a good family, the ultimate essence of all
things is eternally such as it is, whether or not Tathagatas
have come to appear; they are called Tathagatas not
because of their realization of this ultimate essence of
things; for all the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas, too,
have indeed realized this essence of non-discrimination.
Again, O son of a good family, thou shouldst look up to
our body, knowledge, Buddhaland, halo of illumination,
skilful means, and voia: of purity, each of which is beyond
measurement; and with these mayest thou too be com¬
pletely equipped.
" ‘Again, O son of a good family, thou hast now one
light, it is the light that sees into the real nature of all
things as unborn and beyond discrimination. But the light
of truth possessed by the Tathagatas is as regards its
infinite mobility, activity, and manifestation, beyond all
measurement, calculation, comparison, and proportion.
Thou shouldest raise thy intention towards it in order to
realize it.
“ ‘O son of a good family, observing how boundlessly
the lands extend, how numberless beings are, and how
infinitely divided things are, thou shouldst know them
all.truthfully as they are.’
“In this manner, O son of the Buddha, all Buddhas
bestow upon the Bodhisattva who has come up to this
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stage of immovability infinitude of knowledge and make
him turn towards knowledge of differentiation and work
issuing therefrom, both of which are beyond measurement.
"O son of the Buddha, if the Buddhas did not awake
in this Bodhisattva a desire for the knowledge of the all¬
knowing one,, he would have passed into Parinirvana
abandoning all the work that will benefit beings. As he
was, however, given by the Buddhas infinitude of
knowledge and work issuing therefrom, his knowledge and
work that is carried on even for a space of one moment
surpasses all the achievements that have been accom¬
plished since his first awakening of the desire for enlighten¬
ment till his attainment of the seventh stage; the latter is
not comparable even to one-hundredth part of the former,
nor indeed even to one immeasurably infinitesimal part of
it; no comparison whatever is possible between the two.
For what reason?
“Because, O son of the Buddha, the Bodhisattva who
has now gained this eighth stage after starting first with
his one body in his course of spiritual discipline, is now
rovided with infinite bodies, infinite voices, infinite
nowledge, infinite birth, and infinite pure lands; and
has also brought infinite beings into maturity, made
offerings to infinite Buddhas, comprehended infinite
teachings of the Buddhas; is furnished with infinite super¬
natural powers, attends infinite assemblages and sessions;
and, by means of infinite bodies, speeches, thoughts, and
deeds, acquires perfect understanding of everything con¬
cerning the life of the Bodhisattva, because of his attain¬
ment of immovability.
“O son of the Buddha, it is like a man going into the
'rcat ocean in a boat; before he gets into the high sea he
abours hard, but as soon as his boat is pulled out to sea
he can leave it to the wind, and no further cfTorts arc
required of him. When he is thus at sea, what he can
accomplish in one day would easily surpass what is done
even after one hundred years’ exertion in the shallows.
“In like manner, O son of the Buddha, when the
Bodhisattva, accumulating a great stock of meritorious
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deeds and riding in the Mahayana boat gets into the ocean
of the life of a Bodhisattva, he enters in one moment and
with effortless knowledge into the realm of knowledge
gained by the omniscient. As long as he was dependent
upon his previous achievements which were characterized
with purposefulness (sabkogakarma), he could not expect
to accomplish it even after the elapsing of innumerable
kalpas. . .
When the assertion is made that what has been
described in the Dasabhumika Sutra somewhat diffusely is
the Buddhist life of passivity, we may think it to be very
different from what is ordinarily, and especially in the
Christian sense, understood to be passive or Godintoxicated or wholly resigned to "thy will” or to Tariki,
other-power. But the fact is that Buddhism is highly
tinged with intcllectualism as is seen in the so frequent
use of the term "knowledge” (jnana or prajna), though it
docs not mean knowledge in its relative sense but in its
intuitive, supra-intellectual sense. Even in the Pure Land
school of Buddhism, where the sentiment-aspect of the
religious life is very much in evidence, the giving-up of the
self to the unfathomable wisdom (acintya-jnana) of the
Tathagata goes on hand in hand with the trust in the allembracing love of Amitabha. Indeed, the final aim of the
Shin followers is to attain supreme enlightenment as much
as any other Buddhists, though the former's ambition is
to do it in the Land of Purity presided over personally by
Amitabha Buddha, and in order to be permitted to his
Land they put themselves unconditionally under his loving
guardianship.
As a matter of fact, the two sides of the religious
experience, sentiment and intellect, are found com¬
mingled in the heart of the Shin devotee. The conscious¬
ness of sin is its sentimental aspect while the seeking after
enlightenment is its intellectual aspect. While passivism
* R*‘h*T„r*«1y d°n*. for a literal translation would be to meet reader*
quite unintelligible. The text goer on Mill further Into detail, of the life of the
nodhuattva at the eighth Mage of immovability. But the above may be
auffioent to ^ow what the ^Jntuality of the Bodhiaattv* i. like when he
realoe. a life of e/Tortleu activities.
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is more strongly visible in the sentiment, it is not altogther
missing in the Buddhist intellect either, as when the
intellect is compelled to abandon its logical reasonings in
order to experience the supreme enlightenment attained
by the Buddha, or the life of the Bodhisattva which is
purposeless, effortless, and above teleological strivings.
To show the difference between the Christian and the
Buddhist point of view concerning the fundamental
notion of passivism, whereby followers of the respective
religions attempt to explain the experience, I quote a
suggestive passage from Theologia Genumua,* which stands
in close relation to the Buddhist sentiment and yet misses
the central point of it
“Dost thou say now: ‘Then there was a Wherefore in
Christ’? I answer: ‘If thou wert to ask the sun, Why
shinest thou? he would say, “I must shine and cannot do
otherwise, for it is my nature and property, and the light
I give is not of myself, and I do not call it'mine.” So like¬
wise is it with God and Christ and all who are godly and
belong unto God. In them is no willing, nor working nor
desiring but has for its end goodness as goodness, for the
sake of goodness, and they have no other Wherefore than
this.’ ”
•With this the Buddhists are in sympathy, no doubt, but
“goodness” is too Christian, and besides does not touch
the ultimate ground of all things which is "Emptiness”.
Sings P'ang,* therefore, in the following rhythm:
"Old P'ang requires nothing in the world:
All is empty with him, even a seat he has not,
For absolute Emptiness reigns in his household;
How empty indeed it is with no treasures 1
When the sun is risen, he walks through Emptiness,
When the sun sets, he sleeps in Emptiness;
Sitting in Emptiness he sings his empty songs,
And his empty songs reverberate through Emptiness:
Be not surprised at Emptiness so thoroughly empty,
* Translated by Susanna Winkwoith, 1901, p. g6.
* Who flourished in the Yuarv-ho period (806-031) and thereabout, mod
was a younjer contemporary of Ma-tsu.
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For Emptiness is the scat of all the Buddhas;
And Emptiness is not understood by men of the world,
But Emptiness is the real treasure:
• If you say there’s no Emptiness,
You commit grave offence against the Buddhas."

Emptiness and the Za* Hf*
“Emptiness” [swryala) is the gospel of the Prajnaparamita-sutra and also the fountain-head of all the
Mahayana philosophies and practical disciplines. It is
indeed owing to this Emptiness as the ground of existence
that this universe is at all possible with its logic, ethics,
philosophy, and religion. Emptiness docs not mean
relativity as is sometimes interpreted by Buddhist scholars;
it goes beyond that, it is what makes relativity possible;
Emptiness is an intuitive truth whereby we can describe
existence as related and multifarious. And the Buddhist
life of passivity grows out of this intuition which is called
Prajnaparamita in the Prajnaparamita-svtra and Pratyatmaryajnana in the Lankavatara-sutra. The intuition is
enlightenment as the culmination of Buddhist discipline
and as the beginning of the life of a Bodhisattva. There¬
fore, we read in the Vimalakirtinirdesa-sutra that all things
are established in "non-abiding”, which is Emptiness,
apratishthiti -sunyata, and in the Vajracchedika-sutra that na
kvacit pratishthitam cittern utpadayitavyam, "thoughts should
be awakened without abiding anywhere”.
When a thing is established (pratishthita), there is
something fixed, definitely settled, and this determination
is the beginning at once of order and confusion. If God is
the ultimate ground of all things, he must be Emptiness
itself.1 When he is at all determined in either way good or
1 To quote further from the ThnUfie Gtmamca (p. 184): "For God U
One and mrnt be One, and Cod U All and mint be All. And now what U,
and u not One, it not Cod; and what b, and it not All and above All, it
ako not Cod, for God b One and above One, and All and above All. . . .
And a man cannot find all ulbfaetion in Cod, uniat all thing* are One to
him, and One u All, and lomething and nothing are allice. But where it
■hould be thui, there would be true satisfaction, and not cite." Thii b fine.
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bad, straight or crooked, pure or impure, he submits him¬
self to the principle of relativity; that is, he ceases to be
God, but a god who is like ourselves mortal and suffers.
“To be established nowhere" thus means “to be empty",
"to be unattached", “to be perfectly passive", “to be
altogether given up to other-power”, etc.
This Buddhist or Zen life of Emptiness may be illus¬
trated in three ways, each of which has its own significa¬
tion as it depicts a particular aspect of the life.
1. When Subhuti was sitting quietly in a cave, the
gods praised him by showering celestial flowers. Said
Subhuti, “Who are you that shower flowers from the sky?"
“We are the gods whose chief is Sakradevendra."
“What are you praising?"
"We praise your discourse on Prajnaparamita.”
“I have never uttered a word in the discourse of
Prajnaparamita, and there is nothing for you to praise.”
But the gods asserted, "You have not discoursed on
anything, and we have not listened to anything; nothing
discoursed, nothing heard indeed, and this is true
Prajnaparamita.” So saying they shook the earth again
and showered more flowers.
To this Hsueh-tou attaches his poem:
“The rain is over, the clouds are frozen, and day
is about to break;
indeed, bait why »top »hort with Cod? If God it “One and above One, All
and above All", It this not Emptiness? God himself must be lodged in it.
What we stop at God and refuse to go further, God himself loses7a abode,
he cannot stay even where he it placed. He is either to go with All or alto¬
gether part company with All, he cannot be “All and above AIT as the
/theologians would like to have him, for be thus murders him. To save God
rom this perplexity he mutt be placed in Emptiness where he can be “AH
and above All”. If he is placed anywhere else, he it no more himself, and the
'true satisfaction” so fervently sought after by the Christians will no longer
be obtainable. Inasmuch as Buddhist scholars fail to penetrate into the true
signification of Sunyata and are contented with interpreting it as relativity
or mere nothingness, they can never expect to understand the Mahavaaa.
Apain, it is only possible in Emptiness to see “something and nothing alike".
“Something" here is Buddhist <u/i and “nothing" maiti, and true Knuna
obtains only when the dualism of being and non-being is transccnded.
Therc Is no doubt that in these respects Buddhist philosophy and experience
go deeper.
X
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A few mountain*, picture-like, make their appear¬
ance : how blue, how imposing I
Subhuti, knowing nothing, in the rock-cave quietly
sits;
Lo, the heavenly flowers are pouring like rain with
the earth shaking!”
This poem graphically depicts the inner life of Emptiness,
from which one can see readily that Emptiness is not
relativity, nor nothingness. In spite of, or rather because
of Subhuti’s “knowing nothing”, there is a shower of
celestial flowers, there tower the mountains huge and
rugged, and they are all like a painting beautiful to look
at and enjoyable to all who understand.
a. While Vimalakirti was discoursing with Manjusri
and others, there was a heavenly maiden in the room who
was intently listening to all that was going on among them.
She now assumed her original form as a goddess and
showered heavenly flowers over all the saintly figures
assembled there. The flowers that fell on the Bodhisattvas
did not stick to them, but those on the Sravakas adhered
and oould not be shaken off though they tried to do so.
The heavenly maiden asked Sariputra, one of the fore¬
most Sravakas in the group and well-known for his
dialectic ability:
“Why do you want to brush off the flowers?” •
“They are not in accordance with the Dharma, hence
my brushing,” replied Sariputra.
“0 Sariputra,” said the maiden, "think not that the
flowers are not in accordance with the Dharma. Why?
Because they do not discriminate and it is yourself that
does the discriminating. Those who lead the ascetic life
after the teaching of the Buddha commit an unlawful
deed by giving themselves up to discrimination. Such
must abandon discrimination, whereby their life will be
in accord with the Dharma.
“Look at those Bodhisattvas, no flowers touch them,
for they arc above all thoughts of discrimination. It is a
timid person that affords a chance for an evil spirit to take
hold of him. So with the Sravakas, as they dread the cycle
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of birth and death they fall a prey to the senses. Those
who have gone beyond fears and worries, are not bound
by the five desires. The flowers stick where there is yet no
loosening of the knots, but they fall away when the
loosening is complete.” (That is to say, when Emptiness
is realized by us, nothing can take hold of us, neither
the flower nor dirt has a point to which it can attach
itself.)
The life of Emptiness, thus we can see, is that of non¬
discrimination, where the sun is allowed to rise on the evil
and on the good, and rain is sent on the just and on the
unjust. Discrimination is meant for a world of particulars
where our relative individual lives are passed, but when
we wish to abide beyond it, where real peace obtains, we
have to shake off all the dust or relativity and discrimina¬
tion, which has been clinging to us and tormented us so
long. Emptiness ought not to frighten us, as is repeatedly
given warning in the Prajnaparamita-jutra.
“When all is done and said,
In the end thus shall you find:
He most of all doth batnc in bliss
That hath a quiet mind.”1

i

Where to find this quiet mind is the great religious
problem, and the most decided Mahayana Buddhist answer
is “In Emptiness”.
3. According to the Transmission of the Lamp by Taoyuan, it is recorded that before Fa-yung* interviewed
Tao-hsin, the fourth patriarch of Zen in China, birds
used to visit him in a rock-cave where he meditated and
offered flowers. Though history remains silent, tradition
developed later to the effect that Fa-yung after the inter¬
view no more received flower-offerings from his flying
admirers of the air. Now a Zen master asks, “Why were
there flower-offerings to Fa-yung before his interview with
1 Lord Vaujt Thomas, 1510-1566.
* 5!H-®57- TW* interview it told in the Firtl Series of my
p. aoo. See also p. aoo of the present Series.

Eutft.
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the fourth patriarch ? and why not after?” Fa-yung was a
great student of the Prajnaparamita, that is, of the
doctrine of Emptiness. Did the birds offer him flowers
because he was holy, so empty-minded? But after the
interview he lost his holiness for some reason, and did the
birds cease to revere him? Is holiness or saintliness the
same as Emptiness? Is there still anything to be called
holy in Emptiness? When Emptiness is thoroughly
realized, does not even holiness or godliness or anything
else disappear? Is this not a state of shadowlessncss
(anabhasa) ?
Fa-yen of Wu-tsu Shan was asked this question,
“Why were there the flower-offerings to Fa-yung before
the interview?”
“We all admire the rich and noble,” answered the
master.
“Why did the offerings cease after the interview?”
"We all dislike the poor and humble.”
Docs Wu-tsu mean that Fa-yung was rich before the
interview and therefore liked by all beings belonging to
this world, but that, growing poor and empty after the
interview, he was no more honoured by anything on
earth?
Tao-ch‘ien, who was a disciple of Wen-i,1 however,
gave one and the same answer to this double question.
"Why the flower offerings to Fa-yung before the
interview?”
"Niu-t'ou.”
"Why the cessation of the offering afterwards?”
“Niu-t‘ou.”
Niu-t'ou is the name of the mountain where Fa-yung
used to retire and meditate. Does this mean that Fa-yung
is the same old hermit-monk no matter what experience
he goes through? Does he mean that the ultimate ground
of all things remains the same, remains empty for ever,
whether or not diversity and multiplicity characterize its
appearances? How Zen wants us to look for a life of
passivity or that of Emptiness, as it is lived by the Buddhist,
‘ 685-958.
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will be gleaned from the statements of Subhuti and the
heavenly maiden and from the remarks on the floweroffering to Fa-yung.1

1 To (five two or three more Zen rrtuarks about the Fa-yung and T*0hsin interview:
A monk asked Tc-shstn Mi, "What would you ray about Niu-l'ou
before he taw the fourth patriarch f“
"When the autumn cornea, the leaver turn yellow and fall."
"What about him after he raw?”
"When the spring cornea, the meadow* are green."
Tien-chu Shan to the first question, "A lonely hamlet far away from
human habitations; a remote mountain rarely frequented by friendly
visitors."
To the second, "The autumn breeze is rustling through the pine groves
along the mountain path; the foil moon, bright and serene, shines allnight
long into the painted hall."
Hsiang-t'ien Ch'ing to the first, "Vinegar invites Aw*."
To the second, "The house is deserted, and there is not a shadow of a
living being."
Pao-feng Ch'ing to the first, "He is another plebeian." {Literally,
Ching-san and Pien-**u.]
To the second, "His face and head are ad covered with dirt and ashes."
Those who wish to know what Mahayana Buddhism is or what is really
meant by Emptiness (umpala), would do well if they pander these remarks
given by the ancient masters regarding the purport of the Niu-t’ou and
Tao-hsin interview.

APPENDICES
i

Tai-hui writes to one of his lay disciples, Ch'en
Ming-chung, in the following vein :l
The reason the Buddha teaches all kinds of doctrines
is because there are all kinds of thoughts from which
people are required to be liberated. If we arc free from
thoughts, there is no need of teaching any kind of doctrine.
In truth, doctrines have no substantiality in them, nor
have thoughts any fixed foundation from which they rise.
Both doctrines and thoughts are by nature empty. To be
thus empty is the character of reality.
Most Buddhists of these days, however, regard this
Emptiness as a form of nothingness and are afraid of
taking to it. Those who cherish this idea confound means
with end and take disease for remedy. Pitying these unfor¬
tunate people, P'ang has this to say, “Be not afraid of
falling into Emptiness, for it is not after all a very bad
thing.” Again, “I pray you to hold all things empty
which are thought real; never take them for realities,
that are by nature empty.”
If you gain a penetrating insight into this truth you
do away with all the evil karma and ignorance since the
eternal past, and all the doubts you have entertained will
melt away like a piece of ice. All the teachings of the
Buddha preserved in the Tripitaka are no more than this
truth [taught by P'ang in regard to Emptiness]. If you
have enough faith definitely established, you will surely
realize the great truth of liberation. Only let it be known
that there is the moment of being aware when the upper
hinge is loosened [which has kept you within the bounds
of relativity].
This is the time you understand that between Pang’s
1 From hb

M). Vol. XXIII.
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utterance and the Buddha's teaching in the Tripitaka
there is no distinction, no difference, no priority, no
posteriority, no more-or-Iess-ncss; further, you will see
that there are no such things as doctrines, thoughts, etc.
[whose reality you have been in the habit of believing].
[At this moment] all the worlds in the ten quarters arc
Emptiness itself, nor is there anyone who so regards them.
If you think there is, this means that there is one who
preaches Emptiness, that there is one who listens to the
preaching, and further that there are all sorts of doctrines
to which one may listen, and that there are all forms of
thoughts which can be testified [as real]. If this be true,
that is, if there is the listening and testifying, it comes to
this:
There is, within, one who testifies; and, without, that
which is testified. When this disease [of dualism] is not got
rid of, the sutras describe such a one as he who thinks that
there is a real preacher of the Dharma, and.who thereby
commits the fault of blaspheming the Buddha, Dharma,
and Sangha. Again, such blasphemers are stigmatized in
the sutras as those who, by holding up the reality of things,
arc attached to the notion of an ego, a person, a being,
or a life-giver; or who, by holding up the non-reality of
things, are equally attached to the notion of an ego, a
person, a being, or a life-giver. This attachment in either
sense takes place when the [dualistic] belief is asserted as
I said before, that there is, within, one who testifies and,
without, that which is testified. The warning of the sutras
is always against the dualism. . . .
As regards your view on the koan, I can assure you
that you have already firmly grasped a general idea of
the thing, but I am afraid that your eyes are not yet
penetrating enough to see into the fundamental principle
of Buddhism. This is usually the fault most liable to be
committed by the beginners. When you really know what
I mean here, put aside all that is characterized with one¬
sidedness. Gathering up all the exquisite teachings of the
Buddhas and Fathers, have them once for all covered up,
and try to see into the working of things even prior to the
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rise of the Buddha Bhishma-svararaja.1 Then you will
be perfect master of all the teachings. Says the Buddha,
‘‘Those brings who praise the Buddha-vehide fall into
the evil paths of existence.” If you truly realize that such
things really take place, you will be able to apply all that
I say here [to your everyday practical life].
It is then possible for you to escape from the bondage
of things, and also not to strive after liberation. "To be
so”, or “not to be so”, or "to be so and not to be so”_
all will be well with you. All the teachings of Zen, all the
experiences of life will become so readily intelligible to you
as a stalwart man extends his arm without a help, or as an
arrow shot from the fully-stretched bow. There is no
artificial striving here, things go on in their natural order.
When you come to this realization, you can truly declare
that there is neither good nor evil, neither Buddha nor
beings, etc.
Until then beware of making too much assertion, for
you may perchance pass Yung-chia’s warning unheeded,
Take care not to invite a woeful state of existence upon
yourselves by too boldly denying the law of causation; let
not ignorance and licentiousness carry you away too far.”
When the fundamentals are established, the rest will
follow by themselves; the state of oneness will be realized
without your being aware of it.

2
Ippen Shonin (1229-1289), founder of the Ji-shu
Branch of the Jodo school, has been mentioned several
times in the present work. Once he was a student of Zen,
but his missionary activities consisted in the propagation
of the Ncmbutsu, for which purpose his whole life was
spent in peregrination from one end of the country to the
other. This habit of constant travelling later became the
rule for all his successors, who thus follow the footsteps not

1

That b, before the world evolved.

.
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only of their own Father but of Sakyamuni himself.
When he was about to pass away, Ippen ordered all his
books and writings to be burned, saying that what was
worth leaving after him was only “Namu Amida Butsu”
and nothing else. The following is one of his comparatively
few letters saved aftqr him:
“You ask me about the mental attitude you have to
assume towards the Nembutsu. All that is required of the
Nembutsu devotee is to say 'Namu Amida Butsu’, and
there is no other instruction I can give you. By saying
‘Namu Amida Butsu’ you get your spiritual peace.
“All the teachings that have been left by the learned
and wise are so many pointers devised to save us from so
many forms of delusion we cherish; they arc after all
provisional remedies. For the Nembutsu devotee such
are not really needed. To say the Nembutsu in all
circumstances—that is enough.
“When Kuya Shonin was once asked, ‘How is the
Nembutsu to be said?’ he simply answered, ‘Abandon!’1
There were no further remarks. This is recorded in
Saigyo’s poetical collection, and to my mind this is truly
a golden saying. ‘Abandon!’ is all that is required of the
Nembutsu devotee. Let him abandon learning, wisdom,
and ignorance as well; let him abandon all such notions
as good and evil, rich and poor, noble and lowly, hell and
paradise, together with all sorts of satori as cherished and
taught by the various schools of Buddhism. Throwing up
all these confusing notions and desires, give yourself
entirely to saying ‘Namu Amida Butsu!’ As this is in
perfect accordance with Amida’s transcendental vow,
recite the Nembutsu over and over again with singleness
of thought. The moment will then come to you when you
realize that while thus reciting ‘Namu Amida Butsu’ there
is neither Buddha nor self nor any reasoning to be
advanced. In whatever environment you may find your* The following U Ippen’s \rr»e:
"When the mind that abandon* the body it abandoned,
The world cense* to be distracting.
Where I live wrapped in the monk’s Idaek robc.V
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self, good or bad, it is all the Land of Purity to you; for
you have here nothing to seek, nothing to shun.
“Every living being together with mountains and rivers,
grass and trees, the wind that blows and the waves that
roll on—they arc all in unison in saying the Nembutsu.
It is not mankind alone that takes part in Amida’s
transcendental vow.
“If you find it difficult to comprehend what I tell you
now, don’t bother yourself about it, just leave it alone,
abandon it with the rest, and without worrying, without
scheming, give yourself up to the original vow and recite
your Nembutsu. In whatever state of mind it is recited,
whether contentedly or not, the saying 'Namu Amida
Butsu’ does not go against the original vow issuing from
Amida’s transcendental wisdom, it is perfectly commen¬
surable with the extent of his vow. Besides this, there is
nothing to be concerned about. My only wish is that,
regaining your original simplicity and innocence, you say
the Nembutsu. 'Namu Amida Butsu!’ ”

3
Kuei-tsung Chih-chih was the keeper of a humble hut
on Lu-shan,1 and composed the following verse when he
first had an insight into Zen truth:
“If you have not yet been there, by all means be
there for once;
Once being there, however, I spy a smile on your
face:
The eye-brows are primarily a useless object,
But without them how unshapely!"
He was also the author of the following, in which he
aptly gives vent to his appreciation of Emptiness; the
verse is not to be understood as merely describing his
solitary hut where he lived in company with clouds.
* //fli-chm, JCVI.
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"A lonely hut on the mountain-peak towering above
a thousand others;
One half is occupied by an old monk and the other
by a cloud:
Last night it was stormy and the cloud was blown
away;
After all a cloud could not equal the old man's
quiet way."
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"Abandon I", 329, 330
Abandonment, 20, 63, 64, 66,
100, 121; of the self, 172; of
the "self-power", 268, 285
AbhaoasvaMiaaa, 314
Abkidharmakoui, The, 46, 255
Abhijna, 77
Abhoga, 315
“Abrupt teaching" {Tun-chiaio),
Abruptness, 34, 100, 101
A^tun, 30; Religion is, 272,
Aiintya-jKai\a, Unfathomable wis¬
dom, 318
Aciila, 57
Activities, effortless, 188
Adhbaeana, 150, 271
Adh^atana, 172, 178
Admonition), Po-ihan't, 130
Affirmation, 30, 31, 245, 246
Ajota (Unproduced), 314
Aiakshane, 314
Alayavijnana (“All-conserving
soul"), 257
Allah, 165
All-knowledge, 17
Amnding of Life, The (H. L.
Hubbard), 274, 279, 301
Amida, 158, 280, 287, 303; Sal¬
vation through the grace of,
278; as "Oya-sama”, 286 fn.;
Land of, 157, 158
Amitabha, 133, 135, 139, 140,
142, 145, 156, 157, 318
Amiiavvi, Sutra if the, 143
Analhimsritli, 314
Anahhogaenrya, 313
Ananda, 168

Aimtmmt or Anatla, 265. 290
Anecdote Oxonuntia, 159
AuitthiUi, 314
Anjin (peace of mind), 303
Anjiu Kfliujotho, The, 167, 170,
175
Anjin Shown, 273, 279
An-U-chi (tee Anralcu'hu), 143,
145, 154, 155, 165
Anrakuthu, 165
Antinocnianism, 270, 273, 279
Anti-wtori masters, 22
Anupelabdha (unattainable), 313
Anumriti, 163
Anutpanna (unborn), 290, 314
AnutpaUiJcadharma Kianti (accep¬
tance of all things as unborn),
313, 314
Afiratitlhili, 320
Artless art, 278
Asainbhuta, 314
Asceticism, 132, 267
Asthasahasrika - prajnaparamio
Sutra, 293
Aiti, 321 fn.
A ttadipa-aUasarana, 261
Auto-suggestion, 55
Avalokitesvara, 144, 145
Aoatamsaha Sutra, The, 16, 19, 95;
Quotations from, 16-21, 34,
76,77
Avidya, 198
Avinosila, 314
Auipronasa, 256
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Bala, 286
Bamboo-root whip, 87
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INDEX

Bamboos in the South, trees in
the North, 88
Raiho, and frog, 218
Beyond, Sense of the, 31, 100
Bhadrapala, 168, 1G9, 170
Bhadrapola Bodhisatlra Sutra,
152 fn., 168 fn.
Bkaianamasga, 256
Bhishma-garjita-nirghotha-svara,
293
Bhirhnuuvara-raja, 59, 328
Bhranii, 288
BhuSa, 20
Biographies of Mr Famous Zen Mas¬
ters of Mint, 120, 122, HO
Birth-and-death, 94. 136, 281,
310
Bliss, Land of, 140, 278 (see
Pure land)
Bodhi, and the five offences, 272
Bodhidharma, 29; the first patri¬
arch of Zen in China, 36-9,
50,75,80: The Secret Message
of, 210-36
BodhisaUtocarya, 292
Bodhisattvas, 17, 18, 23; The
abode of all, 19
Bodhiiattva-Mahaaattva Avalokitesvara, Invocation of, 144,
145
Book on Practice and RealUsHien,
by Kuei-feng, 307
Basatsu Ntmbulsu Sammai Kyc,
165
Bosruet, Bishop of Meaux, 274,
275
Bourignor., Antoinette, 64 fn.
Buddha, 17; (The Tathagata),
18, 80; and non-tentient be¬
ings, 76, 77; and the Dharmu,
. 152, 153; is like a loving
mother, 138; like the empti¬
ness of space, 77; mind is the,
168, 168; of Infinite light,
161; Who is the?, 46; your
own mind, 139
Buddha-body, 77

Buddha hood, 264; suchness of
150
Buddha-name (Xamadheya), 1423; Recitation of. 90, 143, 144.
147, 164, 166, 173
Buddha-naturc, 40, 79, 139, 140,
282 fn.
Buddhamumriti, 16 fn., 141 ff.
Buddha* save being* in four
ways, 144
Buddhatn, 100, 124, 128; deeply
buried in all minds, 115, 2635; and passivity, 285, 278
Buddha-wfadom, 282
Buddhism, 286, 287; fundamen¬
tal principle of, 55; intellec¬
tual, 287; doctrine of Karma
in, 256-63, 281
Buddhism in Translations (War¬
ren’s), 253
Buddhist
Literature,
Twelve
Divisions of, 143
Bukko K ok us hi. 34
Bull, iron, 97

C
Calderon (Dramatist), 263
Carya, 151 fa.
Cases of Satori, Classical, 36-41
Cat, 96, 103
Catholics, 285, 302, 304 fn.
Cetana, 256
Celayitoa, 256
Chnng-cho, 106
Ch'ang of Hu-nan, 219
Chang Ming-huan, 238
Chang-pei Shan, 232
Chang-sha Clung-ch'en, 196
CA'an-iwin T’se-cAin ('The Fron¬
tier Cate of Zen"), 310
Ch'on lin lei dm, 236
Ch'an-na, 305
Ch'an-pan, 228

INDEX
Chao-chou, 53, 78, 84, 85, 91,
106, 206; and the cyprcn
tree, 84; hi* *‘Wu”, 249; on
'the One, 85
Chao-ming Tie, 231
Chao-picn, 32
Chen-ehing of Chiu-fcng, 82.
184, 185. 202, 203
Chen-chueh Sheng, 203
Chen-ju Tao-jen, 83
Chen-ju of Wci-shan, 202
Chen-lang, 283 fn.
Ch'cng-hiin T'sung, 230
Ch'eng-imng, 157 (ut Sho-rn/o)
Cheng-wu Hsiung-yung, 187
Ch‘i of Yun-chu, 189
Ch*i-an of Yen-Kuan, 72
Chiang-ling, 74, 104
Chiao the Red-nosed, 111
Chia-iha, 194
Chien-chiao (gradual leaching),
Ctucn-Chi-i, 23 fn.
Ctiun-hring, 29
Chien-yuan, 240-4
Chih (knowledge), 29
Chih, 77
Chih-che, 141
Chih-ch'ib, 159
Chih-jou of Ch‘i-hncn monastcry, 189
Chih Lou-chin-ch'ien, 168 fn.
Chib-men, 88
Chih-t'sang, 227
Ch'ing-chu, 222
Ching-fu Jih-yu, 233
Ching-Kuang, 91
Ching-lung, 140
Ch'ing-pLng, 63
Ching-ahan Tao-ch'in, 80, 214
Ching-t'sen of Chang-iha, 70
Ch'ing-Uujop.jv, 185
Ch'ing-yuan Fo-yen, 199
Chiaha-daiihi
(Chih-che Taishih), 156
Chiu-fcng P‘u-man, 214
Chi-yuan, 99
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Clm, Two kinds of, 95 fn.
Chuan Kuei, 230
Ch*uan-lao, 113
Chu-hung, 120, 140, 184, 185,
310
Chu-ne, 197, 198
Ch‘ung-hiin Lung-t'an, 44-6
Ch'ung-hui, 226
Ch'u-shan Shno-chi, 121, 134
CSUa, 314
Cocoa-nut, 25
CammenUuy on On Dasabhumika,
143
Companionless one, The, 179
Concentration, 118, 120, 121,
305
Conceptualism, 101, 148 fn.
Contrivance (kakcrai), 277, 278,
280, 281
Contriving and searching, 64, 65
(tft also “Seeking and striv74
"Cypress-tree in the Court¬
yard", 84. 104, 117, 205, 213

Daigi (tai-ti), 100, 132 (u* also
“Fixation”)
Daimaku, 116
Dai-O Kokushi, 61, 62
Dana (Charity), 291
Dariabhumika Sutra, 313 ff.; Com¬
mentary on, 141; quoted,
313-18
Dassanamarga, 256
D’Aygallien, A. Wautier, 269,
270
Dead body, cremated, 127
Death, The Lord of, 310
Deeds, Be detached from, 315
Dm Grica d'Oreiscn, 304 fn.
Dharnmaftada,
The, 252, 255,
261
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Dharani, 161, 164, 186
Dharma (The truth), 91, 141,
199, 201, 230, 231
Dharma-body, 77, 298
Dharmadhatu, 19, 151, 168, 271,
272, 312
Dh*rm»-eye {dkarnuxaknu), 170
Dharmagupta, 165
Dharnukaya, 57, 149, 150, 153;
and bam boot, 77; and yellow
flowers, 77; like space and a
reflected moon, 231
Diurma-Iamp (dharmadipa), 250
Dharmata, 263, 264; ultimate
reality, 298
Dharmodgata, 294-300
Dtnana, 20, 77; (Meditation),
305 fn., 291; all-annihilating,
57, 269; and meditation, 56;
Mental concentration, 305
Diamond Sutra (Vq/racctitdika), 292
Directions as to practising Zaien,
110, 111,305, 306, 307
Dirt-cleaner, A dried-up, 93,
102, 107
Dog, 84, 90; and the Buddhanature, 84, 94, 186, 249, 250
Dogen, founder of the Soto
school in Japan, 238
DokuUn, 181
D58°n'* PocJ (Ltmg-t'an), 46,
Dumpling, 88
Dust, A single grain of, 95, 102
"Dwellers or the skeleton cave
in the dark valley", 306

E

"Eastern Mountain walks on
Water”, The. 26, 179
Easy Practice, The, 143-6
Ecstasy distinguished from the
Zen state of consciousness, 100
Edmunds, A. J., 252

Ekaciita (singleness of thought).
178
Ekapa (in Lankavatara), 57, 100
Ekomuharltna, 34
Ekonimitla, 150 fa.
Ekatyvhasamadhi, 150, 165
Emanciguion, 16, 18, 20, 116,
Emptinrts (nopu<«), 41, 52, 54,
92. 93, 288, 271, 319-27; and
God, 320-1; and non-dis¬
crimination, 322, 323; os nonabiding, 320; illustrated in
three ways, 321; not relatively,
320, 326, 327, 330
Empty- minded ness, 311
Engakuji, 295
Enlightenment (kxxthi or ,amMM), 16, 21, 24, 65, 150,
165, 182, 252, 259; aim of
the Buddhist life, 115, 261;
and passivity, 251, 252; and
rebirth, 175; and sin, 259,
262, 263; The desire for, 293
ff.; Great Mirror of, 161, 174,
318
Evil One, The Mara, 294, 295300, 307
Exaltation, feeling of, 33, 34
Excellence, Thirty-two marks of,
87, 168
Experience, Religious, 179

Fa-ch*uan of Chiang-shan, 32
Faith (Aha), 91, 130, 278; and
enlightenment, 172; and Samadhi, 167, 170; and the
intellect, 178, 180; and the
uttering of the name, 159; in
Shin, 171; In the name, 172;
in the original vow, 278; the
only condition of re-birth in
the Pure land, 171

INDEX
Fana (potting away from tdf), 65
Fa-teng, 196
Fa-yen of Tai-ping, 177,199, 200
Fa-yea of Wu-ttu, 103, 182, 204,
205, 311, 324
Fa-yang, 323, 324, 325 fn.
Fearlessness, fourfold (akhaya),
316
Fm-ftn-jan, 123
Feag-chou Wu-yeh, 227, 228
Feng-hs-ueh, 79
Fen-yang, 213
First Patriarch's visit to China,
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Genku, 162
Gcnshin, 156, 157
Gerson, 286
God-intoxicated, 274, 318
"Gradual Teaching”, 43, 44
Great Death, 183
Guardian-Kings, Four, 299
Guyon, Madame, 274-6
Guyon. Lift and Experiences
(Thomas C. Upbam), 274

of

210, 211 fF.
Five aggregates [Skondhos], The,

H

20
Five schools of Zen, The, 245
Five subjects of mental discipline,
141
Fixation, 100, 126, 128, 132
Flax (tee ‘‘Three chin of flax")
Flowers, Mass of, 88, 321, 322
Fo-chien, 184. 205-8, 221
Fo-Kuo, 205-9
Forest of Death, The seven wise
ladies in the, 243
Fo-teng Shou-hsun, 207, 208
Free Spirit, The, 289-73; its
attitude compared with the
Prajnaparamita
Philosophy,
271, 272, 273
Frontier Gate of Zm< 77ie (Chuhung), 140, 249, 310 (m also
under Zm'kwan-saku-Shin and
Ck'an-Ktatn-tsc-chin)
Fu of Tai-yuan, 241, 246
Fu-ch'ing Wei, 233

G
Gandavyrsha, 16 fn., 19 fh., 95,
95 fn. (r« also “Avatamiake")
Gandhavati, 294, 297
Gem, 112; Looking for a, 308

Hai, 227
Haiku, 218
Hakarai, 277. 280
Hakuin, 97, 128, 129, 140, 186
fn., 309 fn.; on daigi, 132; on
Koan and Nembutsu, 146,
180-2; with an old miser,
146, 147
Hallucinations, 144, 159
Hao, 188
Hi (or So) ti i hsia, 117
Hei-shui Cheng-Ching, 231
Hikiganshu (Pi-yen-chi), 87, 237
fn.
Hinayana, The, 63, 143, 309
“Hor,
106,
182
(ter
also
“Kwata !'*)
Hoj^Path School, The, 277, 285,
Home Coming, 31
Honen Shonin, 156-8, 162, 166,
184,303
Hassu, 217, 218
Hoto, 283
Hsi (or Hsi Chiang) swallow up,
sc
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Hsiang-lin Ch‘en-yuan, 232
Hsiang-yen (a man on a tree),
114, 217
Hti-keng, 184, 185
Y
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Hsin (Faith), 130 («* Faith)
Hsing-hua, 79. 221
Hsiu. 108. 109
Hsuan-chino, 59
Htuan-sha, 79. 208. 216
of Hao-lin, 212
Hsuan-t'se, 59
Hsu-chou, 106
Htu-thuan-Ung-lu, 187, 188
Hsueh-feng, 25. 138. 216
Ibueh-tou, 237, 238, 245, 246.
248,321
Hiueh-yen, 106, 110
Huai-hai, 227
Huai-jang, 212
Huai-Kan, 157, 163
Huan-ehu, 136
Huan-shan. 103, 106
Huang-lung, 104, 184
Huang-po, 47-9, 55, 58; pious
HmSou, 99, 188
Hui of Tung-szu, 206
Hui-an, 214
Hui-chao of Shu-Shan, 282 fn.
Hui-chi, 219, 220
Hui-ch'in Fo-chien, 205-7
Hui-chung, 76
Hui-hat, 76, 77
Hui-jen, 221
Hui-Kai, 247
Hui-K‘e or second patriarch,
36-8; interview with Bodhiil harms, 36-9, 54
Hui-lang, 282
Hui-nan, 187, 192
Hui-neng, 34. 35; the sixth
triarch, 39, 40. 41, 50, 51.
, 58; his Platform Sutra, 59,
60,71,72,80, 84, 211, 288
Hui-t'ang Tiu-hsin, 187
Hui-yuan, 133, 185, 187
Hui-yuan ksu-liao, 102, 103
Humility, 285, 286, 291 fn.
Hung-chih, 309
Hung-jen, 40, 41, 54, 288
Hypnotic trance, 147

K

I
I, 130, 259
I-an Chen of Fo-chi monastery,
91
or I-tuan (stt "Spirit of
Inquiry"), 107
I chiren-tn, 279, 281
Idealism, 148 fn.
Identity, Absolute, 121; and
Xamu Amida Butsu, 179; of
the name and the original
vow, 177
Ignorance and self-assertion, 262
Ignorance, two kinds of, 282
I*nai, 189
I-huai of Tien-i, 192, 193
Illumination, silent, 83
Jmitalim cf Chut, 301
Immovability (acala), 314, 315,
318 fn.
Individuality, 258, 259
Inquiry, Spirit of (i-ch'ing), 86,
91, 96, 100, 107; importance
and function of, 115-32; the
highway to final realization,
183
Intellectualum, 131, 285, 286,
288
Interior Lift (Father Tiisot), 302
Intuitionalism. 289-91
Intuitive insight, 29, 309
Ippen Shonin, 173, 175, 283,
328, 329
Irrationality, 28, 223, 235
Isaiah, 289
I-t'uan, Inquiring Spirit, 122
(see Inquiry, Spirit of)

J
ames, William, 64 fn.
a taka Tales, 253
Jm t'ien yen mu, 78 fa.
Jiriki, 305 (set alto "Self-power")

INDEX
Ji Seel, The, 175 fn.
Jnana (Ifosowledge), 318
Jnanagupta, 168
Job, 279
Jodo school, 147, 156, 157, 163,
174, 175, 178; and Zen. 172,
179, 180 (set also "Pure Land
School”)
Joycmon, 281, 303
J* shih, 76

K
Kaliraja, 292
Kao-feng Yuan-mine, 119
Karma, 115, 252-7, 259, 261-7;
and moral responsibility, 257;
and Nirvana, 257; and pas¬
sivity, 253; and sin, 262; and
die individual, 263; as debt,
256;
cosmological,
261-6;
idea of, 256; impersonal, 254,
255; power of moral discipline,
256; teaching of self-disci¬
pline, self purification, 257;
and sin, 278
Kamadam, 195
Karmaiijnana, 21
Karma (love), 281, 287
Kashyapa, 103, 190
K‘e-ch'in Fo-kuo, 203-5
Ken-sho, 29
Kichibei. 273, 274
Koan (or Koan exercise, pro¬
nounced Ko-an), 15 fn., 16, 69;
invention of, 81; saved Zen
as a unique heritage of Far
Eastern culture, 82; definition
of a, 84; examples of, 84, 65;
solution of, 86; essential to
satori, 86, 87; a piece of brick,
89; and the Ncmbutsu, 90;
instructions to concentrate on
the, 91; like an old rat cor¬
nered, 93, 94; psychology of,
95,96; generalizations on, 98,

Koan—cent
99; designed to perform defin¬
ite functions, 99; psychic facts,
99, 100, 101; the utterances
of satori, 101; the intellect a
deadly enemy, 101, 102; the
“One-Hand”, 188. Practical
Instructions, etc., sec page 9
Tht Koan Extras*, Part I and
Part II. Hakuin't views on.
180; the function of, in Zen,
309-13
Koan students of Zen strongly
opposed to passivity, 309
Kosan Gotto, Mr., 186
KsJiarrli, acceptance,
30; pa¬
tience, 291, 292, 315
Kshantivadin Rithi, 292
Kuan-ch'i, 26
Kuang-diicn Ying, 207
Kuang-fu "Pan-clung. 224
Kuan-yu Wu-tang, 238, 250
Kuri-i ttn-liang-Kuang fe, 161
Kuci-nmg Tao-ch'uan and the
stones, 228
Kuei-tsung Chih-chih. 228, 330
(Kung-fu), 53, 62, 105
Kang-an, 15 fn. («r “Ko-an")
K'ung-Ku Ching-hung (Kungku Lung), 95. 123, 138, 139,
164
Kuielamsila, 253
Kuya Shonin, 329
Ku-yin Cliing-ch'in, 119
Kiccmton Sidra, Tht, 242, 243
"Kwtur, 15, 106, 188, 188,
189,214 (««to"Ho!")
Kyoto, Jodo temple in, 164

Ktfu

L
Lai of Ch'u-chou, 107
Laxketatara Sutra, 16, 43,
252 fn., 291, 320
Ltng-ytn Sutra, Tht, 307

51,
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Le-pu, 218
Lts Frirts du Libre-Esprit (A.
Allier), 289 fn.
Lc-tan Fa-hui, 229
Le-t'an Huai-teng, 193, 194
Liang-chieh, 282 fn.
Liang-shan Yuan-Kuan,
198,
214
Libertinism, 132, 273, 291
lift <f Pram, Thi (W. A.
Brown), 302
Li Hxuan-chiao, 29 fn.
Li-lou, 79
Lin-chi, 15, 28, 47-9, 54, 55. 81,
66, 67, 185, 214, 228, 229
Ling-chuan Yuan, 237
Ling-shu Ju-min, 221
Ling>t‘ao, 193, 194
Ling-yuan, 200
Ling-yun, 208
lion, 76, 92, 309
Lius of tbs Pious Followers of tbs
Purs Load School, 166
Lo-han Jen, 235
Lokaraksha, 142
Lotus if ths Good Low, Sutra of the,
308 (set also Saddharma-pundanka)
Lou-chia-ch'icn, 152 fn.
Lu Chi-i, 22
Lunatic ("Cod'* Lunatic"), 119,
274
Lung-t‘an, 58 (see Dragon's Pool)
Lung-ya Chu-tun, 214, 218, 228,
229; and River Tung, 218
Lu-Uu, 23

M
Magadha, 23
Maha praj na pa r a nvi ta, 313
Mahaeyutpatli, 141
Mahayana Buddhism, 63, 143,
304; and Emptiness, 323;
Karma, 280 ff.; The six vir¬
tue*, 291-3

Maitreya, 88, 171, 172, 311
Maka-siiiam (Mo-he-ehih-Kuau).
156
Manasikara (or Manasikti), 143.
159
Manjusri, 23, 149, 150, 271, 322
Manoo\inana, 314
Man-ro-lo-hnen, 148, 149, 150-

2
Man tram, 161
Ma-tsu, 24,50,51, 60, 72,73,76.
85, 198, 215, 219, 226-8, 229
Mattosho, The, 176, 278
"Meaningten meaning”, 278
Meditation, The Practice of,
110, 157, 158; its poature, 287,
306; six subjects o£ 141;
Enlightenment attained by,
308
Meditation Hell, Regulations <f the,
305
Meditations f the Buddha of
Eternal Life, Sutra of, 142
Meditation Sutra (Kwantyo), 157,
168, 170, 174
Meng-shan, 112
Men-ta, 99
Miao-hsi (Tai-hui), 184, 185
Miao of Kao-feng, 110
Miao-tsung, 30
MUindaparta, The, 253
Mind, two types of, 43; your
everyday, 90, 312; is the
Buddha, 169; is the Tao, 85
Ming, The monk, 84 .
MJng-chiao, 192, 193
Ming-hao, 141 (set also “Name"
and Shomyo)
Mirror for £oi Students, The, 95,
153, 161, 169
Moksha, 16
Mo linos, 281, 285, 286
Momcntarism, 34, 273
Mo-mo t'san chiu, 123
Mondo, 86 (set also Men-ta)
Moon in a running stream, 105
Mora! impurities {mrstw), 63

INDEX
Moral purities (ananaea), 63
Mosquito biting at an iron bull,
97
Mu, 116, 129, 183, 184 {set also
“Wu!")
Mu-chou, 68, 69, 80, 229; as
head monk, 4?
Mu-chou Tsung, 214
Mulawiodhyam-akakarikas, 255
Mu-mon-Kwan (set Wa-n*tt-fCuan)
Myogo
(nanudheya — Namu
Amidn BuUu), 182, 183, 184
Mysticism, Practical Jodo, 173 ff.

N
Nagarjuna, 143, 255, 257, 266
Ntmadheya {see Mjogc and Name)
Name (Mma&pu, m«*-Aae},1413, 144-6, 151; and its recita¬
tion, 134, 144; mystery of the,
144; the psychological effect
of the repetition, 133, 145,
153; (Ch’eng), 155, 156, 174
Aa-mo (or nemos) (adoration),
161
Xa-mo-c-mi-to-fu (or iM-ma-a-iwdo-butsu), 147, 303
Namu-Amida-Butsu (Aon wu a
mi tofo), 161; and faith, 164;
and Sufism,
165; as the
utterance of the inmost heart,
172; guarantees rebirth in the
land of bliss, 162, 165, 170,
172-7, 329-30
* ‘Na-mu-a-mi-da-but-su”. This
is the ma^ic sesame that car¬
ries you right to the other side
of birth and death, 285
Nan-ch‘uan, 85
Nan-tai Ch'in, 223
Nan-yuch Sru, 50,60,72,74, 214
Naraka (Hell), 172
Mud, 97
Nata, Prince, 111

34'

Ncmbutsu {srim-fi), relationship
to the Koan, 35, 53, 123;
literal meaning, 133, 136;
mow dependable, 139, 145;
mechanical repetition of, 147,
155-9, 164; psychology of,
160-2, 163; triple attitude of
mind in vocal, 162; worth¬
ies* students of, 185; prayer
and, 301—4; to say the Nembuuu in all circumstances—
that is enough, 329
New Testament, The, 31
Niehiren Sect, The, 116
Nicholson, R. A., 165
Mien (Thinking of), 163, 164
Nien-Jo (see Ncmbutsu)
Nisedka, 269, 297
Nirvana, 153, 169, 184, 272 fn.
Niu-t'ou, 209, 324
Noble Truths, The Four, 252
Noble Wisdom [aryajnana), 16
Noetic Experience, 100, 102
Noetic Quality in Zen, 29, 30
Nominalism, 158
Non-sentient
beings, Buddha
and, 76, 77
North Star, The, 114
Northern School of Zen, 43
"No-scheming", 278

O
Offences, The five, 272
Offerings
(Puja),
295
fn.;
Rower, 323
0-m-t+-fe, 133, 136, 145 (s*
also Ainida, Amitabha and
Ncmbutsu)
One, All things return to the,
78,85, 119
One hand, The sound of, 186;
The Koan of the, 186
Oneness, State of, 100; of all
things, 119, 120, 123

INDEX
"One-Sheet Document” (Honen
Shonin), 287
Orcttgama, Tfu, 129, 180
Original features, 62, 84; face,
“Original-nature of your be¬
ing'’, 201, 202
Original Vow {purvapraniSuma),
155; Amida's, 170, 172, 175
Origination
(pratityasamutpada),
15; Laws of, 169; The twelve¬
fold Chain of, 252
“Other-power", 175, 268, 279,
287 (set also Tariki)
Ox, Looking for an, 74

P
Pai-cfaang, 73, 74, 189-92; and
a fox, 190, 192
Pai-dtang Ching-Kuti, 305
Pai-yun Shou-tuan, 222
Pang, 85, 319, 326; (see also
“Pang-yun")
Pang-yun, 219 (i« also "Pang”)
Pantheism, Zen not, 117
Pao-ch'ar. Pu, 224
Pao-hua Hrien, 223
Pao-ming Tao-ch*eng, 214
Pao-ning Jen-yung, 125
Pasamita (the six virtues of per¬
fection), 291
Parasritti, 21, 65
Pankalpa (false discrimination),
235
Parinirvana, 317
Passivity, 61 fn., 251, 252; ob¬
structed by doctrine of Karina,
253; a spiritual state, 266; the
psychology of, 267-89; self¬
lessness at understood by
Madame Guyon, 274, 276; as
understood by Bosauet, 274-6;
in the “other power”, 268;
absolute p. is death, 276;

Passivity—root.
in Shin Buddhism, 278, 279;
in its highest religious conno¬
tation, 312; in the Buddhist
life (sat page 10, Eaaay IV)
Pci-yuan Tung, 219
Pen-chueh Shou-i, 214
P'm It i/a, 117
Peftcl EnlighUnrrunl, Sutra o/, 308
Perfection, Six virtues of, 291,
292
Petrucci, 284
Philosopher,
A
non-Buddhist
(lisUuko), 80
Ping-t’ien the Elder, 92
Pi-jKit-dri (Zen text-book), 87,
237 <r.
Platform Sutra, Tho, 40, 41 lh., SB
Po-tsao-to, Story of the, 200, 201
Poussin, Louis de la VaJWe, 255
Powers, The ten, 316
Prqna (Wisdom), 281; (Knowledgc), 77; (Intuitive Know¬
ledge), 291, 292, 312
Prajoaparamita,
16,
18, 21;
Philosophy, 149,150,271, 272,
293-300, 312
Piajnaparar.ita Sutra, 77*, 41, 51,
150, 292
Prajnatala, 198
Prajnepaya, 314
Promdhana, 261
Pratisthila, 320
Pratyatmaryajnana, 320
Pratfutpanna-samarUxi Sutra, 142,
148, 152, 168
Prayer, Classified, 304
Precipice, Unfathomably deep,
98, 100
PntMgjnana
(Simple-minded),
Prodigal son, Story of the, 31
Psychic facts, 100, 101 (r« Koan
Exercise)
Pu chao, 238
Pu loo yin Kuo, 191, 192
Pu mi Tin Kuo, 191, 192

INDEX
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Pundarika, The, J 97, 199
Pure Land follower*, master*
nod devotee*. 35, 116, 133,
138, 142; Seme questions regardthe, 145, 149, 152, 154, 156,
159 -60, 166; the foundation
of the Jodo doctrine, 170, 171,
178, 184, 185, 287
Pure land. The («* Purity, Land
of)
Purity, Land of, 135, 137, 138;
most
desirable,
139,
159,
171
Purposefulness
(Sabhogakarma),
318
ParDakarmaafxdta, 299

Recitation and Meditation, 156,
157, 158
Recompense, Land of, 177
Righteousness, The eight-fold
path of (aryattangamarga), 252
Rimai (Lin-chi), 97, 237, 281
Rinzai, branch of Zen, 97, 116,
237
Robe weighing seven din, 79, 85
Rolle, Richard, 273, 279
Pufia (form), 293
Jbipakaja (physical bodies), 298
Rsptbiottk the Admirable (D’Aygal lien), 289

Q.

Sadapramdita, The story of Bodhkattva, 293-301
Saddherma-fnmdarUut, 31, 141
Segsramundra-Samadhi, 103
Saigyo, 329

S

Qualities of Buddha, Eighteen
special, 293
Question, Eighteen kind* of, 7880
Question* and Answers, 85, 86,
87 (tee Monde)
Quictiit*, 23, 24
Quietttu, Christian, 268
Qpict-sitting, The practice of,
61, 82, 83, 94 . 306; opposed
by TaLhui, 23, 24

R
Rahder, 313 fn
Range, Story of a Zen Master
and an old, 201
Reality-limit, 18, 272, 273
Rebirth, attained by reciting the
Buddha’s name, 287; two
ways of assuring of, in the
Pure Land, 163, 166, 167,
170; believing heart it the,
172, 287

Sakradevcndra, 296-300, 321
Sakyamuni, 23, 142, 287
Samadhi, 148, 150, 151, 153; of
Oneness, 165; and rebirth,
167; of Nembutsu, 170
Samatha (tranquillization), 59
Sambfiara, 314
SambodM, 16 (see Enlightenment)
Sambuddha, 38
Samgha, 141
Samghapnla, 149
Samjna (thought), 293
Samsara, 182
Samyutto-nikaya, 253
San-ch'ing or i-d'uig, 127 (see
Inquiring Spirit)
San-*heng Hui-jen, 80
Saruhara (conformation), 293
•San-tai, 247
Sapiasatika-prynapararmtra Sutra,
148, 150, 271
Soriputra, 271, 272, 322
Sartodhamonarm-Sioeyala, 51
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Sasaki, Gctsho, 284 fn.
Satori, 16, 20; “i* the measure
of Zen", 21; as pararaitti, 21;
its great advocate Dniye (Taihui), 28; salient features of,
28 ft; irrationality, 28, 29;
intuitive insight, 29: noetic
quality, 29, 30; authoritivcivcn of, 30; affirmative, 30;
psychology of, 31; intellectual
and impersonal, 32; feeling of
exaltation, 33; momentari¬
ness, 34; psychological ante¬
cedents, 35 ; classical cases of,
35; The great moment of, 182;
tlve realization of, 115
Sayings of Ippen. 173, 283; of
Shih-t*ien Fu-hsun, 126; of
Shuson, 284; of Tai-hui, 118,
328; of Yun-men, 68; of
Shih-wu Ch‘ing-hung, 190 fn.
Searching and contriving (Kungfu), 65, 69, 86, 100, 119, 120
(stt aha Contriving and Seek¬
ing)
Seeing, hearing and thinking, 92
Seeking and contriving (Kungfu) 102 (sat tW, Searching
and Contriving)
Self, Abandoning the, 66, 172,
266. 268; and Karma, 260 ft;
the original, 112
“Self-power", 265, 268, 283,
284, 304, 305
Self-realization, 16, 20, 21; and
learning, 18; and Reality, 18,
19
Self-surrender, 268
Stt\}akusfiu, 166
Shadowkssness (anabhasa), 324
Shaiv-chao of Feng-yang, 78
Shang-ch'uan Ku, 233
Shan-uo, 74, 75, 154, 155, 157,
163, 166
Shoo-lin, Monastery of,
38,
39
Sheng-nien of Shou-sban, 78

Shcn-hsiu, 34, 39, 40, 41, 44;
“this body is the Bodhi-tree”,
40, 41, 288
Shen-hui on Knowledge, 29
Shih-fan, 106
Shih-Kuang, 198
Shih-men Tsung, 219
Shih-shuang Hjn.c-K'ung, 219,
239, 240, 241, 243; and a
well one thousand feet deep,
219,220
Shih-t'ien Fa-hsun, 126
Shih-t-ou Hh-ch'ien (or Shiht'ou), 73, 74, 75, 214, 282 fn.
Shih-wu Ch'ing-hung, 190 fn.
Shin Buddhism. 171, 273; and
sin, 284, 265; b “otherpower", 175; like Protestan¬
tism, 303; teachers and Amida, 272; a consistent passivity
religion, 303
Shingon, 115
Shinran Shonin, 166, 176, 277,
278, 281, 287, 288
Shoichi Kokushi, 64
•Sftonpw (ch'eng-ming), Uttering
the name, 144, 155, 164;
exercise, 158; growing me¬
chanical, 164
Shui-Lao, 24, 215
Shou-ohan Shih-chih, 79
Shou-tuan ofPai-yun, 197
Sila (morality), 77, 141, 291,
292
Silence, Practice of, 23, 83
Sitpabhijna, 18
Sin, 262, 263, 278, 318
Skaudha, 20; The five Skandhas,
38, 255
Slapping, 58, 66, 69, 113
Smaller Sukhaietivyuha or Sutra qf
Amitayus, 143
Sokuwo, 181
Soto School of Zen, 116
Southern School of Zen, 43
Spirit of Inquiry (see Inquiry),

INDEX
Spiritual Guide, 77u (Molinas),
285, 286
St. Augustino, 286
St. Bernard, 289
St. Bonaventura,286
St. Francis, sermon on corpse,
60, 276
St. Paul, 44
Stick, A, beyond affirmation
and negation, 91
Stream, Entering into the, 24
Studies in Warn Mysticism (R, A.
Nicholson), 165
Studies in the Lankasaiara Sutra
(D. T. Suzuki), 21, 291,
313 (h.
Subhuti, 23, 292, 321, 322
Sucandra, 16-18
Suchness (tathata), 16, 31, 149,
183, 278
Sudden awakening, 90, 94
Sudhana, 16-18
■Sukhasati-Vyuha Sutra, 142
Sumeni, Mount, 84; immov¬
able as, 308
Sanyo (on
, 289, 290, 313
Sanyota,
289 , 291, 325 [ut
Emptiness)
Su Tung-po, 188
Soabfutt*. 258
Szu-hsin Wu-hsi n c

'a, 16
Huang-lung,

20

T
Tai-an, 74
Tai-chi rueh-tsang Chiug, 163
Tai-hui (Daiye, in Japanese),
22, 28,38,60, 61,91,94, 118,
238; opposed to passivity, 309
Tai-hui Ptt-ihuo (sermons), 91,
118, 311
Tes-i, 128
Tai-mei Fa-chang, 214
Tai-yuan, 244
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Tai-yu and Un-chi, Story of,
48-9,55,61,63
Tai-yu Shou-duh, 194, 195
Ta-Kuan, 53
Tan-jan, 212
■Pan-luan, 303
Tannitho, The (Shinran-Shonin),
282, 287, 288
Tan-yuan, 219
Too (The Way), 85. 90; the
truth, 108
Tao-eh'icti, 324
Tatxh'o, 143, 154, 163
Tao-hsin, The Fourth Patriarch
of Zen, 323, 325 fn.
Tao-wu, 239 IT.
Tao-wu of "Ticn-huang, 78
Tao-yuan, 190, 192, 230
Tariki (“other-power*') doctrine.
The, 175, 318; and passivity,
281, 303 (tee "Other-power")
Tathagata, The, 297-9
Tnthagata-body, 298
Talhagatagarbha, Doctrine of The,
Ta-t'ung Chi, 225
T*ei of Meng-shan, 102, 110
Teng Yin-feng, 73
Te-shan Ilman-chicit," 44-6, 47,
52; swinging a staff, 53, 185,
281, 282 fn.
Tc-shan Mi, 325 fn.
Tc-shao, 138
Theeiegia Gtrmanita, 290, 319-21
Thirty Wows, 46, 49, 55, 58,
282 fn.
Thomas Vaux, 323
Three chin of flax, 84, 87, 102;
Tung-Shnn’s, 87, 88
Tien-ch‘i Shut, 120
Tien-chu Ch'ung-lun, 228
Tien-hun (refreshment), 44
Tien-i Hui-tung (Poet), 225,226
Tien-ju Wei-tse, 134, 145
Tien-lung, The index finger of, 15
Then-mu Man, 221
Tien-ning, 26 (set o/roYuan-Wu)
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Unlosablc, The, 256, 257
Vpaya-Kausalya, 220. 300
Uphum, Thomas C., 274

Tien-shan Ch'iung, 110-13
Tien-tai, 59, 115, 288
T'im-tai Chill Kwan, The, 307
Ting, The monk, 66-8
Tiuo«, Father, 302
To-fu, 187
Tofukuji Monastery, 64
Toki-no-p, 187
Torei (Disciple of Hakuin), 309
Tou-tzu Ta-t‘ung, 216
TranrmiittM of thi Lamp, Tht, 36,
75; (The first history of Zen),
181, 187, 196, 200, 237, 239,
282, 323; supplementary part
of, 247 it passim
Tsao-ch'i, 60. 204
Tsing-ping Ling-tsun, 228
ThxKsh /, How to »it and
meditate, 56, 305
Tsu-thing 91
Tsueh-tou, 244
Tsui-wci Wu-hsiao, 216, 228
Tsui-yen, 195
Tsung-I, 906 fn.
Tsung-iing
mountain range,
233
Tsung-mi, 29 fin.
Tsu-yin Chu-ne, 197, 198
Tu-feng Chi-shan, 134
Tui Keng. 106
Tui-yin, 95; cautions his stu¬
dents, 96
Tm-chiao (abrupt teaching). 43
Tung, The River, 218
Tung-fen Chi-shan, 78, 122
TW-shan, 25, 34, 87, 88, 218,
282 fn.
Tung-sxu, 206, 207
Tu-weng, 113
Tjmga, 141
Tzu-ming, 185

Vaidehi, 168
Vairocann, 72
Vaisati, 23
VyratcMika Sutra, 40-6, 51, 54,
76, 281, 320
Vnjragarbha, 313
Vajra-samaiiki Sutra, 31
Varitiitt of Htligious Expaimu,
(Jasnes), 29, 64
Vatavertin (freedom), 16
Vtdana (mwuion). 293
Virfya (The three sciences), 77
Vijitana (consciouvnoa), 293
Vynafiti, 256
VunopMa, 271
Vimalakirti, 23, 59, 193. 322
Vimalakirtimnlaa-svtra, 320
Vipasyana. 56, 59
Viragain (detachment), 297
Vina (energy, or strenuousness),
291, 292
•
Visualisation of the Buddhaimage, 149, 152
Visuddhimagga, Tht, 253, 290
Vocal Nembutsu {Shrmryo, or
Ch'tng-ming), 156. 158. 160,
162, 180; its psychology. 161
Vow,
The
eighteenth, 277;
Transcendental, 330
Vow of Amida, The original,
170, 172, 177, 178. 303
Vyuha, 151
Vyuhatamadhi, 150 fit.

U

W

Unam-amiJa-butsu, 122
Unconscious, The, 32, 34, 124

V

Wan-Utou Ch‘ung-Kuan, 247
Warren, H. C,, 253. 254, 290

INDEX
Wei-aha.1, 73, 74, 189, 190, 206,
213
Wet-yang, 245 fn.
Wen-chun of Le-t'an, 202, 203
Wen-i, 324
White Lotus Society, 133, 185
Wistaria, 24; “leaning on a
tree", 27
,
Wojo-yashyv, 156
Wooltnan, John, 282
Wordsworth, 166
(Jap. Mu), 84, 80, 91,
94, 103, 104, 105, 107, 110,
116, 123, 247, 249; Chaochou's, 250
Wu, The monk, 112
Wu-chun, 109
Wu-chou, Shih-fan, 107
Wu-nun-Kum, The (Zen text¬
book), 237, 247 ff.
Wu-Wen T*ning of Hsiangshan, 113
Wu-yeh of Feng-ehou, 72, 73
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Yuan-hsien of Ku-shan, 185
Yuan-uung of Fa-yun, 189, 305,
306
Yuan of Shuang-shan, 107
Yuan-wu, 237, 238
Yuan-wu Fo-Kuo, 28, 87, 205-9,
237
Yueh-shan, 113, 239
Yueh-ting Tao-lun, 223
Yun-feng Wen-yueh, 113, 194,
195
Yung-chin, 328
Yung of Tung-shan, 196
Yun-Kai Chih-yung, 230
Yun-men, 25, 68, 69. 79, 84,
88, 220, 221, 222
Yun-men school, 26, 237, 245
Yun-rocn Tno-hsin, 223
Yun-yen, 239
Yu-t‘an, 123 fn.

Z

Y
Yang.chi, 138,184, 195,196,197
Yang-ming Yen-thou, 137, 138
Yang-than, 189, 190, 206, 207,
213, 219
Yang-shan Yung, 225
Yao-shan, 72. 282, 283 fn.
Yathabhultm, 283, 313
Talhasalla (suchnew), 297
Yen of Ku-»han, 25
Yen-chiao Ta-shih, 223
Yenjo and Ycngu, 181
Yesnin In, 183
Yogacaru, 46
Yogin, The qualifications of a,
152, 153
“You are saved at you are”, 281
YuofTu-fing, 195. 196, 197
Yuan-chou
Hsueh-yen
Tsuch'in, 107

Zazen (iso-eh’an), 110, 111; prac¬
tised by all Buddhists except
those of the Pure Land School,
309; directions as to its prac¬
tice, 110, 111, 306, 306, 307
Zen, Worth!os, muddy-headed
students of, 185
Zen an intense seeking, 53; and
Buddhist philosophers, 32, 51;
and intellection, 89, 288; and
intuition, 309, 310; and Jodo,
309; and metaphysical quest,
55, 56; and quietism, 82, 83,
308; and "self-power", 304;
aristocratic, 70, 81; conscious¬
ness, 35, 81; the history of,
186; not democratic, 217; de¬
velopment of, 70-80; direc¬
tions as to its practice, 56,
312; Far Eastern culture, 82;
Hung-yang Wood, 27; in the
murmuring stredm, 79, 188;

Zen—amt.
in word* and phrase* in
noetic experience, 61; the
function of Koan in, 309-13;
lilce a gourd, 138; masters on
Koan, 84, 311; not passive
quietness, 84, 97, 304; popu¬
larization
of, 81; quiet ist
movement in, 82; repentance
in, 51; search for something,
52; study of, 95, 96; three
factors of, 96, 97; two ten¬
dencies in, 82; and Nembulsu,
137
Zm Etsajt, First and Second
Series (D. T. Suzuki), 13, 15
fn., 60, 62, 102, 196, 305, 309,
313 £n., 323 fn.
Zen experience, 15 ff., 86, 87,
304; and human emotions,
32; and practical life, 33;

rftiirro IK o«*»t min IV

ns

different from the Christian,
32, 33, 50, 65, 66; difficult
to attain, 37, 55, 70; exam¬
ples of Zen teaching, 72-5;
factors determining, 60-70,
77-80; its momentarincss, 273,
like drinking water, 50, 51,
52, 98; maturing, 50, 58;
noetic, 102; not intellectual,
87, 268
Zenkwan Sakuihin, 90, 310
Ztnna, 305
Zen masters, not philosophers
but t>ragmatists, 220
Zm MasUrt tf tht Ming Dynasty,
Tht Repuitd (Chu-Hung), 134
Zen quietists, 42-4; condemned
by Tai-hui, 23, 24, 309
Zen, Revilen of, 185; Chinese
the language par exetUtnu of,
230
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